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PBEEACE. 

In the present volume I have tried to make the 

discussion of the various parts of the subject, -which are 

here given, as full as possible; and there will be found 

much which has hitherto not appeared except in mathe¬ 

matical journals. At the same time, the treatise does 

not profess to be complete. Among the parts omitted 

are the investigations 'by Fuchs' - on.’-the integration of 

linear differential equations, those of Konigsberger on 

the irreducibihty of differential equations, the discussion 

of Pfaff’s equation-;’ the recent researches of Hermite and 

Halphen, and the" geometrical1 applications of the hyper¬ 

geometric series by Klein; only a very slight sketch 

of Jacobi’s method for partial differential equations is 

attempted, and there is no indication of the methods of 

Cauchy, Lie and Mayer. These, and others here omitted, 

I hope to give in another volume at some future date. 

While writing this volume I have consulted many 

authorities in the shape of treatises, memoirs and text¬ 

books ; and, though it is impossible to ’give in detail 

every reference, I wish in particular to mention, as 

having been of great use, Boole’s Treatise and his 

Supplement, Moigno, Imschenetsky and Mansion; and 
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. I have used, to a slighter extent than these, Gregory’s 

Examples, Serret and De Morgan. Many references to 

original memoirs will be found in various chapters. 

There occur, scattered throughout the book, many 

examples, amounting in number to more than eight 

hundred. Most of these are taken from University and 

College Examination papers set in Cambridge at various 

times; some are new, and many of them are results 

extracted from memoirs which have been consulted. In 

the case of the last, the original authority is, I think, 

always indicated. I cannot hope that, among so many, 

all results given are correct and all equations set are 

soluble; and I shall be glad to receive corrections of any 

mistakes actually found. 

In conclusion, I wish to express the very great 

obligations under which I he to my friend and former 

tutor Mr H. M. Taylor, of Trinity College, Cambridge, 

for his kindness in the revision of the proof-sheets. 

He has caused the removal of many obscurities and 

has made many valuable suggestions of which I have 

continually availed myself My thanks are also due 

to my friend Mr J. M. Dodds, of St Peter’s College, 

Cambridge, for his kindness in reading some of the 

early sheets. 

A. R FORSYTH. 

Trinity College, Cambridge, 

September, 1885. 



PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION. 

This edition will be found to differ very slightly from 

the first. In its preparation I have been much helped 

by the kindness of many friends and correspondents who 

have sent me notification of mistakes and misprints. 

My thanks are specially due to Dr Hermann Maser 

of Berlin for the honour he has done me in translating 

my book into German. 

A. R F. 

Trinity College, Cambridge, 

September, 1888. 
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Introduction. 

1. When one variable quantity y is n (unction of another 

variable quantity x, tin*, relation between the two may be exhibited 

by means of an equation .such an 

<f> (tf, y) = o. 

In this (equation constants may occur; let one of such constants be* 

denoted by a. If the equation be solved for y in terms of u\ this 

constant a will enter into the expression for \j; and, by taking 

different values for u, there will in general be, obtained a number 

of corresponding values for y. If if be desired to indicate in flu* 

fundamental relation flu; fact that the value of y depends on that- 

of a, this may lx* done by writing tint above equation in the form 

<f> (x, y> a) « 0.............(i). 

Now it is possible to derive from this equation another, which 

shall include all the values of ;/, which can he obtained by as¬ 

signing all the possible values to the constant a. The differential 

coefficient of y with regard to m is given by 

~<]4>, <l4> <l!t _ () 
dx dy dm (ii), 

d 3 
in which and ^ indicate? partial differentiation with regard to 

x and y respectively. Equation (ii) will in general involve the 

constant af which occurs in (i); and, if between these two eqirn- 
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p 
tions the constant be eliminated, the result of the elimination will 

be of the form 

where / is a definite function depending on the form of the 

function <j> in equation (i). Now equation (iii) is one, which 

includes all the values of ?/, which can arise from (i); for, while 

it is derived from the two equations (i) and (ii), in each of 

which a occurs, yet of the particular value of this quantity 

no special account is taken and, were any other constant as a' 
substituted for a in all the steps of the elimination, the result 

would be the same, since the constant is made to disappear from 

the result. 

In the same way, if y depended on two constants a and b in 

a manner defined by an equation 

cl> (x, y9 a, b) = 0, 

and if the equations which give the first and second differentia] 

coefficients of y with regard to x were written down, the two con¬ 

stants a and b could be eliminated and the resulting equation 

would he of the form 

dy d‘y 
J’ dx’ <&?. 

In all cases the functions f and F can be deduced (by methods of 

the Differential Calculus and of Higher Algebra) when the forms 

<l> and <t> are given. 

In particular, if such a form be 

e [x, y) = a, 

from which a is to be eliminated, then, as the equation embracing 

all the values y, we have at once 

dy _ 

dx ^ dy dx 9 

no further elimination being needed. 

Thus, for example, the equation 

f = 4>ax 
leads to the equation 
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which is the general equation of all parabolas having the same 

axis and vertex. 

2. Such relations as (iii) and (in)' are called Differential 

Equations; the equation (i), which is free from all differential 

coefficients, is called a solution of (iii). As, in passing from (i) 
to (iii), a single arbitrary constant was removed, so conversely, 
in passing from (iii) to (i), it is just to expect that a single 
arbitrary constant will be introduced; and since, in eliminating n 

arbitrary constants, there are needed the equations giving the 
first n differential coefficients in addition to the original equation, 

so conversely, in passing from such a relation between differen¬ 
tial coefficients up to the nih inclusive to an equation free from 

them and equivalent to this relation, it is to be expected that n 

arbitrary constants will bo introduced. 

3. It is not difficult to see how these arbitrary quantities must 
enter into the solution of the equation. For the sake of simplicity 
let us consider an equation such as 

M + Nd;' = 0, 
ax 

in which M and N are functions of x and ij. Let x and y represent 
the Cartesian coordinates of a point P in a plane referred to two 
rectangular axes; then the equation (i) is the equation of a curve, 

and is the trigonometrical tangent of the angle, which the 

tangent to the curve at the point P makes with the axis of 
so that the above differential equation gives the direction of a line 

at every point in the plane. Let any point A be taken on this 

axis of ;//, and let uh proceed from A for a very short distance 

in the direction given by the value of ^ which it has at A ; we 

shall thus come to another point It. Let us proceed now from M 

through a very short distance in the direction given by the value of 

which it has at B; wo shall thus come to another point C. 

If this process be carried out for a number of directions in suc¬ 

cession, a figure will be traced in the plane; and, when each of 

tint distances through which wo suppose the tracing point to 

move becomes indefinitely small, the figure will become a curve 
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passing through A. This curve will have a definite equation 

which may be exhibited in the form 

F {%, y, Vo) = 0, 

where yQ is the ordinate of A. Had another initial point A' been 
chosen instead of A, then another curve would have been obtained 
and into its equation the magnitude of the ordinate of A' would 
have entered;, the same result would ensue from taking each point 
in succession on the axis of y, because generally one curve and only 
one passes through each such point. As each equation, or one 
single equation as the representative of all, may bo considered a 
solution of the differential equation, it is evident that into the 
solution of the example we have been considering one arbitrary 
constant will enter; and therefore, if by any method we can obtain 
an equation free from differential coefficients, it must be expected 
that an arbitrary constant will be contained in that equation. 
But this arbitrary constant obtained by the latter method will not 

necessarily be the ordinate of the point, at which the curve, repre¬ 
sented by the solution, and the axis of y intersect; an arbitrary 
element would have entered into the equation, had the tracing of 

the curve begun from a point in the plane not lying on one of 
the coordinate axes. 

In the example considered the equation giving ~ had only 

a single root; when it is of the form 

i%hp S+«-0' 
then the integral equation will be of the form 

A*+AF + Qf= 0, 

where A is an arbitrary constant. And it is not difficult to see 

that, if the differential equation be of the ntli degree in , then 

the corresponding integral equation will contain an arbitrary 
constant raised to the nth and lower powers. 

4. From what has been said as to one of the methods by 

which differential equations can be constructed, it might be deemed 
an easy matter to return from the differential to the integral 
equation; but this is not so. The steps of an elimination cannot 
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be retraced, and therefore some other method or methods mnst be " 
adopted. The methods which are most effective for the solution 
of several different forms of differential equations will be discussed 
hereafter. 

5. When we pass from a given integral function to the equi¬ 
valent differential equation, the latter may prove to be of a form 
which is not included among those already known; so conversely, 
if we pass from a given differential equation, we must not expect 

to arrive necessarily at a function which will be included among 
those, with the properties of which we are acquainted. It is 
'therefore desirable to indicate what, in such a case, would be 
meant by the solution of the differential equation. 

When, in algebra, we ask whether any particular equation can 
be solved, we thereby enquire whether the value of the variable, 
which occurs in it, can he expressed in terms of known functions. 
Thus, for instance, in the equation 

ax — b 

the value of x can be obtained immediately by a process of division: 
But let the equation be 

f = K 

To solve this we have to introduce a function, which was not 
needed for the former equation; and, expressing £ in the form . 

£=±M 

we consider the equation solved. Now equations of the third and 
fourth degree can be solved by means of functions strictly analogous 
to these—the cube root and the fourth root of quantities; but 
general equations of the fifth and higher degrees cannot be solved 
in terms of these functions or combinations of these with similar 

functions. It does not therefore follow that solutions of these 
equations do not exist; they can only be solved when functions, 
unused in the solution of equations of lower degrees, are intro¬ 

duced. ** 

Similarly, in the case of a differential equation, when we say 

that it can be solved, we do not mean to imply that the solution 
must be expressible in terms of purely algebraical functions, of 

9 
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exponentials (including sines and cosines), and of logarithmic 
functions (including inverse circular functions). The equation 

dx 
is equivalent to 

y = x2 + A. 

But suppose that the properties of the logarithm were un¬ 
known, and that the differential equation 

dx x 

were proposed for solution. We should then have 

and, calling 

/$-/<*>• 
we should prove the relation 

/(«) +f(y) =/(*y). 

and become acquainted with the properties of this new function so 
as to'include it amongst known functions. But, had we not been 
able to deduce the properties of/ (x), the value of y given by t 

A + f— 
J X 

would still have been considered a solution of the differential 
.equation. In fact every differential equation is considered as 

solved, when the value of the dependent variable is expressed as a 
function of the independent variable by means either of known 
functions or of integrals, whether the integrations in the latter 
can or cannot be expressed in terms of f unctions already known. 
Thus, for instance, 

* = A + f*d* 
is a solution of 

although the value of y cannot be expressed otherwise than in this 
form without the introduction of a new function the properties of 
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which can be investigated. In this way the solution of differential 
equations is continually suggesting new functions to be added to 
the stock of those already known. 

6. Before we proceed farther, it is desirable to give definitions 
of some terms used in the subject. 

Any equation which expresses a relation between dependent 
variables, their differential coefficients of any order whatever, and 
the independent variables is called a differential equation. 

Differential equations are divided into two species, viz.:— 

I. Ordinary differential equations, into which only a single 

independent variable enters, either explicitly or implicitly, and 
to this variable all the differential coefficients have reference. 
Should there be several dependent variables, the number of 
equations necessary for their complete determination as functions 
of the independent variable is equal to the number of such 
variables. Thus, for instance, we might have 

d2x 
de+^=°* 

in which x is a function of the only independent variable t; and 

(xf + ff = 0 | 
f 5 

C^ + y2)1 'df+ijy = 0 

in which x and y are both functions of t. ^ 

II. • Partial differential equations, into which two independent 
variables at least and partial differential coefficients with regard 

to any or all of these variables may enter. If several dependent 
variables be present, the number of separate equations must be 
the same as the number of the separate dependent variables; 
but the occurrence of such systems of equations is relatively rare. 
As examples of partial differential equations we may consider 

Y-0 
dot? dy2 \dx dy) 

A 
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and 
3 (f) __ 3 yfr"] 

dx 3y I 

3 <j> _ d\Jr I 
dy dx j 

The order of a differential equation is the same as the order of 
the highest differential coefficient it contains. 

The degree is the power to which that highest differential 
coefficient is raised, when the equation is in a rational form and 
freed from fractions. 

The equation 
dy a 

y — X -j- -7“ 

dx dy 
dx 

is of the first order and second degree; the equation 

11 MiAl* _ d’s 

is of the second order and second degree. 

If a differential equation be such that, when it is rationalised 
and freed from fractions, the differential coefficients and the 
dependent variable enter in the first power and there are no 
products of these, while the coefficients in the separate terms are 
either constants or functions of the independent variables, the 
equation is called linear. The following are examples of linear 
equations: 

rv 3»F d2v_ 
dx* + dtf + ~dz* ~ 

dz dz 
xTx+yhj-z=0- 

The relation, which exists between the variables themselves 
without their differential coefficients and which is the most general 
one possible, is called sometimes the general solution, and some¬ 
times the primitive, of the differential equation. 

7. The process of deriving the primitive from a given dif¬ 
ferential equation will frequently be the deduction of a first 
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integral of the differential equation, that is, an equation of an 
order lower by unity than that of the original equation and 
containing an arbitrary constant; then of a first integral of the 
latter which will be a second integral of the original equation; 

and so on, until differential coefficients cease to appear. This 
will be the case when the operation has been repeated the 
number of times equal to the order of the original differential 
equation. Now the form of the first integral will be affected 
by any transformation to which the equation may be subjected 
prior to integration; and, since a given equation may be trans¬ 
formed in a number of different ways, there will be a correspond¬ 
ing number of different first integrals. But these will not all be 
necessarily independent; and, as a mattey of fact, if the equation 
be of the nth order, it cannot have more than n independent first 
integrals. For example, the differential equation 

dx2 + y = o 

has the following first integrals, viz.: 

rdy- 
[dx. 

+ f = A*: 

dy , -n 
dx cos x y 8111 x ~ 

dy 
dx 

sin x + y cos x=C, 

di 
dx 

= y cot (p-ha); 

but they are not all independent, the four constants A, B, C, a 
being connected by the equations 

B = A cos a} 
C = A sin a. 

When a system of first integrals has been so obtained in any 
case, it can be used as a simultaneous system, from which the 
highest differential coefficients can be eliminated; and if inde¬ 
pendent first integrals of the equation, equal in number to the 
order of the equation, have been obtained, all^ the differential 

coefficients can be eliminated from them so as to leave the primi¬ 
tive. Thus from the second and third integrals in the foregoing 

example we might deduce 

y = B sin x+O cos x, 
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• and from the first and fourth 

• y = A sin (x + a), 

each being a primitive; these solutions are seen to coincide on 
account of the relations between the constants. 

8. We proceed now to give reasons for the statement made 
in the last paragraph. 

A differential equation of the order n has n, and cannot have 
. more than n, independent first integrals. 

From what has already been said it is clear that an integral 
relation between y and x involving n arbitrary independent con¬ 
stants would lead to a differential equation of the order n. Let 
the given integral equation be differentiated n — 1 times in 
succession; the n — 1 resulting equations will involve all the 
differential coefficients up to the (n — l)th inclusive and there will, 
with the original equation, be n equations in all. Now from n 
equations, in which n quantities occur, all but one of these quantities 
can be eliminated. Let the n arbitrary constants be denoted by 
C13 (72,., Cn; and from the n equations, which we have, let us 
eliminate all the arbitrary constants except Cr The resulting 
equation will involve the variables and the derivatives of y up to 
the (n — l)th inclusive and will also involve G1; it will therefore be 
a first integral of the differential equation of the order n which is 
equivalent to the given integral relation. Now eliminate all the 
arbitrary constants except C2; the resulting equation will now 
involve <72 and, as before, derivatives of y up to the (n — l)th in¬ 
clusive and will therefore be a first integral of the differential 
equation; it will, moreover, be independent of the former, since 02 
is independent of Gv Proceeding in this way with all the constants 
in turn, we shall obtain n independent first integrals, each of which 
arises from the elimination of all but one of the n independent 
constants. 

As there are not more than n independent constants occurring 
in the general integral equation, any other constant, which could 
appear in it, must depend on Cv C2, .. On; let A be such 
a constant, and let the relation between them be denoted by the 
equation 

0lt 0„ ,c„) = 0. 
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Then between this, and the original integral equation, and the • 
i — l equations obtained by differentiation, (forming n-1-1 equa¬ 
tions in all), the n constants G may be eliminated and the result 
vill involve the differential coefficients up to the (n — l)th inclu¬ 
sive and the constant A. This would be a first integral of the 
lifferential equation, but it is not independent of the n already 

)btained; for from these let the respective values of the quantities 
j in terms of the variables and the differential coefficients of y 
do derived from the separate equations, in which they occur singly 
md be substituted in the equation ^ = 0 ; this equation will then 
do one involving the differential coefficients up to the (n — l)th and 

ihe constant A, and will therefore be the same as the foregoing. 
In fact the two processes are merely different methods of obtaining 

the one result, and the second shews that the first integral so 
>btained is derivable from the other n first integrals. Hence the 
iifferential equation of order n has not more than n independent 
first integrals. t 

9.. It is convenient to add here two lemmas to which frequent 
reference will subsequently be made. 

Lemma I. Let uv u2, ., un be n functions of the n variables 
xl9 #3,., xny these variables being independent of one another ; 
if among these functions any relation, which may be represented'by 

w,.,«„) =0.(i)> 
be identically satisfied, so that uv .,un are not independent 
of one another, then the equation 

3/q 3/q diit 
dx% ’ 3^2 ’ ’ dxn 

<>><„ dutJ 
;av ftes ’ ’ 3®. 

dn« 
du.n dun 
. .’ 3®. 

is identically satisfied. 

Since equation (i) is identically satisfied, when for ux) uit.,un 

are substituted their values in terms of the independent variables, 
the partial differential coefficients of F of the first order with 

regard to each of these variables are separately zero. Thus we 

have 
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3 F du, 3 F 3 u2 
du, dx, + 3w2 dx, 

dF du, 3F du2 
3u, dx2 + 3u2 dx2 ' 

.+^?S = 0 
3wn 3^l * 

dF chi 

dF du, dF du, 

duj 3«„ + dxn + ' 
+ ^-0. 
+a» a*. 

Let the ratios of the w partial differential coefficients of F with 

regard to the u’s be eliminated between these) n equations, which 

are linear in these quantities; the result of the elimination is 

du. d% dun 
dx, ’ 3*. ’ . } dx. 

du. dun 

d®a ’ 3xa ’ ’ fa, 

\dux dut 'X 
\dxn’ 3xn’ ? 0xn \ 

and this is identically satisfied. The value of a determinant is 

unaltered by the change of rows into columns and columns into 

rows; when these changes take place the above * equation becomes 

equation (ii), which is therefore identically satisfied. 

Lemma II. The converse of this is also true: If uv ?/8, ....... un 

be n functions of n independent variables xv .......... xn, and if 

the e(|uation 

j diL du. dtL ■ 

du% du. 

fan ! 
3dxt/ 

be identically satisfied, then the functions ulf u,i%.. tiH are not 

independent of one another, but are connected by a relation of the 
form 

•.•» 
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If the n—1 functions uv u2> ., un_x be not independent 
of one another then the proposition to be proved is at once granted; 
we may therefore suppose them independent of one another. 

Between the n functions u we can eliminate n — 1 of the 
variables; if the remaining variable, say xn, be not thereby 
eliminated the result may be written in the form 

If the equation of condition be written in the form ' 

.,tQ_0 
9(«v®s>. 

we may write the theorem for the multiplication of determinants 
in the form 

3p,, Wjj..> UJ = d(tt„ .>«»-,,4>) x d(uL,U2,., un_t, <cj 
3K.*,..>xn) 9K>'“2>.9(®i.®a.. 

The left-hand side is zero by hypothesis. Since the functions 
iq, u2, ., ion_x are independent, the first factor on the right- 

hand side is ~ ,„and the second is One of 
dxn * _ d(scl9 x2; ..., mn_t) 

these must therefore vanish. If it be the former, then <j> is ex¬ 
plicitly independent of xn, so that un is a function of uu u2}..., un_x 
only; and there is thus a relation between the original n functions. 

If it be the latter we have 

3 K’ U.. Mn-l) = 0 

9 (®X» ., <0 
an equation, which corresponds to the given equation of condition 
but in which there are only n — 1 functions of n — 1 variables, 
since for the differentiations that now occur xtl may be considered 
a constant. This is treated in the same manner as before; and we 
should find either that there is a relation between uv u2> un_x 
considered as functions of xx, x2,., xn_v or that a new equation 
of condition involving n~ 2 functions of n — 2 variables would 
hold. If the relation between ul9 u2i ..., un_x exist, it will be of the 
form 

^ .= 

which will involve xn since we have assumed that uv u2J un_x 
are independent of one another. Between ^ = 0 and un = <jf> we can 
eliminate xn and obtain a relation between uv u2, un. 

//* 
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J 

Proceeding in this manner and diminishing by unity each 
time# the number of functions, which enter into the equation of 
condition, we can prove that one of the two necessary inferences 
at each reduction is the statement contained in the proposition. 
And when the reduction has been repeated n — 1 times the only 
alternative of the proposition is that any function, chosen at will, 

should be such as to satisfy ^r= 0 for some variable x which can 

be chosen at will. As this is evidently not the case, the truth of 
the proposition follows. 

10. As a particular case of the general lemmas we have the 
following. Let U and V be two functions of two independent 

variables x and y; then if V can be expressed as a function of TJ 
alone, we must have 

dUd_V_dUdV = 
dx 3y dy dx 3 

and conversely, if this equation be satisfied, then there is a relation 
between U and V satisfied for all values whatever of x and y such 
that 

v=/(t0. 

Ex. 1. Are the functions 

x+• 2y+x-2y+3z, 2xy - xz+4yz- 2z2 

independent of one another 1 

The equation of condition is 

1 , 1 . , 2y-z 
2 , -2 . , 2x 4z 

1 , 3 i , — .r+4y ~ 4z 

which is evidently satisfied since 

3rd row = 2 (1st row) — £ (2nd row); 

and therefore the functions are dependent. To find the relation between 
them, if we call them we have 

2x=u1 + u2~4z, 

4y*=u1~u2 + 2z-, 
and therefore 

• 4uz = Ui2 - 
on substituting these values'. 

Ex. 2. Prove that the functions ctx2+by2+c£\ Ax+By + Cz, and 

a\x2 (B2c+C2b) +b2y2 (C2a+A2c)+c2z2 (A2b+B2a) - 2abc(BCyz+CAzx + ABxry)f 

are not independent; and find the relation between them. 
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Differential Equations of the First Order. 

11. The general differential equation of the first order maybe 

represent,e< l by 

= 0, 

where F is a rational and algebraical function so far as the differ¬ 

ential coefficient is concerned. In this general form the equation 

cannot be integrated; but there are certain particular forms, to 

one or other of which many equations can be reduced, and which 

admit of immediate solution. These forms we may call standard 
forms. 

12. Before considering them in detail, we will prove a pro¬ 

position, which is merely a particular case of the general theorem 

indicated in § 8, viz., that a differential equation expressible in 

the form 

M = F, 

where M and N are one-valued functions of x and y, can have only 

one independent primitive, 

{suppose that, if it be possible, two primitives 

<h («» V) - a> 

y) = l>. 

have been obtained. From the first of these the' value of is 

given by 

<>p + <!p d_y 
Fix dy dx * 
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14. Standard II. Linear Form. 

When the equation of the first order is linear, it may be 

' written in the form 

where P and Q are functions of x and are explicitly independent of 

y. Multiply each side by 
JPdx. 

then, since 

the equation becomes 

dy jpdx , n, d jPdx 

dx 1 

dx" * dx 

on integration (the left side is now a perfect differential) we obtain 

as the primitive 

y^^c+jq^dx, 

that is, 

y = Ce-m* + e-!FdxjQJJPd*dx. 

Ex. 1. 
dy x __ 1 
dx^ l+x2 +x2) ‘ 

As in the general case, 

h 
* dx 

hence 

r xdx 

3,(1 

= C+log 

■ xdx 
1+x2 . 

i+(i+^2)r 

Ex. 2. Solve (i) x (1 - x2) ^jr + (2#2 —1) y=axP; 
dy 

dy 
„ (ii) ^ 4-y cos x=§ sin 2a?; 

>/ (iii) ^S+^l=<tcos^+^; 
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Ex. 3. Shew that the .solution of the general equation may bo exhibited 

in the form 

y~p e >,,SC^G + JiJp,lxd(j,J. 

15. Ar Important associated form, which can be solved by the 

same method, is 

where P and Q are functions of x alone. 

Divide by yn; the aquation then is 

1 d f 1 \ . „ 1 „ 
n- 1 dx (v/‘:‘) + /J f~l 

which is the standard form; and the general solution is 

= -1) jQe~i,l~l)II'dxdx. 

Ex. 4. Solve A'U.,.a ... 

This becomes, fitter a transformation similar to tlm above, 

d fi\ 11 1. 

the primitive of which is 

dx \//J // .v 

This is 

ic-J*.c -li 

1 ^ fdx log:/; 

JW '“ ' J A1 f 

-c+^+y. 

whence 1 4* (Dj+logx, 

Ex. 6. Halve (t) ^+ixz ^ j 

(ii) (I 

(in) j'i+x//-/Jmnx; 

o’v) i. 
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6 Shew that the four equations in § 7 lead to the same primitive. 

1*6 Standard in. Homogeneous Equations. 

The equation when of the first degree and expressed in the 

form jy 

ax 

. y ^.0 homogeneous, when M and N are homogeneous 

functions of * and y of the same degree. In this case we can 

write # 

*-**(£)• 

*=*rK)’ 
r being the degree of M and N". On the substitution of 

y-vx, 

so that v may he considered a new dependent variable, the equation 

becomes 

(v + 4> (y) = f (v), 

dx 4> (v) civ _ ^ 

or sc + v<f> (v) — /yp'(v) 

in which the variables are separated; the integral is 

. f <f>(v)dv _ A 
10 8»+jif$)ZEF(d-A- 

The primitive will be given by the substitution of | for v 

after the integration has been performed. 

If the equation however be not of the first degree but still 

homogeneous in x and y, it may be written in the form 

I}’0' 
There are now* two methods of proceeding. The first method 

dy t , 
is to solve the dtyuation considering it as- an equation in ^ e a 

\ solution be expressed by 

dx J W 
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This is the case* already discussed. 

The second method is to solve the oqtmf i<m eensidorii*^*if. m 

an equation in ^; thou wo should haw 

w.& 

or // 

where p is written for Differentsating this with regard t» <r 

we have 

V =/,<?) + (p)%. 

and therefore d[. r 

<fj:(O (,P 

This given on integration 

J p p) 

~ e f i' <p) 

my; the elimination of// between the last equation and 

will give the primitive. But. it in net id ways desirable elimitinte 

p; it may he retained as the parameter of a paint «m the corre¬ 

sponding cum*, in whieh caw its uw- would be .dmilitr l«> that of 

the eeeentrie angle <if a point on an ellipse, 

&-»• Holvv ✓ +/;*■-Sty. 
* iix 

When we write y = er, the equation I,., 

o/f dr 

(i ^ ty x 

whence 
1 ,,, tf d ■*“ T'. 

* 
or 

{*r ** /// r* » ** ,J 
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(ilj .»=+*=-?' 
J dx 

h'r.it. Solve («,!• + !,>/ + ,■) j'^Ax + By+C. 

.h -l-i mill >r- /■+,, ami .suppose h and k so chosen that 

film tin* equation UieomeH 

A'fiirh is homogme*mH 

ah + M'+c^ 0, 

A Zt 4* Jtk+fdJ = 0 j 

If hi,wove- *J ", hut, J; differs from each of these fractions, then the 

wpiati-m< j'ivijitf h and k arc incimumtout. Let each of the equal ratios 
!**' equal to m ; then 

Substitute 

(ax -f* % + «) ~ m (ax 4- by) + C. 

ax 4“ by == o j 

, * mr + (J do a + b -y- , k 
dx1 

him I the variables art* separable. 

tr A n a fl .. . 
If . /I* 11 i<* (innation ih 

11 h tl 1 

that y - nx 4- & 

K.r.1. mu, (!) 3y-7.H-7~(a*-7y-3,|-; 

(ii J (&/• -f- 4y + 3) = tty + * +1; 

(iii) ^_-7y + i: + 2. 

/£?;» 5, Show that the) equation 

(/>+V.r)g = /dH-^, 

ill which I\ am homogeneous functions of x and y, P and R being 
of tfii! Harm* tlftgre% may i>e solved by the substitution y=vx. 

Bx, IS, Solve 

fAx% + Ihy + ax4-ft/4»y) = /I+ft/2+a'#4-fty + y- 
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17. Let now the curves, whose equations are the complete 
primitives of the homogeneous equation, be traced; they fqrm a 
system of similar curves. For let there he drawn through the 
origin any radius vector cutting all these curves and making an 
angle 0 with the axis of x; the inclination to the axis of x of 
the tangent to one of the curves at the point where this radius 

vector meets it is given by 

tan^> = g=/1g)=/I(tauO, 

and therefore all the tangents at points lying on this line are 

parallel. And therefore the curves are all similar and similarly 

situated. 

18. Standard IY. 

Equations arise in which one of the two variables does not 

explicitly occur. 

Consider first that class from which the independent variable 
is absent. The equation will then bo of the form 

dy\ 
K* <3=0- 

As in the general equation under Standard III., there are two 

methods of proceeding. If it be possible, we may solve for ~~ so 

that 

S-/®. 

in which the variables are separable; the primitive is 

f 

jfib f(y) 
: X + A. 

Or, if it be possible, we may solve for y; suppose a solution to 
be given by 

Differentiating with respect to x wo have,* 
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X = dp-\-A, 

in which the variables are separable: and the integral is 

.^fA'(p), 
1 p 

which, when combined with 

y =/: (p) 

for the elimination of p, will furnish the primitive. It may 

more convenient to leave p uneliminated. 

Let us now consider the class from which the dependent variable 

is absent. The equation will then be of the form 

Since 

this equation may be written 

dy dx 
dx dy ~~' 

0. 

<t>i I 

or 

an equation of the former class, and. soluble by the methods thereto 

applying. These methods however may be applied to the equa¬ 

tion without making it undergo this transformation. Solving the 

equation if possible for ^, we shall have 

dyz 
dx 

F(xr); 

and the primitive is therefore 

y = f F(x) dx + A. 

Or solving for x in terms of , when this is possible, we shall 

obtain 

■■K(p\ 

Differentiating with respect to y (the absent variable) we have 
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the integral of which is 

y=Ip*\'l!>)dp+a 

This, combined with 

x = K (p), 

constitutes the primitive. 

Ex. Solve 

<s) i+(£) “S+iL- 
19. Standard V. 

When the (‘({nation of the first order is of the, nih degree, suppose1. <p 

it arranged in descending powers of the differential eoidlieienf, tfo 

that it may be written 

(dy)n , p (dy\*~l , p (dyY~i p dy 

in which Pv Ptp., Pn denotes functions of x and y. If we. look 

upon this as an algebraical equation in ^, which has n roots 

pv /V.> p„ (these being functions of x and //), the (‘({nat ion 

becomes 

(dy_X\(d!I. '( (da i „ 

This can bn true only, if urn* or morn of the factors on (.lie, left- 

hand side vanish; and therefore any relation between m and y, 

which makes a factor vanish, will he a solution of (he original 

equation, while no relation which does not make some factor vanish 

can be a solution. Suppose then that the primitives of the equa¬ 
tions 

■pt=0, -/>* = <>, Pn~ <> 

(deduced by means of one or other of the preceding methods) art! 

4>i (*> y> C) ■= o, ft (*. y,<4)«(>.. ft. y, oj = <> 

respectively; all possible solutions of the given equation will he 

contained in 

ft (*» y> (;J ft(*. y> C,).ft (*, y, <L) =<>. 
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But the generality of this integral will still be maintained, if all 

the constants Gv 0„.. (1n he made the .same,say G\ for in order 

to find a value of y we must equate to zero some factor on the 

left-hand side of the new bum, and this would give an equation of 

the form 

<f>M /A ('l = <>. 

Now C is an arbitrary constant; if then all possible numerical 

values be given to it., there must be included in the series of con¬ 

sequent equations all the integrals, which can be derived similarly 

from the corresponding factor of the first, product. Hence we have 

as the general complete primitive of the original differential 

equation 

<p! («, //> !h({').<f>„ (••«, y, G) = 0. 

Ex. 1. xy/2 ~ ixijp f tp xvf* -i- .rl. 

Then xp -// = ±x (x2 +f)\ 

which, by the Hubstitution beeomoH 

dz 
»± fix, 

(H-i^ 

When the pomtive sign m taken, the dilution in 

* = | [/ *' - c {x ’ ‘ !) winh (x -f a). 

The negative «ign given z « niiih (<? - x); 

hence the general solution in 

\]j - x Hinh (x + c)) [y - x wink (<j - x)] = 0. 

Ex. 2. Solve 

Ex. Z. Solve 

<»> C©'**£2-*- 

(i) x2pp+Zxyp + 2ys=0; 

(ii) x2p2+&ryp+3y2■=0; 

(iii) p{p+y)~x(x+y)-, 

(iv) pP-{xt+xy+y2)ji* + {xPy+xhf+xy2) 

(v) {a2-x2)f+bx (a2 - .r1) p* -p - to= 0; 
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(vi) 

(vii) p2 + \x+;/ - *2 ^+*w+^~;/- Js == o. 

/&\ 4. Skew that, if the general eq minion be homogeneous in x and y3 it 
can he solved hy the substitutions 

at 

Hence solve 

x- 

p'-hf+Zp-* >o. 
V % 

20. Standakd VI. Claimtifs Form. 

The equation to which this name in usually applied in 

y = px+f(P), 

in which p stands for. 

Differentiate the equation with regard to m: then 

p^p+[;e + f(py\ L> 

ho that either 

or m+ f (p) = 0. 

Taking the. first of fhe.se, we have p « o a constant; and hcnco the 

primitive is 

Tlie second equation expresses x as a function of p3 and thereTore 

if p be eliminated between this equation and 

;/=/«;+/{/>) 

a relation between ij and m will be obtained. 

Of these iho former is evidently a solution of the expiation, and 

from it the differential equation can be deduced at once; for on 

differentiating we obtain 

V = c, 
and eliminating c we have 

!r=pr.+f(p). 
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If now wo turn to tin* other relation between, a; and y, which 

will he that derived from the diminution of p between 

?/=,/«' +/(;»)> * 

() = a: ■+/'(}>)] ’ 

it is at once evident that, it contains no arbitrary constant and so is 

not a general solution. Yet it may he a solution of the equation; 
for differentiating the first, equation we have 

<h/z 

d# 
: p + [a +/ (p)\ 

l ) 
by the second equation unless bo infinite; eliminating p from the 

equations y =;«■ +/(/>) and = p we obtain 

which in the original equation. 

21. The relation between the two solutions, when both exist, is 

easily indicated by geometrical eonsidomtioiiH. The first solution 

y » cx 4*/(c) 

represents a family ofstmight lines; if they have an envelope, it is 

found by differentiating the equation with respect to c (in fact, 
this is equivalent to giving a a pair of equal values for the same 
values of x and y) and them we have 

0 =^4-/ (c). 

The result of the elimination of c between these equations will be 
the same as that of eliminating p between the two 

;/* jm +/(/>), 
0 = ^4“/(p), 

and therefore the curve represented by the latter is the envelope 
of the family of lines represented by the first solution, should these 
lines have an envelope. 

Such a solution of the equation, which in not included in the 

primitive (but which may be derived from it in the above manner), 

is called a &lingular Solution, We shall shortly return to a more 
detailed discussion of singular solutions, 

* It should be noticed that for purposes of elimination p is merely a quantity 

likely to depend upon y and x; it m not now neeewfidly ^ . 
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a 
Ex. 1. Solve ^ = 

The first solution is 

The second is given by the elimination of p between 

and the original equation; eliminating we have 

y2=4cu?. 

The latter is the singular solution; the curve represented is touched by all 

the lines included in the primitive. 

Ex. % Solve (i) y—px + {\+p2jt; 

(ii) y^px+p-p1-, 

X(iii) ayf+(2x-b)p=yy ^ ; /. , fc. .. 

, .t . (iv) x2{y-xp)=yp2;\% 1 . 

(v) y—%xp+y2pz. 

22. There is an extended form of the equation, which can be 
solved in a similar maimer, viz.: 

y = ¥(p) + 4> (p)• 
To solve this, let the equation be differentiated with regard to 

x\ then 

or 

P=f(p)+[*f(.p) + 4>' tp)]% 

d* . r f<p) _ 4> (p) 
dp AP)-P P-f(P)’ 

which is linear in x and comes under Standard II. 

Let the integral be 

F(x,p, c) = 0. 

The result of eliminating p between this and the original 
equation will he the primitive. 

Ex. 1. x+yp — ap\ 

or V~ap-Xp- 

Differentiating with regard to x, we have 

p=a 
dp ^ 1 x clp 
dx p p2 dxy 

m 
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and therefore 

dx x _ up 
dp p(l +p2) ~ 1 -f-p2 ’ 

the integral of which is 

+ a log {p + (1 + //“)“} • 

This combined with the original equation is the primitive. 

The equation could also have been solved by differentiating < 
gard to y. 

Ex. 2. Solve . (i) x=yp + ap%; 

.<ii) y=xp + ax (1 +p2f ; 

(iii) y =■ xmp+n(l ; 

(iv) y— yp2+2\px; 

(v) V (1 +P2)* = n (x+yp). 

Singular Solutions. 

23. From the investigation of § 21 it is clear that a soli: 
a differential equation can sometimes be found, which is not in 
in the primitive; such a solution does not involve in its exp 
any arbitrary constant. The limitation of not being inchi 
the primitive is most important; for in the latter a par 

value, say zero, could be assigned to the arbitrary constant;, an 
a solution would be furnished but not of the nature indicate 

We proceed now to consider the theory of these Si 
Solutions of the general differential equation of the first 
which will be written 

If the differential equation either he linear or be m 
into a set of rational linear equations (as in the case of St* 
V.) then it has no singular solution ; any solution of it etppa 
of this nature is merely a particular solution derived fro 
primitive by giving a particular value to the arbitrary co 
therein contained. For the present purpose therefore tho eq 

in p may be considered irresoluble: if it can be resolves 
factors which are not linear and not resoluble into linear f 
then we should consider in turn each of these irresoluble f 
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Wc may thus consider <j> — 0 as a rational and irrosolublo equa¬ 

tion of degree n. Moreover we shall assume that <j> is a one-valued 

function, and that it contains no factor, which is independent of p; 

such a factor, if it wen' retained and equaled to zero, would satisfy 

the equation, but would not involve the differential coefficient. 

If in any case these factors occurred, wo should suppose them 

removed. 

24 The considerations adduct'd in the Introduction furnish 

the inference that, if x and y be the coordinates of a point in 

a plane, the differential equation determines a system of curves 

in that plane, which depend upon a single independent variable 

parameter; and as the differential (‘([nation determines at any 

point a direction through that point, there will be % directions, 

given by the values of j> there, and therefore n curves will pass 

through any point in the plane. To represent this system alge¬ 

braically we need an equation of the form 

/(,r, y, c,, os,., O = 0, - 

which is rational and algebraical and the constants in which arc 

also rational and algebraical; but as only a single independent 

parameter is needed, there will be among these m constants m ■— I 

algebraical relations. Further this function f will be one-valued ; 

and any fact,or, involving x and // (or either of them) hut none of 

the constants, would be rejected for the same reason as led to the 

rejection of similar factors from tint differential equation. As the 

dilferential equation cannot be resolved into simpler equations 

of a lower degree, the algebraical (‘([nation is not so resoluble; if it 

were, to each algebraical equation of lower degree there would be 

a corn‘Spending differential equation of lower degree—a result 

excluded by hypothesis. And tint reason that/ m constants con¬ 

nected by m ~ 1 relations are inserted instead of a singio constant 

is this; tin? equal ion in the, latter ease would be the same as 

that derived from tin; former with all the constants eliminated 

except one, and as tins elimination would usually imply operations 

(such as squaring, &e. which introduce equations other than that 

wanted, the result would be that the final equation Vould represent 

more than the single equation desired. For example, suppose that 

by any process an integral is obtained in the form 

\x} 4* %/ — a [x cm a + y sin a)} * = a* (x* 4 y3), 
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or changing to algebraical constants 

{of + y2 - a (lx + my)}2 = a2 (xi + y2), 

with the condition 

r+m-=i, 

then the equivalent equation containing one of these constants, 

as to, alone would represent not only this equation but also 

[ar + y2 - a {— lx + my)}2 = a? (a? +y‘), 

with the same limiting condition, and therefore would not be 

equivalent solely to the first of these. 

Further we have n curves passing through every point in the 

plane; hence the equation/= 0, with the m — 1 equations between 
the constants, must give at every point n sets of values for these 
constants. Let the aggregate of the constants be denoted by C, so 
that for any point in the plane C will have n values. 

25. Consider now the formation of the differential equation 

from the primitive 

f(x, y, C) = 0. 

It is obtained tpr eliminating the constants between the m — 1 
relations, this equation and the equation 

dl+dfty=o. 
dx dy doc 

But suppose the quantities C replaced by functions of x; the 

deduction of the differential equation will be the same as before, 
except that for the last equation we must substitute 

dx^dydx dC dx 

The result will be actually the same as before, if 

dfdC_ 
dc dx ~ 

dC 
To satisfy this equation we must have either ^ zero, which 

leaves G constant: or. .flmust be determined by 

RAMAN RESEARCH IN8T1TUTE 
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Let the value of’ (J so determined be substituted in the function /. 

We may thus In general as a solution of the same differential 

equation equate to zero the discriminant of / with regard to G\ 

let this be written 

20. This locus is the locus of all points in the plane at which 

the parametric constants (J have two or more equal values; and 

in it there will therefore he included ^ 

(I) the locus of all the nodal points (double, treble, etc.) of 

the system of curves; for at such a point there are as many values 

of (J equal to each other as there are branches through the point, 

since the brandies belong to the same curve; 

(ii) the locus of all the cnsj)s of the system, for similar 

reasons; 

(Hi) the envelope of the system of curves, which may be either 

a single curve or several; for any point on the envelope may be 

considered as belonging to two separate but consecutive curves of 

the system, the constants of these consecutive curves being ulti¬ 

mately equal. [In the case, when tlm envelope can be decomposed 

into several curves, it may happen that one of these is merely a 

particular curve of the system j\x, ;y, (/) = (); its equation might 

be excluded as being a particular solution.] 

Let these three respectively he called the nodal locus, the cus- 

jddal locus, and the envelope locus. 

27. If we now consider the differential equation 

<f> (*?, y, v) = 0 

in connection with the system of curves, whose equation constitutes 

Its general solution, if is evident that the envelope of the sijsiem is a 

solution of the equation; for at any point on the envelope (which 
is a point on two consecutive curves) the direction of the tangent 

is the same as that of the tangent to cither of those curves at that 
point; and since! the differential equation is satisfied by the quan¬ 

tities* which are connected with the element of the system of cilrvosi; 
it must be satisfied by these (unaltered) quantities, Much arerc6tiA 

ueeted with the element of the envelope. 
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But the nodal locus is not a solution of the equation; if it were, 

the differential equation would, for the values of x and y at any 

node, be satisfied by the corresponding value of p at this point 

on the nodal locus. Remembering that the nodal locus is formed 

by a series of points on our system of curves, we know that the 

values of p at any such point which satisfy the differential 

equation are those given by that curve of the system which passes 

through the point. But as the tangent to the nodal locus at such 

a point will not in general be a tangent to any of the branches of 

the curve of the system at the point, it follows that the value of p 
for the nodal locus differs from those values of p for the curve of 

the system which satisfy the equation when substituted in it with 

the coordinates of the point. And it would only be by accident 

that the value of p for the nodal locus could coincide with any of 

the remaining values of p, which do not belong to the curve on 

which the node lies, but are furnished by other curves of the 

system through that point. Hence the value of p for the nodal 

locus at the point will be such as not to satisfy the differential 

equation; and the nodal locus will therefore not he a solution of the 
differential equation. 

Exactly similar considerations applied to the cuspidal locus 

lead to a similar conclusion:—the cuspidal locus is not a solution of 
the differential equation. 

28. How the envelope of the system can be derived from a 

knowledge of the differential equation alone, i.e. without a know¬ 

ledge of the primitive. At any point on the envelope at least 

two of the branches of the different curves coincide in direction; 

and therefore for such a point we shall have equal values of p 
belonging to different but consecutive curves. 

If now we express the condition that two values of p shall be 

equal, by means of the equation 

and eliminate p between this and the original differential equation 

(in fact, equate the discriminant of <f> to zero), then the locus 

Disctp <£ (x, y,p) = 0 

will be one at points along which two values of p will be equal, 

and will obviously include the envelope. 

Butt 
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But besides including the envelope this equation will also give 
the locus of all points 

(i) at which two branches of the same curve touch, i. e. will * 
give all the cusps; this therefore as before is the cuspidal locus. 

(ii) at which two curves which are different but not consecu-| 
tive touch; this locus is called a tac-locus. Thus, for instance, if 
we have two infinite series of concentric circles one round each of 
two points, the straight line joining the centres (and produced 
both ways) is the locus of points of contact of two circles, one 
belonging to each system. 

As before the cuspidal locus is rejected, not being a solution; 
and reasoning exactly similar to that which led to the rejection of 
the nodal locus indicates that the tac-locus is not a solution. 

29. Hence of all these the only solution of the differential 
equation is the envelope-locus; and this, and this alone, we call 

the “Singular SoMion33 of the differential equation. r Either 
method of obtaining the envelope-locus may introduce some of 
the other loci which have just been shewn not to be solutions; 
and therefore in any particular case, unless the equation derived 
obviously represents the envelope and nothing but the envelope, 
it is necessary to try whether the result satisfies the differential 
equation. Should it not do so, it may happen that the equation 
can be resolved into others that are simpler, and one or more than 

one of them may satisfy the equation; these will then constitute 
the Singular Solution. And those which do not satisfy the 
differential equation will be found to be loci, which according to 
the principles above explained ought to be rejected. 

80. It is to be understood that an irreducible differential 
equation has not necessarily a singular solution. Thus let the 
discriminant with regard to p of 

</>0> p)=0 
be denoted by U, where U is a function of the variable coefficients 
of p in this equation, and suppose that IT cannot be resolved into 

simple factors. , 

If the equation U= 0 be a solution of the differential equation, 
then the value of p is given by 

m du 
dm dy 

p =0, 

n c\ 
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and we must have the equation 

dU 

tUy-m)-0 

v v 
identically satisfied for values of x and y connected by U = 0. In 
other words, there must be a relation between the coefficients of 
p in <£ and their differential coefficients with regard to x and y; 

but this will not in general be the case. 

If we consider in particular the equation of the second degree 

in the form 

Lp2 + 2Mp 4- N = 0, 

then the singular solution, when one exists, is S = 0, where S 
is either LN - IP or a factor of this. In general LN — M* cannot 

be resolved into factors ; and it is not itself a solution, unless 

r ftSy mrdSdS , ,rfdS\2 A 

where LN = M2; and these in general would be two independent 
simultaneous equations determining x and y as independent quan¬ 
tities. Yet, from what we have seen, the primitive of the differ¬ 
ential equation is of the form 

L'c2-f2M'c-bN,^0) 

and if this be an algebraical equation, it will have a general 
envelope contained in 

L'N'-Mn = 0, 

which will be a singular solution. The explanation of the ap¬ 
parent contradiction lies in the fact that this integral equation is 
usually of a transcendental form, and so has not in general an 
envelope; and the exceptions in the first case—when the differ¬ 
ential equation has a singular solution—are the exceptions in the 
other—when the transcendental equation represents a system of 
curves with a genuine envelope*. 

We now proceed to consider some examples of the general 
theory. 

* Cf. Cayley, Mess, of Math. Vol. vi. pp. 23—37. The theory of singular solu¬ 
tions of differential equations of the first order, as at present accepted, was first 
given by Cayley in the Mess, of Math. "Vol. n. (1872) pp. 6—12. See also Darboux, 
Bull. des Sc. Math., Vol, iv. (1873), pp. 158—176. 
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£ f- 

m :f1 
/ 4, 

In the case of each example the corresponding figure should be drawn. 

/tit;. 1. fry +p (x ~ y) — r — 0. 

The condition that // .should have equal values is 

in*. (^ + 7/)a = o, 

or y= 

which is not a solution. Now the equation may be written 

(/' - >)(/V/+^0> 
the solutions of which are 

if - ,r =: a and //2-Ki/2=e. 

The different curves represented are obvious. 

This is an example of the remark (§ 23) that, if the equation bo reducible 

to linear and rational factors, it has no singular solution. 

Kc.% plyl c< m2 a - 5Lpxi/ sin2 a +y'1 - sin2 a=0. ? J§U^--C 

The* condition that p should have equal roots is V * -' - ' /V. 

r2//2 sin4 a =: y2 cos'2 a (y2 - vr sill2 a), - *’ 

that is (r2 sin2 a - yl cos2 a) ff ~ 0, ^ ' r / ■; 

HO that y/asO, . 4^ i * f 

and //-= 4\r tana. « / 

The. primitive; is •> 
1 _ m*( 

r2 +//- — 2o.v + o'2 dpVte — 0; 4 

and the condition that e should have? e((ual roots is 

br-d-/2) cos- a, 

or //■— ±,r tan «. 

The curves represented are a series of circles ; their envelope is the two 

straight lines y ±.r tan «, which constitute the singular solution. ( . 

The line // 0 is a tac-loeus. , ' ^'V 

/sir. 3. 4//te (r - a) (.?/ - />) -- ja.*?2 - 2# (a+&) + a,2 * ■ 

Tlie condition that // should have equal roots is 

a* (a; - a) (j: - //) {3a*2 24? (a *f h)+ah] 2 = 0. 4 

The primitive is J 

and the condition that o shall have equal roots is 

,v a) (x--b) & 0. 

The differential equation is satisfied by 4?asC), ,r;-~rq .jf-W; (and the cor- 
mqwmdlng infinite values of p); and these are singular solutions. The 
remaining factor in the //-discrimfruint given 

&v a+h± (a2 — ah 4 //2)\ 

and these lines are toe-loci. 
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The curve y2=% (* - a) (x - b), 

(0 <<*<=*) consists of an oval cutting the axis of x at the origin and at a 

distance a, and of a curve like a parabola cutting the axis of x at a distance b ■ 
the tangents at all these points are parallel to the axis of y. The system 

of curves is obtained by moving this curve parallel to the axis of y. The 

straight lines x = 0, x=a, x=b are envelopes of the system; the line 

3x=a + b-(a2-ab+b-)i is a tac-locus of real points of contact, the line 

3x=a+b + (a2-ab + bi)i is a tac-locus of imaginary points of contact. 

Ex. 4. In the foregoing make «=J; and remove (see § 23) the factor 

(so - a)2; the differential equation is 

4xp* = (3x - a)2; • 

the condition that p should have equal roots is 

x (3x—a)2 = 0. 

The integral equation is 

(y + c)2 —x (x — a)2, 

and the condition that c should have equal roots is 

x (x — a)2 = 0. 

Common to these we have .r=0, which (with the corresponding infinite 

value of p) is a solution of the equation, and therefore a singular solution. 

Every curve of the system has a double point; the locus of these is x=a, 
which is a nodal locus; the line x=%a is a tac-locus. 

Ex. 5. In the foregoing let a=0 and remove the factor x; the differential 

equation is 

4p2 — 9x; 

the condition thatjp should have equal values is 

x = (). 

The primitive is 

(y+c)2*.®3, 

and the condition that c should have equal values is 

The differential equation is not satisfied by #=0 (with the corresponding 

infinite value of p). 

The curve y2=x* is the semi-cubical parabola having a cusp at the origin ; 

and the system is obtained by moving the curve parallel to the axis of y, so 

that x—0 is the locus of cusps, and therefore is not a singular solution.* 

Ex. 6. r p% — Axyp+By2=0; f1 

the condition that p shall have equal values is ft 

y4~^y=0. 
The primitive is ; f ft * 

y=c(x-c)% 
* 

V I'*” ft Vt'< %, '■ ^ “ 

■i, I \ ft \ i n i,; t x 

§> ^ .<.« % L. * ft ! i * 

1/ ~ c^y ^ c ft 

f , ' w,...''UV> ’**“*• < J ; u 
1 '\ 
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and the condition that r .shall have equal values in obtained Ly eliminat ing r 

between thin and 
(./:-*)(.«? &V~ 

so that either 
„ 4 .. 

agreeing with the, former. Both ofthese, satisfy the dillereidial equation; l»ut 

the first of them is a particular solution (corresponding to r <h and vve there 

fore consider the latter alone as tint singular solution. 

Kv. 7. Obtain the primitives and tins singular solutions twhere f,ho.se 

exist) of the following equations; and specify the nature of the loth which 

are not solutions hut which are, obtained with the singular solution. 

(a) 
Primitivo a? --• « (// c) ; 

Singular solutions 

(f$j (jfd - a1) //** ~ 2.tp/t - ./*“ (I; 

Primitive 

Singular solution 

Tae-loeus 

Primitive 

Singular solution 

t/Snh//“ h*“ \ 
.r.-0. 

px ■ ■ \*t (>vp «//r; 

Singular solution s4 -HL/ U; 

Singular solution also particular 

// <>. ; ■- '* ■ 

(ft) xjtpu + 0a *fl - W) p - *#7/ i 1« 

« 0 -*t'x)p*-\ ; 
(0 f2(\■•.«*)-1 r; 
(rj) (!ki; - re/)* (//i 4* c* {/# | «/q 

Further examples occur in the pa|«sr by t *ayle\* A/c*a «/ JA/M. Vol, Vi. (/»#?»)» 

and in one by J. W. L. (* busker, Mem. of Shtth, Vol. xjl UMHjf) pp. I I L 

MfHCKLLA N EC)tfH KXA M f*LEM 

1. Solve the equations : 

(i) y-rp^v+yp; 

(hi) 

(v) nxp ^ ^/2 ; 

(vii) ffl+aPzxaxp; 

(ix) arih/*-p -f-y «= 2#/>; 

(«) *«/(*&); 

(it) + 

(ivj + tj\ 
(vi j //* 

(viii) ,rf/#s 4*a3///# f # ft j 

(% j Pd + %/# C* >t X > //J; 

<*«) 
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(xiii) (X_i,2)2_fi-2„=;^%-2x. (xiv) ("*■ (i 4 p1} y2 4 nx2) 

(XV) (1+6v/2 - Zx?y)p=Zxf - X1; (xvi) y~ •'* I/' + O 4//-)'j! ; 

(xvii) ay + bxp^=xmyn (cy+exp); 

(xviii) yp (#2+y2+a2)+&’(tf2+y2-«2)=(>; 

(xix) (,«$> - y)2=p2 " 2 41; (xx) (xp 

(xxi) («2+A'2)ijo+y=(«2+-2-'2)i -•*; 

(xxii) y-px+ (1 +p*f <j> (x2+y2); l' 

(xxiii) fx cos ^4y Sin y = (?/ sin ^ - ;rcos xp; 

(xxiv) (4y 4 a2?/2 4 Ay 41) y 4 (a4/{ - a®//2 - ■ pi 41) xp 0 ; 

(xxv) {(.^2 - y2) sin a 4 Ivy cos a -~y (a2 4;/^) IV 

= 2av/ sin a - I>- e< w a 4-a (.a24/“)^. 

2. Shew that, if 

w = 1 4-4 jA- 4 g“, /i 4^,-i ,*4*4... 

where the quantities -4 arc connected Ly the relation 

jim=fifiA tn—i|> (w£ 1) (m •") ■* ^«*~ n i 

then log {u (1 -.?;)“} = +ixi 

3. Integrate the equation 

cos 0 (cos 0 - sin a sin </>) eW4 coh <f> (cos - sin asm 0) def) ~~0. 

Shew that, if the arbitrary constant be determined by the (condition tliat 

the equation must be satisfied by the values (0, a) of ($, </>), the equation 

is satisfied by putting Bpcj)=a. 

4. Prove that, if the differential equation 

cydx - (y 4 a 4 te) % - nx {ply - //r/.r) <) 

be transformed into an eqixation between w and x by the substitution 

w (y4&4 4 aA®) « y (o 4 

then the variables are separable; and reduce the equation to the form 

dv __ dx 

by the further substitution v—au+ft, a and ft being suitably detornlined. 

5. Reduce the equation 

axyp2 4 (#* - mf1 - b) p - xy«{} 

to Clairaut’s form,*and hence solve the equation. 

Solve the equation 

X 

' dx 1 

where a4/34y=0. 
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0. Shew that, if y, and yt lie Holutiona of tho equation 

where I* and Q are functions of a* alone, and y^-yp^ then 

where a is an arbitrary constant. 

-P.tr 
--1+ae . 

7. Prove that the variables in the equation 

{.r {x+y) + d1} d^y (x H-y)+V1 

may be separated by the substitution x=u + v and y^ku- v, provided k be 
properly chosen; and integrate tho equation. 

8. Shew that the equations 

y-xp^a (>\j* +P) and y - xp = & (1 4- aPp) J ,, , 

are derivable from a common primitive, and determine it. ^ 

Are the pair 

/r-fp (1 — and y - (1 

so derivable ? Also the pair 

yp z= as and yl (1 -pl) — b 'l 

9. Integrate the differential equation 

x {a/f 4* (ay +■ bxf\ + y ^ \hxA 4- (ay 4- bx)'1} ™ 0. 

A tangent to a curve at arfy point P cuts the tangent and tho normal at a 
fixed point 0 in the points If and j\r and the rectangle OMR N is completed. 
Find tho curve which is such that the triangle formed by the tangents at any 
three points /*, Q7 It is equal to the triangle formed by the corresponding 
points P\ (J, R. 

10. Determine the, system of curves which satisfies tins differential equa¬ 
tion 

dx {(l4-^)^4”'/n/} Jrdy [J +yrfJr7ix} =0, 

and shew that the curve which passes through the point •?;=-■ 0 and y«sn con¬ 
tains as part of itself the conic 

,T/i 4-//-J 4- 2xy (1 4- nrf«n2. 

11. Integrate the equation 

x-yp 
a ~ b a+b x+yp’ 

and examine the nature of the solution 

a b" 

di/ - z,k 
j d 4- ' * 
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12. Discuss the question whether y~0 is a particular solution or a 

singular solution of the equation 

dy , V dy O' —11 J-9/ \ = 9/ €/ . 
dr, 2Ki+y) =y 

13. Obtain and interpret the primitive and the singular solution (if there 

be one) of each of the equations 

(i) p*+np2^a(y + fjLr); (ii) :vpz-~~2yp+r+2y^<); 

(iii) y(l +y/)==2^p; (iv) y/=(4// +])(/;-y). 

14. Shew that in general it is necessary, for the existence of a singular 

solution of the equation <j> (r, y, jt?) = 0, that the equations 

0=0, 
00 _ 

: 0? ft?; J o// 

should be simultaneously satisfied. 

Prove that, if a locus of points of inflexion cun ho obtained from the 

integral family of curves, it will be included in the result obtained by the 

elimination ofy? between the first and third of these equations. 

Discuss the solution of the equation 

(4|;+2r+rfl)2 = (1 + r2) (1 (>y + 4r~+./4). 
(Darboux.) 

15. Obtain the primitive of the differential equation 

_ a 
2y=xp+pt 

and shew that exactly the same equation is obtained by expressing the 

condition that p should have equal roots in the differential equation as by 

expressing the condition that c (the arbitrary constant) should have equal 
roots in the primitive; and determine the geometrical meaning of this 

equation. Is it a singular solution ? 

16. The primitive of the differential equation 

(2s2-+l)jp2+ (a? 4- 2sy 4 if1 + 2)y; + 2//2 +1*0 

is c2+c(#+y) +1 -xy=0. Verify this and obtain the singular solution both 
from the equation in p and from the equation in e, explaining the geometrical 
signification of the irrelevant factors that present themselves. 

XV. Shew that the solution of the equation 

chjp2 — 4 xp +;y = 0 

is c2+2 cs (Za?y2 - 8a*2) — +at]jf «(). 

Is 2s = ±ay a singular solution ? 

Trace the curve and the locus given by the equation independent of an 
arbitrary constant. (Woolsey Johnson.) 

18. Shew that the differential equation 

Lp2+2Mp + Nss{) 

which has no singular solution does not admit of a primitive representing a 
system of algebraic curves. (Cayley.) 

% 



CHAPTER III 

The General Linear Differential Equation with 

Constant Coefficients. 

Preliminary Formulce. 

31. Before proceeding to the discussion of the linear equation 
)f the nth order with constant coefficients it is convenient to formu- 
ate and prove certain theorems in differentiation and integration, 
vhich will be required in that discussion. 

Let D stand for -f-; D* for 
aoc 

-t-;2 ; and so on. Then this symbol 

D obviously is subject to the fundamental laws of algebra; for 
evidently 

(Dr+Drh)u = (Dn + Dr)u; 

Dr. Dnu = Dn. Dru « Dn+ru; 

D(u + v) = Du + Dv. 

It is necessary to deal with negative indices; thus if we have 

Du = v 

bnd, after the algebraical analogy, we write 

'U = D~l v, 

ve have v = Du = I). D~lv, 

0 that D. D"1 = 1. 

Thus D“x represents such an operation on any quantity that, if 
he operation represented by D be subsequently performed, the 
inantity is left unaltered. It at once follows that these symbols 

dth negative indices also follow the laws of algebra; and an 
•peration with a negative index is equivalent to an integration. 
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But it is important to point out that the special object of those 

inverse operations is to find an integral but not the complete 
integral; and the arbitrary constant which arises in integration is 

therefore omitted. 

In what follows ^ denotes a functional symbol; and yjr(x) 

everywhere denotes an algebraical rational fund ion of x which can 
be expanded in ascending or descending integral powers (or hot h) 

of the variable. 

32. Theorem J. 

f(JJ)6,lx = f(a)efU.y 

For since D stands for 
• dx 

I) enx = cteax. 

When each side is operated on with IT\ the equation becomes 

If1.1) eax = a IF1 en%; 

or transposing the sides of the expiation and dividing by a we have 

jr l e<tx = ul 

Repeating these operations we obtain the equations 

lr <fm = CL* eHX, 

lrm &a£^(CMenr. 

Now as yjr is an algebraical function which can bit expanded in 
powers we may write 

■f(B)eax = [Al)+AYD + ...+ArB'+...+]{i lrl + Bjr* + ...] 

= [A0 + Ata +... + Arar + ... + Jin"1 + H a s + ...] e'1* 

= -*jr(a)eax. 

33. Theorem II. If X denote any function whatever of x, then 

f (D) [e~X) = e“^(D-f „),Y. ' 
A single operation with D gives 

I>{e°*X}=er(D + u)X 

from which, if both sides be multiplied by e‘‘“, 

(e-**I)em)X = (l) + a)X 

so that the effect of operating on X with <f"De"“ is to give 1) + a 
operating on X. Let the operation he repeated; then 

Dn (?* DO X = (D + a)(D + a)X 
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{eaxD2ea*)X~(D+ ay X. 

perate again with eaT' Dem : then 

(6“^ DO (<r* i)2 O X* (D h- a) (D -f a)2 X 

(e-«xD3eax)X=(D+af X, 

e of the 
s of sc. 

nly 

\s 

yd so on. If the operation be performed n times, the resulting 
p^ation will "be 

‘ <fa* Dn {eax Ar} = (D 4- a)n X 

fnich multiplied by enx gives 

D* {^-X} = <r (2+a)nX 

x which n denotes a positive integer. 

Consider now the case of negative indices ; write 

(.D+a)nX=X1 

■y that X = (JD 4- a) n Xx. 

Then the result just obtained may "be written 

D11 eax {D+a,ynXx=eax Xx- 

>-perate on each side with D~n and the result is 

dlx(D-f- D~n euxXr 

Now no limitations were assigned to the form of X and there 
xre therefore none on that of Xv which can thus represent any 
ix notion of $ ; replacing it therefore by X we have 

D~n \eaxX) = (JD 4- a)~n X. 

Let 'xjr (D) be expanded in integral powers positive and negative 
if necessary) of D ; and let euxX be operated on by these integral 
oowers in succession, the equivalent values derived from the fore¬ 
going equations being substituted and the terms collected as 

b efore; then the result is 

(JD) {eaxX} = eax 'f' (D + a) X. 

Corollary. If we write 

f* X = F 

so that Y is a function of x, then 

Jr (JD) Y = eax + a) {Ye~a% 

a theorem which is useful. For example, let it be required to find 
a particular value of y to satisfy the equation 

dy 
dx 

4- hy = V. 
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But it die notation adopted this will be 

1 inver 

in+ 
t' 

y = JD + k 
V 

= e 
D+ k + a 

or choosing cl so that cl 4- k = 0, this is 

Ve 

“e"'/ 
Vekx dx. 

34 Theorem III. If ^ (x2) be an even function of x then 

'ifr (D2) sin (ax + a) = (— a2) sin (aoo -f- a). 

For D2 sin (c&r + a) = (— a2) sin (a# -f- a), 

and the theorem follows as before. 

Corollary. If ^ (a?) be not an even function of x it can be 

expressed in the form 

<t> O2) +»■% 00 

where <£ and % are even functions of x; in this case 

\jr (D) sin (ax + a) = {<£ (D2) -b D% (D2j} sin {acc -f- a) 

= <j> (— a2) sin (cw? -f a) + (— a2) cos (a# t a). 

If the function to be operated upon be the cosine instead of the 

sine, the corresponding changes are obvious. 

35. Theorem IF. This is really an extension of Leibnitz's 
theorem for the successive differentiation of the product of two 

quantities whose differential coefficients are known. 

If \[r (x) as before denote any algebraical rational function ex¬ 

pansible in integral powers of x, and ^ (sc), 'xfr" (x), yfr'" (x),... 
denote its first, second, third, ... differential coefficients with 

regard to x, then the extended theorem is 

'yjr (D) UV 

= uf (D)v + Duf (D) V + -yjr” (D) V + -~y ir'" (£>)v + ... 

The proof depends on Leibnitz's theorem and is similar to that 

of the preceding propositions. 
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• The advantage of this theorem arises in cases where one of the 
two quantities u and v is a power of x, or is the sum of powers of x. 
If, for instance, u = xm~\ the series on the right-hand side need only 
he written as far as the mth term ; and such inverse operations as 
are to he carried out will be performed on a single quantity v. 

Ex. Shew that, if 

(D+fc)2 y—x2Vy 

where V is a function of x only, y is given by 

v2 jJe*xVdx2 — 4x jjJekxVdx3-j~6 JJJJe7cx VdxA 

V" ^ ■ 

36. Another important operator which sometimes occurs is 

x ™ or, with the previous notation, xL; and similar theorems 

concerning this can be enunciated. 

Let F (z) denote a rational algebraical function of # expansi¬ 
ble in powers of then in F(xD) we shall have terms of the form 

cl/^ d d 
(;xD)n which means, not xv ^, but x ^. x ^ ... operating n times. 

The relation between these will shortly be proved. 

Theorem I. F (xD) x“ = F (m) xm. 

For (xD) xm — mxm, 

(xD)2 xm = (xD) mxm = mV, ^ ‘ 

and so for all integral powers positive and negative. Hence the 

theorem. 
L * 

Ex. Prove that if U be a function of x of the form ^ 

if ' 

then 
1 „ A , B , 0 „ , D , , 

F\XU)1 + F(T) X+F\2) * +F(3f '+- 

Theorem II. F (xD) xmV = xm F (xJD + m) V. 

We have xl) {xm V) = (xD + m) V, 

or (af**. xD . xm) V = (xD + m) Vy 

so that the operators aT*. xD . xm and xD -}- m are equivalent. The 

course of proof lies on lines exactly similar to those for the corre¬ 
sponding theorem with F (D); and the result is in the enunciated 

form. 
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37. The relation between the operators Dn and xD is given by 

the formula 

xnDn = xD (xD -1) (xD - 2) ... (A) - >H- 1). 

The theorem can be established directly; for if u the subject of 

operation be expanded in a series of terms of the form AmE\ the 

result of operating on this with Dn and multiplying by xn is zero 

if m < n, and is 

m (m — 1) (m — 2) ... (m — n H- 1) Amxm, 

if m > n; but this is also the result of operating with the right- 

hand side. Hence the operators are equivalent for each term of u 

and so for the sum of all the terms of u, i.e. for u itself. 

The theorem can also be established by induction; for suppose 

xnDnu = xD (xD — 1) (xD — 2) ... (xU — n +1) u, 

and write u = (xD — n) v; 

then Dn,u — xDn+1 v, 

and so #w+1 Dn+1 v = xD (xD — 1) (xD — 2)... (xD — n) v. 

Now u is any general function; hence v is also a general 

function. The theorem, if true for n, is thus true for n + 1 ; it is 

obviously true for the values 1 and 2 and so is true generally. 

Some Properties of the General Linear Differential Equation. 

38. The general type of linear differential equation of the nxh 
order is 

dip 'dvr1 + X' 
<r 
da? 

A q. + X 
tn—2 1 *** * n-x V, 

in which Xr, Xt,, Xn, V are functions of x (or constants) but 
do not contain y; for the sake of shortness let it be written 

4>(D)y=F. 

If this equation be integrated step by step so that each 
integration reduces the order of the equation by unity, every 
time such a reduction is effected an arbitrary constant enters, 
and therefore, when ultimately the integral equation is ob¬ 
tained, n arbitrary constants in all will have entered; or we 
shall expect the primitive of a given linear differential equation 
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to contain a number of arbitrary constants equal to the order of 

the equation. 

There are certain properties appertaining to all linear equa¬ 

tions in common which simplify to some extent their integral-ion ; 

the most important of those are the following. 

31). I. Let rj be any particular value of yt which satisfies 

the equation ; and let 

VrV + Y- 
Then substituting this value of y in the equation we have 

<I> (JJ) Y + V. 

But, since y is some solution of 

<\>{D)y=V, 

the equation now becomes 

Cr>(7>) Y = 0, 

so that to solve the original equation wo must solve generally this 

equation, which is the same as the original equation except that 

the right-hand side is now zero. When the primitive of this 

modified equation, which will etui tain n arbitrary constants because 

it is of the vth order, has been obtained, it must, he at tied to ; and 

the result equated to y will be the,* primitive of the given equation. 

The primitive, then consists of two parts: 

First, the quantity which is called tint Particular .Integral 
and is any solution whatever (the simpler the better) of the origi¬ 

nal equation; 

Second, the quantity F, which is called the (complementary 

Function; this is the primitive, of the, equation when the right- 

hand side is made zero. 

The sum of these two parts is the primitive of the general 

equation. If in any particular case the right-hand side should 

already be zero, the former of those parte will not occur. 

The various methods available for tin* deduction of the 

Particular Integral occur later in § 4CL The rcmaming properties 

are useful in the investigation of the Complementary Function. 

40. II. If Y = Yt be a solution of the* equation 

4>(1J)F=0, 
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then Y = G1Y1 is also a solution, where Gt is a constant; and if 
Ylf Y2,., Yn he particular solutions, then 

F = C1Fl + C,7,+.+ OnTn 

is also a solution, where Gx, C2,.,Cn are constants. 

For <£> (D) F = <E> (D) 0^ + <& (D) CJ2 +. 

and each term on the right-hand side is zero. No restriction 
whatever has been laid on the values of the constants G', and they 
therefore are completely arbitrary; the above value of Y is thus 
the primitive of the equation 

$(JD)r=o, 
and so is the complementary function in the integral of the 
equation 

v. 

Hence the determination of the complementary function is 
reduced to that of particular solutions of the subsidiary equation. 

41. III. If a single particular solution of the subsidiary 
equation be known, the order of the given differential equation 
can be lowered by unity. 

Let Yx be a solution of 

’®(D) 7=0, 

and let the substitution of the value Yxz be made in the equation 

a>(D)3/ = F; 

then, by § 35, the left-hand side becomes 

n 33> _ , D2zd2<£> JTxdTQ „ 
0°) F.+ 2] 07? rI + --- + F’ 31) 

3$ 

»! 3Dn 

in which the operations ^, ... are derived from <f> by temporarily 

considering D as a magnitude and obtaining the partial dif¬ 
ferential coefficients with regard to D. But 

3n4> 
= n!, 

3Dn 

= | J D + (n - 1)! Zj, 

= |> + ^-’^1) + (n - 2)!X,! 
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; hence, re-writing the equation, we obtain 

(XJt -f nBYx) TT*z +.+ Bz — Yx + (B) Y, = F. 

y hypothesis 

oCDjr.-o, 
e last term on the left-hand side is removed; the quantity 
posed known and therefore all the functions of it on the 
side may be considered known. Let Z be written for 

the equation becomes 

D^Z+iX^ + nDYJ D^Z+ ... + F, = V, 

on of order n — 1. 

s a corollary prove that, if m particular solutions of the subsidiary 

e known, the order of the original differential equation can be 

CV. The given equation may be transformed into an 
from which the second term (i.e. the term involving the 

%l coefficient of order one less than the order of the 

is absent. 

ibstitution of Yxz for y gives for the coefficient of Bn~lz 

XJ.+nBY,, 

jo this point in the last section the assumed value of Yx 
ised, so that the equation there was perfectly general); 

term in Bn^z is to be absent we have 

XJt + nBYx = 0, 

bre 

iogr^-1/xA 

-ry constant being inserted as the differential equation 
□ear and of the 71th order. If this value of Y, be substi- 
differential equation in z is freed from the term in Bn~xz. 

se properties I. and II. will be immediately useful. 
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General Linear Equation with Constant Coefficients. 

43. If in the general linear equation the coefficients of y and 

of its differential coefficients be constants, it may be written 

+a v = v 
ldx nJ ’ 

H + A '+ +A 
dxn + Aldxn-1 + '"+ n~ 

or say f(D)y = V, 

in which /(D) is a rational algebraical integral function of D alone,, 
and V is any function of x. It has already been proved that the 
solution of the equation consists of two parts which can be obtained 

separately; these will be taken in turn. 

44. To find the Complementary Function. 

The complementary function is the primitive of 

f(D)y = o. 

Now it has been proved that 

/(D) eax =f (a) eax, 

so that y = eax will be a particular solution of the equation, if a be 

such as to make 

/(«) = 0. 
But f(z) is a rational, algebraical and integral function of 

degree n} and therefore there are n roots of the equation 

/(*)= 
Let these n roots be a, /3, ..., X; then eax, e$x, ..., are n 

particular solutions of the equation 

and the primitive is therefore 

y = AePi*+BeP*+ ... +jLe^, 

in which A, B,..., L are n arbitrary constants. This value of y is 
the complementary function of the original equation; and, if the 
roots be all real and different from one another, it is complete. 

If however two roots be equal to one another, say a and /?, then 
the value of y becomes 

y = (A + 5) e™ + ... 

= A1 eacc + Ce*x + ... + Lexx\ 
9 
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A being a single arbitrary constant (equal to the sum of two 

arbitrary constants). There are now only n — 1 arbitrary constants 

in y, and the expression therefore ceases to be the primitive. In 

order to obtain the primitive wo may suppose that the roots are 

not equal but differ by some quantity h which will ultimately be 

made zero; the part depending on the roots a and /3 will then be 

Aeax 4 Be^h)x 

= j.A 4- li ^1 -f hx + ^ + ... 

= «■* { (A+B) + Bhx + M ^ ^ + ... J . 

As the quantities A and B arc arbitrary, we may assume them 

infinite in such a way that, as h approaches zero, Bh is finite 

and equal to Bv while A and B are of opposite sign and their 

numerical difference (or algebraical sum) is finite and equal to At; 

thus the sum of the two terms Aeax 4- Befix becomes 

\a, + Bt (a + g , + J'!, .ra + . ,.)j. « (A, + B,c) 

ultimately, when h is made zero. 

Similarly if r roots be equal the corn spending r ie.nns in the 

complementary function will apparently coalesce into a single, 

term; but it is easy to shew, by reasoning similar to that adopted 

for the case of two equal roots, that the r terms will be replaced 

by 

<?* [Al + Ajr -f AjP +... + A//f“ *], 

a denoting the common value of the r equal roots ; and the com¬ 

plementary function will them be 

y = 6ax 4* At/r, ■+•... 4- Ararv] 4-... 4* h(thx. 

If now the roots be not all real, those which are imaginary 

must occur in pairs; let such a pair be 8 4 (pi*. The corre¬ 

sponding terms of the complementary function will be 

^[A'^ + B'e-^], 

which it is sometimes necessary to express in a form free from 

# /Throughout the hook *J -1 will bo replaced by i. 
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imaginary quantities. If cosine and sine values be substituted 

for the exponentials, this expression will become 

e6* {{A' 4 B') cos fix 4 i (.A' - B') sin fix]. 

Since A' and B are arbitrary constants, we may write 

A' + B’ = F, 

i(A'-If) = G, 

and we then have F and G arbitrary; the corresponding terms in 

the complementary function therefore become 

edx (F cos (fix 4 G sin fix). 

Lastly, if an imaginary root be repeated, the conjugate 

imaginary root will also be repeated and the corresponding 

terms in y will be 

e*(o+w (.A' 4 A"x) 4 $*•-**> (B 4 Ji"x). . 

Using the same method as before and writing 

A’ + F = F, A" + ir**F, 

i {A' — B) = G, i {A"-#')**(/, 

we obtain as the corresponding part of the complementary function 

e6x {(F 4 Fas) cos fix 4 {G 4 (7 x) sin fixj. 

Results analogous to those in the case of multiple repetition 

of real roots are obtained in the case of multiple repetition of 

imaginary roots. 

45. In some cases of the general linear equation, when the 

coefficients are not constants hut are some functions of x, a method 

somewhat similar to this will apply. Thus, it might happen that, 

when for y in the equation 

(Dn 4 Xxl)n~l 4 ... 4 X^ B + Xn)y = 0 

there is substituted ^ (m, x), where ^ is a function of definite 

form, the resulting equation had a factor independent of x such 

as fi (m); if this were so, the factor would usually be of tin* degree* 

n} and so equated to zero would satisfy the differential equation 

and would furnish n values of m which may be denoted by mv 
m2, the primitive would then be 

y = A^ (m,, x) 4 A& (m2, at) 4 ... 4 (mn> x). 
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If two roots were equal, as m, and m2, then writing = mt + h 
we have for the corresponding part of y 

CA + A)*+ + r!?±tf1 + . 
9 

or (m,, <c) + g — ^ (m,,»), 

on changing the constants and making h ultimately zero as before. 

A similar process holds for the case of a multiple repetition of 

a root m1; and in the case of imaginary roots the corresponding 

parts of y should usually have the constants changed in the 

modified expression, so as to leave the latter free from imaginary 

symbols. 

This process was adopted in the case of constant coefficients, 

the special form of yjr used being emx; when the equation is 

homogeneous (§ 55), that is, when it takes the form 

; + AxX' ,«-i + ...+A^x-£ + Any = 0, 

in which the quantities A are constants, the proper form of 

^ (see § 36) to be substituted is xm. Occasionally by a suitable 

change of variable a given equation can be reduced to the above 

shape. 

Ex. 1. Solve +3 ^+2y=0. 
dxl dx ° 

When we substitute the equation for m is 

(m+l)(m + 2) = 0, 

so that y—ae~XJrBe~*x. 

Ex. 2. Solve ^-2X ^+(X2+^2)y~0. 

The equation for m is 

so that 

Cor. The solution of 

(m-A)2+/x2=0, 

y=eXx C cos (fxx+a), 

(A cos fix + B sin fix). 

y=-A cob fix-bBain fix. 

Ex. 3. Solve 
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The equation for vi in (/»■ - 0" '0, 

and therefore '// = 

&.4. Solve ©+2«SS+/,V "• 

The equation for m is 

and the value of // in 

(/i + /?.'/’) cos //</*4* (^4* /L*)sin itx. 

/£#. f). Solve x’2 / 7/ 

Whon we substitute xm for//, the equation tor m is 

m(m, - I)-I• hi.1 0, 

so that w= 4-1 or -1 and the value of// in therefore 

Ex. 0. Solve 

With the same substitution as in Kx. 5, the equal son for m is 

m (m- 1)(m - 2) -3/a(ni 1)4 7/a H f >, 

or w2 -ttw*-|-12/& ~8 0, 

giving m=2 thrice. Hence the value of// is 

O/st f nr 

m being put equal to 2 after differentiation ; and thus the integral in 

x11A + ^log.v+6,(lug,'/;)aJ. 

Ex. 7. Solve (a 4* bxf ^ 4-d (a 4* ^ + //// - Cl, 

Let a+bx=*z; the equation will then 1«.» similar in form to the last two. 

Ex. 8. Solve 

(i) (/;»+5/;*+e)y*»0; 

(ii) (/>4+a4)ya»0; 

(hi) 

(iv) qg=y. 

(v) 

(vi) (1 +*J»2^+ (1 +3(« +•'7%~Hy=°- 
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4(). Returning now to Uto linear equation, in which the 

coefficients of the differential coefficients of y arc constants, it is 

necessary to find a Particular J a tc(j ml of the equation 

' f(l>) i/ = V, 

in which V is a function of x. Solving hy the method of sym- 

holical operators, we have 

y~n»)V; 

the evaluation of the right-hand side will furnish a satisfactory 

value of y. 

In some particular cases the form of V renders evaluation easy; 

we will proceed to mention some of these which occur most fre¬ 

quently. 

I. Let V be a rational, algebraical, Integral function of x; 

suppose the highest power of x in V to he the nih. To find the 

1 
particular Integral, must he expanded in ascending powers of 

I); and, because !)nH and operators of a higher order would reduce 

to zero all the terms of V\ the terms in this expansion heyond J)n 

may he omitted. Further, if the lowest power of J) in f (D) 
be J)k them tin? expansion will begin with lFh and it does not 

need to be carried on beyond IP, i.e. hence in /*(/>) all 

terms of order higher than I)n4k may in this case at once be 

omitted before (expansion. 

Ex. 1. Solve 

if, 
1 1 :? +3 r. 

x* , X .. 
" 4 ^ 2 

and the complementary function is (A + fix); hence the primitive is 

// *» ( J + fir) *f J (2j/j 4- 4j; 4* 3). 0 

Ex, 2. Sol ve (IP - a%) tf « xK 

The primitive m evidently 

\ + A<™+lh «*+CmH(ax + a). 
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Ex. 3. Solve (Z>4-2£3+i>2)y=.?A 

=p (1 +2j9+3Z>,+4Z>:!+5iH + eJ»r‘) ,v\ 

terms up to the fifth being retained (§ 4G). Now H-2ZJ+... and may 

be considered separate operators; operating with the former first and remem¬ 

bering that only a particular value is wanted so that constants need not be 

inserted with ~, the value for y is 

/yJi 
| + *+3*» + l2**. 

Now if had operated first (or if the second operator had been taken dis- 

tributively, each term with , so as to be 

p + | + 3+4Z>+5.Z)2+6£>3), 

then the value for y would have become 

ntC> /vrl 
^ + ■£ + 3^ +12^ + 30a- + 3(5. 

The primitive is 

y=(A+Bx) ex+ C+ Bx + +12^?2; 

and the apparently additional part of the particular integral obtained, when 

the operators are taken in the second method, is seen to be included ixi 

the complementary function, since C and D are arbitrary constants. 

It is easy to see that in general not merely the terms of an order higher 

than Dn+k may be at once removed from /(Z)), but in the expansion itself all 

terms of an order higher than Dn may bo neglected whether the subsequent; 

operator Zb* be of an order greater or loss than n. In particular, if X be a# 

constant, only the lowest power need bo retained. 

Ex. 4. Solve 

(i) (Z)4+2Z)3+3Z)2+2Z)-f-l)y = l+^+^; 

(ii) (D3+D2 - Z) +15) y = xl. 

II. This method may be applied to evaluate y, when V is an 

exponential, and to simplify the process (and so render the evalua¬ 

tion more proximate) when V contains an exponential factor. In. 

either case we may write 

F=<TX, 
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and then 
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-'rjvh*x- 

If x bu a constant, the value of ?/ is now at once obtainable l»y the 

preceding method. The quantify a may or may not ho a roof ot 

f {z) — 0. Suppose it to l>e a root r - I times repeated, so that for 

a single root r = l. If a be not a roof, ;• = (). Then expanding 

f(l) + a) we have 
l\r //** 

fV> + “) = rtf'"W + (r + lj/trt"0i)+ ... . 

in which fw (a) means the /ith diffitreniial coefficient of/» with 

respect to z, when a is substituted For xr; then for y we. have (by 

attending to the remark at the end of Kx. 3 on the last page) 

1 

y^eJ'7^W7, a 

In particular, if r — 0, then 

If 
r: 

, w 

.r (">• 

(1 

»■/<*>• • 
Ex. 1. Solve (/>“ +1) 4* 1) //' 

Hero 2 is not a root of + I :;(K and therefore 

tt \vMs 
■' W+H-l • ’ 

anil the primitive is 

y = «-S-r (/I cos :if -f l\ .Hin 32'') + ¥‘*- 

Ex. 2. Solve {If.1 DV-hil Wr- 

iIorc 

2 • 5 

and the primitive in 

g Atf 4“ 
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Ex.Z. Solve (i) (D-a)ny=eax; 

(ii) (D2-6B+8)y=ex+e2x. 

Ex. 4. The roots of the equation /(«) = 0 are n in number, being 

cq, ..., an; obtain the particular integral of the equation 

f(D)y=ea,'x+ea'2X + ... +eanX 

Discuss the case when two of the roots (cq and a2) are equal. 

If X be a rational algebraical integral function of x and 

therefore expansible in powers of x, then the quantity 

1 r 
/(£ + «) 

must be evaluated as before in I 

Ex. 1. Solve 

Here 

and the primitive is 

(A)2 - 2D + 1) y=x2e3x. 

~6 (J34-2)2 

y=(4+2te)*+«*^-|+|J. 

Ex. 2. Solve 

Here 

and the primitive is 
I 

Ex. 3. Solve 

(D-2fy=x2e2x. 

2)3^ 

— P2x _L r2—l t6p2x . — a g Jj — ■gfijL, a , 

y=e-x (A 4- Bx+Ox2 +• -fox5). 

(i) (D2+A)+l)2y=^ ; 

(ii) (Di — Vfy~x/iex. 

III. Suppose that V contains a sine or a cosine as a factor, so 
that 

* V=X cos (nx + a), 

in which n and a are^eonstants. Then we have to evaluate 

cos (nx -f a). . 
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Let yl = X sin Qua + a), 

them y + VA-^AV^1-) 

1 
= JOix*-*) . ~~.Y 

/(/;+»•«) 

It now remains to evaluate 

1 y 

f(J)+in)J ’ 

which may come under one or other of the given rules; if its 

value be u + iv, then equating real and imaginary parts we have 

y = u cos (vw H- a) — v; sin (/wr; -f a). 

In the case when X is a constant and cos nx is not part of the 

complementary function, so that in is not a root of/(^) = 0? the 

evaluation is immediate; for then 

f{I) + m)Xy&) a 

If however cos ux be a part of the, complementary function, 

so that in is a root, r — 1 times repealed, then since 

f(J) + (in) + M + 

we haves 

/(7T+ior/“/'"(*«)5 
we must separate* ami equate the real and imaginary parts as 

before. 

Ex. L Solve fl 4* n7/ =■■ x <’,( >h ax. 

y«- . ..xvmax 

* real part of an 
(!) j-aif 4*^" 

*2 ‘2 l-‘. n1 ~ a1 V w 

iai \ 
.a~«* )•'' 

euH L.:.r _ X 
a*)'*) 

x coh ax %a sin ax 
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Ex. 2. Solve 

Then 

dhj 
-^4-y=cos^. 
dxl ° 

=real part of & 

— flXi_?;_i 
”. 2*7) 4-D2 

= flXi _ 
.6 2 i 
X . 

= 2sm^; 

and the primitive is 

y—A cosx + Bsin x + jrxsmx. 

Ex. 3. Solve $ (D) y—cos nx, 

cos nx not being a part of the complementary function. 

Let ^(2>) = 01(2>») +2)^(2)*); 

then 
1 

14 — --—~ ——-- cos nx 
l) + £<l>2(-n‘*) 

_<f>i (-«?)-DchC-n*)_ 

_4>i( — n2) cos nx 4- n<p2 (— n2) sin nx 

If however costm? be a part of the complementary function, then the 

denominator will vanish and apparently render the particular integral infinite. 

But it is merely a part of the complementary function, multiplied by an in¬ 

finite constant, which may be absorbed into the arbitrary constant; to 

evaluate the particular integral it would be sufficient to evaluate 

assigning the infinite part (when h is made zero) to the complementary func¬ 

tion and retaining the finite part as the particular integral. It is however 

better in such cases to use the former method; in fact, this method is prefer¬ 

able only in the case of examples like that just treated. 

Ex. 4. Solve ~ 

(i) ^4-3/=sin nx (both when n is, and when it is not, unity); 

(ii> S+l+^=sin^; 
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^ ^+2 vaw «j' (when a is, and when it in not, unity); 
djr dj* 

dht . .v 
V) -—-,4-4?/ = ^? sin-a* 
■ ' ax* 

vi) -•r)2c°Hmj;; 

;ii) (/;2 - 21)4- 4)2y - av;35 c< >h (I# a 4-a;; 

in) d!*+ k f+ni^/icm/*; 
dJl d$ 

ix) " eta? 
d ^ - 2 4- 4?/ = «* ooh ; 

;x) ~ 4 = sin Xa4-p^x4-Ar> ; 

xi) ; I)4 + (m2 4- 71~) IP4*wi2w541 //=<a>H I (w+w) a e<>h I (/a ~ a) a ; 

qt 

sii) ^ + ?/ - Hin :] j* win J x 

.V. If F contain a power of x an a factor, so that we may 

v=v*t, 

for the denomination of the particular integral we may use 

extended form (§ ‘15) of Leibnitz's theorem.. 

'Him 

.1_x™r 
f(D) 

c» 1 .. 7r+wu.'"-Ii ^ d ]. y 4.7,i (m ‘ 
f(IJ 1 + (dlJf(D)j 4 2! 

1). rP 1 ) 

dlf1 /{!))) 
24-... 

■e the series must bet carried to the (m 4- l),h term; each of 

3 terms still leaves a quantity to be evaluated which may b(3 

by the methods of one of the preceding divisions; if it may 

the quantity may be obtained by the next metljpd, which is of 

ersal application. The success of this general method depends 

y on the solution of an equation (the solution being requisite 

>tain the complementary function) and on the integration of 

ting expressions. 
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V. Suppose that' all tin* factors, which occur iu V and can be 

dealt with by one or oiler of the foregoing methods, have been 

taken outside the operator and that the quantity remaining comes 

under none of these heads, so that, we have to evaluate ex¬ 

pressions ol the ionn 

Lct, ^ ho expressed in partial frarthms, each having for its 
U)) 

denominator a linear factor or a power of a linear factor of ^ (D), 
the constant, quantities occurring not being necessarily real; then 

the fractions will he of the lorm 

d„ 

-where n is an integer, An ami <* constants, and a a root of 

^(a) = (). lienee 

1 (r ... v u 
(/>“«)* 

V A n<rT I [.fi lhl/\ 

Tf‘ imaginary quantities enter into any expression the conjugate- 

imaginary quantities will enter into some other j such a pair of ex¬ 

pressions must, iu genera! he couihiued so as to leave no imaginary 

quantity in the explicit expression oi the particular integral. 

Wo have 

{IP - f#/> + fJ) >/ */’• 

l 1 _ 1 
IP hJ> 4’ *» it-.2* 

Hoiicft the? purtictskr isit^ritl in 

ft •{1“K-,,' pI „Kr-'- -«vJr ^Uigxde-^J^h^^i 

and tlw complementary function i» 

Ex. 2. Let, tint right-hand side in the preceding example be a log s in¬ 
stead of log a-; then w« may either integrate by parts or use the extension of 

Leibnitz’s theorem. Thu latter gives 
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“* 33§ l0«-r- (333)2 losx~x 332log x+ (332X2log A’ 

.veSxJe~Sxlogxdx — e^J Je~3xlogxdx2 —xe2xJe~2xlog xdx+e2xJje~2xlog xdx2. 

Ex. 3. Solve 

lere U is a function of x. We have 

=i_ L_L_ v_L_ Jr) 
2m ID-in D+in J 

i-{eiwSB f Ue~inxdx-e^il7X Ueinxdx\ : 
^ l J J J 

changing the variable under the sign of the integral, 

*-SK ^ 

1 
= - £r*sinw.(A,-f)c?|, 

. which Ug is the same function of £ as U is of x. 

There is another method of integrating this equation which proceeds on 

fferent "lines. Multiply throughout by sin nx: then 

~~ sin nx - ny cos nx\ = U sin nx, 

id therefore 

sin nx — ny cos nx = - An 4- J Ug sin n£ d£. 

Similarly, multiplying by cos nx and writing the equation in the corre- 

>onding form, we find an integral 

r>r\ti « /y aiv* v— Tim f TT r*r\a m £. ?+ny sin nx=ifo 4- ^ £7^ cos n£d£. 

Eliminating ~ between these, we obtain 

1 fx 
y — A cos nx + B sin nx+~ sin n (x - £) 

peeing with the former result. 

Dh?. 4. Solve 
... d2y t) «, 
W ^+^=^C0SCW7’ 

when 72-> a and when n=a ; 

F. 5 
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(U) 

where U is any function of * ; 

dly 

Ex. 5. By means of (iii) in Ex. 4 prove that 

i sM*-*'*dx-'J2c- 

V2 

xV-2 fx 

J± 
V2 

A,2e*2H-aV2 dx=e^. 

47. Owing to the close similarity between the linear equation 
with constant coefficients and the homogeneous linear equation 
the latter may he dealt with here; it may be written in the form ’ 

X ■n^n + A1xn~1^ dx1 dxn’ i + ... H- A. dy 
■lXdx + Ky=v, 

where V is a function of x alone and may be a constant O. In the 

latter case the particular integral is at once obtainable: it is 
evidently 

If the operator x "be denoted by Sr, then (§ 37) 

.O-m + 1); 

and the differential equation may be written 

F{^)y=v. 

Consider the two parts of the primitive separately; the com¬ 
plementary function is the primitive of 

F^)y = 0. 

Now we have already seen that 

F (A) xp = F (p) xp. 

Hence, ifp be so chosen that 

v F (p) = 0, 

then xp is a solution of the equation ; and if pl}pt> ..., pn be the 
roots of F (z) — 0, the complementary function is 

y = Axxp' + A2xp* +.+ Anxp». 
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?he case of equal roots has boon discussed already (§ 45); if 
roots be imaginary, say px and p2, so that - ; - 

px = a 4* if3 and p2 = a — i/3, 

. the corresponding part of y will be t 

xa [A' cos (/3 log x) + Asin (/3 log x)}, l>"’ • *' " 

arbitrary constants having been changed. - . 

Iv. If the imaginary roots a±if$ be repeated r times, the corresponding 
of the complementary function will he ^ 

4{ + A Jlogx-f A(h>gxf + ... + d / (logxy-1} cos (/3 log&*) , 

+ {+*1(^ (i°K</;)2 +■ ••• + By (logx)r"*}sin (/3log#)]. 

48. The particular integral is the value of 

the evaluation may be effected in two ways, which are really 
ivalent save for the difference in operators employed. 

If V either be a power or contain as a factor a power of x, 

xv\ then 

y = 

as XVl T 
F($ + m) 

In the case when T is a constant, the evaluation is easy. If m 
not a root of F (z) - 0, then we may expand [F-f m)}"1 in 
ending powers of & and neglect all but the first term, which is 

ependent of and in fact gives 

Cxm 
JJ~F(m)' 

The same method (of expansion) will apply when T is a rational 
egral algebraical function of log x; and since 

log x = 1, 

} expansion does not need to be carried beyond V, where n is 

3 index of the highest power of log x in 71 r 

If however m be a root r— 1 times repeated in F (z) = 0, then 

Ffr + m) - ± F» (m) + -f^F™ (m) + ... 
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and we have to evaluate 

1 2/ = —- 

If T be a constant C, then since 

the value of y is 

1 = log x, 

£flog*y. 
F[rf{w) ’ 

if it be a function of logo; as before, the operator should be ex¬ 

panded in ascending powers of & up to $r* (>r being retained in the. 
denominator), and the value of y will be given as the sum of it 
number of terms of the form 

1 
'y(logtf)', 

that is, of a number of terms of the form 

(s + r) 
. (log x)" 

A general expression can be given for the particular integral in 

the case when V takes none of these forms. Let * . be expanded 
* W & 

in partial fractions and suppose some term to be ' { j. "r 

A ■ ‘' o,..-* 
»~V . • ' / 

then y will be the sum of terms of the form ■ 1 '' A p * 

A Tr r" X 

which is equivalent to 

* Aa?^ Var*, or Ax* f Var0--1 dx. 
A } 

Another method of proceeding.is to change the independent 

variable from m to z, where x is &; this changes S- into ^ or D, 
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b. 

and all the methods of § 46 will now apply. It is easy to see that 
all the cases indicated for are strict analogues of cases indicated 

for I). 

*s fl . 
dx1 ' dx 

Ex. Solve 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) a4 +6a* +9^ § +3® =(1 +logxf ; 

dxH 
A’2 -^ + 2y = AlogA? ; 

(v) ^ 

de* 

C^2 ■3«^.+4y=2A'2; 

(vi) 
/ 

A'2 — % = A?-1- COS # ; 

(vii) x2 (~r2 — (2m - 1) a (m2 -H ^2) —?i%m log a\ 

i 

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES. 

1. If there be two linear equations of orders m and n (n > m) satisfied by 

the same dependent variable, a third linear equation of order n-m can 

without any integration be derived from the first two ; and the equations of 

orders m and n — m (when integrated) will suffice to furnish the integral of the 

equation of order n. (Liouville.) 

2. Solve the equations 

/„) ^L + lil=n^v. . 4. 
(1 dx*+xdx y’ j 

fQ\ &2y 2 dy / o . 2\ 
(/J) dx*+xdx^y1 +x*)y; 

(y) ^-+y=sin.rsin2*-. 

• f 

3. Prove that the solution of t 

(D4-c)ny—cos ax 

is y — e~cx{Ax-\-A^G-h ... + Anx7 

_n 

1) + (e2+a2) 2 cos ax~n arc cot 
c 
a )■ 

♦ 
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4. Obtain the general solution of the equation 

l the form 

cos^H-jSsin^)-!--, f* e 
n J o 

sin n' (t -1') U'dt\ 

where U' is the same function of U as U is of t, and' n* is given by 

5. Solve the equations 

<‘> *42+"S+fc!2-a4-W+^0os.r>; 

(ii) 

(iii) d$+32 ^+48y=^'2*+«2*cos2i.« 

(iv) S-32+4i-^=^c°- 

(v) dZ+d^+^ax2+be'xM’ 

(Vi) ^ + l) y=e-*+.t2+x-\ 

6. Obtain the complementary function of the equation 

in the form 

r=n-l ax cos™ 
y~Ceax+De ax+ 2 e 1 

r=l 

and shew that the part of the particular integral corresponding to the typ 

terms under the summation sign is 

r 

j^lrcos ^ ax sin — 1+2L sin ( ax sin — 
njr\ n 

JL f 
a2n~1J 

x a(x-£) cos- 
e ‘ cos sin ^}/(f) 

7. Prove that the solution of the equation 

y=*2°°S4’. 
»=o e 4- e 
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8. Provo that 

f(£ - ** ) iV-f " l'<j> 
/^/.r r-W 

9. Provo that 

*'/( / Jrh 

(i) P**■ 1 * Wo * C 1 ' ; 

(ii) /)i’\rmh>'/y.<’ "*/p‘ '''<!> (r’ r t*' ‘I,/> 1 r ■ 

(iii) />« (^y - - ///**// ■■■--- -»r V/- 

d 
10. Provo that, if * don* To ^ . 

*0 = *’!, ,+ dj.r P .*• I'd,* t ' * *» 

where A0, A„ .... ^l.itory miHUni, .. 

11. If Q, R eimuimtitt.ivi- .hvihIxiIi "f ..|»-r.ili"!i Ht»- 

P.Q.R.v.=0 is 

,/=/'-!.(H-V ! 11 

4*-'l > < 

y h <- Jx '*i rr * 
,jD i Ax*' ri--^ 

z ro.\ ‘i0 c : * ! 

! 
- *> 

li d S s 13 ’ i 

- J) '"f " 

* ±-&L 

TCy. * U. J 

j 'J:\ ’ . * ' 

j -'' •;( ®">' 

i t - * rf 
t U ’ T 

'1 I 
lU L* $ # 

. ’ V : 

i*\- l %• x .>•. • 

\ 

• N d-.: ‘ 
, .. * » . 5 * 

tv.-. ,». * W) ■•-< 

1 ■ * , „ , * 0 / «**» o v *’ 
\. ^ 

0.1 

% 

’<&J-' 

•x.D 



CHAPTER IV. 

Miscellaneous Methods. 

49. Before we discuss the linear equation of the second ord< 
with variable coefficients there are several miscellaneous methoc 
which it is advisable to consider; they apply to systems of equ* 
tions which admit either of complete solution or of approach to 
solution in the shape of a first integral. It is to be understoo 
that the equations hereafter given are typical and not merel 

isolated equations which can be integrated; it is frequently possibl 
to include others under some one of the following classes by mear 
of well-selected substitutions for either the dependent or th 

independent variable. Such substitutions point out however th 
limits within which the methods are for the most part effectiv< 
so that it must be borne in mind that the methods are not c 
general application to all linear equations of the second order. 

50. The simplest case of all is that in which the equatio; 
is of the form 

&y_ y 
dxn~ ’ 

where X is a function of x alone. It is immediately integrabl 
and the result of integration is 

'• d^d=jxdx + A1, 

Ax denoting an arbitrary constant. A second integration gives 

= j dxj Xdx + Axx + A2, 
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being another arbitrary constant. Proceeding in this way we 
.1 have after n integrations as the general solution 

y = [J.X (dx)n + B1 «n_1 + B2 ar*+.+ Bn-, os + Bn, 

A 
vhich Br replaces 7^1^) an(* therefore an arbitrary con- 

it. 

51. Another very simple equation to be considered is 

<By 
dxn 

= Y, 

vhich Y is a function of y alone ; but in general it is integrable 
7 when n is either ls or 2. In the case when n is 2, let the 

.ation be multiplied by 2 then each side may be integrated, 

[ we have 

(i)'-2Jyd»+A 

= yjr(y) + A 

>pose; in this the variables can be separated and finally the 
leral solution of the equation 

d* y __ y 
da? 

/ 
dy 

Ex. Solve 

A first integral is 

W'’ («/) + 

dhj 

■ x + B. 

dx2 
4- ahj = 0. 

(^•) +aY=A=:aio\ 

ere o is an arbitrary constant; separation of the variables gives 

(?-y2y 
adx, 

• v arc sm^=cw?+a, 

y=csin (ax+a). 

1 therefore 
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5± Any differential equation which merely expresses a rela¬ 

tion between two differential eoeffieients whose orders differ by 

either 1 or % admits of solution. As a type of the differential 
equation, when the orders differ by 1, we may write 

<l”!l,.. , dn 1 
(Un 

dr1 u _ 
Let nI[ = Y; then the equation heroines 

tlY 
tlx 

the integral of which is 

F(Vh 

f O') =•1 /l ’■■■'• + -1. 
/•'(}') 

Suppose this equation run be solved fur Y and that the solu¬ 

tion is 

Y « 4> O’ + A ), 

that is 

<lm 1 if 
!1» t J's $ (x + /I). 

Then thin is one of the eases already cliscniHsed (| 50), and til© 

general integral can be* obtained, 

Or after obtaining the equation ( Y) = *r 4* A% we may procet**! 
thus: since 

d ftl* *// v 
t \ i t & M t if « \ gf #*« * , 

therefore 

_ f VJ.{ «»; 

(t.r <h-" 

d*"t/ f, (MV 

Similarly 
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ail arbitrary constant being introduced after every one of the inte¬ 
grations, which must be taken in order from right to left. Then 
we have two equations between cc, y, Y} from which Y is to be 
eliminated; and the eliminant will be the primitive. 

It is evident that by this method the equation 

%
\ 

a 

II o
 

can be solved. 

Ex. 1. Solve 
dhj cVhj 

a dx3 dxl' 

Let li 

1
1

1
 

then 

of which the integral is 

X 

£=A'e“, 

and therefore 

X 

y = Aea + Bx + C, 

where A, B, G are arbitrary constants. 

Ex. 2. Integrate 

(i) a^=li + (ty Vi*. 
dx? | \dx) J ’ 

(ii) adhJ -U+(dyYl4- 

(iii) 
dhj <Py _ f AZWH 

dx*dx?~\ + \dxy J ’ 

5*3. As a type of the differential equations 
differential coefficients, whose orders differ by 2, we 

dTy 
doo' 

y _ f(dn" A 

dr*y. Let = z; then the equation becomes 

d?z 

da?'' =/(*)> 
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the solution of which has been obtained in the form 

dz 

pL + 2//(*)d*}» 
=■*+& 

If, after the integrations have been carried out, the equati 
can be algebraically solved for z in terms of x, say 

z = 6 (x) 

(where the function 6 (x) will involve the constants A and j 
then n - 2 direct integrations will furnish the primitive. B 
if it should be impossible to effect this algebraical resolutic 
then we have 

dz 

dx 
l=[A+iff(z)dz}*. 

Hence 
d”-*y , 7 [ 

76 
zdz 

cf~4 y 

doF*'' 

[A + 2J/(z)dz}i> 

dz f zdz 

./ {A + 2ff(z)dz\kJ {A + 2Jf(s)d*}*' 

and so on; ultimately wc shall obtain y as a function of z, and tl 
primitive will be the climinant with regard to 2 of the equati< 
between y and z and the equation between x and 

Ex. 1. Solve r/a d\y _ <P\J 

When we write z for ^ the equation becomes 

dh 

X 

so that z=cxea + <up a, 

X JX 

and therefore y=*A6a + Jh a+ Ox+A 

in which A and B replace v^aA and a/jA respectively. 

A *i. dh)_ 

Ex. 2. Solva, 
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54. In some particular cases the general differential equation 
of the second order can, by substitution, be depressed so as to 

become a differential equation of the first order; such cases 

occur when one of the variables is explicitly absent from the 
equation. 

First, consider an equation in which x does not occur, so that 
it may be written in the form 

5®’ S)= ()' 

Let and then ~p the equation thus becomes 
dot dy’ 

+\y>p>p$)=°> 

a differential equation of the first order to find p in terms of y. 
Let the solution be 

p =f(y)’ 

in which f(y) will include an arbitrary constant. Then the 
variables are separable, since we may write 

dy 

f(y) 
= dx\ 

and integration of this equation will lead to the primitive. 

Next, consider an equation in which y does not occur, so that 
it may be written in the form 

^ {X> dx ’ di) = 0' 

Let ^ = then the equation is transformed into 
dx* dx 

an equation of the first order to find p in terms of x. Let the 
solution be 

p = F (x), * 

where F includes an arbitrary constant. Integrating this, we 
obtain as the primitive 

y = A+JF(x) dx. 



MISCELLANEOUS METHODS. 

*•i- Solve - 

When we write ~=y> the equation is transformed into 

1 +p* 2a-y’ 

•the integral of which is 

(l+jp2)(2a-y)=^, 

'where \i is an arbitrary constant; the primitive is.given by the evaluation of 

Ex. 2. Solve 

The substitution transforms the equation into 

• on integration this gives 

.and therefore 

(!+*>*)» dx~J*> 

l=x2+A, 

(x2+A)2 

a* ~(x2+A)2 3 

.so that the primitive is ^ 

[-^r~tA- dx% 

Ex. 3. Integrate 

(ii) «4a5- jy’+“'(2)!p 

w-d+^ig+i+dj-o, 
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Honwge* mohh Eqmttimm. 

There are certain elamen of t liflAr* iff in.! \u 

kind of homogeneity HubhiMs; mat the ^Init**?* »4 ?Jp-^ 

uitable transformat ions be made |*» drftrfid «§»*»!§ flm1 **i 

ls of lower orders The homogeneity i* enii*tiftfir*! m 
if y be considered to be of n tliitieitMiofi*, while x. m «l utw 

m, then . since it in the limit of ^ * m of #i 
’ dx Xr 

t til I Me 

|J|, being the limit of In of « -* 2 diittofi*i<fie*, m»«| 

l the equation is Haiti to In* homogeMeuMH wl**--ii, if 

ons be assigned to the corresponding * (tut t#f itie*. tlm irriM* 

of the same dimensions. The Him}#!* '%f *'tim•> b, m! r uwf n* t 

which n is unity. 

t, let n be unity so that x and y mm l»*4 ft hr 

ension. Let y^&xz and x - £; flint 

(lit ds 

<L ' <w f 

# 

rf*y ’AO rf.-^ ■# 

>n; and the resulting differential • qu tti>>n ill b* ,,»< b> 

and 6. Now if, will }«* notiei 4 t hat * |»*. r„» sh« )• n‘ .4 jt ,s# 

jx of the exponential wherever il oe. iif in um 
iiit is the number representing ffi*- 4sio> moon* <>t if.%% .j-j 
1 coefficient; and then fore, when tp., 

differential equation, Hiipjiood bomoj;,-i»» o<i«. th* n«i» * - r 

* exponential will be the muw i„r e.,0, t* »»t ,4 »h.. r,f*» 

d this exponential will therefor.- h i, » h,. |, m$} u 

i The new indeja.iidcnt variable 0 wtl| »».. bm^r ol*-,t 
ly m the equation, whieh will therefor. »«< „t t|t,» , 
discussed in § 54 and ean have it. <»rder 4>q.n k..4 
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Ex. 1. Solve ! 
dx2 =fw2(i)2+^2}i 

Making the substitutions of § 55 we have 

d2z dz 

3& + d6s 
H( 

< 
dz \2 )h 

Te + V +n* 
dz 

When we write -^=0, the equation becomes 
dd 

or, if v=zs, 

and therefore 

dv 
dg+v={m(v+z)2+nz2}i ■ 

s2 + W + S=(1 + S)2+n^’ 

ds 
~d9. 

* {m(l + $)2 + %}- — s2 — s 

The variables are separated and the equation can be integrated. 

Ex. 2. Solve 

(i) n2^+^={1 + (dx)T; 
(ii) = 

Passing now to the general case in which homogeneity is eon 
stituted on the assumption of n dimensions for y, we write 

x = ee, y = xnz = zend. 

We now have 

di 
dx 

d?y 
dx1 

fd2z ^,dz / , 
- j<^+ (2w - +n (n - 

e(n-2) g 

and so on. It is obvious that the coefficient of 6 in the index o 
the exponential, which occurs in the expression of every differentia 
coefficient, exactly measures the dimensions of that differentia 
coefficient; and as before, when substitution takes place, tin 
exponential will disappear and the differential equation, havinj 

been thus transformed into one from which the independent 
variable is explicitly absent, can have its order lowered by undt^j 
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. solve **+% ~ V- 

is homogeneoiiK if j( bo roijsidwd to Ik* of two diinoiiHiona while # is 

Hence we substitute 

x = if, if « XlZ ZV^, 

equation becomes , 

j>2 0-)|-.<>. 

t integral is given by 

- (1 Af 

m the variables can l>e separated in the form 

A+Cl-z)*”'1*’ 

Tal of which will vary (being either mi inverse circular function or a 

n) according to the sign of A. 

!. Solve 

(articular set of cases arises when n is marie infinite; all 

,ntities v, ... have then the same dimensions. The 
J da 

t method of solution is to adopt the substitution 

j resulting equation between u and a will be of an order 

y unity than the given equation. 
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Exact Differential Equations. 

56. A differential equation of the form 

„(dny dn~ly dy \ 

dxn ’ dxn~l .,£,y)X) = 0 

is said to be exact when, on representing the left-hand member by 
V, the expression Vdx is the exact differential of some function 
U, which is necessarily of the form 

(d?-'y dy \ 
Jl [dx"~I  .doe’ y’ J ‘ 

Consider first a linear exact differential equation, which may 
be represented by 

p +p —14. +p v—p 
ndxn^ n-' dodl~l . 'dx^ 

where the coefficients are all functions of x. An equation of this 
form will not in general be an exact differential equation, but we 
proceed to shew that, if a certain relation be satisfied by these 

quantities P, the equation can be integrated once. 

Indicating for convenience differentiation with regard to x by 
means of dashes, we have on direct integration 

Jpaydx=Jp6ydx, 

SPldxdx = ~lPl'ydx + Pl>J’ 

fp$d* = jpt"ydx-P,'y + PJ, 

P^ydx- 
8dx? 

Prydx + Pt'y-PJy' + Py, 

and therefore 

JPdx =J(P, - p; + P," - P/" +.)yda> 

+ (PI-P/+P/'-.)y 

r +(P2-P;+P/'-.)y 

+(P8-P/ + PS"-.) y" +.. 

=jQ<,yda + Qly+ Qty +.+ 
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where the law of formation of the successive coefficients Q0, Qt, Q2,... 
is the same and, in particular, 

Now the condition of integrability evidently is that there shall 
he no term remaining which involves an integral of y; and the 
necessary and sufficient condition for this is that 

#o = 0, 
that is, 

p_dP PP.t 
0 dee"*' dP 

Jnp 

4(_])’‘5L£s=o 
v } dxn 

When this condition is satisfied, the first integral is 

n Q -e n n _ t-D.7_ , + Qxy- \Pd% + Av 

where At is an arbitrary constant. 

If now the coefficients Q satisfy the corresponding condition, viz.:' 

0 — 4- _ 

Vl das * 

the equation is again integrable; and the process can be continued 

so long as the coefficients of each successive equation thus derived 

.satisfy the condition of integrability. 

Ex. 1. The equation 

(«**-**) 2■,!) 2+*!l+*-* 

is an exact equation; for we have 

/'o-i, /y-i, /y'«o, /y"*o; 

and so the condition is satisfied. Integrating each side we have 
0> 

- {(2a~e) x+e-b} (^+(%a~c + x)y A. 

In practice it is sometimes easy to see that a given equation is into- 

grable. In many cases the quantities P are either of the form or sums of 

6—2 

m 
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(iHf . 
expressions of this form; and xm is a perfect differential coefficient, if 

m be less than n; for integrating it by parts wo have 

dr*’-ly 

ck?n~1 
wm~l d^y 

dxn~~2 
4m (rn-l)af z<in-lv 

U&n- 3 4-(-l )™ml 
rfn-m-ly 

dxn-m-±' 

Hn=m+l the last term is (-1 )mmU/„ 

When we apply this lemma to the present example, the terms involving 

pt are seen to be perfect differential coefficients, and x ^ +y is 4- (xy), 
(hO(j (XX CCX aX 

so that the left-hand side is a perfect differential coefficient and the equation 
is therefore exact. 

lx. % Prove that the equation in hx. 1 cannot be further integrated by 
the foregoing method. 

lx. 3, Solve 

(i) ^2+(^_3) 3+4'a? al+-=°; . 

(ii) to4y2+2^g+rg4-^3 = g;- 

and shew that the equation 

becomes integrable on being multiplied by some power of x. Obtain its 
integral. 

57. The method which is used for integrating exact equations 
which are not linear may be illustrated "by considering an example. 

lx. 1. Solve 

On the supposition that this is an exact differential equation we may writ© 

dU«(y 4 3xp 4 dx 4 (p2 4- cZp> 

where p stands for ^. Let Ux denote what would "be the value of U if p 

were the only variable, so that 

£Tt»#p4y2y* 

let all restrictions b© removed, so that 

dU 4 2yp*) dx 4 (p& 4* 2y2y>) dp, 
and therefore 

dU~4Utm(yi*m}dm^d 
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which gives on integration 
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that is, 

U-Ux=(cy+A, 

and therefore the first integral is 

x2,c+y2 
dx doc. 

2 
| +#y= <7. 

The preceding method will be seen to lead to the following 

general rule for the integration of an exact differential equation of 

the nth order. The equation, being derivable from one of order 

n — 1 by direct differentiation, will contain only in the first 

degree; if this condition be not satisfied, the equation is not exact. 

uu wuouuu Let the equation 
^n~l dn'lf 

Vdx as if were the only variable occurring in V and ^ its 

differential coefficient; let the result be Uv Then Vdx-~dlJt 
involves differential coefficients of y of the order n—1 at the 
utmost; as it is an exact differential the highest differential 

coefficient of y which occurs can enter only in the first degree. 
Repeating the process as often as necessary, we shall ultimately 

have 

Vdat-dU1-dU%-... = Q.' 

Then a first integral of the given equation is 

J7x + ^t + ...-a 

Ex. % Solve 

dydfiy dy 
w dxds? yx dx ^ ’ 

Ex. 3. Shew that the equation 

_n 
(f+ x*f 

beooittM integrable on multiplication by the factor Henoe 

deduce a first integral and the primitive. 
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E:e. 4. Integrate the equation 

<&!! , ..«.'/ _0 
{fit/14- y 4- +* €Xrf * 

having given that there in m integrating factor of the form Xx ^y + X$. 

(Euler.) 

Linear Equation of the Second Order. 

58. We shall here prove some of the leading properties of tdbt< 
linear equation of the* second order; but the present investigation 

will not for the most part anticipate the discussion of the genera 
linear equation, for the properties here established belong solcslj 
to the equation of the second order. 

The general form of the equation is 

in which P, Q, and R are functions of x; they may in special causes; 

bo merely constant quantities. 

Substitute in the equation for y a value w, where v and w »xi 
both functions of x; m yet the only limitation on them is tiis. 
their product must be equal to y. We then have 

d?v , dw t n \ dv , f(Pw , n dw , * \ D 

An we may choose a relation arbitrarily between v and w o 

make either of them satisfy some condition, we will supposes i 

possible to detennine w so that the coefficient of v may vanisl 

that is, 
cPw 7idw , A 

which, it will be noticed, is the same as the original equation witl 

the right-haml side equated to zero. The quantity w being *xol 

considered known, the modified equation becomes \ 

/2 dw p\dv B i 

dar* \w dm ) dm w’ \ 
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v?df cs*u~ A ■(- \mlteiViU d.r, 
tLr, J 

c 

-11+A f*C-"'U + i‘L;,r"-- 
J w J tr J 

ore follows flint* if umj mduium mhutemr uf the ary final 

h the rhjhtdmnd mdn equated to mm mu he found» the 

mitiw of the erUfimd equation in iin fjmwml form can 
d The problem of deducing thin complete primitive 

resolved into that of finding some single solution of 

equation. This* in the namt general c*a«e of P ami Q 
to particular functionh of r, has not yet been effected; 

al instances it in possible to determine such a solution 

:1, sometimes hj inspection, soiuetiim,8 by means of a 
scries, sometimes by means of a definite integral; but 

latter canon (which are usually closely connected) the 
[nation of the form obtained for n in difficult or impos- 

li this form (f o) still remains the solution. 

dvu 

ar solution of 

d**t .. *ltt 
$ *,j e U 

MJ* 

mx9; hence writing // ,r*> in the original equate»n we get. 

£•♦ (i 

dff 
(Is 

-^dt, 

+ j *\jf 4* 

his mu b§ iltfipiiiitl 
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Ex. 2. Solve 

(i) S-^£+(^-i^=X; 

(ii) («s»-J^)^+2a^+26y=ar»-i 

59. If however a solution of the equation when R has b<*c 
put zero cannot be obtained, then it is sometimes useful to rem < >' 

<Ja 
from the transformed differential equation the term involving jgj 

That this may be the case w must satisfy 

dw 
dx 

+ Pw = 0, 

from which we find 

there is no necessity for adding a constant in the integration 03 

will afterwards disappear. Insert this value of 'id in the equation 
and write 

then the equation becomes 

f-i+Jv = ReiSPdx. 

In some particular cases this equation admits of immediml 
solution, but these cases occur much less frequently than those! 1 
which the preceding method applies; and the advantage of the nr* 
form, which will be indicated shortly, lies in an altogether differs* 
direction. Now we know that if a solution of this equation wxl 

the right-hand side equated to zero can be obtained, the primitli 
of the general equation is obtainable; and we may therefore quol 
the equation in the form 

dy 
da? 

+ Ifu=Q. 

Ecc. 1. Solv$ 

Hence JP= --i, and therefore 
a? 
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-2 11 1 „ 1 2 
I™ ,-i +.l,-i+.i.r" -I.H 4r .v1 

nation giving v m 

on of thin in 

tfje* r2 

vosAjP+ 

the general integral «.f the first i« 

if^A^ + Hr ‘)<<*** 

0) %-**%*»*>*•> 

ie advantage of using the form 

d’t) , , n 
, .+• /w=»0 

S+'’£+to“° 

,f the linear differential equation of tli« second order, Him 
that for ail HuliHtitutioiiH Mitch for y in tin* latter 

i« a function of P and Q of »«ich a fonn that, when tho 

dh 

&+P'?(s * iilZ l0 
,nd term removed hy the aulmtitution 

+ / n «k0* 

is exactly the m%tm* ftnurtiim of Pt iitwl Q% m it in of 1 
1 we may thiwfor** cull / att of the* MutffikJwiitH 
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of the differential equation* The equation so reduced may be 

said to he in its ‘normal form?; and any two linear equations such 
as the equations in y and z can he transformed into one another, if 

the normal form of each be the same. 

If it be known that two given equations are so transformable and the 

equation of substitution between the dependent variables be desired, this can. 

easily be obtained by using the normal form as an intermediate transformed 

equation. Thus in the general example the equation in y becomes transformed 

to that in v by writing 

ye-^dx—% 

and the equation in v passes into that in 2 by writing 

and therefore the relation which transforms directly the y-equation into the 

^-equation is 

ldx. 

'Ex. 1. Prove that the equations 

a-*-) “g+a-^l+b-o, 
?^ *3/* 

(1 -%*) 

can be transformed into one another; and find the relation between 2, C 

and x. 

Ex. 2. Find the value of $ which 1b such that the equation 

<sf+“S+(^=0 

may be transformed by a substitution y=sf.{£) into 

dh 1 dz , /. n 

Obtain the value of f(x). 

61. Let y1 and ys be two particular integrals of the equation 

and and vt the corresponding particular integrals of 

0; 

Of. Malet, Phil. Trans. (1882), p. 751. 
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then 
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and therefore 

y, »* 

so that 8 is the quotient of two different solutions of either diffe¬ 

rential equation. We now proceed to find tin- equation which is 

satisfied by s; since each of the quantities y (or v) may consist of 
two terms each containing an arbitrary constant factor, the quotient 

of one by the other may contain three arbitrary constants (not 

four, since without altering the value or generality of nuch a 
quotient any constant may ho made unity); therefore the diffe¬ 

rential equation satisfied by s, a function involving three arbitrary 

constants, must be of the third order. 

Indicating differentiation with regard to at by dashes, we may 

write 
+ L\ - 0, 

V,!' + /(».. = 0. 

Taking logarithms of 

and differentiating it, we have 

8 Vt Vt ’ 

which on being differentiated gives 

But 

so that the equation 

8 
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This is the differential equation satisfied by s; and it is of the 

third order, as was indicated. 

The function of the differential coefficients of s with regard to x7 

which occurs on the left-hand side of the equation, has been called 

by Cayley the Schwaraan Derivative* and is denoted by him by 

{5, x); it is so called because its properties are discussed and it is 

of fundamental importance in a memoir by Schwarz in Crelle’s 
Journal (t. lxxv), though the function is not originally due to 

himf. 

62. If now any solution of this equation can be obtained, then 
a solution of the original differential equation can be immediately 
deduced. For let such a solution of the new equation be denoted 

by s; then since 

% 8 

we have, on integrating this, 

% * Cb'~\ 

where C is arbitrary. This is one solution; another is 

t/j « Vji « 8f 

* Cayley, Camkt Phil. Tram. (1880), vol. till. p. 5. 
+ It occurs implicitly in Lagrange’* memoir 11 Bar la construction des cartes 

g6ographiques” CEuvres, vol. iv. p» 651 (this reference is due to Schwarz), and 
Jacobi’s Fundamenta Mom; and explicitly for the first time in Kummer’s memoir 

on the hypergeometric series In Crdk, t which is referred to in Chapter vi.; 
see also Cayley, l e. 
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,nd from these the corresponding solutions of the equation in y 

.re derived by inserting the exponential factor. When any one 
olution of a linear equation of the second order is known, we can 
btain the general solution; and hence any particular value of h 

atisfying its differential equation will lead to the complete solution 
f the first of the differential equations. 

This theorem holds in regard to the general linear equation of 
he second order; but its chief application arises when the linear 
quation is that satisfied by the hypergeometric series, to be 
.iscussed in Chapter VI. 

Ex. 1. Prove that, if 
8 (ax+b)=xcx+d, 

tie Schwarzian derivative of s vanishes. 

Ex. 2. Find the general value of s when 

a8 {»,x) + «*0, - 
here a is a constant. 

Ex. 3. Prove that 

(i) {*,.«} = 
dx) 

(ii) {r-+rf’4=l",-r!: 

(iii) K= [k 

^ - '■ . - fsh'/ <*) 

(iv) {», *}-(£)%, i/\ -(2)V,+(£;V 
(C Jay ley) 

63. Another method which is sometimes effective is that of 
hanging the independent variable. 

Take z as the new independent variable; then 

dy dydz 
dx hz dx1 

d?y _ d*y / dz V dy d*z < 
dx* dz‘ {dm) + dz dx* ’ 

ad the original equation becomes 
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As yet z is quite arbitrary and it may therefore be chosen to 
•satisfy any assignable condition. Thus we may choose to make 

the coefficient of vanish so that 
dz 

dlz 
+ P 

:>dz 
dx 

and therefore z is given in terms of as by the equation 

z dxe 
- JPdx 

The eliminant bf this relation between z and x and the trans¬ 

formed equation may furnish a differential equation which proves 

integrable. 

One integrable case occurs when the value of 5 is such as to 

satisfy the relation 

where fx is a constant; and then the equation takes the form 

z + HJ = d, 

of which the integral is 

y = Aza 4* Bz&t 

a and yS being the roots of 

m (m — 1) + fi = 0; 

and it is not difficult to prove that the relation which must exist 
between P and Q in order that this may be the case is 

* 

fi dx 

Another integrable case would be furnished by 

and so for other cases; and it will be noticed that in each case the 
equation is reduced to what may be called a known form, that is, 
on© of which the primitive can be obtained* 
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Ex. 1. Solve 
,, 9. dhf (hf „ 

/*( i _**)«_*, 

so that 
- r 

J dx 

j = nrc ,sm .r. 

When the independent variable is changed to 5, tins equation becomes 

a# ■ 
and therefore 

y = j ^ arc sin * ^ jy* arc; cos * 

(i) 

(»>) ta« ««*•«=<>; 

^_3»+]<y f 0(^+1) p. 
(vn' +yl(*-l )(*»+#)/ ’ 

. dhf , 2 afr/ t w* 

c'ir2 + # ofo? ^ * 

(v) (l+.r2)^ 2;c'^ + 2//»*0. * 

64 The property used in § 60 to obtain the relations between 

the dependent variables in two equations, which am transformable 
into one another—viz. that the equations have the same normal 
form—can be used to obtain the relations between the dependent 
variables in two equations, the independent variables in which 
are different, on the hypothesis that the equations ultimately 

determine the same function. The process adopted will be similar 

to the former one, as both equations will be reduced to their normal 
forms in the same variable and those, being assumed identical, will 
give the conditions necessary for the justification of the hypothesis. 

Let the two equations, which are to be thus transformable into 
one another by changing both the dependent and the independent 
variables, be 
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g+2Pg+to,o. .(i), 

and 
d V ~n d'U , ry 
7-5 + 2jR-x + Sv = 0. 

dz dz .(ii). 

in which P and Q are functions of *, and R and S functions of z. 

Writing in (i) 

11 

and -L-V dx r. 

we have +
 i! o
 

.(iii). 

and writing in (ii) 

and j=8-~-R\ 
dz 

we have 
S’-'v- . .(iv). 

In (iii) changing the independent variable 

obtain 

(dz\\dy> d‘z+lv =0 
dzz \dx) dz dxz 9 

from x to z, we 

or 

o
 II +
 

+
 

in which dashes indicate differentiation with regard to cc. To 

reduce this to its normal form we write 

or, on the evaluation of the integral in the exponent, 

the equation then becomes 

^+Gy,-o.(v), 
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where 
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and {z, x) is the Schwarzian derivative of z. 

If, then, the equations be transformable into one another, the 
normal forms will be the same when expressed in terms of the 
same independent variable; hence comparing (iv) and (v), which 

are the normal forms, we have 

V2 = 

and G~J. 

Substituting for G in the latter equation we have 

I - \ {«, so) = JV2, 

and substituting their values for y% and vt in the former equation 

we have 

These two equations are the conditions that the differential 
equations (i) and (ii) should have the given property. The first of 

them gives the relation which must exist between the independent 

variables; and, when the first is satisfied, the second gives the 

relation which must exist between the dependent variables. 

The foregoing equations enable us to obtain the general form 

of all differential equations into which (i) is transformable, and 

also to obtain the connexion between two given related equations. 

Thus, for instance, the equation in a given independent variable 
z equivalent to (i) would have as its normal form 

<Pvt 
4* vxJ =» 0, 

F. 7 

t 
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where 

and 

e!Pdx 

lft.fl.. 

and since z and I are known in terms of x, J is also known in 

terms of x and can therefore be expressed in terms of z. Everjy 

differential equation, which is equivalent to (i) and has 0 for its 

independent variable, must have the foregoing equation in vt f‘»* 

its normal form. 

Ex. 1. Provo that the equations 

(Hr th 
(1 -xl) ^ - 2x + a (a-M)i == 0 

and 
<Pfl ( 

»r . -v. ms. J l 
k tn~ [ 

aro transformable into one another by the relation 

and find the relation l>otween z and v. 

Ex. 2. Prove that the equatioiiH 

(2«+m 
1 -X* J ‘ 

(CL II. Stuart.) 

and 

r/s- ^ ^ ““ 1+5) J" + k (1 — k) a « 0 

<thf M* titj 
tty* ^ x (Jr 

are transformable into one another by the relation, 

.*;~1 

and find the relation between y and ik 

Method of Variation of Parameter**. 

65. It wan proved (§ 58) that if a solution of the equation 

£+ pfl+QtJxs0 

be known, the primitive of the equation 
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iained; but the following method is effective in giv- 

3 (and other linear equations) what was called in the 

r the Particular Integral, and it can be applied where the 

:merly indicated cease to be applicable. 

>e a solution of the equation 

A' + pdy_ 
da? dx ■Qy = o, 

d\ 
dx1 + p|'+fe-». 

ting Q we have 

^1 dx2 y dx2 

;and for the quantity of which A is the coefficient, so 

mitive is 

y=Byl + Ayt, 

particular solution of the differential equation. Then 

Lg analysis shews that any two particular solutions y1 
onnected by the equation 

Vi dx dx. 
Ce~Sp**, 

alue of G is no longer arbitrary but depends on the 

md ythe two particular solutions of the equation. 

# 

i us now take the above value of y and substitute it in 
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on the supposition that A and A are no longer constants but 

functions of x to be so chosen that the equation shall be satisfied. 

Thus the form of y is the same for the two equations, but the 

constants which occur in the former ease are changed in the latter 

into functions of the independent variable; to this process is 

applied the name Variation of Parameters. 

We have now two unknown quantities A and If in terms of 

which y} a single unknown, is expressed; and we are therefore at 
liberty to choose any relation between them that may be most 

convenient for our purpose. When we differentiate y we obtain 

dV _ H ffe, . A dH, . v dB . v dA 
dm ~ civ dx ^Ul dx U* dm 

dm eta 

provided 

dB dA A 
Vl <lm+lh dm 

we shall take this last equation as the relation between A and B. 

dif 
Again, if we differentiate ~, so that 

a ^JBdy^dAd^ 
do? dv? do? ^ dx dm ^ dx dm 9 

and substitute these values in the original equation, then, since yx 

and y% are particular solutions of the equation when li = 0, we have 
as the result 

dB dyx dA dy , 

dm dm ^ dx da 

Thus dA dB 
dm dm li R 

Vx -Jft ,, dyx 0 

and therefore 

A = E+l0 J Ry/m*dx, 

B~F~y Ry/Pd* dm, 
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where E and F are arbitrary Constanta and 0 is an absolute con¬ 

stant depending upon the forms of yx and yr 

If now in the differential equation wc write <j> (®) for P and 

■\|r (x) for 11; /, (tc) for yx and f, (ai) for yx; then the general so¬ 

lution of 

is 

y = Effx) + Ff (,;) + Iff(t) e^ls)dz [ft (x)f (f)-f (x)f (*)} # 

where f (%) and f% {x) are particular solutions of 

and are therefore connected by the relation 

f _ f (Mi = 
dx ^udx 

It may be noticed that we may make 0 unity without loss of 
generality; for if it be not unity we may substitute for f{%) the 

quantity ^if) which, while still a particular solution, will render 

the constant unify. 

Ex. 1. Solve 

Arranged in the ordinary form this is 

d%y _ _* ,1->U- 1 „-r-l 
cb? x —l dx x — \d 

Particular solutions of the equation without the right-hand member are at 
-■and «*; hence, if we take 

we may proceed m above, and have m the primitive 

y—Af+Ba?. 

As in the general ewe A and B are connected by 

dA ~ t dB A 
#*4“ 
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while 
dA „ dB ex+ i. 
ax ax 

Thus 
dA A dB 
-y- =xe x and , = - 
dx dx 

and therefore A=E+ JX£c-*d£ 

= E-e~*(x+l), 

and I i! 

The primitive is therefore 

y=Eex 4* Fx - (x2+#+1). 

Ex. 2. Integrate by this method the equation 

where Q and R are functions of x alone. 

Ex. 3. Solve 

(i) ^+nh/ « Bee nx; 

(ii) 

67. The method of variation of parameters may be a] 
in a manner, different in regard to the terms neglected, to c 

a subsidiary integral, the constants in which are subseqi 
made variable parameters. Thus consider the equation 

da? 
+ (g)'/W+*■&)- 0. 

Neglect the term involving F (y) in order to obtain a subs: 

integral; it will be that of 

<Fy 
0, 

which is • ^ e™ = C. „ dx 

Suppose now that 0 instead of being a constant is a fui 

of w and let this be differentiated; then 

e ~ da>’ 
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or 

Therefore 

C(lf = -F(y) eVf(v)dv&!l 
dx w ax 

and so 

(P = A - 2 f dy F(y) ei//{y)dy. 

A first integral of the original equation therefore is 

(M[/fin) <‘v = 
dx 

Jt{y)dy 

This can be again integrated since the variables are separable. 

Ex. 1. Solve in this manner the equation 

Shew also that the integral of this equation may be derived by the method 
of § 54. >; /; r ' .).* 

By changing the independent variable in this example from % to y, obtain 
the integral of the equation 

S 
Ex. 2. Integrate the general equation 

firstly, by neglecting the last term to obtain a subsidiary equation and then 
varying the parameters; 

secondly, by applying the same method to the integral derived from neglecting 
the second term; 

thirdly, by multiplying by and then integrating each tom. 

It thus appears from these examples that 

2+'2+«(2D,-<> . 
is integral)!© in the cases 

(a) when both P and Q are functions of 

(fi) when both P and Q are functions of y, _ 

(y) when P m a function of x and Q a function ofy 
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Two particular methods. 

d?v 
68. When in the equation + lv = 0 the quantity I is * 

rational algebraical function of a fractional form such that -bln 
denominator is of a higher degree in the variable than the iume 
rator, the following method is sometimes of use. 

Let a quantity 
Z€fPidx 

be substituted for v; then the equation becomes 

d?z , a „ dz ' 
,2 + jZ + P-p = 0, doe 

where 

Pt = I+P* + 
doe 

On integrating the equation as if the left-hand side were £ 
perfect differential, we have 

dz 
doe 

+ 2P 
■2‘w)d‘-A- 

Since the quantities Px and P2 are connected as yet by only a 
single relation, we may assign as a further condition to determime 
them 

dP. p = o__ 
2 dx 3 

and this gives as the equation for Px 

dP, 
dx 

P* = I J. 1 J., 

while, if any value of Px satisfying this be obtained, an integral oi 
the original equation is obtained in the shape 

dz 
dx 

+ 2P-Z = A. 

It should be pointed out that the utility of this method depends 
on the form of the equation which gives Px; this would be lost Ibyj 
the substitution 

p _ 1 dw 
1 ~ w dx ’ 

for then the equation giving Px becomes changed to the original, j 
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ith the assumption which was made as to the form of I we 

Tite 
V _ VU _ UV 

here T, U and V arc rational integral and algebraical func- 

if x. Then we may assume 

P _/(*) 
1_T’ 

jthe constants in f(as) as the quantities'to be determined from 
uation; but in general there are not sufficient disposable 

ats arising in f to allow the equation to be satisfied. Hence 
ethod, like the other methods which have been proposed for 

ution of the linear equation of the second order, is not one 
rersal application, hut is effective only in particular cases. 

1. Solve *(1~*)2S=2*- 

e the equation for 1\ is 

_2_ 
dx 1 x(l-.vY' 

J2 F 
P1==~ + and substitute ; the equation is satisfied by E~F*=* — 1, 

refore a first integral is 

dz 2 
dx ^(1 7 

, if _ f dx f dx 
og- - ~~j ^ j ^ ^, 

VX**z( 1 -tf). 

primitive can easily ixi deduced, for the equation is linear of the first 

2. Solve 

(i) 

(ii) <2*+l)»(^+*+ 
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If a term involving^ should occur in the equation, this term 

should be removed before applying the above method. 

Ex. 3. Solve 

m 'Em. j. y.dJL_°v_A. 
^ ' dx2 x (1 - x) dx x (1 — x) 9 

..... dy a- (a+t3+1)x dy _ a$y_ 
' ' ^ # (X -x) dx x(I~x) 

..... <py g + 1 - (a+(3 + l)x dy ^ off 
dx2 x(l~x) dx — 

Ex. 4. Shew that this method will apply to the equation 

d2o ___ A'x2+2B'x+G' 
& ~ (af+nx+Bf v 

provided there be a single relation between -4', i?' and O'; and find this 
relation. 

69.* A certain class of linear differential equations can be 
solved by the resolution of the operator on y into the product of 
operators. Thus consider the equation 

d?y , dy - 

in which u, v and w are functions of x; then, if the operator 

cV ^ d ^ 
U -5-5 + V t + W 

dxr dx 

be resoluble into the product 

(»as+*)(,'i+s)’ 

p, q> r and s being functions of x, the equation can be integrated. 
For, if we write 

irL+,)!i=*’ 

we have 
dz ** 

r^+qz = o, 

and therefore 
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: must now integrate 

r^g + sy^Ae-fy*, 

is linear of the first order. In order that this resolution 

ke place, we have the three equations 

ds 
qs + PTa; = W, 

irmine four quantities p, q, r and s; but we may consider 
" as known factors of u and treat the two remaining equa- 
:> determine q and s. 

t these cannot be solved in general, and again therefore the 
1 will apply only in particular cases. 

1. Solve 

2) - X) ^ -(6«2 + 7se) 3?=0. 

3 we may write and r=v~l. 

= E&+F and $—E'x-\-F\ we have 

J$+JE'=1 \ EE' = — 6 j 
-E+F+ZEr+F'~-2 L F'F+EF' + E'=-1 L 

F- 2F' = 2 j FF' + 2E'=0 J 

re satisfied by 

E= 3; AT'=-2; F=4:; F’=1. 

he equation may be written 

{(*+2) £+to+4} {(* -1) dIx - (to - i)}y=o. 

at integral is 

<*-i) 1)y~A (*+2)2«'te> 

primitive is 

y={a;-l)e^^B+A j j. 
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Ex. 2. Solve 

(i) ^S + (3a+te)2+%=0; 

(ii) (* -1) (* - S) g - (2* ~ 3) 2 - 0; 

(iii) (2* -1) “ (3'1'~ 4) jrf + (* ~ 3) ^ = 0 5 

(iv) (a,'2 + 3a.’+2) *+4) + (&**+ V-r+4)y=0; 

(v) (**-i)g-(a»+i) 

(vi) ^(a-Zw) ^-2.r(2«-7«-)<j| + 2(3a-i.r)iy—6«2. 

70. There is a particular form into which the ordinary linear 

differential equation of the second order may be changed; raulti- 

Ptyiag /a , 

throughout by /1>dx, we may write it 

dxX dx\ 6 J 

Let a new independent variable z be taken such that 

dz = Q/p,Ise dz; 

then the equation becomes 

o- 

Now Qe^pdx is a definite function of x and therefore of z\ 

let it be denoted by where U is a function of z. Then the 

equation is 
d (l dj/) A 
dz\Udz\ + 1J = 0, 

which is the form referred to. 

Sir William Thomson has indicated a method of approximating 

to a solution of this equation by mechanical means*. 

* See Proe* Boy. Urn. Vol. xxw. (1870), p. m 
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Ex. Express 7>^+^“+'ftw=0 in the form ^~s+;u«= 

-So-^+St-—, whore 

,%,**C+C'.v, £n+1= fXdx [XixSndx, 
Jo Jo 

!°- Prove that 

expresses the solution of this in a series necessarily converging for all values 
of x, provided /x remains finite. 

Work out the case when /x=.rn. 

General Linear Equation. 

71. The general linear equation with variable coefficients is- of 

the form 

*.S+*.S!+*.L£+.+Z +**-*•• .(i). 
cT y dy 

dxn ldxn ldx' dx 

in which X0> Xv X2,.,IB and V are functions of x alone; the 

class in which the coefficients of the differential coefficients of 

y ard constants has been already considered The coefficients 

X0, X1K., Xn may be taken to be integral functions of x; if 

in any equation they were not actually so, the equation could be 

transformed so that its coefficients would he integral functions of 

x by multiplication throughout by the least common multiple of 

the denominators of such fractions as occurred in the given form. 

The primitive of the differential equation consists, as before, 

of two parts: 

First. The Particular Integral which is any value of y (the 
simpler the better) satisfying the equation; 

Second. The Complementary Function which is the general 
solution of the equation without the second member, that is, of the 
equation 

x d"y, x d*~ly, 
0 da? "r 1 "r 'dx” + z-.E + ^-°- 

.(ii). 

The equation (ii), being of the nth order, will have in its general 
solution n arbitrary constants—the necessary number for the pri¬ 
mitive of (i), which is the sum of these two parts. 
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72. If yl be a solution of (ii), then AlVl is also a solutior 

since the equation is linear; and therefore, if ylt y2> ., yn be r 
different particular solutions of (ii), 

+ .+Anyn, 

where Alt A2, ., An are arbitrary constants, is also a solution 

If now the solutions ylt y2,.. yn be independent of one another 

so that no one of them can be expressed by means of a lineal 

function of all, or of any of, the others, then the foregoing value o: 

y is a solution involving n arbitrary constants; it is therefore the 

Complementary Function. In order that this may be the case 

there must be no equation of the form 

\Vx + \y,+.+\yn = 0 

for any values whatever of the constants .,\n other than 

zero for each of thorn. If all the constants \ be not zero, we have 

the derived equations 

vy*. 

dn~*?A | , dy, I 
dan^^laT1 + 

I V d"^yn _ 0 

+ 1^-°’ 

and, since the X’s do not all vanish, the determinant obtained 
by eliminating the X’s must vanish, that is, 

dn~lyx dr\ 
dxn~l ’ dx"~l ’ ‘ dmn~1 

d'~\ dn~2yn 
dar* ’ <&-*’ ■ dxn~* 

§lx dyn 
dm ’ dm ’ dm 

Vv y*> Vn 

= 0. 

Hence the condition that the y’s should be independent or, 

in other words, that the foregoing value of y should be the Com¬ 

plementary Function, is that A should not vanish. 
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73. It is easily proved that, if A be zero, then some equation 

of the form 

\Vl+XJ/t+- +\Vn = Q 

must exist. For otherwise let the value of the left-hand side be 
denoted by u; multiply the columns in A by X17 \2, ..., \ respect¬ 
ively and add them together, replacing some one column—as the 
first—by their sum. Then we have 

d?~lu d?~ly2 d'-'lL 
dar1 ’ da?-1 ’ ' da?-x 

dn~*u dn^yn 
dxn~* ’ da?~* ‘ ' d:r?-* 

u. y%> Vn 

an equation of order n — 1 which determines u. Now this is satis¬ 

fied by u = jq, y2, ..., yn) that is, it has n particular solutions which 
are supposed independent. But the number of independent par¬ 
ticular solutions which an equation can have is equal to its order, 
a property which is violated by the preceding result. The fore¬ 
going equation in u must therefore be an identity so that u is zero 
and therefore, on the supposition that A is zero, there is a relation 
between the n quantities y. 

74. The value of A when different from zero can be found as 

follows. Let the values y = yl9 y2, .yn be substituted in (ii) and 
from the n resulting equations let the coefficients Xg, Xa, ..., Xn 
be eliminated ; then we have 

d% 
da? ’ 

d'% 
dxn } 

dnyn 
da? 

d'^Jt 
da?~* ’ 

dn-\ 
dr?~‘ ’ ‘ 

dn~*y„ 
daF1 

d"~\ dn-% dn-»yn 
da?~s ’ da?-*’ - dxn~s 

Vv y2> y. 

+ -SqA = 0. 
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dA* 
The determinant which is multiplied by X„ is , and therefore 

this equation is 

z-S + xA-o, ' 

which when integrated gives 

A = Ce~'^X(> 

Since A and j XxX^1 dm are‘determinate functions of x, the 

constant C must be determined by some other method; compari¬ 
son of particular terms is often effective. The value of C will 
evidently change with a change in the set of fundamental solutions 

Ex. Let y1 be a particular solution of the equation 

d^y 
A°dx™ +*i 

dm~1y 

dxm~l + 
-t-Xm_1^ + Xmy=0; 

when we write y-^zdx for y, the equation determining 2 is (§ *76, post) of order 
m-1. Let % be a particular solution of this, so that y^z^dx is a second parti¬ 
cular solution of the y-equation ; and let z^Judx be substituted for z. Thus 
the equation in u is of order m- 2. Let ux be a particular solution of this 
equation; then yjzjdxj^dx is a third particular solution of the original equa¬ 
tion. Proceeding in this way by m—l successive substitutions we shall 
arrive at an equation of the form 

dko 
dx 

tW, 

of which a solution can be found; and there will be, in all, m particular 
solutions y. 

Prove that these particular solutions y are independent of one another; 
and shew that for this set of particular solutions 

A==(- . 

(Fuchs.) 

75. The Particular Integral may now be deduced by means of 
the method of the variation of parameters; this is the most sym¬ 
metrical method, but another will be indicated in the next section. 
In the equation 

y=Ad) i+As4+.+ A*yn 
Scott’s Determinants, p. 36. 
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let the A’a be supposed functions of x instead of constants; then 

the value of ^ is given by 

dV=A d--h 
dx 1 dx 

= A —14- A -- 4- 

+v ^ 
+ Jt dx 

+ A ay’‘ 
” <fe 

Now as we have to functions A, while the only condition as yet 

attached to them is that they are such as to make the preceding 
value of y satisfy the differential equation (i), we may make them 

satisfy w —1 other conditions assigned at pleasure, provided these 
are not inconsistent. Let us assume as one of those conditions 

and we then have 

-.A dy' + A + 
1 dx+ 2 dx,' 

Differentiating this again we have 

$V _ A <?: 
lda?+ 'da? +' 

A " da? ’ 

provided we assign as another condition 

lhJ\ dAi + dA , 
dx dx dx dx dx dx 

Proceeding in this way and assuming that the A'h ant such as 
to satisfy 

d\ dAt dAt 
dx1 dx da? dx +' 

+.<?!/* dA*, 
da? dx ^ da? dx 

da? da; 1 

+ <>/ndAn_ 
^ da? d x ~ ' 

d^dA d^dA 
dx”* dx + dx** dx + ' 

d"-*yndAn 

(which with the previous two make up the assignable to ■ 
ditions, not inconsistent) we have 
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d*qji+A *y'+ 
jZ* *t fa? h,/l2 + dsc‘ da? 

,+A cPy” 
* dx8 

d-tT1" 1 da;""1 + 2 daT1 
+ A*y- 

" da:"*1 • 

The last of those, when differentiated, gives 

^-aM + A ^ + ■ + A. 
dx" 1 dxn 2 dx* “ da;* 

. Q| . <*">. , J. dr*yn dAn. 
daf'1 da; ' da;*-1 da; . dx*~l dx ’ 

hut, as all the conditions which were assignable have been used, the 
second part of the right-hand side docs not vanish. If we multiply 
the differential coefficients of y thus expressed by the algebraical 
coefficients which arc attached to them in the equation (i) of § 71 
and add the results, since y is a solution of (i), and yv y2, .. yn 

are solutions of (ii) of § 71, we shall have 

v- X <lA' + Crl;'/» dA‘‘+ -L dn~ly» dAn 

K“A#W_‘ dx + &T dx, .+ far1 dx. 

dn^u 
Let Ar be the minor of in A for the values r = 1, 2, ..n ; 

then the n equations giving the values of ,.., 

have as their solution the equation 

(1A x as.ir = Fa 
0 dx r 

for all the values of r. Hence 

dAr_V,Ar 
di~Xh A’ 

and therefore 

Ar ~ Gr +Jx.A dX’ 

where Gr is an arbitrary constant. The value of y is therefore 

r«tt /*PrA ) 

■ - 

the Particular Integral being 

ryA fVA [VA 

*‘!XAi"+!,‘lxr*.+ y-JX,A *- 
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Ex. 1. Shew that, if fx (#), f2 (x), fz (x) bo three particular solutions of 
the equation 

in which Q and S are functions of x only, then the complete integral of 

2+«£<•*-+<*) 
is given by 

y=C'1/1(.T) + a2/2W + a3/,(.^H/V(?)^^(Z)de ^'df, dfidf, 
Mi), M€), fs (£) 

A (*), f% M, f» (■») 

where Cu C„ C3 are arbitrary constants and a is a determinate constant. 

Ex. 2. Solve the equations 

(i) ^l^J-2r(1+-,7)^+2(i+«')y=«; 

(ii) (r2+2) ^|-2^0 + (^ + 2)-J|-2^/=^ + 2. 

76. When we know one or several particular solutions of the 
equation (ii) of § 71, the order of the equation can be depressed by a 
number equal to the number of particular solutions known. Thus 
suppose we know that yx is a particular solution of the equation; 
when we change the variable from y to yxu the equation becomes 

£“+-- 
y, (bit 

.+X”-ldx 

+ u{x°cbf +. 

or, what is the same thing, 

Y dnu T, dn~l u 
X^daf + X> . 

in which X', X,',., X'n_x are functions ofXt,Xv*., X and 
7 0 

differential coefficients of yv If now for — we substitute v, the 

resulting equation is of order n — 1 and the original equation has 
therefore had its order depressed by unity. 

8—2 
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If j/2 be another particular solution of (ii), then yjy 

of u, and therefore -4 is a solution of the equation 

this can therefore have its order depressed by unity and 
of the new equation will be less by two than that of (i 

be seen to be possible by proceeding in this way to dii 
order of an equation by m when m particular solutions i 
Each depressed equation remains linear. 

77. When n—1 particular solutions of an equation 

order are known, the equation can be depressed so as to 1 
equation of the first order, and as the latter can be 
follows that we can obtain the primitive of an equation 
order when n—1 particular solutions are known. The 
method of obtaining the primitive avoids the process ■ 
sive depressions of the differential equation. 

Let the n — 1 particular solutions of the equation (ii) 

sented by y i: y2, .*, yn~\y &nd let 01} (72, .., On_1 
functions of x such that 

y = ^ +.+ yn-y 
is a solution of (ii); as this is the only relation between 
functions, we may assign at pleasure n — 2 other relations, 
they are not inconsistent. Let these be 

dC. 
y>ix +y, 

dOn_, 
'* doc 0, 

dVy dGy + dVt dG'< +.+ (bn-y &Cn_x = Q 
dx doc dx dx . dx doc 3 

dryidGt dr*y,dOa 
dx%~* dx dxn~* dx 

cf8 y» i dC. . 
+ dart dx 

then the values of the successive differential coefficients 
given by 

dl = a dy> 4.ndy* + 4.n dy»-i 
. dx 1 dx f dx ^. n_l dx 1 

p = C^+Cd2^+ +G 
do? 1 da? 2 da? . “-1 da? ’ 

#2 V-n^Vi 
dx'™ l~dx^' + 0, n~\ 

“2 
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Q = c O'* 4. a O'. + + 6' £>■ 
cfoT2 1 (/V1 ^ 2 .+ r/v»‘- cfo' dxn 

+ "T1^ & 
r=l die dx'l"‘ ’ 

H1-c d'l2k . c ^ r <fyM 
daT ” 6> daf +Ci'i*+ + ~cW 

, 9 r=v_1 §2r <& i rTl ^ Or 
r”Ti dado?1""1 r=a dxl dx"~*' 

The substitution of these values in the equation (ii) gives 

|r=»-a /«ror d-y <rr <ry\i ^ w, cry 0 

•Im W <fcr* + 2ote d^)\ + x' £ Id ^ = 0- 

since yv ya, ., yM are particular solutions. 

let A denote the determinant 

<rv: dn~\ ** H n~ 1 1 
dse”-* ’ ~dmn~* ’ . c&n-a 

d'~*yx d*-\ ^yn.i 
ehr*5 ’. .’ dxr * 

Vv ys. .. su 

(TV 
and let the minor of in this be denoted by Ar for the valuos 

r=l, 2,.. n — 1. Then we have 

dO. d0$ dO , 
—pJ - —2 _*r*J 

am _ jX£ _ _ dw 

and therefore for these values of r 

don 
~zAr. 

4 

rT _ /T1 A ^ 
r-I <& flb"-1 rfi ' (fon-f 

dA 

(St) ’ 

Hence 
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where /' and V »r<* mif fau< ti»io ..f.» 
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■ 

Geometrical Application: Trajectories. 

78. It has already been noticed that a differential equation, is 

the appropriate analytical expression of Any property of a curve 
which is connected with its direction and its curvature; and it there¬ 
fore follows that the investigation of many geometrical questions 
ultimately depends upon the solution of a differential equation. 
In the higher parts of mathematics differential equations are of 
almost universal occurrence; hut in other subjects it is less pos¬ 

sible than it is in geometry to give examples, as there is no neces¬ 
sarily general method of arriving at the differential equation, 

while its deduction in geometrical problems is obtained almost 

immediately by the use of the formulae of the differential calculus. 
There will be no attempt to give here any complete classification 
of applications to geometry; there will be only a single general 

problem discussed, that of Trajectories. 

A. Trajectory is defined to be a line which, at its points of 
intersection with the members of a family of curves expressed by 
one equation, cuts them according to some given law. 

79. As the most general form possible, let 

f(p, y, a) = 0 

denote a family of curves of which a is the parameter; through 
any point on one curve a trajectory will pass and there will thus 
he a second system of curves representing these trajectories. Let 
| and r) he the current coordinates of this second system; and 
suppose the analytical expression of the law which holds at each 

point of intersection to he 

<Py 
1a?’ 

dr) d2rj 

,tv’d£’ dt 

In this equation at a point of intersection f and y are respectively 
the same as as and y, being the coordinates of that point; but 

^,.are not the same as —,., for they indicate the 

direction and the curvature of the two intersecting curves. 
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We proceed as follows. 

From the equation 

f(x, y,a) = Q 

we obtain the values of all the differential coefficients of y) which 
occur in the relation F=0, as functions of x, y and a; and in 
each of these expressions we substitute the value of a as a function 

of x and y derived from the equation of the curve. This will be 
equivalent to eliminating a between / = 0 and the equation giving 
each differential coefficient. Let these values of the differential 

coefficients of y be substituted in F= 0; it then becomes an 
equation which involves x, y3 rj and differential coefficients of v 

with respect to £. But we have seen that x and y are the same as 

£ and tj, since both sets are the coordinates of the same point ; 
therefore F = 0 becomes a differential equation in rj and £ only. 

80. The most frequent example of trajectories is that in 
which a system of curves is to be obtained cutting a given system 
at a constant angle. If this angle be a right angle, the trajectory 
is called orthogonal; if other than a right angle, the trajectory is 

called oblique. 

In the case of orthogonal trajectories the tangents at a common 
point are to be perpendicular, and therefore 

dydr,_ 
L + dxd£~ ’ 

which is for this case the form of F = 0. For the given system 
of curves we have 

f{x, y, a) = 0, 

df + dffy = (s 
dx oy dx 7 

from which we eliminate a and obtain a relation between x, y and 

^ , which is really the differential equation of this system of 
r* 

curves; let this relation be 
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Now for flu; trajectory we have 

£ = x, y = v, 

and therefore tin* differential equation of tin; trajectory in 

The elimination of the parameter in immediate when the equa¬ 
tion of the given family of curves occurs in the form 

4> = ^ 
For we then have 

H , H <lu __ () 
Sr lhj (hr ' 

which at once given ^ independent of a, and in the form of \/r «* 0 

for thin ease. 

8L When tile, equation of the curve in given in polar co¬ 

ordinates the name method may be applied. For we then have 

x(n e> o)«o 

m the equation of the family of curves. If <f> bo the angle between 

the radius vector and the part of the tangent to the curve drawn 
from the point back towards the line from which 0 is measured, 
we have 

tan <f>m^ dr l 

while, if 4> be the same quantity for the trajectory, and M and 0 

be the polar coordinates of a point on it, 

tan <f> «* li , 

Since the tangents are at right angles, 

4> ** ^ , 
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and therefore 
d&-c>d% , „ 

r — R—-,+ 1 = 0, 
dr dR 

where R and r, © and 6 (but not their derivatives) are idtie 

same. 

Now 

9% , 9%^ = 0. 
dr dd dr ’ 

eliminating c between this equation and the equation of “ttxe 

curve, we find a relation of the form 

For the trajectory 

R = r, © = 6, and t = 
dr D2d© 

R dR 

2-dR 
R2d®': 

the differential equation of the trajectory is therefore 

This, when integrated, gives the equation of the system of 
curves possessing the required property. 

Ex. 1. Find the orthogonal trajectory of the series of straight lines 

y—mx. 

We have 
da?■ 

and- therefore the differential equation of these lines is 

dx sy* 

Hence, by our rule, the differential* equation of the system of orthogonal 

trajectories is 

which on integration gives 

£- r,^ 

«*+**-*, 
a series of concentric circles having for common centre the common poiaxt of 

the lines. 
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Ex. 2. Find the orthogonal trajectory of 

r% = an sin n6. 

Taking logarithms and differentiating, we have 

n dr __ cos n6 

r dd sin nd7 

which is the differential equation of the family of curves. Tor the trajectory 
we have 

}_dr __ _ u dQ 
r d6~~ dR7 

and therefore the differential equation of the trajectory is 

de cos ne 0 
dll + 

The variables may be separated and 

n 
dR __ 
R ” 

sin ?iB 

cos 7lO 
de, 

so that Itn=An con nQ, 

the family required. 

Ex. 3. Prove that whatever be the value of n the orthogonal trajectory 
of the curves included in 

y=cxil 

is a family of conics. 

Ex. 4. Shew that the orthogonal trajectory of a system of coufocal 
ellipses is a system of hyperbolas confocal with the ellipses. 

Ex. 5. Obtain the orthogonal trajectory of the system of curves 

(i) .rnsin n0=an; 

(ii) .r2=a2 log (c tan 0), c being arbitrary. 

t Ex. 6. Shew that, if f(x+iy) be denoted by u+iv, where u and v are 
real, then the families of curves u=const., const., are the orthogonal 
trajectories of each other; and the families u cos a+v sin a=const., for different 
values of a, are oblique trajectories of each other. 

In particular shew that, if % so obtained, be homogeneous of order n, the 
the value of u is 

nu^x 
0£ _ dv 
dy y dx' 

How may the value of u be found when n is zero 1 

Ex. 7. Find a system of curves cutting at a constant angle other than 
right a system oiteoncentric circles. 
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82. If one of the variables be given as an explicit function of 
the other and the parameter, the equation will be of the form 

y = 0 0, a); 

instead of eliminating a we ®iay proceed as follows. Let the 
equation of the orthogonal trajectory be 

V = 4> (£ a)> 

where in the last a is to be considered an unknown function of f 
to be determined so that the curve may be the orthogonal trajec¬ 

tory. We now have 
dy 

dx dx J 

dr) _ 30 3cf> da 

d£~dg +da W 
and therefore 

00 /30 30 da\ M 
dx 3® <%) ' 

. Now, as no further differentiations are to take place, we may 

write ^ in place of , since x is equal to £; hence we have 

1 4. _ 

+ l3fj +3a3f(ir 8 ‘ 

This is an equation between two variables a and when 
integrated it will determine the value of a, which, when- substi¬ 
tuted in 

= a), 

gives the orthogonal trajectory. 

Ex. Obtain the orthogonal trajectory of the ellipses represented by 

. y-aQ-x^f. 

Here '||= 

and the equation determining a is 

h da A 

■&dC% 
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which gives 
eld1 2a2| __ 2 
d£”r-p~$- 

This on integration leads to the eq uation 

therefore the orthogonal trajectory required is 

= •/!.-£* +log {8. 

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES. 

Solve the equations : 

,.s el2// %&// (« 2 \ . 

(l) &+is+(w‘^r ; 
(«) •** %+2V (1+^-0 ; 

«>» vS-«(D‘-^-> 

w »,+w®n3— (iv) »■ + {*■ + (£)’} %-«;■ *'* ^ S ' 

(vii) ^ 4* 2n cot me: ^ + (m2 - u1)y = 0 ; ^ ^ 

(viii) *<*+y>3 + (*-*> J+ * (jy-'/=° ; ^ ^ jti i} 

UJ +aH^ 

« 24ir/w+tfw-». 
2. Assuming that the primitive of 

% ^ *v ^' 

St(1_^)y”0, 
is of the form prove that it is given by 

n^A sin [x4*a), v» A cos (r+a). 

Obtain the primitive of 
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3. By the method of variation of parameters deduce 

<Py 
dx% 

4. Prove that the equation 

(a2 4- h2x) ^ + (% 4- \x) (a0 + \x) y 

has a particular solution of the form eXx, provided 

(aA ~ aA) (.a A - a2bx) *= (a0b2 - a2b0) 

and hence solve the equation, assuming this condition s; 

5. Integrate 

d2u du 
smz x ~7—. 4- sm x cos x -T-=u. 

dx1 dx 

If u=0 when x=0 and u — 1 when #=-, then u=s/ 
2i 

Also solve the differential equation 

dtf+J~2yy 2 ~c&)’ 

determining the arbitrary constants by the conditions 

when x=0. 

6. The equations 

=o, 

d'2y , P,dy 
dx^ dx + Q!y=o, 

have a solution in common; find the primitive of ea 
relation between P, P', Q, Qr supposed to be functions 

7. Prove that the equation 

ldx?= (“’ 6’ c’ Ha-S-r), i(b-c-a), i{c-a-i) 

can be integrated by the method of § 68, provided the 
m 

(a+i>*+( »+i)»+(*+*)»-i 
be satisfied for some one set of signs given to the radic 

Find the solution when this condition is satisfied. 
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8. Solve the equation 

{x+af(x+b)^=hhj, 

where a, b, h are constants, by assuming 

y = (x + a)m (x-f5)u, 

and obtain the general solution. 

Solve similarly the equation 

(«+*)(&+*)!? +i(a+2b+sx)^+i a~cy=o 

also Ex. 1 in § 68. 

9. Prove that, if <j> (x) be a particular solution of the equation 

dh 
, »—a%n % 

dx2 

then xcj> (^\ is a particular solution of the equation 

dh 

dx2 
■ = r/.r ~n~‘2‘Z 

Hence solve the equation 

4 A ■ f 7y = A.z. 
ax2 

10. Prove that if z=<f>(x) be a solution of 

S=*K*), 

then £—(cx+d)<fc is a solution of 

the constants a, b, c, d being connected by the relation 

ad —be—1. 

Hence solve the first equation in question 8. 

11. Shew how to solve the equation 

dny , ;Al <£"-% A, d*-hj A^y =£ 
dxn a-hbxdx*-1 ^a+bxf2 dxn~% (a+bx)n 

where X is a function of x only and A1} An are constants. 

12. Integrate the equation 

»+<«+*>!+(g+JT-+-J+>)»-0, 

X being any function of x. 
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7,-4 rk: 

13. Shew that, if a particular solution of the equation 

be known, Xx and X2 being functions of x, the primitive can be obtained. 

Hence solve the equation ^ f 
chi 9 . 0 sin x s Jr f? ' 

+ 'll1 sm x — m —W •“ cos2# dx 

14. The primitive of 
dhj , dy 
^+?^+2?/=° 

being V ~~ 

shew that the differential equation which has for its primitive 

z^A'yJ' + B’y^ 
is 

<72. r v , ^dF\ dz 

F^S^ + -ds)dx 
( ** d%F dF 1 

+»»|| (to -1) dxt+i (to - l)P fa + miF (*)} z=°> 

where F 
(Hermite.) 

15. Prove that, if v/l and y2 be two particular solutions of the equation 

2 + ,’E+*i'-0’ 
the roots of f/,=() and ?/3=0 separate each other so long as both of these 

solutions remain continuous. ^ 

30. Solve the differential equations : 

(i) sin'^ j^ + sin0coH0j|j-y==0-sm0; >- 

w 2+,o!,s,.:»“t‘(!+l0S*)i 
, d'hi dy ,, 

(iii) 

(iv) (*a+«)'S + af(2>y*+“)^“’,%f; 

2%a\ 

<«> 2-s(“-“)l+(*,-vJy—i 

(vi) 

(vii) (3 - .*) - (9 -• 4«) ^+(8 - 3*) y - 0. 
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Solve the equation 

p(]pL + Qdjl-Ry=0, 
d:v* 6 dx J ’ 

and R satisfy the relation 

R 
dli 

n this relation is not satisfied, can the equation he solved by the intro- 
of a factor p so chosen that the new coefficients satisfy the relation ? 

Solve the equation 
dhj _ 
dx?~ 

1)7/ !/l 

• / r- 
l / V, f. 

r 0 b 

(Scx—x2)'2, ‘ (Stokes.) 

Find the form of $ such that, if #=<£(z) be substituted in the equation 

dx* 
>ecome 

S+*^“0; 
, I . 

nee solve the former equation. 
’ #» 

Prove that the equation ^ + can be transformed into 

ie relation between z and x is given by 

z) is given by 

ice reduce the equation ^ - * ^=^2y (^2 - to the form 

effi/ 1 
*3S* + ^ cfe 

Solve the equation . ,/. :;V ,■//> 

JJNcfo , A -0, / 
/ S+s(l+5)as‘ 

and i? are constants, 

rify that Idle equation 

isformable into the foregoing equation by the substitution 

x=sin (arc tan £)} 

led 

ad the relation between y and v. Hence solve the second equation. 

BF. 9 
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22. By transforming the dependent variable from y to <3* solve 

equation 
i¥y dp dy 

1 d.,*-d*dx=al y- - • 
Hence solve the equation 

£♦*£*-*•{$>3'- • 
. . . (Sparre. 

23. Prove that the primitive of the equation 

(Per 5 /do-Y 0 ^ 

dx*~~4<r\rt.i) =0’ 

where <r is the Schrwarrian derivative of y with regard to x, is 

y (A' + jfx + <7 V2) = A + Bx + Cxl; 

and shew that this is also the primitive of 

/An 3//a» %i '=0, 

/An 4 '/»> %2 
yr,» rV/4» 10^i 

where yx, y2,... are the first, second,.differential coefficients of y. 

24. Prove that the primitive of 

{#, x\» d (a - /B)2 (.2? — a)""2 (# — jS)""2 

«# + /> fx — a\n 
iH *+d"\x-p) ’ 

where ti2=l~2d. Discuss the awe iu which 0, supposed constant, is otqtiul 

to £. 

25. The arc of a plane curve measured from a fixed point A up to a point 

p whose rectangular co-ordinates are x and y is denoted by s; obtairx tAm 

general Cartesian equations of the curves for which the following equa/fcxoxi» 

respectively hold: 

(i) $=(pfl4-y2)^; (ii) arc tan (^j; 

- (dyV dx dkv v dy 
¥ (ih) (jJ ss/* * 11 in /tss/r A • 

, N ds . „ d3# n 

* d*i ’ ^ ; c&>’ 

(vi) #=• (.r2+2c#)* ; (vii) «=(y2+w®2) ^ - 

28. Find the general differential equation of all parabolas touching “tlia 

axes and having their chord of contact of constant length. Solve the eqxxcftlcm 

obtained. 

Obtain also the differential equation of all parabolas touching the axe&n 

27. Shew that the differential equation of a general conic is 

and of a general parabola is 

&{($&) V0’ 

®{(3) l}==0- (Monge and Halphen.) 
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28. Find (i) the curve in which the radius of curvature is proportional to 
the arc measured from a fixed point; (ii) the curve in which the product of 
the perpendiculars from two fixed points on the tangent is constant; (iii) the 
curve which has an evolute similar to itself. 

29. Find a differential equation of the first order of the curve, whose 
radius of curvature is equal to n times the normal; and shew that it is always 
integrable when n is an integer. In particular shew that when 2 the curve 
is a cycloid, when w=l a circle, when n= -1 a catenary. 

30. Shew that the system of curves cutting at a constant angle a other 
than right a system of confocal ellipses is given by 

x=ccos <f> cosh n(k + <j)), y=csin <j) sinh w(\ + <£), 

where 2c is the distance between the foci and n is tan a. 

(Mainardi and Mukhopadhyay.) 

31. Obtain the orthogonal trajectories of the curves 

(i) x2+y2~cx; (ii) x2+y2-hc2=sl + 2cxy; 

(iii) ,v5+y3=3axy; (iv) rrf = c2; 

in the last r and / are the distances from two fixed points. 

32. The curve for which the ordinate and the abscissa of the centre of 
gravity of the area included between the ordinates x=*a and x=x are in the 
same ratio as the bounding ordinate y and the abscissa % is given by the 
equation 

x3 $ 

33. The curve whose polar equation is rwcos md=am rolls on a fixed 
straight line. Assuming that straight line to be the axis of x, shew that the 
locus of the curve described by the pole in the rolling curve will have for 
its equation 

In particular shew that, when 2m=1, the described curve is a catenary; 
when m=2 the described curve is an elastica. 

(Frenet.) 

34. Shew that, when a first integral of the equation is given 

in the form (xf yf <?), then the primitive is 

(Jacobi.) 

A first integral of (1+2 tan2 4?) is of the form ^=y<l>(x) + c^ (x); 

determine the primitive. 
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Integration in Series. 

83. It may happen that a differential equation, the solution of 
which is required, comes under none of the preceding classes which 
are all of some particular form, and therefore that the methods 
applicable to these fail; recourse is then had to approximation to 

obtain the value of the dependent variable. The form of approxi¬ 
mation which is most frequently adopted is that derived from 
converging series; by retaining a large number of terms the error 

can be made small, and the scries may be considered to be the 

value of the variable. That this method is & priori justifiable 
may be seen as follows. 

The given equation is a relation between the successive diffe¬ 
rential coefficients of y and may be considered as giving the one 
of highest order in terms of those of lower orders; thus if it were 

dy 
of the second order it would give ^ in terms of ^ and y. When 

differentiated once it would give in terms of and y7 

that is, in terms of and y, since is expressible in terms 

of these two, "and so for each of the differential coefficients of 

higher order, which can thus be expressed in terms of ^ and y ; 

but the differential equation will not give any relation between 
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and y, which are thus independent of one another. Suppose 

now that a value a he assigned to x and that for this value of x we 
dv 

make y = A and ~ = B} which constants arc, in general, arbitrary; 

then the equations derived by successive differentiation furnish the 
values for x—a of the differential coefficients of y of successive 

orders. Let these be denoted by C} D, Ey... Now if the value 
of y be <f> (x), which we assume is a function expansible by Taylor’s 
theorem in a converging series of ascending powers of x — a, we 

have 

<j>(x) = <f) {a + (x — a)\ 

= <j> (a)+(x — a) 
d<j)(a) (x — a)2 d2<f>(a) 

da "*"* 21 da2 
■+ 

(x - dz$ {a) 
3! da* 

where 
dr<f>(a) 

dar 
stands for the value of ^ V-;--" when a is written 

dxr 
for x after differentiation. Inserting now for the various coefficients 
their values, we obtain 

y = cf> (x) = A + B (x - a) + C + £> + 

and this, if a converging series, is a solution of the given equation. 

It should be remarked that for some particular value of x the 
differential equation may determine not the coefficient of highest 
order but one of lower order; thus the equation 

d2y 2 ndy 2 A 

d2v 
would for values of x other than zero determine ^, but for x =* 0 

would give = 0, if we consider infinite values of any coefficient 

excluded. 

The foregoing method and another, which is irf practice substi¬ 
tuted for it and which will be explained in the next article, is 
almost impracticable in the case of equations whieli neither are 
linear nor can be transformed so as to become linear; for such 
equations the determination of more than the first few terms of 

the expansion entails great labour. 
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Ex. 1. Let us apply the foregoing method to the equation 

g+^=°- 

When differentiated n times the equation gives 

dn+iy ,d'ly “j! “ ^=o 
dxnJr2 dxn dxn 1 ’ 

and therefore when ,a?=0 
drl+2y _ dn~ly 

dxJ1+2 ” T1 dxan~1 ’ 

Now the given equation leaves y arbitrary, say=Jt, and arbitrary, say = 5, 

when #=0 ; but ^~==0. 
CtXff 

Hence we have 

dZp+2y dZp~ly 

dx0Zp+2 * ^ ”1 

= 3^(3p-3)^ 

= (-l)PSp(8P-3)...e.3^ 

^=(-DP(^-l)(3p-4)....5.2^ 

= (-!)» (3p-l)(3p-4)... .5.2 . i?; 

similarly 

d ^iSB(-1),,(?P-2)(3P”5)- -4 - 1-^o 

= (-l)i3(3jt?-2)(3p~5)... .4.1. A 

The expansion of y is, by Maclaurin’s theorem, 

^ <&i;0 ^ 2! cir02 ^ 3! dx03 ^ 4! dx0* 

2 2. 5 „ 2.5.8 
+B* 1-f^3 

This is the sum of two converging series and contains two arbitrary constants; 
it is thus the primitive of the equation. 

Ex, 2. Solve 

® x% + 2%+<?°?y=0; 

(ii) g+^=0. 
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Ex. 3. Obtain an integral of the equation 

in the form 

dhi dy 
■vc^+£+m^° 

y=A 
mV 

12‘ 22 

mV mV 

P . 22.32 + l2 7& ,~&T4? ~ 

84 The preceding investigation shews that, by means of the 
differential equation and the expansion of a function in terms of 
the independent variable as given in Taylor’s or Maclaurin’s 
theorem, an expression in the form of a series can be obtained for 
the dependent variable; but, instead of working through what is 
sometimes a troublesome process, it is convenient to accept the 
principle that a series can be obtained and so to assume for y 

some series arranged according to powers of x with indeterminate 
coefficients and indices. This series is then to be substituted for 
the dependent variable in the differential equation, and as it is a 
solution of that equation it must make the equation an identity; 
a comparison of the indices of the independent variable will 
shew the law of their progression, and a comparison of the 

coefficients of the different terms involving the same powers of 
the variable will give the required relations between the coefficients 
in the expression assumed. The latter will then for such values of 
the independent variable as leave the series converging be a 

solution. 

85. As the method just indicated is really equivalent to the 
earlier one, it is not better suited to the solution of non-linear 

equations; but much labour is saved by it when the differential 
equation: to be solved is linear. One of the most important forms 
to which it is specially applicable is that which may be written 

where cj> and yjr are rational integral algebraical functions. To 

solve this, assume 

y=*A1a?* + Atar* + AaxmV 

where mv m2, m$> ... are exponents in ascending order of magni¬ 
tude; since 
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ft {X Jx) X" = ^ ^ ^ 

the equation, with the value of y substituted in it, gives 

A1 <j>(m1)xm^ +A2^(m2)xm<^+ ... 

+ A1yfr (mj x™'1 4■ A (m2) %m*~l + ... = O. 

In this equation m1 — 1 is the lowest exponent and it occurs in 
only a single term; as the left-hand side is to vanish identically, 
this term must disappear, and therefore . .. 

or, siiq^e Ax is a coefficient of a term actually occurring and so is 
not zero, we must have 

yjr (mx) = 0. 

A comparison of the indices of the remaining terms shews that 

mx = m2 — 1 and therefore m2 = m1-h 1, 

m2 = m>z-l „ „ m9 = m1 + % 

and so on; while a comparison of the coefficients of terms involv¬ 
ing the same indices gives 

AftPO+A'ftP^H o. 
A>ftPO + 4sfW=o, 

and so on. Take now any value of mx as given by the equation 

\fr (mj = 0, say m1 = a; then as Ax is quite arbitrary denote it by 
A. The remaining coefficients are given by 

ftP) A 
f (a + 1) ’ 

ft P + 1) A ft P) ft p +1) . 
8 f(a+ 2) 2 1"i|f(a+l)i|n(at2) ’ 

and so for the higher coefficients; the corresponding value of y is 

thus • 

Aaf fi ' ft p) j. ft p) ft p+1) , 
L f(ff + l) +fp+l)fp + 2) 

ft P) ft (« +1) ft p 4- 2) s, 
^ (d -t-1) ^ (a Hh 2) 'ifr (a -f- 3) 
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The expressions connected with the other roots may be simi¬ 
larly obtained; and as the equation is linear the sum of all these 
values of y is a solution. 

Of this general form the most important example is that equa¬ 
tion which has for a solution the series known as the hypergeome¬ 
tric series; it is discussed in full detail in the next chapter. 

Ex. 1. Prove that the primitive of the equation 

dzy , 2n dy 

L -2(^l) + 2T47^+lK2i^.3)' 

is given by 

mx2 ( mV 
2(3:~2n) + 2T4(3-*2m)~(5^2 w) 

Ex. 2. In the ease when ‘2'/i= 1, the separate parts involving the arbitrary 
constants in Ex. 1 become the same, each being 

i m'!l -l m2,t?4 
sf+ft4* 

If this be denoted by v9 and y~-uo~w, where u and w are to be determined, 
we have on substituting, since v is a solution of the original equation, 

dlw , 1 dw , , (dlu t 1 du\ du dv A 
ax* # air \cV x dxj dx dx 

As we have two arbitrary quantities u and w, we may assign any one condition 
we please; let this be 

<Pu l du n 

The value of u hence derived is it 4* B log x, and thus 

cPw , 1 dw . ,2 B dv A 
%?+idx+mw+TdT0’ 

d2w l dw . w fl mr2 t mV mV 1 
cte* + r +“W”|2 “ 2*73 + 8*74* . 6 “ 2* . <F. 8+"'}' 

The value of y is now #. 

r(A4- Jlog^)4-w, 

and therefor© contains two arbitrary constants, the total number necessary for 
the primitive; hence we require only a particular integral of the equation 
in w. To obtain this writ© 

ws»if 4-2^#+ 4*4- 4-..* ; 
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then 

& + 5S-f+2^ + 3^+ - + ^- +... • 

Substituting and equating coefficients of different powers of %, we lu.a/ve 
from the 

coefficient of t 

aP 

xl 
n 

X* 

..^ = 0; 

. .mB’ + 22Z?2 — Bm ; 

.. 3*B% -f- mB1—0 j 

.(2in, + l)2B2n+1 + mB.in-1=0 ; 

A'2B, + mB~ = -f™' 4"1 "^2-^ , 

%2n ~ 2.(2?l)2i?2n + VlB2n-2 = ( - 1 ),l_1 ' 
Bmn 

2.42.62...(2?i-2)iJ. 
These equations give 

^=0=^=... =JS2a_l=..„ 

so that no terms involving odd powers of « occur in w. For. *he coefficient 
of even powers we have 

b*=-£A-£4 

= -B 

Bg— +B 

=B 

aTVi+D+tfsMJ 

m3 „ m 
2.42 . 6s — ■^*4 6^ 

32.42.e2 (4+i+i)-* 22.42.62. > 
and generally 

^2n= (- 22.42.J...(2W)2£ + ^Zl + - +i + X) + (- 1)’1 

Hence the value of y is 

B. mn 

/At i x f, m#2 mV mV 
^ + 5l0g^|1-'22- + 2^- 22.42.e 

22.42.62...(2»a.)2 

-} 
, m,#2 mV 

+-B |l- + ; 22 2a. 42 22 
mV ) 

+^{p7^76M2^j21+^i +-+i+i+i)|- 

As B' is undetermined, there are apparently three arbitrary constants * 
but it will be seen that the expression multiplied by B' is the same as 
multiplied by A and therefore these two constants coalesce into one new 
arbitrary constant A! which may replace A 4- B\ 
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Ex. 3. Obtain the primitive of the equation 

dhi dt/ . 

in the form 

!*• , n.'** _ -r>0.r> \ 
// —2ZJ p 2., +2'>.3-> 2:i.33.43 + "7 

\ l2 ]2722l2.22732*** ‘PTS’-C'^'T.42 • **y ”b ^l°tf ♦*•’)• 

(Fourier.) 

/&*. 4. Integrate in series, and express in a finite form, tho primitives of 

the following equations :— 

(i) (i-^f£-,;£+^=(); 

, (ii) (*”*s)^+(> 

86. There are two special pointK which anno in the integration 
of some differential equations; they owes their origin to tho same 

cause, but they require to be dealt with separately. 

As an example of this one, let us recur to tho series obtained as 

a solution of the equation 

which was 

aA\- *(a) r 4- * <«) <f> (» + 1) . 
L f-(cH-l) ^>jr(a+ l)yjr(u+^) 

the constant a being some root of the equation 

(m)» a 

This eqxiation will usually have more than one root; let some 
other root be denoted by b. Then, in the erase when h is greater 
than a by some integer kf the .solution in the form above adopted 

ceases to be available; for in the denominator of the coefficient of 
within the bracket there occurs the factor ^ (a -f k) or ^ (b) 

which is zero, so that, unless there be a zero factor in tho numera¬ 

tor, the coefficient apparently becomes infinite. 

In the case when such a zero factor does not occur in the 

numerator we must have recourse to the fundamental equations 
from which the series was derived, which are 
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A1 0) + A2 ^ (a +1) = 0, 
A2 <p (cl + 1) 4- AQ yfr (a 4- 2) = 0, 

A k^>{a + k — 1) H- Alc+1 f (fl + /c) = 0. 

Now since f(a + i) vanishes and -4&+1 is not infinite, bebng a 
coefficient in a series supposed converging, it follows that either 
Ak or (f>(a + k — 1) is zero. Rejecting the latter on account 
of the hypothesis that no zero factor occurs in the numerator 

we have Ak = 0, and thence from the preceding equations We 

find that the coefficients Alt A2, ..., Ak_x are all zero. Hence the 

part of the series which precedes the term xh inside the bracket is, 

on account of its coefficients, evanescent, and the series actnally 

must begin with the term Cxa+7c, that is, with Cxb; and this will be 
the series derived from the root b of the equation ^ (m) = 0. One 
of the particular solutions has thus disappeared, but to obtain one 
in its place we may proceed as in Ex. 2 in § 85. Denoting* Toy v 

the one which remains and has absorbed the other, we may write 

y = uv 4- w, 

and, after substitution, assign some one relation which shall serve 
to determine u and w and render the differential equation easier 
to solve; this relation will usually be determined by the special 
form of the equation. 

Ex. 1. Consider the differential equation 

Substituting y=A0xm+-d1#w+14- A^+2+... 

(this is easily seen to be the necessary form), we find as the equation, deter¬ 
mining m 

m (m —1)- 4m4-4=0, 

i.e. (m — 1) (m — 4) = 0. 

Hence a=l and 5=4, so that the roots differ by an integer. It will be found 
that, on taking the root m=l, the equation is of the form discussed and tlnat# 
the terms up to, but exclusive of, x* disappear; while the series derived, from 
the root m=4 is 

Complete the solution. 

x^x{l+x)^x-1)y=Q. 
Ex. 2. Solve 
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87. We now proceed to consider the other special point. 
Hitherto it has been assumed that no vanishing factor occurred in 
the numerator; and the result of the necessary alternative was 
indicated. But a vanishing factor may occur in the numerator of 
some of the coefficients of the terms within the bracket, either in 
that term in which there is a vanishing factor in the denomina¬ 
tor or in an earlier term. In the latter case all the terms which 

do not have a vanishing factor in the denominators of the respective 
coefficients disappear; and if such a factor never occurs in a later 
term the series will end at the term next before the first which 
contains that vanishing factor in the numerator, and the solution 

will thus be expressed in a finite form. But some vanishing 
factor may appear in the denominator of a later term and the co¬ 
efficient of this term will then take the indeterminate form 0/0, 
while the intervening terms will disappear; and all the terms after 

this will contain this indeterminate coefficient. The series will 

then be of the form 

AaT-f- Jhf+1 + ... + FaTf+5 (AV+* + LaT*** +...), 

where k - 1 is not less than f This may be written 

A (x? + ^ar*x + ... +2 ®“+/) + M (of** + , 

where A is arbitrary and 1J/A,..., F/A are determinate; M, being 
equal to K x 0/0, is arbitrary (on account of the indeterminateness 
of 0/0) and L/K, ... are determinate. This series is a solution 
of the corresponding differential equation and therefore will be a 

solution when a particular value is substituted for the arbitrary 

constant; hence 

A + — +2af*/)’ 

obtained by writing M =0, is a solution. In such a case there is 
therefore a solution of the equation expressible in a finite form. 

Ex, L Consider as an example 

& ■+* ip ^ 0) y * 0. 
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When we write y=Axm+Bxm +1 +.. 

the equation to determine m is 

m2- 9=0, 

and therefore m = - 3 or +3. 

For the root -3 it is not difficult to obtain the series 

Ax~z 
r 2 2 1 1 

; ll - g x2+terms in x3, x*, x5 which vanish 

+Ax~z M-1-2-3 ^ -2.-1.0.1.2.3.4 
— 9.-8.—5.0 A — 5. — 8. —9.-8. — 5.0. 7* — 

Write if instead of 

-2.-1.0.1.2.3 
-5.-8.-9.-8.-5.04’ 

and then the series is 

+ if*3[^1 -yil!+(42_3aj^3ii_32) ;eS-(4._3.j(5a_3aj(e2_32j3Ei+ ■■■][’ 

thus verifying the theorem that one solution of the equation is expressible in 
a finite form. 

Ex. 2. Verify the general theorem in the case of the equation 

**§+*(1+s*)§Hy- 

OUJ.VC Wits I 

S+a- 
\dl 
>dx' 

• 2m) + (ril-qm- 0. 

88. Further illustrations of these special points will occur later 

and they need not therefore now be considered in greater detail; 
various other points arise which will he discussed in connexion with, 
special equations. Thus it has not been stated that a series must 
always proceed in ascending or in descending powers of the inde¬ 
pendent variable, but the comparison of the terms in the differential 
equation after the expression for the dependent variable has been 

therein substituted will indicate the nature of the series. In the 
case when one of the solutions becomes evanescent one method has* 
been pointed out, which will be useful for supplying the deficiency 
thus caused; another will be indicated below. In fact the difficul¬ 
ties that arise are usually connected with special equations and not 
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i general equation; and therefore some special equations 
considered. Of equations of a particular form there are 
ch are more important than the others included in the class 
n series; they are 

the differential equation of the hypergeometric series 
ill be discussed separately in the next chapter; 

nd, Legendre’s equation; 

i, Bessel’s equation; 

■th, Riccati’s equation. 

last three of these will now be discussed in order. It must 
i be understood that what is carried out here is merely the 
c solution of the differential equations and that there is no 
at an exhaustive investigation of the properties of the 

re functions determined by the dependent variables. 

Legendre’s Equation. 

This differential equation is 

(1-a:2)dS~ 
is the same equation, 

. the quantity n is a constant. The equation is one which 
ly occurs in investigations connected with questions in 
the branches of applied mathematics; in these cases n is 
but not always, a positive integer. The equation is one 
cond order and has therefore two independent particular 
i, and every other particular solution can be expressed in 
* these two; but it will be found that the form of these 
ntal particular solutions is different in the two cases when 

when n is not, a positive integer. 

>roceed to obtain these solutions. In accordance with the 

nethod of integration by series we write 

y = -djCe™14* A2xm* 4 Azxm* 4 ... 
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and substitute; then we have 

n (n +1) (A^ + A3xm> + Asxm* + ...) 

= ^ {0‘2 -1) OM 1*”rl + mtAjem*-' + m„A$"l*~x +...)} 

= mx (mx + 1) Axxm^ — m1 (m1 — 1) Axxm'~2 

+ m2 (m2 + 1) A2xm* - m2 (m2 -1) A2afV“2 +. 

•and this must be an identity. An inspection of the equation shows 
that, so far as powers of x are concerned, we have 

m2 = m1- 2, 

m8 = m2 ” 2> 

•or the series must be one in descending powers of x; we there¬ 

fore now assume that m19 m2, m8, ... are arranged in descending 
order of magnitude, their common difference being 2. A com¬ 

parison of coefficients of the same powers of x gives, for those of xWl, 

[mx (mx -f 1) — n (n +1)} At = 0, 

<or (mx - n) (ml + n + 1) Ax = 0. 

Now Ax is not zero, being the coefficient of the highest term in 
jr; hence either 

mx = n9 

or mx = — (n + 1). 
* 

The relation between the coefficients of consecutive terms arises 
from equating the coefficients of xmi~2r+2 on the two sides; it is, for 

values of r greater than unity, 

n{n+l) Ar = (mx - 2r -f 2) (jnx — 2r ■+• 3) Ar 

- (mx ~ 2r -f 4) (mx - 2r -f 3) Ar~x, 

and this gives * 

(n-m1 + 2r-~2)(n-i-m1 — 2r-}-3) Ar 

=~(m1~2r + 4) (mx - 2r + 3) Ar^,% 

90. Consider first the solution corresponding to 

mx = n. 
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€*»- , 

»t A ' 

P*B Ut 

The highest term is then A^'1; and the relation between the suc¬ 
cessive J.’s is 

(2r — 2) (2n — 2r + 3) Ar = - (n — 2r 4- 4) (n — 2r + 3) Ar_t, 

so that 

_ (n — 2r + 4) (n — 2r -f 3) . 
Ar ~ ~ 2 (V — 1) {in — 2r + 3) Ar:l 

, ' n(ra-l)(n. - 2) ... (m-2r + 4) (n — 2r+ 3) 
-t 2’~1.1.2.3...(r — 1)(2n — 1)(2w — S)...(2n — 2r + 3)‘“1’ 

and therefore the series becomes 

A L> _ n(-n~ 1> ^ + n (n -])(w-2)(w -:^n-4 _ { 
lf 2(2«-l) + '2.4(2«,-l)(2ra-3) ■”}■ 

Let the series within the bracket be denoted by yv which is 
therefore a particular solution. When n is a positive integer, the 
series is finite ; the last term is, when n is even, 

an n(w-l)(w-2).2.1 

v ' 2.4 ... fa-2) w(2ft-l)(2rc-3)... 0+l)? 

or, what is the same thing, 

/ ,v*n nlnj,nl~m 
{ } ! f n \ 2n !9 

while, when n is uneven, the last term is 

/ (»—i)_11(71 1) (u 2) ...3.2_ 

^ ' 2.4...(ti — 3)(71 — 1)(2n — 1)(2n — 3) ... (n + 4t)(n + 2)a’ 

or, what is the same thing, 

_ h*-d ” > **1 (* - 1) * . 

^ ; i (n - l)Tf(n -1 jl (2n -1)! ’ 

the numbers of terps in the two cases are respectively %n + l and 

i(w+1). 

When n is an integer, 2w, is an even integer, aid* therefore a 
zero factor can never enter into the denominator in this case; thus 
the series considered will never come under the class considered in 
§ 87 which yields two solutions. 

10 
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The series yv multiplied by 

2nl 
2“. n! n ! 

n being a positive integer, is usually denoted by Pn; this funeti 

is an extremely important one in physical applications. 

Ex. 1. Verify tliat 

2 Pn = 
dn 

dxn {(**-!)*}» 

and that Pn is the coefficient of zn in the expansion in ascending powers o: 

of (1 - 2zz+z*)-*. ^ j- 0 **'. H p 

Hence shew that v= (1 - 2zz+z2)^ is a solution of the equation 

_32M 
dz2 

Ex. 2. Prove that the roots of the equation ^=0 are all real and nurae: 

cally less than unity. 

Ex. 3. Prove that the sum of the coefficients in Pn with their pr^jx 

signs is unity. t*-v, j, ^ t-v r*. , “t £ v ; ~ [ J - } 

Ex. 4. Obtain the equations ^ ^ „ r, 

(i) »i>M=(2»-l)a:Pn_1-(TO-l)Pn_2; 

(ii) 
jp 

(*»-l )^ = ntfPn-wP^ 

In the case when w is not a positive integer the Series yt pr< 
ceeds to infinity; and for convergence it is necessary that arshoix 
be greater than unity. But in particular when 2n is equal to sorr 
positive odd integer, say 2r — 1, then the coefficient of xn~2r has 

zero factor in the denominator, and no zero factor occurs in tl 
numerator either of that term or of any subsequent term; heme 
(by .§ 86) the terms whose indices are higher than n — 2r do m< 
exist in this solution of the differential equation, which will then 
fore begin with xn~*r multiplied by some new arbitrary constam 
But since 22r — 1, therefore n — 2r = — (w-H1), or the solutio 
degenerates into an infinite series of descending powers of 
beginning with affn+1). To the consideration of this solution w 
shall now proceed. 
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91. We take now the second solution of the equation deter¬ 
mining the value of ml; this is — (n + 1), so that the term with 
highest index may be taken to be Atx~[n+1). The relation between 
the successive coefficients is 

(2n -b 2r — 1) (2r — 2) Ar = (n + 2r — 3) (n 4- 2r — 2) Ar^ 

for values of r greater than unity, and therefore 

. __ (ft + l)(w + 2).(n + 2r-~2) 
2r~1.1.2.3 ... (r — 1) (2n -f 3) (2n + 5) ... (2n 4- 2r - 1) 

so that the series is 

(n 4-1) (w- + 2) (n+3) 
2 (2n + 3) 

1 X) (w + 2) (? + 3) + i) „-(«■*) , 
^ 2.4(271+3X271 + 5) 

Let the series within the bracket be denoted by y2, which is a par¬ 
ticular solution; the series y2 multiplied by 

2”. n ! n! 
(2^+1)! 

(71 being a positive integer), is usually denoted by Qn; for con¬ 

vergence it is necessary that x should be greater than unity. This 

series y2, or the equivalent function Qn, is also of great importance 
in physical investigations. 

When n is a positive integer, the series proceeds to infinity. 

When n is a negative integer, y2 is a finite series; if — 2p, 
the series begins with and proceeds for p terms; if n = — (2p +1), 
the series begins with x® and proceeds for p +1 terms. 

When 2n is equal to an odd negative integer other than -1, 
say — (2r+ 1), then the coefficient of aT{n+2r+1) has a zero factor in 

the denominator, and no zero factor occurs in the numerator of any 
term in the series; hence as before the preceding terms do not 
exist and the series begins with ^~(n+2r+1) multiplied by some 
new arbitrary constant. But since 2- (2r + 1), therefore 
~(^+2r + l) = % or the solution becomes an infinite series of 
descending powers of % beginning with x?, i.e. yfi degenerates into yv 

10—2 
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92. We thus have the following results. 

I. When n is a positive integer, there are two independent 
solutions of the differential equation ; (1) y,, a finite series, (2) ys, 
an infinite series; and the primitive is 

V = + Byr 

II. When n is a negative integer, there are two independent 

solutions; (1) y19 an infinite series, (2) y2, a finite series; and the 

primitive is 

y = Ay1 + JBy2. 

Ill When n is not integral and %i is not equal to some odd 

positive or negative integer, there are two independent solutions; 
(1) y%) an infinite series, (2) y2, an infinite series; and the primi¬ 

tive is 
y=Ayl + By1. 

IV. When 2n is equal to an odd positive integer, there has 
been obtained only one solution of the differential equation, for y1 

degenerates into y2, this solution being an infinite series; the 
primitive is thus not expressible in terms of yx and y2 alone. 

V. When 2n is equal to an odd negative integer other than — 1, 
there has been obtained only one solution of the differential 
equation, for y2 degenerates into yt, this solution being an infinite 
series; the primitive again is not expressible in terms of yx and y2 

alone. 

VI. When 2n is equal to — 1, there has been obtained only 
one solution of the differential equation, for yt and yt are the same 
infinite series beginning with ; the primitive again is not 
expressible in terms of yx and y2 alone. 

It therefore remains to obtain the primitive in the last three 
cases. 

93 (i). Consider first the case of 2n equal to an odd positive integer; then 

v =x-n-1 , (w+lJ(tt + 2) w„3 . (w■+1)(5+2)(w+3)(n + 4) 
H \ 2(2714-3) ^ ~2.4(%n4-3)(2w-4-5) 

v~n-5 

is a definite solution, and we have to find a second and different particulai 

solution. In the first instance, assume 

2?&=2p4-l4-0, 
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where 6 is an infinitesimal quantity which will ultimately be made zero. Then, 

so long as 6 is not zero, the quantity 

n(n-1) „ 

is also a definite solution ; and it ceases to be so by the vanishing of 0, since 

6 enters as a factor into the denominator of the coefficient of an~2p~2 and all 

lower powers. Now we have 

Ay1 — A - c 

+ (-!)* 

n(n-1) 

2(2n^l)i 

n(n-l) ...(n-2p + l) 
2.4 ...2y> (2w—1)(2^ — 3)... (2n-%p-\-\) 

x%~2p 

, / _ l \p+l ___ _ _ 2p.2 

^ ; 2.4...(2/> + 2)(3»-l)(2n-3)...(2M-2p-l) 

+ (-l)»+a 
n(n - 1)... (n — 2p - 3) 

2.4...(2p + 4)(2?i-l)(2w-3)...(2w-2p-3) 

— 1) ' /ytl—1 
(2n - 1) ‘ ' 

n {n~~ 1)... {%-2p+l) 

/pn-2p-4^_ 

+ ^ 1^2'. 4.. .%T(2« -1) (2m -Z)7.. (2m-2p + l) 

+ 

where 

C:c11 ~2?'~2 f (w — 2p — 2) (n - %p — 3) ^ ] 

2m-2}j-l (2/)'+4)(2m — 2p — 3) X ' + ”'J’ 

C,= (-])!> + M< 
w (51 - 1)... (n - 2p -1)_ ft } 

^.4...(2p + 2)(2^-l)(25^-3)...(2^-2p4-l), 

and so is determinate and finite. But 

n - 2p - 2 = - (?M-1) + d, 

and therefore 

tfi-2p-2 _ + D# ^ w-1 (1 + 0 log A’). 

Also the coefficient of #”2r within the second bracket is 

, lV.__ -2y - 2)(ft-2p - 3)...(ft- 2/3- 2r - 1) 

1 } (2p+4)(2p + 6)... (2p+2r + 2)(2ft - 2^ - 3)(2ft - 2^ - 5)... (2ft - 2p - 2r -1 )’ 

(w +1 - 5) (w + 2 - 0)... (ft+2r-0) 

i.e. is 

^^ (2^3^?j(2«+5- 0)...(2m + 2r +1 - 0)(0^2)(0-4)... (0-2r)’ 

i.e., is 

(M+l-0)(« + 2-0)...(M+2r-0)_ 

IS 

(2n+3“-d)(2ii+5-0),..(2n+2r + i - 0)(2“- 0) (4-0)... (2r-0)5 

(ft+l)(ft-t-2)...(ft + 2r) 

(2ft + 3)(2ft + 5)...(2ft + 2r+l) 2.4. 6...2r 
(1+0*), 
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if=r J n=r ^ #=2r i 

»=i 2s »=i 2ji, + 2a+l #=i % + s 

Ayx=A^-p^)X«-z+... 

+(_1)p.._n(n-1)...(n-2p+\) J 
v ; 2.4...2M(2w-l)(2n-3)...(2»-2p+l)^ j 

♦ Chilli* kg* 

[ 1+T/_fe+l )(» + a)-(«+2rj_ \ I 
L J-=il2.4...2r(2»i + 3)(2?H-5)...(2?H-2r + I)(' +°r0') J _' 

When the second part of the right-hand side is expanded the aggregate of 

1 C 
terms which involve - is g-y2; the aggregate of terms which involve log# is 

Cy2 log#; 

and there remains the aggregate of terms independent of 6 (and also as it 

appears of log#), as well as a further aggregate of terms multiplied by positive 

powers of 9, most of which have been omitted and all of which disappear when 

9 is made to vanish. From the first part of the right-hand side there is an 

aggregate of terms independent of 9, as well as an aggregate of terms which 

disappear when 9 is made zero. Hence the primitive of the equation is 

y=Bya+Ayt 

=%2+ C (y2 log x +Tn+Rn), 

on changing the arbitrary constants. Here Tn stands for 

2(2»-l) 

and iL stands for 

, /_n„ »(w-l)...(«.-%)+!) J 
v ' 2.4...2^(2w-l)(2ft-3)...(2?2,-2jp-hl) 

(n+l)(n+2) 

2.4...2r(2n+3)(2?i + 5)...(2» + 2r + l)< 

the value of Cr being 

%r(- 1 x_\ 
#-i \2$ + 2ft+2a+l n+2$-l n+2s/ 

The value of the coefficient AJC which occurs in Tn is , 

J4.8.12. ...(4? 

1.1.3\5...$ 
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so that we may write Tn in the form 

t 1.3 .5... 2/t J l°"+Vp'- 2(2»-l)' 

,l+ll 
2.4...(U-i)) J‘ 

The second particular solution of the equation is thus 

y2lo<^-t-rrtH- 

and it will he noticed that that part of it which is expansible in descending 

powers of x begins with a term involving xJrn and contains no term involving 

l 

But in the special cause when 2% is equal to unity, so that p is zero in the 

preceding investigation, then the form of Tn) now 7\ say, is limited to tho 

first term; and we have 

so that 

C=-An(:ll~ 

7'j = K/A 

rrhe remaining parts are unchanged inform. 

93 (ii). (kmsider now the case of 2n ccjual to an odd negative integer 

other than - 1; tho integral //3 is definite, hut 

v..rn I + c»+1)(/*+ 2)v, 

will then not be a definite solution. 

Before assumi ng n to be half an odd integer, write 

~w—'M -i- 1 

(so that is a positive odd integer when tho assumption as to the special 

value of n is made). Then 

,,.r».i.(»+i)(»*+2]r» ». 
Jh.* + 2(S»H-3) " +- 

VI ('M - 1) 
2 (2m -1) 

*•’“2 + ... 

where Yx and }\ lire tho npocia.1 Holutionn of 

^,-[(1 -*1) 4-w(»4-l)y=0, 

» The Eolation thus given corroBponds to that for Boflsel’fi equation, Ex. 1, 

p. 167, due to HankeU 
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m being positive. When 2m is an odd positive integer we know fron 

preceding investigation that the primitive of this is 

y=BY2-hA (Y% log % + Tm+i2m), 

where 

^n-l) 
2 (2m- 1)" 

and 

Rm—OG~ 

r=oz ( A 

-l S J-L 
4i I2.4...2r 

(m + l)(?7H-2)... (m + 2 r) 

2r (2m + 3)(2m + 5)... (2m+ 2^+1) 
Ajcr •2?*1 

r 
the valne of Ar being 

__j_i\ 
s=i \2s ' 2m-f-2s+l m+2s-1 m + 2s/' 
ra+ 1 

Hence the primitive of 

JKa~^}+M(,H'1)y=0’ 

in the case when 2n is an odd negative integer other than - 1, is 

y^By^A (yx log x+ Vn+ Un), 

where 

„n-2 , n(n-l)(n-2)(»-3) 
2(2»-l) ^ 2.4(2»-l)(2®-3) 

F =i4~ — —:.(.~4ra- 6jl2(- _ &l_ 4) [**■**+(%+ 1)(,J+2) 
1,1 ll.3.5...(-2»-2)J 1 **“ 4jL + 2(2n + 3) +" 

and 

U, 
r=co r » 

{2T4Z2F 

-(n+l)(n + 2) 

n (n— I) ...(n — 2r +1) 

j. ... (-%- 3) 

2.4.... (-271- IF- 

(2% - 1) (271 — 3)... (2ti - 2r -f-1) 
■ lyx,*-*}. 

where in Un the value of Er is , 

8—r 

2 
8=1 

1 
2s 2s — 2n — 1 2s- n — 2 2s — n—1 

The second particular solution of the equation in this case is thus 

?qlogx+ Vn + Un'3 

and it will be noticed’ that that part of it which is expansible in desce 

powers of so begins with a term involving ^“n_1 and contains ho tei 

volving xn. 
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93 (iii). Lastly, for the special case in which 2n is equal to -1, we proceed 

in a maimer similar to that adopted in § 93 (i); and we find that the primitive 

of the equation is 

where yi is the series 

+ log.v-w.jt), 

2.2 ‘ 2.4.2.4' 

1 2 
r=l 

■ Dr A’-2'', 

* = !• (I 11' 

Dr^%?=\ V2/- + 2«^l + 2s-1 ~ 2s, 

94. Since in all these cases 2n is an odd integer, the equation can be 

written 

where p is an integer. 

The case of p positive is that considered in § 93 (i); the case of^> negative 

is that considered in § 93 (ii); and the case of p zero is that considered in 

§ 93 (iii). Properties of the functions defined by the differential equation in 

the present form have been discussed by Mr W. M. Hicks in his memoir on 

aToroidal Functions,” Phil. Trans. Roy. &oc. (1881), pp. 609—652. 

Ex. 1. Assuming the result of Ex. 1 in § 64, shew how the solution of 

can be derived from that of 

7o\Cl2v 1-3 k2dv 

C1"^;k dk~-°a 

whicli is the differential equation for the quarter-period in elliptic functions. 

Ex. % Prove that the Particular Integral of the equation 

9S dho , , , dPn 

in \Pn n where X is a constant; and that the Particular Integral of the 

equation 

,, 9Ndho , , , iv dQn 
(1~A)^+,i(”+1)w=& 

is \'Qn +1, where X' is a constant. 
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95. In the general case of the differential equation, as represented by I 

II., III. of § 92, it is possible to express the second particular solution in terms 

of that already obtained and of similar functions. Let v denote the particular 

solution already obtained, so that for instance v would be Pn in I.; and let 

y=uv — w9 

where u and w are as yet indeterminate. When this is substituted in the 

differential equation, we have 

- [£ \p- - *2) £}+w +x) w]+* {(i -**> S- ^ £} 
+2 £(i -*2) £+m [£ {(i - *2) £}+»(»+i) ^]=o- 

Since v is a solution, the last term disappears; and, as the only condition 

imposed on u and w is that y must satisfy the equation, we may arbitrarily 

assign another. Choosing this so that the coefficient of v may vanish, we have. 

^£}+w^+i^]=a 

and therefore 

(1 -x2) - 

(x1 — 1) ~ = constant. 

As we are seeking a particular solution, it is convenient to have it as 

simple as possible; and therefore, giving a special value to the constant, we 

may write 

so that a value of % is given by 

u = log 

The equation to determine w now becomes 

(,n 0 .dw\ . nclv 

d (1-^^}+w(w+1)w=2s- 

When the Particular Integral, say wl9 of this is obtained, the second 

solution of the original equation is 

The value of w1 as a series of descending powers of x is easily obtained. 

Thus in the case when n is a positive integer we take 

y — -v»n «(«■-!) ^-2 , n (n-\)(n-Z)(n-3) 4 

* 2(%n-iy + 2.4(2»-l)(2»-3) 

and at once have the equation, which determines w19 in the form 

& {(1 - ^) ^}+»(«+1) *i-2» [f-1 --Vj£ir ,r^3+-] • 2 (2n -1) 
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Let wl = Gp?1"1 + C2.vn [i + G:fvn~r> + ...; 

then, substituting an<l equating the coefficients of the highest term, we have 

Gx {n (n+ l)-n (n -1)} = 2n, 

or Gx = 1; 

and equating the coefficients of the terms involving a,n~2r+1, we have 

Or {n (n +1) - (n - 2/* +1) (a - 2r+2)} + (n - 2r + 3) (n - 2r+2) 

^ / 1 v-j 9 ^ (n " !) (w “ 2) — (w “ + 2) 
v ; -J 2.4...(2r~~2)(2?i — 1)... (2?i~- 2r+3) * 

The general value of Cr, deducible from this, is complicated ; the values of 

the earlier coefficients are 

- 3(2/4- i)(2»-2f ’ 

,, ^ (n - 1) O - 2) (a - 3) (n - 4) (30w2 - 5C)a +12) 

" 3.4. r> (pn- 1)(2a-2)(2i- 3)(2-/4- 4) “ ' * 

and so on; but there is no advantage in writing down more of the coefficients, 

as the expression for v\ will soon be put into a different form. 

Relation between the particular solutions. 

96. We have now obtained the primitive of Legendre's equation in all 

cases when n is a real constant, by deducing two solutions which are linearly 

independent (§ 72) of one another. But wo know (§ 65) that when one solution 

of a differential equation of the second order has been found, the primitive 

can be expressed in terms of it and, if necessary, of other functions, and 

therefore any other solution is so expressible; we proceed to obtain this 

relation for the cases—vijs. I., F.I., III. above—in which it has not boon 

obtained. The first form in which it may bo given is derived by means of 

§ 65. We may define Pn and Qn by the generalised equations 

and 

p _ TL(2n) j __ n (n-J) n_2 1 

n ~ 2»II (n) II (a) [' 2 (2n - 1) ‘' J ’ 

n _ 2n n (w) n (n) f .(n.M) , (n± 1) (n+2) (n+3) , 1 

n(2/4+1) 1 +'2(2» + 3) " ^"'r 

whether n be integral or not; n (a) is Gauss’s n function and is r(w+l), and 

in the case of n integral is n! (see next chapter, § 126); and Pn and Qn are 

still solutions of the Legendre’s equation, since they are respectively constant 

multiples of ijx and ?/2. We therefore have 

a-*u) - 2* dX“+* (n+1) 7 “=0’ 

-*» §+»(»+1) «.-<>; 

n 
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multiplying the former by Qn and subtracting the latter multiplied by P}1, 

we have 

where A is a constant, which is definite and not arbitrary since Qn and Pn 

are definite functions. To find A we consider the terms containing the 

highest powers of sc; these are 

in Qn 
2-H(n)ll(n) (*+1) 

n(2?i+i) 

and in Pn 

hence 
n(2n) 

n(2?n-i) 
{^+(71+1)} = i, 

since EC (291,4* 1) = (2?i +1) n (2?i); and therefore 

f) *Ln _ P dQn_ _1 
dsc n else “.^-1 * 

This gives 

d (l\\ =  .1_ 
dx\QJ (x1-!) 

or, its equivalent 

d (Qn\ 1 
dx[pj (1 -aP)l\*9 

and therefore 

Qn _ p dsc f03 dx 

kt Joo 

no constant being needed, as may be seen by comparing the coefficients of 

the highest powers of x in the expansion of the two sides in descending powers 

of x. 

9*7. This result may be written in a different form; but it is first- neces¬ 

sary to prove two relations between the functions given by Legendre’s equation 

for different values of n. 

From the expressions given in the preceding article we find that the 

coefficient of xn+1~~2r in Pn + 1 -Pn-i is 

n(2 n~2) (n-l)(n~t2')...(n — 2r+2) 

2* " *11(n- l)n(5rT) +1)(%n- 1)...(2n - 2r 4-1) 

x {n+1)n(2n ~2r+1}+2r(2w+w2n ~ x>}; 

the last factor is easily simplified into 

• (2«+l)2 (2»i- 1), 
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and therefore the eoelheient is 

ri(*2,/) \)tn 2)...{//-•■■■-2r + 2) 

2HH(/UU(//) 2.‘I,..2/02//, 1 j (2// * 3;..02// 2/* + 3; (2//. 2r-f I) 

lienee the coeflieient of ./*n ~ -v in 

<U'n . I '"'a , 
t/.r //.r 

is (.ir(i+i) u<~") ,f~(* 
1 V M **r ;2'Ui(/onO/; 2.4...2/f2a 1 )riti ■ 3)...(2m 1) 3 

that is, i« the ondlieient of the .same power in (2// H)/\. Those two ex¬ 

pressions are thus equal term hy term ; and therefore 

///>„ _ <U>n 

7/r //./• ** 

(2// f» I)/' 

(2// l;/V 

hi the ease when // is a positive integer this leads to a. finite series for 

dPn , 

3 

ill* 
^;.,.(2a ~l)/>„ , + «*- 5; Pn ., + '2/* dJ)/'rt 

the last term of the series #/*, or /h To, I /, aeeordinq as // is even or odd. 

If u ho not a positive integer, the series will proceed to inlinity and will 

still he the value of J™ ? provided ,r he greater than unity. 

08. Now hy § Do we see that 

y\ 

in a solution of the differential equation, if a* la? doterininod as tin? Particular 

Integral of 

21^// e/«,+m m/-,, 

hy the formula just obtained. To obtain this Partieular Integral wo write 

w' «1 Pn i + <'nPn ~ * -.. t }/« g,♦ | +*. *. 

and substitute; ninoe 

the left-hand side has, m the eoelHoiont of t,, 

/# (a -|" I) ~ (m 2r 4* I) (n ■■■■- 2r + 2) * 

,,..2(2/^ M); 

and therefore 

tt%; „ t (2r - 1) (a - r +> l j ^ 2a - Irf-.'i 

■> 
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The value of w is therefore now definite; and the corresponding solvntn 

of Legendre’s equation is 

the last term being 

when n is even, and 

when n is odd. 

'^-1 p , 
l.n Pn-1 + Z(n-l)Fn 

*_1_p . __ 1__ 
%n(n +1) °’ 1,e*’ jpi(n+l)’ 

5 (n - 2) .} 

99. We have now to compare this solution with Qn. Let it be sirppos 

expanded in a series of descending powers of x; it must then be of the forr 

APn + BQn, 

where A and B are constants. Now in the series the term involving dc 

not occur, since 

^log(S)=lui + S?'+. 

and therefore A must be zero; hence the coefficients of the powers bet we 

xn and x~ exclusive of the latter disappear; this is easily verified, i 

the first few. The above solution is therefore a constant multiple of , a 

thus 

lOg 

, ^-5 p , p . 

l.n n“li-3(w-l) n~z~*~5(?i~2yn"5+* 

where 2Zn stands for the series which, when n is integral, is a function 

degree n — 1. Hence 

■n Qn %n 

Bp,rilos^i~K’ 

and therefore 

1 _U 

'^2-l Pi2’ 

where TJ is an integral function of x of degree not higher than 2n - 2. Wl 

we substitute on the left-hand side from § 96, it becomes 

B 1 U 

(^2-l)Pw2 ^-1 + Pn2’ 

or " P=Pn2+(^2-l)P, 

where the right-hand side is a finite integral function of x. This is txnxe 
all values of x; writing x—1 we have B=value of Pn2 when x is unity. 1ST 

in Ex. 1 of § 90, JPn was indicated as the coefficient of tP in the expansion 
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soli 

he fi 

bet 

rifle 

'Qw 

99.] 

(1-2.1'z-\-zl)~^ in ascending powers of z; and therefore the value of Pn when 

x—\ is the coefficient of z11 in the expansion of (1 - 2^ 4-s2) “i.e., of (1 -s)-i. 

This coefficient is unity, so that Pn when x = 1 is unity ; thus Z? = 1 and the 

equation becomes 

Ex. 1. The following proportion, analogonn to those of Pn, hold for Qn: 

... d''‘+1 Qn (-2)’*n(-»i) 
O + 1 ~ (.I.’-' _ 1 )” +• 1 5 

(>') 

(iii) 

Ah;. 2. Obtain the properties of the integrals Q corresponding to those of 

the integrals P given in Kx. 4, § 90. 

Ex. 3. Prove that, if /r be less than y, 

(y - *>.1=* sW+1) />* (a) 0/). 
a ■ 0 

The further develo])ineiit of tin? properties of the functions which are the 

particular solutions of Legendre’s equations does not depend merely upon the 

differential equation; the student will find most ample investigation of their 

analytical properties and their applications to mathematical physics in the 

excellent treatise by Heine.dltmdhtich dcr Kngdfiuict’amen. The treatises 

by Todhunter, Tim Function* of Laplace, Land and Bessel, and by Ferrers, 

Spherical Harmonics, will prove useful; 

ictic 

V 

ton 
y. 

Bessel’s Equation. 

100. This differential equation is 

or, what is the same thing, 

in which n is a constant; it will be assumed that n is real. 
The equation, like Legendre’s, occurs in investigations in applied 

mathematics and n is usually an integer there; but, as in the case 

of the preceding differential (‘({nation, this limitation will not be 

imposed on the value of n. 
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To solve the equation we write " 

iy^A/ni+A,xm> + A&xvl*+. 

and substitute ; we then have 

(m* - n2) Axx™1 + (m22 - n2) Ajom* + (pi2 — n2) A&xms +. 

+ Axxm^+2 4* = 0, 

which must he identically satisfied. Hence, from a comparison of 

the indices, we have 

= mx 4- 2, 

m3 = m2 4- 2, 

or the series is one in ascending powers of x, the common difference 
of the indices of the powers being 2 ; and thus mr = m1 + 2 (r — 1). 
Taking the term in x with the lowest index we have 

m2 = n2 

since Ax is not zero ; and therefore 

mx = + n, or mx = — n. 

The coefficient of &*™i+2r. on the left-hand side must be zero, 
and therefore 

(K + 2rf-n*} Ar+1 + Ar=0, 

or, since mx = 7i2, 

A = 
r+1 2 V m1 4- t 

101. Consider first the solution corresponding to 

= 4-n. 

The coefficients A are then given by 

.so that 

Ar+1 2V [n - r) ’ 

^r=(-l r (r - 1)! 22l’~1> (n +1) (» + 2)... (n+ r - 1) 

for values of r greater than unity; and the series, which is 
solution of the differential equation, becomes 

Axxn + 
22(n +1) 2!24(>+l)(^ + 2) 

or 
3!26(^ + l) (n + 2) (n +3) 
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where Ax is an arbitrary constant. When to At is assigned the 

particular value 2” 5 w^cr0 ^ M *s Gauss’s function II and is. 

the same as F (n +1), then the expression is denoted by Jn, so* 

that 

J 
2nll (w) L (n + 1) ^ 2 ! 24 (w +1) (n + 2) ' 

rv°° .(— i y 
n (n + r) JI (r) 

^\n+ar 

fl) ’ 

which is usually called the Bessel’s function of order n. When n 

is positive, whether integral or not, the series proceeds to infinity 
and, for finite values of the variable, is obviously converging. 
Thus AJ%> where A is an arbitrary constant, is one solution of the 
differential equation. Before considering the form of Jn, when n 

is a negative integer, it is convenient to obtain the solution 

corresponding to the ease 

mx = — n. 

The work is the same as before with the change of sign of % 

and tint solution is 

x; x 

1 “ 2s (- «+1) + 2! 2‘ ( - n+1) ( - n + 2) 

+ ... 
ii 12° (— n 4* 1) ( — a + 2) ( — % 4 3) 

where Bx is an arbitrary constant To Bt assign the value 

1 
j-.- .y them the resulting expression is exactly the same 

function of — n as Jn is of 4-n and may therefore be denoted by 

J , so that 

a? /K4 
J 

* 2~* II ( — w) 
1 

2“ (— « +1) + 2! 24 (~ n + l)(-n + 2) 

(-1 y (*\ 
II ( — ?i + r) II (r) [2J 

r '/j 
- V 

If now n be negative, whether integral or not, or lae positive 
but not integral, this series proceeds to infinity and, for finite 
values of the variable, is converging; in this case BJ~n is another 

solution of the differential equation. 
i i 
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If then n be not an integer, whether it be a positive or negative 

quantity, Jn and are two independent and determinate par¬ 
ticular solutions of the differential equation and the primitive is 

v^AJ+BJ n. it 7i ‘ —n 

102. If n be an integer other than zero, two cases arise. First, 
if n be a negative integer and equal to —p} a zero factor occurs in 
the coefficient of all terms after xlv inclusive within the bracket; 
and therefore by § 86 the terms which precede this disappear, and 

J becomes n 

r^° ( - 1 )r _ ///An+2r 

£pTl(n + r)n.\r) W ’ 

or, what is the same thing, 

(-i)*+/' fx y,+aj 

£<> n(.9)iios‘+^)Uy ’ 

since n +p=z 0. Now this last expression is (— l)v Jv, that is, is 
(— 1 )~nJ„n; ho that in the ease when n is a negative integer one of 
the particular solutions, Jn, degenerates into a constant multiple 
of the other, J_n. 

Similarly it may be proved, or it may be at once deduced from 
the foregoing, that when n is a positive integer one of the par¬ 
ticular solutions, /.n, degenerates into a constant multiple of the 
other, Jn. 

When n is zero, the two solutions coincide. Hence in every 
case when n is integral whether positive, zero, or negative, we may 

write 

L = ( 

but that this equation may be valid it must be remembered that 
it refers to the respective limiting forms of the particular solution 

of the differential equation when the superfluous terms of the 
latter for the special value of n have been removed from the 

expression in the general case; and the relation merely gives this 

limiting fojrm. It however shews that .when n is integral it is 
sufficient to take the positive square root of n2 and to consider, as 

the corresponding particular solution, the function associated with 
that square root 
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It thus remains to Hud a second particular solution in two 
ises in order to have the primitive ; and these two cases are 

• First, when n is zero : 

Second, when n is an integer which (from the above explanation) 
lay be considered positive. 

103. To obtain these particular solutions it is convenient to have some 

.ndamciital properties proved. 

It may he at once verified that 

d.L 
W dx 

d 

4; 

(>'«) (■'•"•A.) 

fiiii «./„)== 

id from the last two we have 

%n 4- ■// /;»~i,7 rllJ 
d r r U a '' " 1 ’ 

/’ ^ 11 •/> /• n i./ „ . ,* /t / 
"* *'h‘ ''nO* 

Dividing the first of these throughout hy xa 1 and the second hy ./.* n 1 

id subtracting the latter from the former we have 

~//f4 x(Jn t + *4»ih 

Similarly 

'4 id*'4 ( I \dlJn 

■ '4 * 1 * ;i • (a*f ^)«/H , o, 

*4 t ;i“b'4; j v:’' r (a d-d)*4 i n 

Now it is evident from the general value of J that »/A=d); heuee the*, pre¬ 
ding depletions give 

2 
'4 r *.f, (c./n-(e + 2)*4 i 2 + 44"4j./m , 4-... ad inf.}; 

is series is converging. „ 

Ex. Prove that 

dJ 2 
dx 2=3 i ‘^4 — (n+2) Jn, 2 4* (/id- d) *4 (-t - a<I inf. 

^ ’) ’ Mt f " # ' I > { 8 I - rf f * I 1***“2 

■' ' .D,-V 
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Let this be denoted by U ; tli«n tho j.riuriU™ of the ..Ration 

//,/•“ x <iX 

•Q J./„ b /> } <„ 

where 4 and 71 are arbitrary romtanfH. 

105. To obtain the second particular solution in the ease when a. m an 

integer we write 
if^Jn\i)£X lf\ 

so that 

dx^ xdx^\ W r/.r 

.'t!(« + =!)•/»♦* ...!• 

Now 

”W„ .V 
dx* x d,r \ xx J x- 1 

A being a constant; and therefore a value of tr satisfying 

" •** 1 '■ i* ,<V4V, 

. r . 1 p**»>jd 
Let Wj bo a quantity satisfying 

^ a; e \ xy xa 

then a suitable value of x will ht 

/e a*, +• £ ( ! t i,/i n* 

The right-hand sale of the* equal ion giving //*, unwi l»e traimfommL By 

the general relation between three BirsMilK functions we have 

-v. 

•/,-* ;u.-;o 
hence also 
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and so on ; and the general equation is 

, T , T n(w-i)/2\n-3 n(»-i)/2\» 

n(u-i)2 _T _T 

~n(n-2).v n~3 

hCp+i)J • 

or, what is the same equation, 

j,,=4nW{©*‘vi:(.r * 
Also, by actual substitution we have 

(c&c2 # dx+ x2j xm xm\jdx2 x dx \ x2 / p x dx J 

__ 1 p 2mdJp p2 + m2 - ril j “1 

xm L x dx . x2 pj 9 

so that, on writing m=n-p, 

4. <jX 2 («-?)> nd.rp p \ 
\dx2 #2J 39 p * *yJ 

Xp being a constant. If ^ be not zero, the right-hand side is 

O) 

2(”-JP)> r . L"‘' = 
' 1 'V'fl ~ 1 > 

- av. , „ i 

while iip be zero, the right-hand side is x.*' M ■ 

\_.r Ud1'41 , , 

<3 U> • <1 rr ' * £• 

If now we substitute in the equation for iOj the value 

Xxft f 

A /i<•. ■ / * >4) 5r^ 

rr 

^1= 2 Xy, , 
27=0 

a comparison of the two sides of the equation gives 

071 " 
-2(»-^)xp=-|n(?i,)-^ 

if p be not zero, and gives 

27iX0=in (n) 2n+1 

if p be zero; and therefore, whatever p may be, 

JYYL x_n(») 
** p n-pn(p) 2 

Hence the value of wl is 

i__ / 1 f2\n~P Jr) 

1 2 ,=0»-pW n(p)’ 
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and therefore the second particular solution of BesseVs equation in the erne when 

n is a positive integer other than zero is 

y=-4 log -v - ((-1Y r (W+'4+ 

-wt1 1 (Tff- 
p=t> w-A-v n(iP) 

Let the right-hand side bo denoted by JTn ; then the primitive is given by 

a = a *h b J n. 

Ar. 1. Another method of obtaining a second particular solution Is em¬ 

ployed by Hankel as follows. Any linear function of the particular solutions is 

also a particular solution; hence in the general case such a solution is given by 

27TCn 
sin 2/or 

which is then perfectly determinate ; while in the particular case of n an 

integer it takes the form 0/0 since (-1 )«f/n=s,/-tt. Prove that when evaluated 

this assumes the form 

■o 2\n >• 1 n(w-^-i) /.v\*“ 

A »=.-() n(yj) 

•A M* ^ (- 1 Xi> /r\‘2n ( /VA 

2) „!.n(«+^n(p)(a) {K'(4)-A^)--*0>)} 

where (^H^logn^); 

and identify this with the solution already obtained. 

{Math. Ann. 1. p. 469.) 

Ex. 2. The series for Jn is always a converging series; but, when z is 

large, the convergence Is slow and it is convenient to have a series proceeding 

in descending powers of z. Prove that 

/sy r 
\irzj 1 2 !(«*)* 

4m3) 
4* 

+ 
m- 

■4»» (l2- •4?4a)(38-4?42)(na- 

3! (ft?)3 
...j- sin 

so that the series terminates, if 2a be equal to an odd integer. 

(Lommel.) 

106. The relation between the two linearly independent in¬ 
tegrals Jn and J_n tnay be found as in § 96. We have 

d2Jn i dJ 
da? x dx 

= 0 
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dr? x dx V x2) -11 ^’ 
and therefore 

(tf-h r 

\dx‘ 
dV„ 

' dx* 

\ 
V, 

/ >+KS 
which gives 

dJn dJ r 
dx 

__ r 
d® 

where A is a constant which, however, is not arbitrary since Jn 
and J_n arc definite functions. To obtain the value of A it is 
sufficient to consider the highest terms only in the left-hand side; 
when these are substituted, we find that 

1 i 
rii(7i) rnf(^& + n) 

and therefore 

■n(w)n(-?o 
2 

2 sin 7h7r 

7r * 

sm nir. 

or, what is the same thing, 

d __ ^ 2 sin mr 
dx \JJ TTXJ 2 

Ex. Obtain tho corresponding equation when n is an integer. 

Relation between the equations of Legendre and Bessel. 

107. It is possible to derive Bessel’s equation from that of 

Legendre. For, differentiating the equation 

. (l-O 

m times, and writing 

ix + n (n •+ 1) y = 0 
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<7*2 (1Z ( 1 
(1 — xz) ^ — (2m 4* 2) x + j n (n + 1) — m (m 4* 1)^ = 0. 

Let the dependent variable be changed to f where 

? = a -xymz-, 

the equation now becomes 

n 2N d2^ « dS r . i\ m2 \ y. A 

(1 ~ ® > ck* ~ 2x clx + f (w + 1} - 1 - 4 * = °- 
Let the independent variable be changed from x to <j> where 

then after slight reductions the equation becomes 

When we make ti infinite, we have 

d<f? <p d<f> 

which is Bessel’s differential equation. 

When all these operations are combined, we have, as the result, 
that the limit of 

‘ (-W 
-<?)* d 

<fi d<j> 

■when n is infinite, is Bessels function of order m, <fi being the 

i11tie}>endent variable. 

It would appear from the foregoing process that 0 is infinite; 

this however is avoided by making x approach indefinitely closely 
to the value unity. The geometrical analogue of this relation be¬ 
tween <j> and x is that whereby any very small portion of a spherical 
(or other) surface in the neighbourhood of a point is studied by 
assuming it ultimately to coincide with the tangent plane of the 
surface at that point and to be magnified in that plane. 

Ex. Verify that the above expression becomes, in the limit, a multiple 

In this connexion the student may consult Heine, Theorie der Kugd- 

fimctionen, 2nd edition, vob l, p. 182; Lord Rayleigh, Proc. Lo%d. Math. Soc. 

voL ix. p. 01. 
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The primitive of Bessels differential equation has been obtained for every 
case; the further development of the properties of the functions which occur 
in that primitive cannot be given here. The student will find the functions 
fully treated by Lommel in his Studied iiber die BesseVsche Functioned and in 
several papers by the same writer in the Mathematische Annalen, vols. II. hi. 
iv. ix. xiv. xvi.; in particular the paper in vol. xiv. deals with differential 
equations which are integrable by Bessel’s functions. Reference should also 
be made to Neumann’s Theorie der BesseVschen Functioned and to Heine’s 
Theorie der Kugelfunctionen, 2nd edition, where (vol. i. p. 189) a list of 
memoirs referring to the functions is given; Todhunter’s Functions of Laplace^ 

Lam4 and Bessel contains many of the properties. 

For a general property of all linear differential equations similar to those 

which have just been discussed and which give rise to functions depending 

upon a constant parameter the student may consult, in addition to the fore¬ 

going, Sturm, Liouville, vol. I.; and Ronth, Proc. Lond. Math. Soc. vol. x. 

Kjccati’s Equation. 

10cS. Riccati’s differential equation is 

g + 6y* = 
but it is convenient to consider first the more general form 

so — ay 4* by2 = cxn. 

If in the latter the independent variable be changed from x to 

z9 where £ = xa, and the dependent be changed from y to u, where 

y = uzy the equation becomes 

du b 2 c ™-a 
dz a a 

which is Riccati’s form. 

109. Consider now the more general form. 

Firstly, it can be integrated in finite terms when n = 2a. 

For assuming y = uxa we find on substitution 

4* bx2au2 = cxn> 

so that 

du 
X dx 

Xl~* “ + = ex”' 
dx 

In the case when n = 2a this becomes 

du 
dx 

— c — bii2; 
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the variables are separable and u is expressible in terms of ex¬ 

ponential, or circular, functions according as b and c have, or have 

not, like signs. 

Secondly, it can be integrated in finite terms when (n ± 2a)/2nis 

a 'positive integer. 

Let the dependent variable be changed from y to yv where 
trn 

A + - = y and A is a constant the value of which has yet to be 
y/i J 

determined. When substitution takes place and the terms are 

rearranged, the equation becomes 

— tt>A + bA2 -f (n — a -f- 2b A) — -f b ^ — X a = ex'1. 
Vi Vi Vi dx 

We chooser A so that the constant term vanishes, and thus A = 0 

or ajb. 

Taking the value ajb for A and substituting in this new form 

we have, after a slight change, 

•'« -jr? - (« + V yx + cy? = bx’\ 

Now this equation is of the same form as that with which we 

began; and the changes, that have taken place, are in the coeffi¬ 

cients—the original a has changed to a + n, and b and c have 

changed places. In this last equation we write 

a + n of1 
yt = .. ~ ■+.; 

the fon‘going analysis them shews that the equation in y2 will be 

,.d1h 
<h; 

■ (a + 2n) + by * = caf. 

And file result of i successive transformations will be to reduce the 

given equation either to 

Am 

or to 

« - (« + i») V, + cv'i = ho°n 

x-jk- (u + in) yt + by? = cx" 

according as i is odd or even. 
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Now, by the case first considered, this equation is integrable in 

finite terms, if 
n=2(a + in), 

n — 2d 
that is, if 2/i, 

is a positive integer. 

Taking next the value; zero for A we can easily transform the 

equation into 

f/!‘ ~(>l ~ a)+ °!J'Z = hx"’ 

an equation which differs from tin? former in yx only so far as 

regards the sign of a. Adopting now for this the preceding scries 

of transformations we write 

1A 
u — a xn 

0 If *1 3 

and the equation in y9 is 

* d;l* - (2» -«) //, + =<*?■ 

Hence after i ~~ \ transformations of this series (and therefore after 

i transformations in all) the. given equation is reduced cither to 

•« ^ ~ (in ~ «) !Jt + (>Ui = bxn 

or to x — (in — </) y, ■+■ by * = cx'\ 

In either case the equation is Integrable in finite terms, if 

n = 2 (in — a), 

,-i . . -, n + 2n 
that is, if \^n 

is a positive integer. 

Combining then these two results we have; the equation# 

% ~ ay+byl=ca* 
is integrable in finite terms when (n ± 2a)/2n is a positive integer. 

In each case the integral is given in the form of a finite 

continued fraction, the last denominator of which involves either 

exponential or circular functions. 
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110. We can now obtain conditions that Biccati’s equation 

shall be integrable in finite terms. From § 108 it follows that 

™ + bu2 = cxm 
ax 

is transformed by the substitution u — yjx into 

„dy 
' dx 

— y -f- by2 = cx\ 

where m = n— 2. Now the latter equation is so integrable when 

n ±2 — 2m, 

where i is a positive integer; and therefore Biccati’s equation is. 

integrable in finite terms if 

m + 2 ± 2 = 2% (m 4* 2). 

Taking the negative sign we have 

4 i 

while the positive sign gives 

— 4 (i — 1) 

m “ 2% — 1 > 

or what is the same thing in the case of the latter 

— m _ , 

by merely changing the integer i. 

Hence Riccati’s equation is integrable in finite terms} if 

• 4i 
m ■ 

2i + 1 ’ 

i being zero or a 'positive integer. 

fix. Prove that the equation 

dx 

is integrable in finite terms, if 

w-f-1 — — 

FPI= Ti+T or T^T’ 
i being an integer. 

Relation between the equations of Bessel and R!iccaM. 

111. The equations of § 108 in the form in which they have 

been discussed are of the first order, but are not linear; there are 
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some important transformations which render them linear of the 

second order. 

In Riccati’s equation let the dependent variable be changed 

from u to v where 

, 1 dv 
bit = - 

v dx 

so that if u is expressible in finite terms, v will be so also; the 

equation then becomes 

— bcvx™ = 0, 
dx 

which might be taken as a standard form, equivalent to Riccati’s 

equation. 

If b and c have the same sign (in which case exponential func¬ 

tions occur in u) this equation may be written 

while if their signs be unlike (in which case circular functions 

occur in u) the equation is 

^ + = 0. 

Both of these are integrable in a finite form for the same value of 

m that renders Riccati’s equation integrable. 

Change the independent variable from x to z, where 

qz — xq 

and q = bn + 1 = ~ say ; 

the equation then becomes 

d2v n — ldv , 
----— bcv = 0. 
dz~ z dz 

This therefore is integrable in a finite form if 

= hn 4* 1 = 1 
2i + 1 2i + 1 ’ 

whence it follows that w.must be equal to an odd integer; and so 

if the equation be written 

d*v 2p dv 

dz2 2 dz 
: lev = 0, 
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the condition of integrability in a finite form is that p should Tbe 

an integer. 

This is reducible to its normal form by the substitution 

vz 

and the equation for w is 

dz z 

which is integrable in a finite form if p be an integer. 

Lastly, let w = zh be substituted; the equation for t is 

d2t , 1 dt 7 , . , n2 f n 

Zz~0, 

the primitive of which is 

t = AJP4i {*( - hf} + BJ.ip+i) {*( - bcfy. 

If P + i be an integer, this ceases to be the primitive: we then 

have for the primitive 

t = AJT^i M - bcf} 4 BYp+h {*( - hcf}. 

Hence the solution of Riccati’s equation can be expressed in terms 

of Bessel's functions ; and, in particular, the primitive of 

is given by 

4 Xvot = 0 

AJ i 4 BJ_ i (zX^) 
mi2 mj-H2 

AJ i (*X*) 4 BY. i_ (***) , 
mi 2 mi-2 J 

according as m 4 2 is not, or is, the reciprocal of an integer. 

m This is immediately derivable from a combination of the 

preceding transformations. 

The only case of failure is that in which m 4 2 is zero, that is, 

when m is — 2 ; tbe equation is then 

xdrf^v=0’ 

which can be solved "by the method, of § 47. 
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For further information upon this equation a memoir by J. W. L. Glaisher 
in the Phil. Trans. 1881, pp. 759—828, should be consulted, where full 
references to authorities will be found; and the connexion between Biccati's 
equation and Bessel's will be found fully discussed in the book and papers of 
Lommel to which reference has already (p. 170) been made. 

Some examples of the solution expressed by series will be found in the 
Miscellaneous Examples. 

Symbolical Solutions. 

112. In cases when the solution of a differential equation in 

series consists of a function in a finite form or when it consists of 

a terminating series together with some function or functions in a 

finite form, it is sometimes possible to obtain a solution of a 

symbolical nature which will, when the operations therein indicated 

are performed, prove equivalent to the solution otherwise obtained. 

As an example, consider the differential equation 

d'y , _m(m + l) 
dx2 ^ a? ' 

the solution of which has been proved to be expressible in a finite 

form when m is an integer. When the dependent variable is 

transformed from y to u by means of the relation 

y = uxmJr\ 
the equation becomes 

dhi _ . ^ x 1 du o 

Consider now the differential equation 

d2v 2 A 

the general integral of which is 

v = Ae** + Be"*, 

and change the independent variable from x to z, where 0 stands 

for \xl; the equation becomes 

0 d2v dv 2 A 
2z 7 — n v = 0. 

dz dz 

1 (hj 
: + 2(m + l)±5=-n*u-- 

v x dx 

n2v — 0, 

2z ^+j-nv: 

Let this be differentiated m +1 times with regard to £ and 
(jyn+ly 

let t denote ^ mtl; then we hare 
az 

a t dt 2, A 
2z ^ 2 Hb 3) — n t — 0. 
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Let now the independent variable be rechanged from z to 
the equation then becomes * 

Hence we have 

dt 2 (m 4-1) dt 2 
-j--nt =■ 0. 

dw sc dec 

A A \»»« 

"(;s) 
the primitive of the original equation in y therefore is 

/I (J \m+I 

(^ + -80- 

A slightly different form may be given to this, for 

Id m A finx — n 
- (Aenx + £e~nx) = —-—— 
x axv ' # 

A!e™ 

on changing the arbitrary constants; and the primitive may he 
written in the form 

.*«/i i\~(A't* + B<ra\ 

Since the differential equation remains unaltered, when for m 

is substituted -(mf 1), the primitive may be expressed in the 
additional forms 

c2\~™ « ^ _ 

s'—'Us; 
d\~nr~1/’A'eKC + B’e™ 

Eos. 1. Prom the foregoing it can be at once deduced that the primi¬ 
tive of 

(an equation arising in investigations connected with the Figure*of the Earth) 
is expressible in the form 

y = C {(l sia (me + «) -t- cos (nx + a)). 

12 
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Ex. % Prove that the primitive of the differential equation 

^ v—n2z2q-'~2v—Q 
dz2 

can, in the case when q is the reciprocal of an odd integral 2i+l, be exhibited 
in the forms 

(Glaisher.) 

Elv. 3. Prove that the primitive of the equation 

is given by 

d2u+ahc-P<'P tiL 
dxi+au~ a* « 

„ / d\P cos (r&x+a) w=c^ W —V-* 
where r is to be put equal to a2 after the performance of the differentiations. 

(Gaskin.) 

In all these cases when the solution of the equation is thus given symboli¬ 
cally, it is not difficult to identify the solution in this form with that obtained 
in any other form, such as one in series by the earlier methods of this chapter, 
or as one by means of definite integrals as indicated in chapter vn. The 
student who wishes for fuller information on the subj ect of these symbolical 
solutions and their connexion with solutions in other forms will find a full 
discussion in the memoir (Section vi.) by J. W. L. Glaisher already (p. 176) 

quoted. 

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES. 

1. Integrate in series, and express in a-finite form the integrals of, the 

equations 

(i) 

and integrate 

dz2 + x dx \ x2) ^ 
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± Solve • till* equations 

tV if (hi 
Ci) <i 

• / •»•// 0; 
k- tlx 

(iii ,r\i y, + a< (fu- - : Kt- 1- (.l.i.' + 30)// = () 

Aii) 
iiy 

<lxl 
,,X/ Xu 

■' <tx ■>*& 

'*v) 
, \-V» !,;' + {(« + 0r/*7 

«'i I niin in iwi'ii-H tin* ilifFerunfia! equation 

,/:{! i A 
. utv OJ) ./• ’ - p 4 1 ■r ^-/>{■/>- 1)«“0: 

SHI I^Kpn'HH tin? i inU^'ntl in . till! finite form 

.1 11 (I . ■u-f? 4//;i 4(1 -4 

(C Jlainhor.) 

1. Verify t hut .1 rout of Urn (equation 

/i-fy.I-A* 0 

A* 4 ,}n) ^ *f, -I-1 j: ^ // > -■ 0. 1 

(SpiUor.) 

Transform tin* equation 

/# ^4- {w 4 X it a) 4“ j /> a ( //a 4- .*') | // :: t K 

l»v ll^HUHiif<K // ;■-'■:***{ #411*1 /** f*U* f (HI- (;( ■• n)\ ilitf) 

r/f N/rni 

nisii 1 iiifininiO* tli** bmi miwdlttnt in series, 

fi, (llitjiin the primitive uf Urn equation 

iP if (l if !iff 
dp f/.r XX 

in lli« form 
yr.y ■- A (tfx ~ i) 4 U (tfXP 2)« 

Ulilidn tlir primitive of thn equation 

tl:hf . <> i/y 
,bx M 

in th« ILnii 

'' •'*' " (1 ! ,^) + ^ ((‘ i) i,h! (’2 ** + “) + £<:,,H ( S ^ + ")} ' 

(Lisnlio Kllin.) 
12—2 
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8. Prove that the coefficient of am in the expansion in ascending powers 

of a of 
(1 —2acc+a2)~~n 

is a solution of 

~ |(1 - + m (on+2n) (1 - x2)n “ = 0. 

9. Prove that, with the notation used for the solution of Legendre’s equa¬ 

tion, {Pn (cos <9)}2 is a solution of the differential equation 

asin °y s+4m (w+1} ®n ^ asia e) u=°- 
10. Prove that, with the notation of §§ 90, 91, 

^n + lQn~Qn + l^n~ ^ • 

(Trinity Fellowship Examination, 1884.) 

11. Prove that the primitive of the equation 

is given by 

y dx™ ^ dxm 9 

provided m be not greater than n. 

What is the primitive when m is greater than n ? 

12. Shew that the solution of the equation 

(Heine.)- 

where k is an integer, may be expressed in the form 

»-<i—>**s?, 

where yn is the solution of Legendre’s equation. 

13. Obtain the primitive of the equation 

(i-^2) (m~1)x%+(n-m+1)(n+m)y=°- 

(Heine.> 

14. Prove that the equation 

has, in the case when n is an integer, for its primitive 

y{AJn^ (a*) +BYn^ (#)}. 
(Lommel.)- 
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15. Obtain the primitive of the equation 

•«“ ^ +«•'« %+(!>+ex2m) .y=0 

in the form 

abn2(?i-l )2 — Z>. 

(Lommel.) 

10. Verify that the primitive of 

is {2 (-<**)»} + /»„ r„{2 (- <**)*}], 
- 0 

where a,,..., awl«.1 are the roots of the equation am=l; and that of 

<fe'-»+1 y 
i .p’^irn , , 

= ^ (2a7A* ) 4- (2aJr^ )}, 

where a4, «lr.., aim are the roots of a‘iw+1= ~i. 

17. The primitive of the equation 

f/S 
in 

and that of a4 ^',.j4-«x;y=0 

(Lommel.) 

m ;//^j;{AJ(l(ex)+/J}r0 (ex)}. (Lommel.) 

(Hoe, for connexion Imtwoon these two equations, Ex. 10, p. 127.) 

IH, Provo that, with the notation of § 101, 

JnJt H+«/»-/-n-^«ia^ir, 

n not being an integer, and that 

l»^n+ I ““ 1» + l'4i 

(Lommel.) 

19. The differential equation 

<Pu , ofidu , U, <l<l_®(™ + 1)\M== 
J £+s«as+tfl'+2‘ 

is integrablo in finite terms, whatever function of x is denoted by Q, provided 

m he an integer. 
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20. The equation 
d2u t du m , c\ 

+ bxm + ~ u 
ax1 x ax \ X“J 

is integrable in finite terms, if 

m + 2 = — 

where i is a positive integer or zero. 

2{(l-r)2 + 4c}“ 

(Malmsten.) 

21. Prove that the coefficient of hp + l in the expansion of ea^‘2"^cc7^ 

satisfies the differential equation 

die* “ a* * 

22. Shew that, if y~X be a solution of the equation 

d*»+* ■y-° 

(& being a constant), then a solution of 

d”y | dm~1y 
dxm “ x dxm~l 

is given by 

(G-laisher.) 

xm(p+l)-l(_ 1 . AY- -X- . 
** doc) xm~x' 

Hence solve the equation 

_i % + Mv-O 
dx2 ^ 

(Leslie Ellis.) 

23. The equation 

is integrable in finite terms in the following cases : 

1. when ^ is an odd integer; 

2. when -j^l “ + 4 is an odd integer; 

3. when ~ ± |^1 - + 4 is an odd integer. 

24. Prove that the equation 

(a+hx?)x2 ~r^ + (c+ exn) + (/+^w) ^=% 

admits of finite solution, 
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1. when any one of the four quantities a-ft is an even integer, 

2. when any two of the quantities 

ai “ «a> P1 “ /4 

are odd integers; where «l9 and ftv ft.2 are the roots of the respective 
quadratic equations 

J bn (a - 2) (/Jet - 2a - 2) + te, (a - 2) -fy = ‘0, 

and (vi/B -2)4- lenft +/= 0. 
(Pfaff.) 

25. Prove that the three expressions 

f 1 a2./;- 1 aW 1 aV 

l p - i (/; - 4) (? - i) 2! 2* ~ cp - *) Cp-S)Gp-J) 372«+ * * *. 

ru’H- 
pip - i) <A*2 

2'(i"-'§) 2!" 

4- 
p (p - 1) ahi1 

rip-i) a; 

p(p-l){p-%)<&£_ \ 

r(p-b)(p-l) 3! ■•■J’ 

p(p-l)(p-2)aW \ 

P(p-t)(2>-'1) 31 

lira all particular Hiilutionn of this equation 

(Pit, 

<L& 
P {P+}) 

and shew that, when p is not an integer, these throe expressions are equal to 
one another. Obtain, in this case, a second and independent particular 

solution. 

2fJ. Prove that tins primitive of 

dhj 

(M* 

may he written in either of the forms 

•if sm $ r 

y tac.r“'^' 

1 (a* f 

(,/ \r4*i 
rir) {# “**(4^ + ^“®*)}* 

(Boole.) 

Prove that tho primitive of the same equation may also be written in the 

form 

y » ^ (A^+Be aa5). 

(Donkin.) 
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27. The primitive of the equation 

x^+{m+n+(a+&) x}^+(mp+na+al3x)y=0 

can be expressed in the form 

Obtain that of 
d2y dy 

d**+my=*di 
in the form 

(Spitzer.) 

28. The orthogonal trajectory of the system of surfaces of revolution 
given by Pn—crn+\ where 1\ is the solution of Legendre’s equation and its 
argument x is the cosine of the vectorial angle of any point, is given by the 
equation 

+1~ JPn—i — Ctr11. 

29. Prove that, if the equation 

g+y/w=° 

be transformed by the relations 2(cx-hd) —axq-b and y—u(cx-\-df so that u 

is the new dependent variable, the new equation is 

dZU Ty f V _ 
-j~,+uF(z)=0 

Hence, or otherwise, solve the equation 

dzy y 

dx? (Ax1+2Bx 4- C)3 * 
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Hypergeometric Series. 

113. The series 

i v i «(«+ !)£ (ff + i) T2 
1. y 1 - 2 . y (y + 1) 

g (a + 1) (a + 2) 0 (0 + 1) (0 + 2) s 

1.2.3. y (7 + 1) (y + -2) 

is called the hypergoometric series and is usually denoted by 

F (a, 0, 7, x); the four quantities a, 0, 7, x are called its elements 
and of these ® alone is variable. The elements a and 0 may be 
interchanged without affecting the value of F \ if either of them 
be a negative integer the scries will consist of a finite number of 

terms, otherwise it will proceed to infinity. It will be assumed 
that 7 is not a negative integer, so that infinite terms may he 

excluded. 

If * be less than 1, the series is converging; but if x he greater 

than 1, the series is diverging. If * be unity, the series is con¬ 
verging if 7 - a - 0 be positive, and diverging if 7 - a -0 be zero 

or negative. 

The series is one of very great generality and includes as 

particular examples very many of the series which occur in 

analysis. The following examples admit of easy verification: 

I. (1 +(e)n = F(- n, 0, 0, -x). - 

II. (l+x)n + (l-x)n = 2F(-%n, -$» + *,&«*)• 

III. log (1 + x)'=xF(1, 1, 2, - x). 
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IV- log^=2®*’(i,l>i»*’)- 
X — X 

V. ex ~F (l, ft, 1, , when ft — cc . 

VI. cosh x — F (a, /3, 3 when a = co = /?. 

VII. cos nx = F (Jw, — \n> sin2 x). 

Ex. 1. Prove that all the differential coefficients of the series will he 
diverging for the value x — 1 if the series itself be diverging for that value; 
and that all the differential coefficients from and after one of some order will 
be diverging for the value x—1 though the series be converging for that value. 

Ex. 2. Express as hypergeometric series 

(i) sin t} the variable element in the series being t2 ; 

(ii) sin nt, the variable element in the series being sin21; 

(iii) cos nt, the variable element in the series being - tan21. 

Others are given by Gauss at the beginning of his earlier memoir (referred 
to in § 134). 

114 Let the coefficient of xr be written Ar; then the relation 

connecting consecutive A!s is 

(1 + r) (7 + r) Ar+1 = (a + r) (/3 4- r) Ar. 

Consider the differential equation 

{(* + a) + /3) -1 9r (& + 7 - 1) j y = 0.(i) 

in which stands for the operator x ^. A solution of this equa¬ 

tion can be obtained in a series: let this series be given by 

y = B0dt + JS1 ^+1 + JBaaf+2 4. 

Substitute this value in the differential equation, which must 

be identically satisfied; each separate power of x must therefore 

disappear in virtue of the quantity multiplying it being zero. 

Thus for the lowest power we have 

- 0=0; 

and from the vanishing of the coefficients of the higher powers the 

relation between the successive quantities B is given by 

(p+r+l)(jA + r + y) Br+1 — Ofc + r4-a)(/i + r + £).Br==0. 
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We shall assume that B0 is not zero, because the relation B0 = 0 
would make all the Fs zero; and thus the former equation is 

satisfied by either 
fJL= 0 

or n = l-<y. 

115. Take first the value y = 0; then the relation connecting 

the quantities B becomes 

(1 + r) (7 + r) Brn = (a + r) (/3 + r)Br. 

Now when B0 = 1 = J0, the relation just proved, compared with 

that which connects the A’s, shews that Br— Ar; and therefore the 

series assumed for y becomes the hypergeometric series. Thus 

one solution of the differential equation (i) is F(a, /3, 7, x). 

Let the operating factors in (i) be expanded and terms of the 

same order collected; then the equation may be written 

[(1 - x) y + {7- 1 - x{a + &)} ^ - afix] y = 0. 

H-a? 
d 

when these values are inserted the above equation, after rearrange¬ 

ment and division by x* (1 — %), becomes 

cPy 7-(a+/3+ l)x dy_a/3 = Q 
da? x(l —oc) dx x (1 — x) J 

a). 
which is the differential equation satisfied by F(a, f3, 7, x). 

Take next the value /j. = 1 - 7 ; the relation connecting the 

quantities B becomes 

(1 4*r) (2 -<y + r)Br+1 = (a + l-~V + r)(fi+l~ry-)-r)Br. 

Let B0 = 1 ; this equation shews that the quantities B are the 
successive coefficients in a hypergeometric series whose constant 

elements are respectively a4-1 — 7, # +1 — % 2-7. The series 
assumed for y begins with ; hence the value of y is 

-7, /3+ 1 -7, 2- 7, x), 

and this also is a solution of the differential equation (1). 
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We have thus two particular solutions of this diff< 

equation; and therefore any other particular solution w 

finite for values of x less than unity may be represented by 

AF(a, /3, y, x) +■ Bx'-y F (pL + 1 — y, $ + 1 — 7, 2 — y, a 
% 

in which A and B are constants, the values of which ] 

determined by comparing powers of x. If in this expres 

and B denote arbitrary constants, it furnishes the primitive 

116. To reduce (1) to its normal form we must com 

with the general linear equation of the second order. W 

have 

p y - (a + /3 + I)x _y ^ y — a— /3 — 1 

x (1 — x) x 1 — x 

Q = 
— a/3 

x (1 — x) ’ 

and therefore the invariant 7, being 

1 
4 4Q 9 — P2 

dx 

becomes, after some reductions, 

1 1 — A2 , l-,2 ,/a^-I 
+ + ? «(„_!) 

where 

A2 = (1 — yf ; / = (a - /3)2; ,2 = (7 - a - £)2. 

Let this invariant be denoted either by 7 or ^ (x); the 

form will be convenient when the independent variable co 

be changed. 

Thus equation (1), by the substitution 

v = ye*SM* 

= 2ixh (1 

becomes 

dlv f x 
^+^(^=0. 

in which yjr (x) denotes the foregoing function of x. 
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Set of 24 particular solutions. 

117. We now proceed to find some further particular solutions 
of this differential equation. It follows from the investigation 
of § 64 that the conditions, which must he satisfied in order that 

the equations 

^ + vt ^) = 0 

and ^ (t) = 0.(3) 

should he transformable into one another are, firstly, 

and secondly, 

.(4)- 

Hence, if we consider ^ (t) as a given function of t, the latter 

equation will give the value of t in berms of oo\ and when this 

value is folmd the former will furnish the relation between 

v and z. 

Now assume that the function ^ (t) is such as to make 

equation (3) the normal form of the equation satisfied by 

a hypergeometric series with constant elements a', /3\ 7 ; and 

suppose that we can obtain from (4) a value of t in terms of x„. 

Then, since the value of u will be at once derivable from that of t, 

we have a solution of (2) in the form 

utW (1 -F (a'. S', t); 

and this is distinct from the value of v which we have already had. 

118. The primitive of (4) will give t as a function of as, a, S, 7,. 

a', /S', 7'; let us select those forms of this function which make t 
dependent on x alone, and independent of the two sets of constant 

elements. We may, to obtain these, write 

{t, x] = 0, 
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The former of these on multiplication by t'~* is direct! 

grable in the form 

and proceeding with the integration, we have 

f A * 
' C(Cx-hC') 

_ ax -f b 

ex + d 

on changing the constants. This is the general value of t 

makes the function {t, x) vanish; but the conditions require 

or 
(ad — be)2 fax + b' 

(ex + dy f'l 
fix-hi dr*®' 

and this will not be satisfied for arbitrary values of these cor 

which must therefore be determined so as to be indepenc 

the constant elements of the series. Now 

where 

Aoc‘ + Bx+C 

x2(l-xf ’ 

A = l-fS, 

and we may write 

B = \2 + ^-v*- 1, 
C=l-X2; 

**(«)=* 
A't + B't+C 

Hence the constants a, b, c, d must be such as to satisfy 

Ax2 + Bx + C 

~a? (1 - xy 

= (ad _ (fl® -f b) + B (ax + b) (cx + d) + O' (ex h 

Jaso + b)2 (cx + d)2 {(c - a) x + d - b}2 

The quantities a, ft y (and therefore A, B, C which are fu: 

of them (are arbitrary and thus the numerator and denoo 

of the left-hand fraction can have no common factor ex 
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sonstant; and similarly for the right-hand side. Hence we 

write 

yyi (Ax2 4 Bx 4- G) 

= (ad — be)2 [A' {ax 4 Vf 4 B' (ax 4 b) (ox + d) + Q' (cx 4- d)*], 

mx2 (1 — x)2 — (ax 4- b)2 (cx 4 df {(c — a) x 4- d —b}2, 

n which m is constant. The latter of these equations will deter 

nine the values of a, b, c, d which are admissible; the former will 
:hen serve to indicate the relations of ol, ft, y to a, /3, y in order 
hat the expression at the end of § 117 may be a solution of (1). 

119. Comparing now the coefficients of the different powers 
)f x on the two sides of the latter equation, we find that the 
ollowing sets of values for the constants will make the equation 
dentically satisfied: 

(i) c = 0 = 6 — a —d\ m = aQ; 

(ii) c = 0 ~d~b —a+b; m = a? ; 

(iii) a = 0 = d — c ~~b; m = 6°; 

(iv) a = 0 = d — b = cJrd; m = bc>; 

(v) b —0 = c— a —c d; m = a®; 

(vi) d = 0 = g — a = a + b; m = 6°. 

These values substituted successively in the expression for t in 
■erms of x give: 

(i) t = x ; (ii) t= 1 — x; (iii) t = ~; 

(i’> t=T=i- (v) (vi) t: 

espectivcly ; and these form the complete system of values of t 
equired. 

120. We now transform the first of the two equations by 
cleans of each of these in turn and obtain the necessary relations 
between cl, ft, y and a, y. 

Consider first the set of values (i). We have 

o that 
Ax2 + Bx 4 O = A'x2 + B'x 4 C 

A = A\ B=B\ C=(7: 



11)2 I'AUTHT! .Alt 

or, what is an rquivalout wt of rtjuatiou**, 

X2-X#3; m3 ^ ft’*: i'5 r*. 

Whon oxjirossod In form* of tlo- tojhf:ua **i* m* nt 

relations an* 
(1 - y)* » I -7;*. 

(*x — /iV 

(7' - a' -/JV ?7 - a - /*>*. 

and (roinomboriug that an in!or**hau^‘ **1 f In tjr-* and m o. 

Htant- elements makes no ohanti*' in ; 4 h\j: " 17?* i* ■ 
find that these ar*' satisfi*" -i In 

(0 a - a 7 

(2) *x ■ 7 ^4 „ *,,», ^ ‘ 
7 d ,» . « , , , , «V 7 ’ f 

0> a ~ *i « y .p 1 , ,», 7 f 1 .7’ 
0 

(4) «' - I .... ,$f • *■ f - ■d ... .V 
*1 

Sinro t — , is mufvuiid tliorrforo « is unit* I**r *hi 
r/.r 

of £; and tin* particular solutions of tjj»* »- ^juan-ao win 

respond to these four sots of will?*-*, an' r*<!»pr«*fi\.-h 

ff>H\ - *yht ^>7, 

.W(l — “ 11 ’! 1 Ft*/ «, 7 — jtf,7, .«■ 1. 

.rl f I — ,711 1 /’(a 7 * 1, $ 7 ♦ I, 2   7, .»■ t, 

*‘~ly<I -ar)i,y * Wi *' Ft 1 - a, t 2 7. .♦, 

Now thene itrt; Koluliuiw of i-'junt imi *2); in ord<i ?*» nht 

corroHjtonding wdufiims of o<|tmri<oi (i) w«- tn«ix? *uuIfi|*l% 

them by 

tfr'Ni -.<•)'* "u>,> > ; 

and therefore four particular solution,* of initiation 11 j ar- 

(I) n » F(’xt 0, 7, x) ; 

(II) // 33 (I - xf~*’* F(y ~ a, y - 0, y, mj; 

(ill) y-i ,rl~vF(*^y f 1, 0 ~74 I, *2--7, jr); 

(IV) y-^d -*/ * y*’(l -«t I -ft 2-7.,,. 
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Treating now the relation t = 1 — x in the same way, we find 
other four particular solutions in the forms 

(V) y = F(a, /3, a + /3-y + l, l-os); 

(VI) y = x1~yF(a—<y + 1, /3 — y+ 1, a + ft — y + 1, 1 — #); 

(VII) y = (1 - cc)y~°-~p F(y-a,y-fi,y-a-fi + l, 1 - «); 

(VIII) y = <J-y (1 -^-“-^(1 - 1 - /3, y - « - /3 +1,1 - a). 

And from the relation t = - we have as one particular solution 
Oj 

(IX) y = x~a 1? (ol, a — 7 + 1, a — /3 ■+* 1, . 

121. All the particular solutions for the different values of t 

can be found in the above manner. Each value of t leads to four 
particular solutions, so that there are in all 24 of these. But this 
laborious method of obtaining the remainder need not now be 
adopted; it is possible to write down, from the nine foregoing, the 
following fifteen to complete the set: 

(X) y=cc~?F(j3,/8-y+l,/8-a + l,l); 

(XI) y = (1 - a, y-«, /3 - a + 1, i) ; 

(XII) y = #-• (1 - *)*--' F (l - fi, 7 -/3, a - /3 +1, ; 

(XIII) yHl-*ra^(«>7-A«-/3 + l,-^.); 

(XIV) y = (l-*)-',i?(/3,7-a./3-a + l,r^J; 

(XV) y = xx~y (1 - 1F (a—y+T, 1-/3, a-/3-f-l, -^) ; 

(XVI) y = (1 — x)y~^~l A1 ($—y+1,1 —a, a+1, —'j ; 

(XVII) y = (1 - <r)“‘ ^ (a, y - /3, y,^) ; 

F. 13 
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(XVIII) y = (1 - *)->F (/3, 7 - «, % ; 

(XIX) y = x1"1 (1 -«)y_“*1 F(a-y+ 1, 1-/3, 2- 

(XX) y — a?1-y (l—x)y~^~1F(fi — 7 + 1, 1 — a, 2 — ■ 

(XXI) y = x~aF(a, a-y+1, a +/3 -7 + 1,: 

(XXII) y = x^F^,^-y + l,cc + ^-y + l,^ffj 

(XXIII) y = e“y(l-*)ir"‘"?^l-a, <y-«, y-a-/3+ 

(XXIV) 2/=/~1'(l-0)y_a~^(l-/3, y—fi, y-a-/3 + 

Relations between the 'particular solutions. 

122. Let all these solutions be denoted by 

j y2’.> 2/23? 2/24 j 

the suffixes and the numbers of the foregoing equations cc 
ing to one another; these quantities y are not independe 
the ordinary property of a linear differential equation of t 
order (of which they all are solutions), there is between 
of them y^y^ a relation of the form 

yA= Ay^ + By^ 

and we must find these relations for the different combi 
the solutions. But certain cases will arise in which eith 
will be zero, and therefore the corresponding solutions 1 
from one another only by a constant factor; and the* 
recognised by the application of the following lemma. 

If there be two solutions of the differential equation (1) 
in the same ascending powers of x and both series be convex 
they differ from one another only by a constant factor. 
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For the sake of simplicity suppose one of the solutions to be 

F (ol, y3, y, as) and the other when developed in ascending powers 

of x to be given by 

y = A 4- Bx 4- Gx2 +. 

Substituting this value of y in the differential equation we should, 
by a process similar to that in § 114, find y — AF (sc, /3, y, x)} which 

proves the lemma. 

123. Let us apply this lemma to obtain the particular so¬ 

lutions which are equal to yx; this we shall suppose to be a con¬ 

verging series, so that x<l. Then y2 is also a converging series 
proceeding in the same ascending powers of x as yx; the first term 

in each is unity; the constant factor of the lemma is therefore 

1 and we have 
V\ = SV 

The next one in the list which, expanded in ascending powers of x, 

begins with x° is y5; if we select from 

F (sc, £, a 4- /3 - y + 1, 1 - x) 

the coefficient of xn, we shall find it to be 

.' _ i w « (a+1).(<* + n- 1(ft + 1).(ft + n — 1) 
^ ' 1.2.n.(a + ‘j3 — y + 1) (a + ft — y +-2).(a H- ft — y ■+■ n) 

F(a + n, ft + n, a + j8-»y + wbl, 1). 

But in this coefficient F is converging (and so has a finite value) 

only if 
OL + ft — y + w + 1 (a + %) (ft + Tfi) 

be positive (see § 113), that is, if 1—7 — n be positive. Hence 
from and after some definite term the coefficients of the powers 
of x will be diverging series; and we cannot then consider the 

series F (a, ft, a + ft — y + 1, 1 - x) to be converging though ex¬ 
pansible in ascending powers of x. Hence y6 is not equal to yt. 

Dealing with yv yw yu, yiv y1B in the same way it will be 
found that the last two alone are converging series at the same 

time as F (a, yS, 7, x); and hence we have * 

.&■ 

Again ys and yv yt and yv y18 and y„, y20 and ylg are derived 
from each other by exactly similar transformations of elements ; 

13—2 
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thus to pass from yx to y3 the former is multiplied by x1~ 

first and second elements being obtained by subtraetir 
third from the old first and second and adding unity to ei 
and the new third element by subtracting the old thin 
from 2. This process is seen to be the same for all and 1 

V* =2/4 = 2/19 = 2/20. 

Ex. Prove that 

y5 ~y§ =^1=1/22. 

y? =^8 =y23=y24. 

y9 =yi2=yi3=yi5.. 

yio=yn=yi4=yi6*. 

124. It thus appears that the 24 solutions can be di 
six classes ; and the equal members of these classes we rr 
respectively by Yv F2, F3, F4, F5, F6 corresponding to 
sets of quantities in order. It remains to find such rc 

there may be between these owing to the fact that they 
tions of the differential equation. 

Now Y3 and Y4 are converging for those values of x 
less than 1, while F5 and F0 are converging for those v 
which are greater than 1; as the former therefore are c 
while the latter are diverging and vice versa, there can 
be no equations connecting Ys and F4 with Y5 and F0. 
fore must find the equations between any three 0 

Yv F2, F8, F4; and any three of the set Yv F2J Ffi) F0; j 
be sufficient to have those equations into which Yt ent 
changes of the elements and division by a factor throuj 
one of the 'quantities F could be transformed into 
the equations required will be those connecting the fol 
groups:— 

r„ f, r.i r„ r, f,; f„ f„ f>; f„ f„ f„; f„ : 
F„ 

Let the equation for the first of these groups be 

7l = MY2 + N'Ta, 

or Vi = + -%s- 

To. determine M and N the substitution of any two 
values of .* will be sufficient; let then x = 1 and co = 0, ai 
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1 — 7 a positive quantity so that co 7 is zero when x — 0; we have 
for these two cases 

F(a, & % 1) = MF (a — 7 + 1, /3 — 7 + 1, 2 — 7, 1) + _Z\r 

l=iVT(a, & a + /3-7+l, 1). 

To evaluate if and iV" we must obtain the relations between 
the series for argument unity, to which we now proceed. 

Introduction of Gauss’s II function. 

125. The coefficient of xm in 

F (a, /3, 7, a?) - jP (a, /3, 7 -17 a?) 

a(g +1).(a + m - 1) ft (ft +1).(ft 4- m -1) f 7 + m-1 

1 . 2.m . 7 (7 +■ 1).(7 + m — 1) 7-1 

_ _ (a + l) (g + 2).Q + rn-1) (ft + 1)...(ft + m — 1) 
7 (7 -1) * 1.2. s.(m -1). (7rTnry7rT(^ 

= coefficient of xm in — F(a + 1, ft + 1, 7 -f 1, ai) ; 
7 (7 - 1) 

and the term on the left-hand side independent of x vanishes so 
that 

F(cc, ft, 7, x)~F(a, ft, 7- 1, a?) 

7(7-!) 

a; fi 
7 — 1 dx 

F(a+ 1, ft-}-1,7 + 1, ®) 

•P(«> & % <»). 

But from the differential equation satisfied by F (a, ft, 7, a?) we 
have 

(1F rP V 
■j-{ry-(a. + p+l)x]=*$F-x(l-x) d^. 

Let the value of F (a, ft, 7, x) when x is made unity be denoted 

d?F 
by F1 (a, ft, 7); the value of when x is made unity is finite and 

therefore 
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1 VdF~ 
J’,(«lA7K(^1ri)a--i fa 

i l_ -> #=1 

~ (y — 1) (7 — a — 0—1) 

so that F,(a, A 7 -1) = (7 -1) (71 a -1)" ^ 

(y-l-g)(7-l-^) 

or, changing 7 into 7 +1, we have 

Similarly 

^ <«. a i) - r- (“• a +2>; 

and therefore 

Fla O r, (7-«)(7 + l-«)(7-^)(7 + l-/S) F( o . 
^ (“> & 7) - 7(7+1) 6-«-a FH^ (a> A i 

(7 — g)(y + !—«)■ ..(7+A—1 — a) (7-A (7 +! — £)••• (7+fc— 

7(7+l)...(7 + & — 1) (t — a~ A (7 +1 — a~ 0) ■■•(?/ + & — 1 —1 

^ K A r 

126. Let 

(»-+1i)(«+'ii'.,.'.'.'.r.(«+t)* be denoted by"<*■•> • 

f (a r rj\ = ^ 'y i) n (&> 7 g 1) „ . - • 
-A (<*> P> 7) n (Jfc, 7 - a -1) n (Jfe, 7 - /3 - f) Fi ( ; /3,7 4 

1.2.3...*. (i + l)...(fc + *)=l. 2.3...z. (* + l)(*+2)...(i 

we have 

1-2-3-i:-if(1n)(1+I)-(i+l) 

= 1.2.3...5.(5-+ l)(* + 2)...(* 
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|T ^ k __ 1.2.2.L j : 
' ’ ~J-(z+l)(z + )...(* + /,) A 

1.2. :i.c 

i + i + i + 
l) 

t the supposition that - is ;ui integer. From I his transformation 

id from tin* original (iofinit.ion alike wo liavo 

II 5 + I ) -“ na-,~) 
1 4 z 

1 + 1 +z* 

k 

Tlmse equations shew that for a given value of s the function 

(L\ z) toads Unvan is a limiting value as /• approaches infinity, 
id that this limiting value is finite. Ah flam II fco , z) is a function 

’ z alone, let it lit* denoted hy 11 {z)\ the last equation shows that 

II (j4 1) ~ (z+ I) II (z), 

ad the former shews that, if z be an integer* 

II is) z\. 

Idle in any case we have * 

II fc)- V(z+ 1), 

'Imre I1 (s + 1/ is the (lainma Function of Euler. 

In the equation giving b\ let k become infinite*; them emery 

..*rm of tint series Fx ('i% //, y + x ) is zero except the first* which is 

nity. If we suhst if ute for II (xs, y I) and tin* other functions 
heir values (I (7 — lJt we have 

F <* ;i 7,- 11 lrf~ h H 
1 1 ’ ‘ II fy1; II (7-/3- I)' 

Air. I, From the expansion of t in a ncries of imecsndmg powers of sin t, 

rove that 

II Oj- AtA 

/fx % Prove that 

II ( - Zj II ..I)... rr mmm 

Alt. 3. Obtain the relation?! 

(!) A] III, 4, yj b\ C ■ <t, ft y * «) - 1 ; 

Pj b\ {«, ft yi Fx («f -ft y - ft *» 1. 
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Ex. 4. Prove that 

»“+in (z) n (2 - ^ n [z - ?).n [z - = (2*-)* (n "n (m). 

(Gauss.) 

Determination of constants in the relations of § 124. 

127. The equations of § 124 now become 

=_1- 
Ft(a,/3,a + ,3-y+l) 

n(/3-y)II(a-y) 
n(« + /3-7)n(-7)> 

and therefore 

n(i-7)n(7-a-/3-i) n (/3 - 7) n («- 7) 
n (-«)n (-j8) +n(a+/s-7)n(-7) 

_n(7-l)II(7-a-/3-l) 
ii(7-a-i)n(7-/s-i)’ 

from which with the use of Example 2 in the preceding set it is 
not difficult to deduce*that 

n(7-l)n(«-y)n(/3-y) 
n(i-y)nca-i)nos-i)- 

These then are the values of the constants in the equation 

(i) Y1 = MY2 + iVT8. 

Similarly, if we write 

(ii) Y^MJt + NJv 

we find that the values of M1 and JV, are 

M n(y-l)n(-q)II(-/3) 
1 n(l-7)n(7-a-l)n(7-/3-l)’ 

N= n(-a)n(-/8) 
1 II (y — a — 0)TL (— y) 

It is easy to shew that the following are the four equations 
corresponding to the other four groups in order: 

(iii) Yt = MJ.i +NJ^, 
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where 
n_(7-_1) n (y -a-& -1) 

- II (7-a-l)n (7-^-1)’ 

/V = n(7-l)n(g + /8-7 + l) 
n(«- i>n(/y-i) ‘ • 

where 

(iv) 

_JQ (7- 1)JI (a-7)Il(-/3) 
3 n(i-7)n(g-i)ii(7-/8-i)’ 

AT = n(-/S)n(g-7) 
8 U(a-/3) n (-7)' 

where 

(V) 

M, 
n(7-i)n(/3-7) n(-g) 

n (i - 7) n os -1) n (y - g -1)' 

w _ VizL®) J1 (ff ~ 7) 
4 n 08-gj il(-7)' 

where 

(vi) Y^MJ' + NJv 

n(7-i)n(/3-«-i) 
5 ii08-i)n(y-a-i)’ 

n(7-i)nja-^-i) 
• n>'-i)n(y-/3-iy 

It should be remarked that the labour of deducing these con¬ 
stants need not be repeated for each equation; each equation with 
its constants can be deduced from the first equation and its con¬ 
stants. 

128. We now pass to a different set of equations which connect 
any two of the particular solutions and their differential coefficients. 

It has been proved that, if Yx and Y2 be two particular solutions 
of the equation 

d?y 
da? + p! + (lr- = 0, 

then y ^^2 _ y _ p -fPdx 
Yl da da “ ° 

where 0 has a constant value which depends upon the pair of 
particular solutions selected. In the case when the equation is 
that satisfied by the hypergeometric series we have 
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p _ y— (g+ft + 1) x = y, 7-a-^-l 

— x(\ —%) * 1—a;. ’ 

and therefore 

The value of G in any equation may he determined either by a 
comparison of coefficients of the same power of x on the two sides 

or by the substitution of a particular value of x. 

Example 1. Let 

Fj = y3 = «I-yi?1 (a — <y + 1, £--y + l, 2-y, a); 

Y-z=y,=F(a> %*)• 

Let each side be expanded in ascending powers of x; the term 

involving the lowest power of x in 

r*L 
1 dx 

is — xl~y; the term involving the lowest power of x in 

is — (1 — 7) x 7; hence equating the coefficients of the lowest 
powers we have 

Q — (1 ry^ — ry 1, 

and therefore 

Example 2. Let 

ft a +/3-7+1, l-so)] 

Y2 = yi=F{<i>P> % *)• 
We proved before that 

y1 = Myi+Nyt) 

in which M and N are definite constants. This gives on differen- 
tiation 

dx dx dx1 
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and therefore 

from the result of the last example. Now from the values of M 
and N we have 

m n (7-1) n(-7)no+/3-7) 
n n(i-7)n(a-i) nos-i) ' 

But n (i - 7) = (i - 7) n (-7) = - (7 -1) n (- 7), 
and therefore 

Mn(7-i)n(g + ^-7) 
iv17 ; “n(o-x)n(/8-i) ’ 

and the equation becomes 

n, ^?A _ o, dy* — ^ ““ ^ (« + /3 — 7) ^__7 ^ _ ^y-a-p—l 
Vi lx qJi dx n («-1) n (0 -1) 

Y—a_0—1 

Ex, Prove that 

„ dy*-v dyr,_n(a+f}-y)n(i-y) -v(1 „w-«-p-i 

Jr’d.V y*dx~ n(a-y)U(P-y) “ [L A) 

and that 

,, „^A <tyu» = n(y-l)n(/3-g) v _ sV- 
7l° 7l cfor n (p-l)n(y-a-l)^ ( ' ' 

129. In all the foregoing investigations the quantities a, /3, 7 

have been supposed to be independent, and the series have con¬ 
sequently retained their most general form; but many important 
applications are made by assigning either one or two relations 
between the three constant elements, or by giving numerical 

values to one or more of them. Such applications (as for instance 
to elliptic integrals) cannot be discussed here; but the student 
who wishes for information on these points will find at the end of 

the chapter a list of the more important memoirs dealing with 
hypergeometric series. 
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Special cases of integration in a finite form. 

130. We pass now to consider some special cases when the 

hypergeometric series can he expressed in a finite form. 

It has been proved (§ 61) that the quotient s of any two par¬ 

ticular solutions of the equation 

3+/^° 

satisfies the equation 
i {5, x) = /, 

where 7 is a function of x only; and it has been further shewn 
that, from any particular value of s which satisfies this equation, 
the value of the two particular solutions of the former equation 
can be obtained. In the case of the hypergeometric series the 

value of I is 
1-X2 lj-V. 

x2 + (x — l)2 

2 . 2 
- f + r - 

.(A), 

X, ft, v being definite functions of the constants a, /3 and 7; so that 
for this series the differential equation which gives s may be 

written 
, , 1 1 — X2 1 1 — v2 t 1 X2 — fj? 4- v2 — 1 - 1-X2 1 1 

* a? + ^(x- x (x — 1) 

If then a relation between s and x can be found which is 
expressible in finite terms, it follows from the formulae of § 62 that 
the hypergeometric series will be expressible in finite terms. This 
cannot be expected to occur in the case when the parameters are 

general; from the few instances given it will be seen that the 
values of X, yu,, v are definite numerical constants. 

There are in all fifteen separate cases, and no more; for the 
proof of this, reference should be made in the first place to the 
memoirs of Schwarz (see § 134) to whom the investigation, in a 

completely different form, is originally due. 

It is convenient to recapitulate here the general formuhe of transformation 

of the function {s, x} for the changes of the variables; the special examples 

given in Ex. 3, § 62 are particular cases of the general relations which are 
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and {ax±} ~L 
\c.T + C?’ J (ii). 

As additional examples we may take 

A (y.r + S)4 [ ’ ytf + SJ ' 

fas-hb ax + fi\ __ (y^H-d)4 f ^ 

|cs + c£? y^ + dj (aS —|3y)21 ’ " ^ 

.(iii)? 

.(iv). 

Another formula, which will prove useful, is that which arises by sup¬ 

posing sn = so; then we have 

i 1 ■ 
n X 

so that 
l-i 
n 

therefore 

i-i 

and 

, _1 _1 
s"V - % + 2 n2 

so that 
1-4 

f , nJ 
\si -2^Tj 

which may be written in either of the forms 

1- 1\ 

2xl 
.(v). 

131. Case I. 

By writing X = x in (i) in the formulae just enumerated 

we have 

{s,X} = {S,!o}+[f^{s,S}; 

by a series of proper substitutions we may pass from this equation 

to the corresponding equation for the hypergeometric series. 
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S'- 

Firstly, let 

1 

then 

while by (iii) 

But a = therefore 

and thus 

a-l s’* — 1 

: cr + 1 _ sn +1 ’ 

1-b 
S. <r 

2 o-2 ’ 

1| _ 1 (o' +1)4 
V+l 4cr2 ‘ 

Secondly, let 

T=5* = l-®, 

so that the relation between s and x is 

-l—x\ 

then fdS\2_ 
\dxj 1 — x * 

Again using (i), we have 

hut in this 

dT 

dx 

{T, #}={! — x, x} = 0, 

— = _1 
dx l’ 

[S, x}=% 1-i 
(l-*)2’ 

<► 

so that we have 
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Also, since 

we have 

and therefore 

IN A FINITE FORM. 

— 1 X} 

207 

<j 4-1 

x = 
4cr 

(^+ir 

S, 
1\ 2 

When these substitutions are made in the original equation 
which gave {5, x], it becomes 

r i _ x 1 — 1 
{5, x) = \ ,v* ^ 1(1-xf xz(l-x) 

= 1 1-i ,L 
.(1-A2 

+ 
3-1 1 

x (x — 1) 

This is of the same form as the equation (A) in the general 
• case, and is identical with it when we write 

X = v = h p = l; 

and then the relation between s and x is 

U + iJ=1-*’ 

or a? = 
4<sn 

Now A2 = (1 — ry)2, // = (a - /3)2, y2 = (7 — a — /3)2; remembering 

that 7~a —/3 must be positive in order that the series may 
converge even when the variable is equal to unity and assuming 
that a is greater than ft (which is permissible), we may take 

a=4-i~> /3 = -o~> 7 = 1 — 1. 2 2 n 2n 1 n 

If it be desired to have ft positive, we can change the sign of n; 

and then the elements of the hypergeometric series are 
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and the relation between s and x is 

The latter gives 

and therefore 

1-s’1 

1 + s’1: 
:(1-^ 

l + (l-xf 

s = ■ 
{1+(1-*)»}S 

while s'~~ = n- (1 — »)* ®” ■“ {1 + (1 — &)"}’” • 

Now the two particular solutions, when the equation is in its 

normal form, are 

and C2s'~?Isy 

and the relation between the dependent variable v in this case and 
the dependent variable in the ordinary differential equation is 

(§ m 
y = v%-iy( i-rCy^+f*+1-y)} 

which becomes 

y = (1 — x)~‘f 

in the special case. 

Hence the primitive of the differential equation 

x (1 — x) 
cPy + dy 
dec2 "r dx 

is y = Cxx n {1 4* (1 — xf\n + C2 {1 + (1 — x)*} w. 

Moreover on comparing these two particular solutions 

{1 + (1 - a?)*} * and af * {1 + (1 - xff 

with the set of particular solutions, we find that they correspond 
to I. and ill. respectively; in fact, the relations are 
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HJ A FXHXTE EOBM. 

i, l~rii+(i'^ *.(L) 

F^+tn’ 2n’ 
1 

+ 2 

(1 1 ii — - X , 1 n’ *) 

”, w, remold fa» tie k» 
, W,r af * to1®1* b , t to one another, 

the «*»» *6 of 
These wo ***** ,ecl in the last ase 

tt From what has ^ value 2 to n, we have 

wi it follows that, when 

the relation 

.(IL) 

^solution of 

[<r, %) ® % 

4<t2 

?=(7TW 

Firstly, 1^ 

then 

£(Sx+1)==1; 

l<r, u. 
ljlll = £ {<7, I] 

l £2 ( f2 — f + 1) 

1 -g (l - ?) 

, I/+, 
-s {•(!, + !) 

and 
£i " ' 4cr* 

62 5 
Secondly, lct tu 

, ... SA tk.W-'5'"1, 
^ y W 3 then 

and 

so that 

14 
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and the relation is 
y-i 

2 or 

Thirdly, hy writing £ = JS 

we at once have {cr, = 3 {<r, £} = -•§ 

a2 —1 
where £s = 2aJS' 

Fourthly, let cr = s2; then 

Now 

and 

so that 

Hence 

and the relation is 

Fifthly, let 

[s> = dp) {«> O'} + {o-, f3}. 

{*, «■} = {*. «*} = A. ; 

9 /K_o-2 + lda 

1 /dcr\2 12cr2 3 

o-2V^8; (cr2 +1)2 l + 3f,s 

fs £} = y ~~ 
t,?8‘ 3 (l + 3£,2)2’ 

£> = 
s4-l 

2A/3' 

.& + 1. 

then {«.&} = 
(&- 

1)4 {*, 

4 27 

(&- l)4' 8 

27 r 

(?4-l)4 

and the relation is 

Sixthly, let 

8 (f/-l)*’ 

fc4 = £jjL2sV3-l 

? s4 — 2s2j8 — l 

?. = &*; 

S’ ^ = (dfs) ^} ~ {&> &}]■ 
then 
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^4_t 
dl fV 

li,iJ = -p = -~r 

ss t \ —_Ji__|_ JL 
8 4 3 

_I.-L JL _L ._ 

(^-D2 

Hence 

.and the relation is £ = ° , /- . 
Ls — 2s V 3 - 1J 

It therefore follows that a solution of 

r, mx - a V ~ ? ^ L (i—%)1 x {%—i) 

s4+2^3-118 

in the case when 

is given b, — VFZ-J^'-V 

From this relation the value of s can be found (it is a some¬ 

what complicated function of &•) and thence s'; and this will lead 

(§ 62) to the solution of the equation 

N dzy (2 7 \ dy 1 A 
co('l~°^dxiJr V3“6 V <fe + 48qj~°’ 

^ = i = v~i, 

/tf + 2? J3 - 1' 

133. Case III. From the two preceding cases a new one 
can be constructed. 

For let, in Case II., 

(*+1? 

by Case I.; and so 

1 ’ " (1 — a*)2 

{*. ^=(J) [{«,*}-{*.<*}] 

=rt+_ 
\dz) a? x(l 

I_i 
-«>). 

. _» J_1 o 

v* (*+!)■' 
14—2 
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1ST ow chaEge z into — z, so that 

4<z __ /s4 +2^3-1 \\ 

(z-iy~ V_s4 + 2s2\/3 + l/ ’ 
4 JL 

then {*, *} = {«, - *} = fs + g 

4 fi Ji 
ij . Tg i _ijr_ 

z* (1 — -S')2 z (1 — z) ‘ 

A comparison with the general formula shews that the last 

relation between z and 5 is a solution, provided 

X = v = §, — 

and therefore a = — /3 = ^ 7 = §,. 

Hence by means of the preceding relation we can obtain the 

primitive of 

in a finite form. 

Ex. 1. Shew that from Case n. can be derived in a finite form the 

solution of 

* ■fl -*) %+(t- ¥*) § - Ay=o- 

Ess. 2. Shew that from Case in. can be derived in a finite form the 

solution of 

Further cases will be found in the Miscellaneous Examples at the end of 

the chapter. 

It may easily be verified that, for all the examples given, we have on 

taking positive values of X, /*, v the inequality 

X + /a + i'>l; 

the case of XH-/*H-i/=l is integrable by the simpler method of § 68. See 

Ex. 7, p. 126. 

134. For further information on the subject of the hypergeometric series 

the following memoirs should be consulted 

Gauss, “ Disquisitiones generales circa seriem infinitam 

.- 
Oes. Werhe, t. III. pp. 123—163; 

“Determinatio seriei nostrae per aequationem differentialem secundi 

ordinis,” id. pp. 207—230. 
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Kummer, “Ueber die hypergeometrische Reihe,” Crelle, t. xv. pp. 39— 
83 and 127—172. 

Schwarz, “ Ueber einige Abbildungsaufgaben,” Crelle, t. lxx. pp. 105— 

120; 

“ Ueber diejenigen Falle in welchen die (Amssische hypergeo¬ 

metrische Reihe eine ‘algebraische Function ihres vierten 

Elementcs darstcllt,” Crelle, t. lxxv. pp. 292—335. 

Cayley, “ On the Schwarzian derivative and the Polyhedral Functions,” 

Camb. Phil. Trans, t. xm.; 

in the last of which references will be found to further memoirs. 

There is also a memoir by Goursat which may be consulted with great 

advantage—“Sur liquation diffbrentielle qui admet pour intdgrale la sdrie 

hypergeom^trique ” {Annales de V4cole normale supe'rieure, Sdr. II. t. x.)—in 

which by developing a method due originally to Jacobi he obtains the results 

of Kummer and Schwarz. 

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES. 

1. Prove that, if 

(a2q- b2 - 2ab cos <j>)~n — A0Jr2A1 cos <£ + 2A2 cos 2<£ + 2A3 cos 3cf>-h..., 

then Ar may be written in any of the forms 

n\ + r ~”..y.* „-2n~r hr P « . i . (i) ^a-^-rJrF^ *H-r, r +1, ^ ; 

(ii) (n+r~~1)1 _ ]pfin + lr bi+ir+b r + 1 
m rl(n-l)! (^ + />2)H + r r + i, + ^ 

..... (n+r-1)! arbr , - 0 , - 4ah \ 

^1U) V!(»-!)! {a + bf:*~" Vi+r’ r+i’ *jr+1’ (a + i)V ’ 

(iv) r+2r+1’ 
4a6 ' 

(Gauss.) 

2. Obtain a solution of the equation 

(yl + ^+ <V) g+(D+iSr) fx+Fy = 0, 

as a hypergeometric series ; A} B, (7, D, i£, i^are supposed to be constants. 

(Gauss.) 

3. A function is said to be contiguous to F (a, £, y, #) when it is derived 

from it by changing one and only one of the constant elements by unity. Let 
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F(a-\-1, ft y, x) be denoted by Fa+ \ F(a-1, ft y, tf) by i^a„ ; and -F(a, ft y, a?) 

by F. Then prove the following relations : 

(i) 0 = ((3 — a) F + aFaj^—pFpm^m; 

(ii) 0= (y - a -1) i^+ aiPtt+ - (y - 1) J 

(iii) 0= {y-2a-0 -a)#} a(l-x) Fa+ -(y-a); 

(iv) 0 = y {a-(y-ft)^}i?T“ay(l-^)i?Ta+ + (y-a)(y-ft ^y+ ; 

(v) 0= (y — a — (3) F•+• a (1 ~ #) i^a+ - (y-ft F^_. 

(Gauss.) 

4. Prove that 

(1 -x)F{a> ft y, 1-ft 1-y, #)-l 

= A 7 + 1, *) J'a-o, 1-A 2-y, »)• 

(Gauss.) 

5. By changing the independent variable in the differential equation verify 

the following equations: 

(i) (l+y)2“if(2a, 2a+l -7, 7, y)=^{a, a + 1 7, ^y2) . 

(Gauss.) 

(ii) (l+2/)^(a,o+^A0+i,3/2) = ^(a,A2A 

(Gauss.) 

(iii) ^(a, A a+/3+i, sin2 5) =^(2a, 2ft a+/3+i, sin2|) . 

(Rummer.) 

Prove also that, by changing the variable from x to — 8#{1-H(1 — .#)*}”3, 

'(§■ T-. Hr- "-±i, if2 
- 4 sin2 0\ 

cos4 6 )' 

(Kummer.) 

6. Shew that the functions Pn and Qn, which are the independent solu¬ 

tions of Legendre’s equation, may be expressed by hypergeometric series in 

the forms 

»+i,»+i. a 

the variable x of Legendre’s equation being connected with £ by the relation 

2»=£+£-1- 
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Shew that, if the independent variable in Legendre’s equation be 

cted to be less than unity, the primitive may be represented by 

AF(-jn, in+h h ^) + BxF{ £n+l, f, x2\ 

e the series, if infinite, are converging. 

(Heine.) 

Denoting the series 

6c + 1.2.<9.<9 + l.e.e + l *+—> 

{(a,^’fy), *j, prove that i*1 satisfies the differential equation 

(1 **1S+{6+( + 1“ (“+0+y+»)*}* ^ 

dF 
+ {#* — x (a0 + 0y+ya + a+0+ y + 1)} aftyF—Q ; 

obtain two other particular solutions of the equation in the respective 

+ 1-0, 0 + 1-0,7 + l 

2-0, e +1 — 0 

— 0 + 1-e, y + 1 — es 

. > 

MC+1?+1^V-T.+1 
xpress the first of these three solutions in terms of the other two (see 

Verify that another solution of the differential equation in the last 

don is 

-arr //«, a +1 — 0, a + 1 - e\ 1} . 
\\a+l-0, a + 1 —y )' x) 9 

hence derive two other solutions from the results given in the last 

tion. 

X The equation 

l particular solution of the form xn; determine n and obtain the primitive, 

fence express sin""1^ as a hypergoomctric series. 

(Goursat.) 

1. 

of 

Obtain in a finite form the primitive of 

(Goursat.) 
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12. Prove that the relation 

x (s8+14s«+l)3 

x-1 ~ 10&s4(s4-l)4 

satisfies the equation 
4 JL& JL.5J5. 

Hence obtain in a finite form the primitives of the equations 

(ii) 

13. Prove that the relation 

(*-l)2 (s8+14s4-bl)3 

4-s " 108s4 (s4 - l)4 

satisfies the equation 

ts _\k. + SVL~ 
^ T (1^)2 ^*(1-3) • 

Hence obtain in a finite form the primitives of the equations 

(fi) x(i-«)g+({-B,)|'-*-o. 



CHAPTER VII. 

Solution by Definite Integrals. 

135. The principal methods which lead to expressions for the 

dependent variable in terms of the independent variable by means 
of what are ordinarily called known functions have now been given; 
there is however another method which certainly leads to a solu¬ 
tion of some differential equations though the full evaluation by 

the operations indicated may not be carried out. This method 
consists in expressing as a definite integral the value of the de¬ 
pendent variable; its chief application in ordinary differential 
equations arises in the case of a certain general class of linear 
equations which can otherwise be solved in series, though not in 

so concise a form. The method is however of primary importance 
in the solution of those linear partial differential equations of order 

higher than the first which arise in investigations in mathematical 

physics; in fact, in some questions these solutions by means of 
definite integrals constitute the only solutions hitherto obtained. 
Here, however, we arc concerned with the application to ordinary 

differential equations. 

136. The method applies with peculiar advantage to linear 

equations into the coefficients of which enters only in the first 
degree and in which there is no term independent o y or o 

differential coefficients of y; such an equation, in its most genera 

form, is 
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where the a’s and Vs are constants. This may be written 

where and are rational integral algebraical functions of the 

order % in general, though the order of either may diminish 

through the vanishing of some of the coefficients. To solve this 

equation we assume 

y = JextTdt, 

where T is a function of t but not of %; the form of this function 

and the limits of integration (supposed independent of x) are to 

be determined by substituting this proposed value of y in the 

differential equation. Since 

the result of the substitution may be expressed in the form 

fxext <f> (t) Tdt 4- fext f (t) Tdt = 0, 

which must be identically satisfied. The former of the terms, oq 
being integrated by parts, is replaced by 

and therefore the identity becomes 

21] -Jext dt = 0, 

the first term being taken between the limits of the integral, as 

yet unknown. Now this will be satisfied, if we make 

!{«,(*) o 
for all values of t included within the range of integration, and 

[f*<f>(t)T] = 0 

at the limits. The former of these equations determines T as a 

function of t; the latter will determine the limits of* this assumed 

integral. 
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137. To derive the value of T we write the first equation i 

the form 

d 

in 

and therefore 

<pit)T = Ae]<>^ , 

where A is an arbitrary constant. Hence the value of y is 

-4 f+C 
<h(t) 

dt 

-dt 

taken between limits of integration defined by the equation 

OH*) 
U(t){ xt+ T u\ dt 0, 

these limits being independent of x. 

138. We have now to determine the limits, 

equation 

Ad /b> 

Consider the 

where /q is a constant. Let (31 be a value of t independent of x 
and satisfying the equation; let , jjur be other constants and 

/?2, ... , /3r be corresponding values of t, all independent of cc. 

Then if the value 

extTdt+ A(Jf 
J t 

extTdt -f ... 

be substituted in the equation and if for each of these definite 

integrals (T being assumed, to have the value before obtained) 

a single integration by parts be effected, as in the preceding 

analysis, then that the equation may be satisfied we must have 

ept+fllt)tU ext+$W)dt 4- ••• = 0 ; 

and when this is identically satisfied the foregoing value of y is 

a solution of the equation. This last identity will indicate such 

necessary relations as may subsist among the arbitrary constants A, 
and so will fix the number of independent constants; when this 

number is the same as the order of the differential equation the 

foregoing value of y is the primitive, but if it be less the 

necessary number of particular solutions to make up the primitive 
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must be otherwise determined. Examples will be given h 

after. 

139. This is the most general method of obtaining the lirr. 

it includes as a particular set the limits obtained by taking tl 

roots of the equation 

which are independent of %; they obviously make 

IW;-f *l, o. 

and they are usually the simplest obtainable. When this equa, 

indicates only two limits distinct from one another, these 

give the only definite integral immediately derivable in such 

example. If, however, more than two, say r-rl, limits be ii 

cated, then r particular solutions may be constructed; in i 
denoting these limits by a, /3X, /S2, ... , /3r, we derive from tl 

as the corresponding part of the primitive 

Ex. 1. To apply the foregoing to obtain the primitive of the equation 

dny 
dxn~X¥ = °- 

Here we have with, the above notation 

*(*)--1, 

and therefore 

r T=A^~Se‘ai, 
or, changing the sign of the arbitrary constant, this is 

while, in accordance with the general rule, the equation determining 

limits is 
tn-H 

xt rr 1 
^ n+l 1 
G “"J-A*- 

Now this is satisfied by t=cc when ^ is zero and by t—0 when /u= — . 

hence we may take as the limits of the definite integral 0 and go , which h 

becomes 
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It must be noticed that, just as in the general case one of the definite 

integrals alone was not a solution of the differential equation, so this is not 

a solution of the equation since the terms outside the integral are 

o 

j5”+i. 
n+1 

GO 

0 

~A0 

instead of zero. This value of y is therefore the Particular Integral of the 

equation 

dny 

Now the quantity T does not change, if for t we write at, where co is 
root of the equation 

£n+1=i; 

moreover the limits of the definite integral are unaltered since in the equa¬ 

tion determining those limits the term xt in the exponent has changed into 

xat which, so far as this equation is concerned, is the same as changing x into 

xa, a change which has no effect on the limits since they are independent of 

x. Hence we have another definite integral in the form 

«»■fci 
/°° ~ “7T;t'+w^ 

n+1 d(at), 

or, when the a is moved outside the sign of integration, it is 

tn+l /°° — “TT + watf 

n+1 dt. 

Forming now these definite integrals for all the (?H-I)fch roots of unity 

and adding them together we find as the expression for y, which has to be 

substituted, 

tn+l , . 
n+1 dt + wAi 

p+i 
-.rfwaii 

M+1 c*+ + o>nAnf 
Jo 

tn+l 
-— + (onXt 

71+1 dt. 

When this value is substituted, as in the general investigation, the terms 

which are under the integral sign vanish identically and that part of the 

expression taken between the limits, which is furnished by the integral 

involving Ar, is Ar; hence the resulting equation, when this value of y is 

substituted in the differential equation,- is 

Aq-\-Ai +...... + -dn==0. 

If then this single condition be satisfied among the n-\-1 arbitrary con¬ 

stants, the above expression for y is the primitive of the differential equation 
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Ex. 2. Prove that the above expression for y is the primitive of the 

equation 

dny 
=xy + a, 

dxn J ’ 

provided the constants A satisfy the condition 

AQ-t-Ai-jr .+ An — a. 

Ex. 3. Prove that the primitive of the equation 

x^-(a+^(1+x^+-Val32/=l0 

is, for positive values of x, given by 

1/— A 1 J ( m_fA\ L P~a J Ao, y — Af eux(u-a) 

„ | ,1 f/Uff + a) -) 

+ #[“ eux(u- a) *■ a"^ •*(«-£) ^ ^_a ' du. 

Obtain the corresponding primitive for negative values of x. 

(Petzval.) 

Ex. 4. To solve 

dhj dy 0 

x& + aTx-^mj=0 

where a and q are constants. Here 

(t) — t2 — q2 and ^ (t) = at, 

so that 

dt — \a\og (t2-q2). 

Hence one solution of the equation is 

taken between the limits given by 

[<&(?-f)ia]=0. 

To obtain the limits, write 

o, 

and suppose a positive; then two roots of the equation are given by 

t~ +q and t= —q. 

If now x be restricted to positive values, a third root is given by 

t = - oo , 

while when x is negative a third root is given by 

£= -}- co. 
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As in either case we have three values given by the limits equation we can 

construct two distinct particular solutions, and so have the primitive. Thus 

when x is positive the primitive is 

y=A fS (fi-<ffa-xiadt+B\ q {P-qrf0’-1 etxdt, 
J —q J —oo 

while, when x is negative, the primitive is 

y = A f9 — q2)-a~x etxdt+B f°° (t'1 — q2)-a~l etx dt. 
J ~(J J % 

Ex. 5. Verify that, when a lies between zero and 2, the primitive of the 

equation is 

y — @ij0 dlxcos0 sina~19 d8+C2xl~aJ elx0089 sin1 ~a 6d6, 

unless a be unity, in which case the primitive may be written 

2/—J0 eqxcosd {A -f B log (x sin2 9)} dQ. 

(Boole.) 

Ex. 6. Obtain by means of definite integrals the primitive of BessePs 

equation. 

140. The foregoing general linear differential equation is one 

with variable coefficients which are of the first degree in the 

independent variable; and the definite-integral solution was ob¬ 

tained by means of a linear differential equation of the first order 

determining the unknown function T. It is not, however, the 

only type of differential equation to which the assumed form of 

integral is applicable; it is, in fact, a particular case of a more 

general process, indicated by the following proposition. 

The solution, by means of definite integrals, of the general linear 
differential equation of the nth order, whose coefficients are not con¬ 
stant but functions of the independent variable of degree not higher 
than m, can be made to depend upon the solution of a linear dif¬ 
ferential equation of order not higher than m, the coefficients of 

which are variable. 

This proposition we proceed to prove. Let the differential 

equation be denoted by 

X ^ 4- X Xy . x ^ ^ i -\-X ^ A-X v = 0 
X" daf + Xn'x dx“-1 + X”'t dx”"'2 +.+ 1 dx + o2/ 
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where Xr (for all values of the suffix r) is a function of x only, of 

degree not higher than m, given by 

Xr = ar 4- brx -f crx2 +.+ Kx™'1 + Zr#m, 

while for some values of r some of the coefficients of the highest 

powers of x may vanish. Taking as the particular solution the 

same form as before, we write 

y = jeTTdt 

with the limits as yet undetermined, and T an unknown function 

of t Now this value of y gives 

and therefore the equation, when this expression for y is substi¬ 

tuted in it, becomes 

JeT [«-x.++.+ tx,+ x0] dt = o, 

which must be identically satisfied. Rearranging the expression 

rxn + r-'xn_1 +.+*xi + x0, 

so that it may proceed in powers of x, and writing 

••• ... +a1t + a0= 

••• ... 4- bj + b0 = Uv 

Kt’,+K-irl+ ••• ... +M + A>=V„_1, 

V + ^-^“-1+ ••• ... + If + l0 = Um, 

we transform the above equation into 

jeaT[U0+U1x+U,cc2 +.+ U^T1 + Umxm] dt = 0. 

Now the left-hand side is the sum of m+1 integrals of the 

form 

j etxTUrxrdt; 
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and each of these can be integrated by parts until the variable x 
ceases to occur except in the exponential. Thus we have 

jeaTITrxrdt = [^^TUr-ari(TUr) + ar*-^(TUr)- ... 

+ (- 1 PjP TO)}] + (-l)'/^|.(TO,)<i«, 

the part without the sign of integration being taken between the 

limits of the integral, as yet undetermined. Denoting the ex¬ 

pression 

x^TUr - or*.* (TUr) + ...+(- ir (TU.) 

by Vr for all values of r except zero (in which case no integration 

by parts is necessary) and applying the foregoing formula to each 

of the definite integrals on the left-hand side of the equation, we 

•change the equation into 

r—m 

ea 2 Vr 
r~l 

+ je^ru0- jt(TUt) + (TU)-.+ (-1)“ (TUj}dt = 0. 

This will be identically satisfied if the unknown function T be 

chosen so as to satisfy the equation 

J r]m 

TU0- “ (Tir) + |2 (TUJ -.+ (- ir (TUm) = 0 

for all values of t between the limits of integration. These limits 

must be determined by 

e 2 vr =o. 
r~l 

Now this equation determining T is linear with variable co¬ 

efficients, and it is of the order m but it may degenerate to one of 

lower order; when it is solved, a definite-integral solution of the 

■original equation is derivable. 

Hence the proposition follows as enunciated above. 

Since the equation which determines T is of order to, it will 

have to independent particular solutions; these may be denoted 

by Tu Ts, ., Tm. Corresponding to these there will he to 

F. 15 
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particular solutions of the original equation obtained by sub¬ 

stituting for T in 

e 
* 

*Tdt 

these m values in turn. 

141. In the case when m = 2 the equation which determines 

T becomes 

dt 

or, what is the same thing, 

7T d?T ,(2 - U 
u*~dt + {2 dt 

\ dT /dnr^ _ duj 

l) dt + V dt dt +^r = °- 

The following are some of the special cases in which this 

equation can be integrated very simply. 

(1) When the coefficients a, b, c are such that the equation 

df dt + 0 

is satisfied for all values of t; in this case the value of T is easily 

proved to be 

(2) On multiplying the equation throughout by Ua, we can 

rewrite it in the form 

d_ ( TT2 — 
dt V 2 dt Ul 2 dt 

TJ (dU-, _ dtUa jj-\ 0 
u* Vdt df V ’ 

the left-hand side of which is a perfect differential if 

d / rr tt\_ TT (d^x_d TJ,t 
di[Ul i)~ A dt df 

TJ, 

that is, if 

If the values of <x, b, c be such as to make this an identity, then 

the value of 21 is given by 
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•which leads to the result 

(3) When the equation in T is reduced to its normal form hy 

the substitution 

TU,e JPa =8, 

the new equation is 

where '~U., *dt\uj 

A solution of the equation is at once obtainable when ® 

vanishes, i.e. when . 

Further, immediately integrable cases are furnished when ® is 

a constant, or is of the form A (e +/0~2> or of tlie form X (e ' 

In any case, whatever be the relations among the constants m 

the functions IT, the solution of the equation determining T is of 

the form 

»hile tic equation giving the limits of the definite integral is 

\ri*u,T-t(v,T)+v,T}yo, 

v/hidi is satisfied by the values of t, if any, common to 

T-0 and ^-0. 

Ex. Integrate, hy means of a definite integral, the equation. 

where fi is a constant. 15—2 
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142. Another set of equations to which the method of solution 

by definite integrals can be applied is the set derived from 

dfy 
daf 

— \xvy = 0 

for different values of n. To solve this we assume 

y =fe-*t Pdp, 

where t denotes an unknown function of x alone and JP an unknown 

function of p alone, both of which functions, as well as the limits 

of the integral, have to be determined. Differentiating the value 

of y twice and substituting in the equation, we find 

/‘-’W 
dP2 
dx, 

rJH 
■ Xxn }• Pdp - I evtpP dp = 0. 

Choose the unknown function t so that 

and suppose that X is positive and equal to c2, so that the differential 

equation is 

da?~CXy■ 

Then the equation which determines t is 

dt 
dx 

= cx- 

and therefore 

. c Jn+l _ JO m 

'\n+1® ~to*’ 

if m denote \n +1. Hence we have 

1 dt _m A 1 dH _ m (to — 1) 
ancl IdP ? • 

Let the equation involving the integrals he multiplied through¬ 

out by afjmt; it becomes, after a very slight reduction, 

m fe7* (p1— 1) Ptdp — (to — 1) fe~pc Ppdp = 0. 
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Integrating the first term by parts, we have 

- me~pt(p2—1)P + mje~pt^~ j(p2—l)pjdp —(m — I)je~ptPpdp=0. 

Now this will be identically satisfied if we make 

d 
mdp F ” X) P\ = (m~ 1> PP 

for all values of p included between the limits of integration 

defined by 

[6^0p*-i)P] = o. 

The former equation serves to determine P as a function of p; it 

is of the first order and linear, and its solution is 

m+l 

P=A 2m , 

A being an arbitrary constant; and the equation which gives the 

limits is 

[fPt (v2 “ !) 2m ] = 0. 

The latter equation is satisfied by p = oo , and by p = + 1 provided 

the exponent of pl — 1 is positive; this requires that m should 

either be positive and greater than unity, or be negative, and 

therefore that n should not lie between zero and — 2. Assuming 

that this condition is satisfied, we are in a position to construct two 

definite integrals ; they are 

r 2 m + l 

dp, 

and 

/»co m+l 

J (jp* — 1) ^ ip. 

The former of these is equal to 

rO rl /.q _m+l 

J (p2 - 1) 2m dp + j (p2 - 1) 2m dp, 

fi _m+1 n 
= e7* (p2 — 1) ^ dp 4-1 ept (p2 — 1) 

Jo Jo 

rl __m+l 
= J + e^) (p2 -1) ^ dp. 

m+l 
dp, 
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m+1 

Hence the primitive may be represented by 

f 1 ffl+l r OO 

A'J (ept + e~J,t) (p2 — 1) im dp + Bj e~pt (p2 — 1) 

substituting for t we have 

y~ A j (1 — p2) 2n+4s cosh 

r00 2<^.»*«+i __±±i 
+ BJi e ^+2 (p2-!) 2^+4dp, 

as the primitive of the equation 

d2y n 

for values of w not lying between 0 and — 2. 

j£fo. Prove that the primitive of the same equation may be giver 

form 
71 

!/=A'sc (1 -pt) ""2“+*cosh dp 

3'xfl e 

provided n does not lie between — 4 and — 2. 

CO -M-aP+1 
B'"' I * ( n& IN 2w+4 Qa2-1) 

(Lobatt 

Application to the Hypergeometric Series. 

143. In order to obtain a definite integral which shall 

the differential equation of the hypergeometric series we ass 

y — f( 1 — vx)m Vdv, 

where V is an unknown function of v only and m is a cor 

the form of V, the value of m, and the limits of the integra 

to be determined. From this value of y we at once have 

m JvV (1 — vxy'^dv, 

= m (m - 1) Jv*V (1 — vx)m~*d'u; 
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so that, when these values are substituted in the equation 

* ^ ~xS) fa? + ~(a + 18 + ^ ^ a®y = °> 
it becomes 

— xx)m"2 [m (m — 1) v2x (1 — x) — mv (1 — vx) {7 — (cc -f- /2 +1) %\ 

- a/3 (1 - ■»«)"-] dv = 0. 

The coefficient of &V within the brackets is of the second degree 

in m, which is as yet an undetermined constant; let m be so 

chosen that this coefficient vanishes, so that m is given "by 

- m (m — 1) — m (a -f y3 -1-1) — a/3 = 0, 

or (a + /3) H- a/3 = 0, 

whence m may be taken equal to either ~a or -/3. As the 

differential equation is unaltered when a and /3 are interchanged, 

either of these roots may be taken; we shall take 

m = — a, 

and then, substituting this value, we find that the equation' 

Jv( 1 — vx)~a~2 [a (a + 1) + av {7 — # (a -f /3 +^7 + 1)} 

— a/3 (1 — 2-z;#)] cfo = 0 

must be identically satisfied. Rearranging the expression within 

the brackets under the sign of integration and dividing- out by the 

factor a, we transform the equation into 

fv(l-vxya~*(a+l)v(v-l) xdv 

+ jV (1 — (yy — /3) (1 — vx) dv = 0. 

Integrating the first term by parts we have 

— Vv (1 — v) (1 — vx)~a~l +J( 1 — vx)~a"1 j- {v (1 — vy V) 

and therefore the equation becomes 

-[Ft; (I w)"*"1] 

F}-(/3 —<ry> F cfo =0. 
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Now this will be identically satisfied, if we take as the equation 

to determine V 
d 
dv 

{v (1 — ti) F} = (/3 — vy) V 

and assign, as the limits of the proposed integral, values of v such 

that 

[Vv (1 — v) (l~m)~<x~1] =0. 

To solve the former equation, we have 

d 
dv ^—a—) 

I'y 1 — v 

Hence v (1 — v) V = Av? (1 — v)y ^ 

where A is an arbitrary constant; and the equation [determining 

the limits is 

[/ (i -1*)7-'3 (i - ^0“*-1] = o, 

which, on the supposition that /3 is positive and y greater than 

/9, is satisfied by ^ = 0 and v=l. It therefore follows that 

the equation of the hypergeometric series is satisfied by 

y = A f* /-1 (1 - vy-*-1 (1 - ^)“a dv, 
J o 

provided /3 be positive and y greater than /3. 

It is easy to shew that, when (1 —xv)~a' is expanded and the 

coefficients of different powers of x are evaluated, the resulting 

series is a constant multiple of the hypergeometric series, this 

constant factor being 

A fV^Q--vy-t-'dv. 
J o 

144. If now we change the independent variable from x to* 

1—a?, the corresponding form of the differential equation is 

x(l-x)^ + {ci + 0+1 -y-(a + + aj3y = 0. 
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A solution of this equation (and therefore of the original 

equation) is, from the foregoing analysis, given hy 

y = B 
J 0 

provided /3 is positive and a +1 greater than y. If the conditions 

of limitation of the parameters be satisfied, the primitive of the 

differential equation of the hypergeometric series is given by the 

sum of these two different solutions. 

Ex. 1. Obtain in terms of definite integrals the complete solution of the 

equation 

(A +B*+CJ) g-KA + Az) g+l^=0 

(sec Ex. 2, p. 213). 

Ex. 2. Prove that, 

(i) if ft be positive and a + 1 greater than y, then a solution is 

f u13"1 (1 (1 - xuy^du ; 
J 0 

(ii) if y be greater than ft and loss than a 4-1, then a solution is 

TOO 

I u^1 (1 0 ~<vu)~0oho; 

(iii) if y lie greater than ft and a less than unity, then a solution is 

= J u^ml(l-u)y ^ 1 (1 -xic) a du. 

Ex. 3. Obtain the primitive of the'equation 

4.^g + 4 (.*'-*) g-y=0 

(Jacobi.) 

(where x'+x--1) in the form 

1r 7r 

ij~A j* (1 -xnlr^(p)~^d<j}+B (1 -rf sin2(£)-* d<j>; 

and of the equation 

***d*-y 
in the form 

7T W _ 

if=xod jj 2 sin2 <fi(l -xmn?<f>)~ ® d<j>+B sin2 <f>(l-x' sin2 <p) ^ d<p J ? 

sf being the same as before. 
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Solve also 

W to'2+^'§+y = <>, 

(ill) 4^'g±4j-y=0; 

(iv) to' -J; + 4 (x' - x) jf+%=0. 

(Glaisher.) 

Ah;. 4. Prove that, if % -f1 be positive, then 

is a solution of Legendre’s equation; while, if n be negative, a solutior 

given by 

*M jVi(n+1) (l-i)~i(M+2)^l - i t^ndt. 

145. This chapter contains only a slight sketch of the method of soluf 

of differential equations by means of definite integrals; the reader who wig 

for fuller information on this part of the subject should consult two authori 

in particular. By far the most important is Petzval, Integration der linea 

Different ialgiekhuyigen; the parts dealing with the method are §§ 2—5 

Section n.; §§ 19—22 of Section hi. ; §§ 10, 11 of Section v. The of 

authority is Bulk a, Inst. Gale, hit., vol. ii., c. x.; this work, however, labc 

under the disadvantage of assuming the form of the solution first and the] 

finding the differential equation satisfied by it. There are two other mem 

which might also with advantage be consulted; one by Lobatto, Grelle, t. x 

p. 363; and one by Jacobi, Grelle, t. Ivi., p. 149. 

A full discussion of the solution of linear differential equations by me 

of scries and of definite integrals will be found, together with numei 

examples, in a series of separately published memoirs by Spitzeii. 

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES. 

1. Integrate completely the equation 

dny 
xdx» + mj=0- 

% Prove that the primitive of the equation 
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l 
f 

# 

i 

i 

l 

i 
I 

i + l»y 

j t 1;!t * {*1 ?dn j,f s BvnHxfjdt, 
J H 

! J | Id -l rx( (if, 
J a 

wirrv ihr nj»j» r .si^i w f4S *«' Fib-n if Jh* mid him lower if x }>e 

U f*. 

(Pcttzval.) 

:i IVm;.- tint th»' 4*|tiis,li*‘ii 

*/.V 
#/ (I 

!ia» i! <4»i<*n ’i'- ii 5';. 

,m>i Mt;i» •* • <liU"ti <<}' 

14 

/# j J *' i'(Ir\ f if r 

*/•./ 
•* / ! V 0 

i * ' , Ar 

;/ (‘I /' ff/*\ 
1 a 

Hi*' - ’•**' ? 

f AJi*' -? * 4? ll * | H.if !*»lti 

i s - j •■; ;* j i U-Mii* i ik«*ii it* ,r m punitive nr negative. 

(Festival.) 

| J :*:*v5 f1-5*' |‘rniiih%r <4 * Is** npmtiou 

, „J,:*,■*» h/ II 

111 ?!*** ^414 

# f 

y j | **'*••* f 

I // *' j r'riM fr rlf* (’{‘8 
J it 

f,-,f 4 idv,*"; 4 |»*4 m4«*M Mwn'tl I awl 4* l» 

'Kutninor, iwnl Lolwitfco.) 

,% sir-'-v *1ni ,?i |v;ir«i^ -Jar ?v4n#^f§ *4 

*\ *•"'.* ■ ■■• ri // */?' J- 

^ j /rl< 
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and that a particular- solution of 

dx* J X* J 

y = xn +1 f (txfi + v2) " n~~1 cos av dv. 
J 0 

6. Shew that the equation 

is satisfied by 
cte* + 1 dx mx y 

f*> 
y=\ z^e m+nf(zx)ds, 

J 0 
where yjr(x) is given by 

dn+1^)_ . 
cfe»+i ~A YW- 

Hence from the solution of 

deduce that of 

7. Verify that 

is a particular integral of 

dxh 

d?y 
d^v 

dhj 

j* 

* 4rilxlu2y = l% x & . 

8. Shew that when the coefficients of the differential equation 

(°ht+b%c) y-ji 4* (ux + bxa;) ~~ + (a0 + bq#) y—0 

satisfy the condition axb% ~ aj)x = the solution will be 

y=Jewx V{A+Blog#! (aj+lij*))*. 

where Ul = b2ul+bxu+b0, 

and log (VUd = j***+£*-+a0du, 

the limits being given by 

eux (IjV^Q. 
(Spitzer.) 
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9. Prove that equations of the form 

x1 ^ +Bvxm) x + + GQx2m)y~ 0 

may be reduced to the form 

, / d\ , f d\ 

of § 136, by the substitutions xm~t and y — tkz \ and shew that h is determined 

by a quadratic equation. 

(Petzval.) 

10. Prove that the particular integral of 

(Sr+Oj) (3-+a2).($■ + an) y =/(*), 

where S- denotes x , is 

y= f1 r r../(6A.dnx)ef'-1 e**-1.e^de^e.,.den. 
J0JoJ0 

11. Prove that the definite integral 

[ f ^~x(l — u)d~^~l vy (1 — y)e~Y“x (l — %uv)~a dicdv 
J OJ 0 

is, when 6>(3> 0 and €>y>0, a solution of the differential equation 

(1 -X) + {5 + e + l -(a+|3 + y + 3) 

+ {9e — x(al3+j3y+ya+a+li+y+l)}jt — aPy!/ = 0. 

Give in the form of definite integrals the primitive of this equation. 

12. The primitive of the equation 

dhj 
do? 

+ 8\^3y==&r 

, r eu^du 
is y—A --—r 

J J o(w3+X)4 

where a, (3, y are the roots of 

+BfB^L+or-e^+i>f *?*>, 
J o (tt3 +X)* Jo («3 +• X)* J - oo (tt3+X)* 

and the arbitrary constants are connected by the single relation 

A + B+C-D^-lbl-K 
(Petzval.) 
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13. Prove that the definite integral 

r-r J 0 
e-xm-bzmx m’dx 

satisfies the equation 

^^=m2fom-2y. 
az-* 

(Poisson.) 

14. Prove that 

P !-*)*[*-- 
7T 1 J o(l~^si: 

de_ 
(1 -,#sin20)-’ 

P being Legendre’s function. 

(G. H. Stuart.) 

15. Shew that, if j3 be positive and a less than unity, 

JxvP 1(l-u)y & T(1 -%u)~adu 

is a solution of the differential equation of the hypergeometric series. 

(Jacobi.) 



CHAPTER Till. 

Ordinary Equations with more than two variables. 

146. It has already appeared that in some cases, though the 

integration of separate terms of a differential equation would in¬ 

troduce new transcendental functions, the solution of the equation 

as a whole can bo expressed in terms of purely algebraical func¬ 

tions. Thus, for instance, the equation 

dx dy __ q 

can be integrated in terms of the transcendental functions arc sin x, 
arc sin y; but there is a solution of the form 

which is equivalent to the other. We are thus naturally led to 

enquire whether other cases exist in which such an algebraical 

relation between the variables of the integrals of functions can 

be obtained when the integrals themselves cannot be evaluated 

without the introduction of new functions. The case next in 

point of simplicity, which furnishes a similar example, is that 

usually known as Eulers equation, in which the object is to 

find the integral algebraical relation between x and y which corre¬ 

sponds to the equation 

X~* dx + Y~* dy = 0, 

X = a + bx + cud1 + ex’ +/%*, 

Y = a + by + cy* + mf +fy*. 

where 

and 
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To integrate this we assume 

p = x + y, 

dx X4 
and 

so that 

and therefore 

dt y — x} 

dy _ r* 

dt x — y ’ 

dP r*-z* 
d£ x — y' 

A second differentiation with regard to t gives 

cfp 1 | 1 dYdy 1 dX dx]^ YJs — X^ /dx dy\ 

df ” x — 2/I2F* dt 2X~ dx dt) {x — y)z\dt dtJ 

1 f xdY .vdX (F* —XJ) (F* + X*) 

(x — 2/)2 \2 dy ^ dx y — x 

= j& + c(«+y)4~ («s+y2) + 2/(a:5 + y3) 

- &-c(« + y) — e(x^ + xy + y^) — f (x3 + a?yxy* + ys)\^ , ' 

F-X 

2/-« ' 
the last four terms inside the bracket being the value of 

Rearranging and collecting terms, we have 

d2p _ 1 
O2 - 2«y + f) +f (as* - xLy - xf + f)} 

df (x — y)' 

= ^e+f(x + y) * 

= i* +/P- 

If we multiply by 2 ^ and integrate, we obtain 

or substituting the value for 

= ep+fp2 + C, 

dp 
dt 

ty-=c+e(-a!+^ +f(x+y/> 
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an algebraical relation between x and y, though the separate 
integrals require for their expression elliptic functions. 

Ex. 1. Prove that another integral of the equation C-• 
dx dy __ 

0 

|>2 yi _ ?/2 vh 2 ■ 
is ^CxV+bxij{x+y)+a{x+y)\ 

and verify the theorem of § 12 iu this case by shewing that the two primitives 
are not independent. J, 

Ex. 2. Prove that an integral of 
-V 

dx __ dy 

A’i J’- • V 

v. f 
ou V 

(yi i # 

-t——j- = C+e(x+y)+f(x-+y)z. 0U)' 

.Er. 3. Express in an integral form the relation between y and x given by 

=0. 

4 1*^ 

dx ^ dy 

(1 (1 -y4)-" 

Ex. 4. Shew that the primitive of 

__ dx_rf// 

{* (i -*0(i - {ya-y)(i-xy)lr° 
may be exhibited in tho form 

{*(1 -y)(l-\?/)}* + {y(l-#)(l -X.r)}J = ri (1 -\xy), 

where A is an arbitrary constant. 

147. There is another method of proceeding, due to Cauchy; 
it is quite different fro# the former. 

Consider a general equation between the two variables of the 
second degree of the form 

u = xy+2Xly + X,i 

= Yyt? + 2 Yyc + F2 = 0, 

where X0, Xlt X2, Y0, Yv Yt are all of the second degree, the first 
three in x, and the second three in y ; thus if 

X0 = aye1 + 2 aye + a3, 

Xt = byt? + 2btx +1# 

X2 = cyr? + 2 eye + cv 
i n 
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we should have 

7, = aof + 2K V + c0, 
Y1 = ay + 2‘b1y‘+ci> 

^ + 2 b2y + cr 

Then the ratio of dy : dx is given by 

dx + ^ dy = 0. 

I 

But g = 2 (F^+F.) 

= 2(F1a-707y 

since w = F0a?2 -f 2Yxx + Y2 — 0; similarly 

- 2 a: ■■ x,xy, 
and therefore 

. dv =0 
(Z^-Z.ZJ* (Fy-For;/ ’ 

a differential equation the primitive of which is u = 0. 

Now since Euler’s differential equation is symmetrical with 

regard to x and y, it is necessary that its primitive u = 0 should 
he symmetrical with regard to x and y in order that the pre¬ 
ceding analysis may apply to the present case. In order that u 
may be symmetrical, we must have 

\ ^0 ^2’ ^1 ^2* 

and X* — X0X2 is then the same function of x that Y* — F0F2 

is of y. In order to obtain the primitive of 

Z* Yi ’ 

where X = a -f bx -f cx2 -f- ex3 

and Y is the same function of y, we must make X and 
X* — X0X2 the same. The comparison of their coefficients will 
give four equations to determine the coefficients of u; but in 
u there are five independent constants (there were originally 
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eight as any one can be made unity, but three equations necessary 
for symmetry are satisfied) and therefore one will remain undeter¬ 

mined and so arbitrary. These .equations giving the coefficients are 

K - ct-qCq = ,#A~ 2(aico^«oci) = 2(ftA + ¥.) _ bj ~ a2c2 

f e b a 

_ 4 (6/ - c^c,) - (<z2c0 + a0c2 - 26062) _ 
_ ...' c ' " 

when the values of the determined coefficients are substituted 
in u, the equation u — 0 contains one arbitrary constant and is 

thus the primitive. Q 

Ex. 1. Prove that the primitive of 

dx dy 

where 

{Ax2 + 2 Bx + Of {Ay2 + 2 By 4- Of 

a{) {x2^y2)^-i2bQxy + 2hl -K*2==0, 

Z>(,2 — cz(]2 b-J)^ — _^i2 

a ~.1?...~ a ' * 

rx[ ji U . 
Xo - « -L, I 
X, - C, 

0 $0 ~ <?o „ 
- 

jSfo. 2. Verify that the primitive of 

dx dy 

LS 

where 

(14- 4 (14- ^4-^/)^ 

A a (#2 4-y2) 4- = 14- %«y, 

A:i2~a0=*At/-ha2Ati. 
(Cauchy.) 

Chap. xiv. of Cayley’s “Elliptic Functions” may be consulted with 

advantage. 

148. If instead of a single equation between two variables, 
the relation between which is expressible in an algebraical form, 

we have a system of n — 1 equations between n variables, we may 
without integration of each integrable expression represent in an 
integral form the dependence between the n variables in the 
shape of an algebraical equation; and as this equation is obtained 
by an integration it must contain an arbitrary constant. The 
process made use of in order to derive it in the general ca.se will 
be seen to differ materially from that adopted in the particular 

•case of n = 2. 
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Let the differential equations be 

in which 

dx, ^ dxt ^ 

Z/ Z24 .4
- II o
 ^

 

z/- z2- 
q_ — 0 \ 

Xn~ f 

,7^” 2dx, x, dx2 
xr 4 + y* ~h A-i A2 

.o 
xj 

= zl0 H- -+- A2x/ 4-. .... + AIOl_1xllitt~1 + Aa 

for all the suffixes fi in the system. Let 

/(*) = (x - (# - •**).0 - *,); 

d"f ( 
and let /' (*,,) denote the value of A±J when in it, after the in¬ 

dicated differentiation has taken plaee, is substituted for x; the 

value of f («M) will therefore be 

W~xi> 0>-O. 

- ;)t. t the vanishing factor — x^ being absent. Solving- now the above 
*** Vf^yv system of equations in order to obtain the algebraical ratios of 

the quantities dx„ dxv .. dxn, wc find 

V ' ^ f J‘ (*.) <&. = =/ (*.) 
\ c*•v0 z,4 x* . xj 

Let the common value of these equal fractions be denoted by 

dt, so that we have 

dx, __ X} dx X} 
H f{x,y 

and so on. 

The first of these gives 

(dx V_ Xx 
\dt) ~ {/(«,)?’ 

and therefore, after differentiation with respect to t, 

0 dx, d?x, 3 f Xt 1 dxt 3 f X^ 1 dx, 
1 dt H " dx, LI/ («?x) }2J dt + dx, LI/C^i)III dt 
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Now 

But since 

we have 

and therefore 

d_ 
dxu 

X - A_A | f (x \t 

f fa) = fa - *0 fa - *■.,).fa - ®J, 

/4afa'wl“fav 

9.®,, .{/'OX 

2X 

provided /jl be not unity. After substitution and division by the 

d2x 
coefficient of on the left-hand side, the equation becomes 

X Zh y i 
_1^2 d2xl __ 1 d 

df - * dx, L{/ fa)fj ' /fa)/ ("0 Xfa "7fa)7fa) 
1 + 

+ + /v 

Similarly 

cffa _ , fa 
df ~ ^ dx„ 

X. 

Liz far + 
X/fa* 

/fa)/fa) 

X.*X* ' 1 

/ fa)/' fa) »2 - +/' fa)/' fa) - «3 

1 
+ d" /•/ 

/'fa)/fa>,-*.’ 

and so for the others, making n in all. Now let the n left-hand 

sides of these equations be added together; the sum will be equal 

to that of the n right-hand sides. It will be seen that in the latter. 

X}X; 
enters, then when in the rth expression a term .- — 

J \Xr) J \Xa) Xr 

X ^X * 1 
in the sth expression a term „ ' — - also enters, and 

J \X*)J \Xr) x*~~ Xr 

the sum of the two is therefore zero. All the terms containing 

these fractions 

thus we have 
— x. 

will for all values of s and r disappear; and 
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cntial cucflicicnt of th<* left-hand side with regard to ,t(, and no we 

have 

‘J'1 — II, i- (./•-./■) i terms involvin'' Lr — ,r I = 0. 
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I J f-'V 
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Crelle,, t. xxiii., pp. 354-t369, very useful; and he would do well to consult the 
following papers by Jacobi, 

Crelle, t. ix., pp. 394—403 ; 
t. xiii., pp. 55—78 ; 
t. xxiv., pp. 28—35 ; 
t. xxxii., pp. 220—226, 

all of which are contained in the second volume of his collected works. 

For the higher parts, chiefly in connexion with the theory of transcen¬ 
dental functions, the memoirs of Abel should be consulted. 

Total Differential Equations. 

150. The differential equations with which we have hitherto 
had to deal have been, except in §§ 148 and 149, such as include 
■one- dependent and one independent variable; for the future we 
shall consider those which include more than two variables. These 
may be divided into two classes, one in which only one dependent 
variable occurs, the other in which only one independent variable 
occurs. In equations of the former class we shall have the partial 
differential coefficients of the single dependent variable relatively 
to the independent variables; these are called partial differential 
equations and will afterwards be discussed. In equations of the 
latter class we shall have the differential coefficients of the several 
dependent variables with reference to the single independent 
variable (which may be either expressed or implied) ; these are 
usually called total differential equations. 

Now if we have an integral equation 

4> (®> V> z) = c, \ 

where G is a constant, we may suppose that x, y, z undergo slight 
variations dx, dy, dz, which we know will be connected by the 

relation 

^ dx _i_ dv + dz = 0 
dxd +dydy+ 

or, if we assume that x, y, z are all functions of some variable t, 

then 

dx = ^ dt, dy = d^ dt, dz = ^ dt; dz = ~ dt; 
dt 

and the foregoing equation becomes 

d(f> dx 9<j6 dy d<fi dz __ 0 
_ -j- ■ -j- —- u. 
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These two are equivalent forms; the form usually adopted is the 

first; if in any case the second be given, it can at once be changed 

into that of the first. Moreover, if ~ have any common 

factor, the equation can be simplified by the removal of that 
common factor; and so we may consider the general form of such 
an equation in the three variables as represented by 

jPdx + Qdy -j- Bdz — 0, 

where P, Q, R are given functions^ of x, y} z and are proportional 
to the differential coefficients of <£. 

151. But, conversely, when any equation of the form 

Pdx + Qdy + Rdz = 0 

is given, it does not necessarily lead to an equation of the form 

<l> (x, y, z) = G\ 

for the existence of such an equation implies that the three quanti¬ 

ties P, Q, R are proportional to the differential coefficients of some 
one function, and this is not satisfied while P, Q, R are quite 
general. We must therefore find out under what circumstances 
such a differential equation will lead to an integral of the given 
form; and, on the assumption that such an integral is possible, 

indicate a method of obtaining it. 

There will remain the further problem of obtaining a solution 
of the equation when the conditions necessary for the existence of 

such an integral as the above are not satisfied. 

152. In the first place then we assume that such an integral 

exists; we must therefore have P, Q, R respectively proportional 
to the partial differential coefficients of' some function <f> with 

regard to x, y, so that we may write 

/,p= 
dj> 
dec’ t*Q = 

3<jb 

a? 
y,R = 

dej) 
Yz: 

in which yu is some function the value of which is unknown, 

the first two of these equations we have 

From 

dy (i^P) - 
dxdy dx -s>e>. 
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or 

that is, 

Similarly 

and 

9 fx 

dx’ 

'dll 

.dx 

91 \ ^ 9yt6 dfi 

dz j dz dec' 

Multiplying the last three ^equations respectively by R, R, Q 

and adding, we have 

which is the equation giving the relation between JP, Q and R; 

and this, when identically satisfied, indicates that the proposed 
differential equation leads to an integral of the form considered. 

158. We shall now assume that this relation exists and that 
the differential equation therefore has a primitive of the form 

<f> (-D V> z)~C\ 

we h&ve to shew how to deduce this primitive. 

If we had this primitive and proceeded to form the correspond¬ 

ing differential equation with a restriction that ^ should not vary, 
the equation would bo 

Pda: + Qdij = 0, 

which equation would not he affected by any term in the primitive 
which involved z alone. * 

Conversely then, if we integrate 

Pdm + Qdtj = 0. 

on the assumption that z does not vary, the arbitrary constant 

of integration is a quantity independent of the variations of x and 
y and may therefore be an arbitrary function of We replace 
the arbitrary constant by an arbitrary function of ^ and so have a 
relation between a, y and z. This however will not necessarily be 

the integral required, for it may not satisfy the equation 

Pdx 4- Qdy 4- llclz = 0; 
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we only know that it satisfies the particular form of this in the 

ease when z does not vary. It is therefore desirable to form the 
differential equation corresponding to the integral in the form in 

which it now occurs; it should yield the given differential equation 
and a comparison of the two forms will lead, from the condition 
that they must be identical, to an equation which will determine 
the value of the arbitrary function of z. This last will also be a 
differential equation; when integrated it will contain the arbitrary 

constant in the determined function of z which on substitution 

furnishes the primitive. Hence we have the rule: 

Let the equation be 

Pdx + Qdg 4* Rdz = 0, 

and mppose the relation 

satisfied. Integrate 

Pdx -f Qdy = 0 

as if z were invariablef, and make the arbitrary constant of inte¬ 

gration equal to <j> (z). Substitute now so as to obtain the ori¬ 

ginal equation and choose <f> (z) so that the coefficient of dz is It. 

The primitive is then found. 

Ex. 1. Integrate 

(y dx + x dy) (a-z)+xy dz=0. 

Here P~y{a-z\ Q^x(a-z), and the equation of condition is 

satisfied. 

On the assumption that z is invariable the term xydz disappears and then 
a-z will divide out, so that the equation becomes 

ydx+xdy*&(\ 

which integrated gives 

according to the rule. Differentiating this we have 

ydx+xdy-^ dz=*0. 

# If more convenient either of the other variables might be considered tem¬ 

porarily constant and the corresponding changes made. 
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In order that the two equations may be the same we must have 

dtp __ xy __ <f> 

dz a — z . a —z' 

Hence 

therefore 

1 d<fi_1_ _ 1 

cj) dz ~~ a ~z~~ z-a* 

4>(z) = C(z-a), 

where G is a constant; and the primitive is 

soy-G{z~a). 

Ecc. 2. Verify that for each of the following equations the condition of 

integrability is satisfied, and obtain the primitives : 

(i) (y + s) dx + (z + x) dy + ix+y) dz=0 ; 

(ii) zydx—zxdy 4- y 2dz ; 

(iii) (y + a)2 dx-\-zdy — (y + a) dz—0 ; 

(iv) (x - a) dx -\~(z — c) dz+{h2 ~(x~a)2~(z- cff dy — 0; 
(v) (2y2 4- 4 az2x2) xdx 4- {3y+2x2 4- (y2 4- z2) ~ *} ydy 

+ {4z2-f 2ow?4 4- (y2 4- 32) ~ *} zdz=0 ; 

(vi) (y2+yz) dx + (xz+z2) dy + (y2 ~xy)dz~ 0 ; 

(vii) (x2y - y3 - yh) dx 4- {xy2 -x2~ x2z) dy 4- (xy2 4- x2y) dz—0; 

(viii) (2x2 4- 2.$y + 2xz2 4-1) dx+dy + 2zdz=0 ; 

(ix) (2x+y2+2xz) dx 4- 2xydy 4- x2dz=du. 

154 The preceding solution has been obtained on the sup¬ 

position that the equation of condition among the coefficients of 
the differential elements dx, dy, dz is satisfied; it remains now to 
consider the class of equations for which the condition is not 
satisfied, and for which there cannot therefore be a single general 

integral. 

Let us now assume any arbitrary relation between x, y, z of 

the form 
^ y> z) = 0; 

this on being differentiated gives 

dyfr 

dx 
dx + dy 4- dz = 0. 

When the form yfr is specified, these two equations will determine 
^ and dz in terms of x7 y, dx and dy (or, generally, one of the 
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variables and its differential in terms of the other two and their 
differentials); when they are substituted in the equation 

Pdx + Qdy 4- Rdz = 0 

they make it of the form 

Mdx + Ndy = 0, 

where M and JSf are functions of x and y, the values of which will 
depend upon the form of the chosen function \fr. Now this equa¬ 
tion may be integrated and the integral, containing an arbitrary 
constant, will together* with the relation 

^ (®, V>z) = 0 

constitute a solution of the differential equation. 

For it is evident from the method of derivation of the integral 
that, in combination with = 0, it furnishes relations between 
x, y and £ such that the differential equation is satisfied. 

By giving all possible forms to ^ every possible solution will 
be obtained. Each solution will be constituted by two equations. 

Ex. 1. Solve 
dz—aydx+bdy. 

The equation of condition is not satisfied ; some relation between x} y, z 

must therefore be assumed and this may be perfectly arbitrary : let it be 

y =/(<*>)■ 

A combination of this with the differential equation giv^s , 

dz=af(x) dx+bf' (x) dx, 

the integral of which is 

z--a Jf (x) dx+ bf(x) + C. 

This, with f (x) — y, forms a solution of the proposed equation. 

Ex. 2. Obtain the most general solution of the equation 

(rfSL 

i -tf-p) cfo=0 

which is consistent with the relation 

+ + c2 
= 1. 

Ex. 3. Find the equation which must be associated with x2+y2=<j> (is) in 

order to give an integral of 

{x (x - a) -by (y - 6)} dz=(z- e) (xdx+ydy); 
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and that which must be associated with 

j/ +sh*%./’+<(> (:) -0 

so as to satisfy 
zdx 4» xdy +j/dz ^ (h 

Ex. 4. Prove that, if \x bo a quantity such that ^ 

fi (Pdx +■ (£<hf) d lf, ^ 

then a solution of the general equation may lie riipmswilwj by 

^(4 \c- 

This is Monge’s form. 

Ex. 5. Obtain the general equations which constitute tin* aolnfiiiii *4' 
♦ ' '% f 

ydx**{x -~x) (dy - dzp } * r ' ‘i 
t ; 

155. It is not at first night clear how the equalIon of' roudUion 

affects the above process and, in particular, why what ha* h*** u 
given as the solution in the latter caw* is not fin* coin? ion hi lf<o 

former case. But the relation between the two solution» #*an fc 

seen as follows. ; ‘ , 

The elimination of the differential (dement dz hclUfru th»* tao 
equations in which it occurs leads to the equation 

and, in order that this may be reduced to the form 

Mdsn «f AW// sc (), 

the variable z, which occurs in it, must hi* replaced by it* %ii!u^ 

derived from f (cr?, y, z) =0. Now supper th*« equation of mn 

dition is satisfied so that /\ Q, // are proportional to tfa* iltlthr* 
ential coefficients with regard to r,//» z of mm* fiiiietion ; d ifrp 
function be ^ (z, y, z\ than we have* 

1 ?tyfr I (ty f 
it <)Z “ (Ji>u "/* fa ..*,V», 

and the equation involving dx and </;/ in i<l«*nlimlly wtibti.d, Tin *, 
will thus, on thin Hijpiwsition, lx; no other equation u> ml) i$- 

ciated with the equation -((.or, what equivalent tor tin". 

f=*C) this by itself is sufficient Ibr the solution of <{,.• dill* *. lUml 
equation, and any other equation associated with \jr V non ?,<• 
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perfectly arbitrary (such as % = 0), for its expression will not entei 

into the differential equation when formed from these integral 
equations. If however the equation first written down be not that 
which leads to the particular properties (A), but be another such 
as ^ = 0, it will still be possible to derive the equation ty=C, intc 
the expression of which the form of % does not enter; and we 
may therefore consider as the general solution of the differentia] 

equation the equation 

while, if we wish to determine y and 2 separately as functions oi 
x, we associate with this any arbitrary relation between x, y, z. 

If however the equation of condition between the quantities 
P, Q, R be not satisfied, there is no function ^ such that the 

relations (A) hold ; and thus 

Mdx + Ndy = 0 

is not an identity but leads to an integral, the form of which is 
affected by the form of the arbitrary equation first written down 
and which must be associated with that equation in order to con¬ 

stitute the integral. 

It thus appears that the difference between the two cases is 

this; while we may consider that in both cases two equations are 
necessary to give the complete solution, in the case when the 
equation of condition is satisfied one of these integral equations 
(called ^ = (?) is completely unaffected in form by the other (called 
% = 0), but in the case when the equation of condition is not 
satisfied one of these integral equations is affected in form by the 
other. 

156. The difference between the results in the two classes 
having been indicated, it is now possible to adopt a method of 
integration which shews the point of separation between the 
processes applying to these classes. Let 

x(f> V> ^)as0 

be any relation between x, y and £; then 
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We also have 
Pdx -f- Qdy + Rdz = 0. 

Let the former equation be multiplied by X (a quantity to be 
determined afterwards) and added to the latter, so that 

0°+x 10 ^++x %)dy+i11+x If)dz= 
or, say, Pxdx -f- Qxdy + Rxdz = 0. 

* Let X be so chosen as to make P*, Qx, Rt proportional to the 
differential coefficients with regard to x, y, z respectively of some 

function ; then the integral of the last equation is 

f (®, y> z)=0, 

where G is arbitrary, and the primitive of the differential equation 
is given by the two equations 

% O, y>z) = 0 ) 

^0, y, *) = Oy 

Now since Px, Qxi Rx are proportional to differential coefficients 
with regard to x, y} z, we have 

Px (d Qi 
\dz 

ciP, _ 0Q, 
, dy dec 

or substituting for Px, Qt, Rx and reducing, wo have 

P 
dQ 
.dz dx) 

+x{d%(3(i-dJ‘)+h m +% /«■_ ?8 )l 
\dx \dz dy)^dy\dx dz/^dz\dy dx)] 

If P, Q, R be themselves proportional to differential coefficients 
with regard to x, y, z, the first line in this equation vanishes and a 

solution of the equation is \ = 0; Pt, Qv Rx are then independent 
of £ and therefore yjr (x, y, z) is independent of %. 

If P, Q, R be not such as to make the first lino vanish, then X 
is shewn by this equation to depend upon the form of % and there¬ 
fore also will depend upon the form of %. The form of ifr will 

in this case be determined by the method given in § 154; but the 
foregoing investigation is useful as a means of instituting the 
analytical comparison between the methods. 

F. 17 
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Geometrical Interpretation. 

157. A geometrical interpretation can be given to the differ¬ 
ential equation and its integral, which will illustrate the differ¬ 
ence between the two classes of equation explained in the last 
two paragraphs. 

If as usual x, y, z represent the coordinates of a point A, 
the equation will then represent some locus. Let A' be a 
point on the locus adjacent to A ; then dx, dy, dz are pro¬ 
portional to the direction cosines of A A' and the differential 
equation implies a relation between these direction cosines; the 
locus which it represents will therefore be some curve or family 
of curves, and not a surface or family of surfaces. 

158. Consider now the two differential equations 

doi __dz' 
jF “Q7 ~ R. 

P\ Q, R being the same functions of x\ y, z' that P, Q, R are 
of x, y, z; their integrals are of the form 

ui = ai 

u%= a2 

(ii), 

where ux and u2 are functions of x'} y', z \ and as they coexist 
these integrals really represent the intersection qf two surfaces 
each of which is one of a family. This intersection of any two 
particular surfaces is a curve, and we therefore have a doubly 
infinite system of curves. One curve of this system passes through 

A and is determined by those values of at and a2 obtained by 
substituting in ux and u2 the coordinates of A. Let A" be the 
point on this curve which is consecutive to A ; then the direction 
cosines of A A" are proportional to dx\ dy, dz or to the values of 
P', O', R at A} that is to P, Q, R. Now the condition that AA'% 
AA' may be perpendicular is 

Pdx + Qdy 4- Rdz = 0, 

which is the given differential equation; hence it expresses 
the fact that AA' is perpendicular to that curve of (ii) which 
passes through A. The solution of the differential equation 
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must therefore include all the curves which cut the system (ii) 
orthogonally. 

If we start from A in any direction which is perpendicular to 
the tangent at A to that curve of the system (ii) -which passes 

through A, we shall come at A' to an adjacent curve of this system; 
moving from A'.xsx any direction at right angles to this we shall 

at another consecutive point in this path reach another adjacent 
curve; and so on. The path thus obtained must he included in 
the solution of the differential equation; and as at each point A 

we may move in any one of an infinite number of directions (i.e. 
in any direction lying in the normal plane at A to the curve of the 

system) it follows that the solution of the equation will contain an 

arbitrary function. 

Let us, then, draw through A any surface we please and limit 
our path so as to he in this surface; starting from A at right 

angles to the curve of (ii) there will, in general, be only one 
direction possible in the surface and moving along this through a 

small arc we shall at its extremity A' come to another curve; at 
A' there will as before be usually only one direction possible in the 

surface and it will load to another point A" and so on; and we 
shall thus obtain on the arbitrary surface a single path passing 
through the point A. Had a different point B on the same surface 

(but not lying in the path through A) been the starting point 

there would have been similarly obtained a single path through B 

different from the former; and so for any point. 

We should therefore have on any arbitrary surface a singly 

infinite series of curves. 

159. This is the exact geometrical process corresponding to 

the analytical process applying to the case when the equation of 
condition was not satisfied. For what was there done was to assume 
an arbitrary relation among the variables—this is the equation of 
the arbitrary surface; it was combined with the differential equation 
and, after integration, another equation was obtained containing an 
arbitrary constant which with the original arbitrary relation was 
considered the solution. The new equation containing one arbi¬ 
trary constant represents a family of surfaces; and the combination 
of the two gives the system of curves which form their intersection. 
Each of these curves lies on the surface first taken, and so we have 

17—2 

m 
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an infinite series of curves on this surface. The process therefore 
gives the system of lines which lie on any surface and which 
satisfy the differential equation. 

160. Now it may happen that the complete system of curves 
(ii) can be cut orthogonally by a surface and so by a family of 

surfaces; thus if the system were a series of straight lines all 
passing through one point they would be cut orthogonally by any 

sphere which had that point for centre. In this case any curve 
drawn upon an orthogonal surface would cut the system (ii) at 

right angles, since it is at every point perpendicular to some 
one of the system; and such a curve would therefore be included 
in the solution. Hence the general solution must include all 
curves that can possibly be drawn upon any one of these surfaces 
and therefore, if we look upon a surface as the aggregate of all 
the curves that can be drawn on it, we may say that the surface is 
included in the system of curves. As the surface is one of a family 

all the members of which possess the same property, we consider 
that the equation of this family of surfaces is the solution of the 

equation; and what has been said shews it to be thereby implied 
that the equations of every curve that can be drawn upon one of 

the family constitute a solution. 

161. This corresponds exactly with the process applicable to 
the case for which the equation of condition was satisfied; we there 
had (§ 155) an equation ^ = G and any other arbitrary equation 
% = 0, the two representing one curve on each of the surfaces ^=0; 
by taking all possible arbitrary equations % = 0 we obtained all 
possible curves on the surfaces yfr = C and thus ultimately the 
surfaces themselves into the expression of which the form of % did 
not enter. 

162. It only remains to shew how the equation of condition is 
derivable from the geometrical considerations. The arguments 
are applicable on the supposition that the system of curves repre¬ 
sented by 

daf' _ dy' _ dz' 
F~-Q' 

can be cut orthogonally. If they can be cut orthogonally, as at 

any point A, the tangent to the particular curve passing through 
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A must coincide with the normal at A to this orthogonal surface 
Now the direction cosines of the tangent at A arc proportional to 
the values of F, Q', K at A, that is, to F, Q, Ji ; and if 

4>V,y\z') = G 

he the orthogonal surface, the direction cosines of the normal at 

the point x, >j, z (which is A) are proportional to ; since 

the direction cosines must be the same for the two lines we must 
have 

1 d4> 
F da>' 

i a <f> i d<t> 
lidz' 

Let each of these quantities he equal to y so that 

d<f> 
bx 

ft dp n d<f> 
dy 

• fjbli; 

the* crimination of $ and fx between these loads (as in § X52) to the 

equation eonnidttmi, which in therefore the condition that the 
system of curves may be cut orthogonally. 

Case of n variables. 

103. In what him preceded only three variableB have been 
HuppoHtni to occur; but it is easy to pans to the ease when there 
arc more than three. In order that the equation 

Xtdxt + X9dx9 + Xtdx% 4s *. *..+■ Xndxn *= O, 

where Xt, X9f ......... are functions of xxt m%9 ...., should have 
a complete integral of the form 

4> (^i*.«J - A, 

the quantities) must bo proportional to the partial differential 

coefficient* !& » so that we may write 

for all values l, %.n of/a. If now Xf /x, v be three different 

tttifflxts, wo have 

dxjlxk 

0 
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and 

and therefore 
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fdXp dXK\ _ y dv Y dv. 
fa dccj~ K fa 

'9Xa _ 9X„\ _ v _ v 9^ 
fa fa)~ vdxK Kfa’ 

'dXy _ dXA _ y dv „ dv 

fa~ dce,)~ fa vdx/ 

: -/. <?c-j 

[1*68. 

'^2L- 

Y fiX^ __ dXk\ y fdX\ __ dXv\ y fdXv 
v\dxk dxJ + *H-\dxu 0%) + \dxl 

33 

If the set of equations derived from this by all possible combina¬ 

tions of three different suffixes from among 1, 2, 3,.. n be 
satisfied, then thee differential equation has an integral of the 

proposed form. The total number of these equations of condition 
is \n (n — 1) (?z. — 2); they are not all independent, for if there 
be written down the four equations which involve three out of th£ 
four quantities Xk> X^ XV} Xp any one of them will be found to be 
derivable from the other three. 

Ex. Prove that the total number of independent equations of condition is 

i(w-i)(fc-2). 

164. When these equations of condition or the necessarily 
independent equations are identically satisfied, the primitive, which 
must therefore exist, can be obtained by an extension of the method 
adopted for equations with three variables. We integrate as if all 
but two of the variables were constant and we replace the arbitrary 
constant by an arbitrary function of all those variables which are 
supposed constant. The equation so obtained is differentiated 
with regard to all the variables and the result is made to agree 
with the given equation; the conditions necessary for this agree¬ 
ment will serve to determine the arbitrary function which was 
introduced and so to determine the primitive. 

Ex. 1. It is easily verifiable that| the coefficients of the differentials in 
the equation 

(2xx+x22+- x8) dxx+2x1x2dx2 - xxdx8+x^dx^=0, 

satisfy the equations of condition which are four in* number, three being inde- 
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pendent. Following the rule we assume that only two of the variables may 

change and these may be taken to be x3 and x4; the integral derived is 

—xxx3 "4“ xxx^ — G —— af)y 

where 0 is a function of xx and x2. Differentiating this we have 

( -xz4- 2#j#4) dxx - xxdx3+x^dx^=dcj>, 

and a comparison of this with the given equations shews that 

- dtp = (2xx+x22) dxx + %xxx2dx2. 

We thus have an equation involving three differentials d<p, dxx, dx2, 

instead of four (we should have, in the general case, an equation involving 
n~l differentials instead of n); the rule is reapplied to this and the number 
again decreased by unity and so on, until we can obtain a final integral. In 
the example specially considered the integral is easily seen to be 

~ (p + A = Xt2-f-XXX2\ 

where A is now an arbitrary constant; and the primitive is 

xx2+xxx22 - xxx3 + xx2x4—A. 

Ex. 2. The following equations have a primitive of the form considered; 

obtain it for each of them: 

(i) yzudx+zuxdy + uxy dz+ocyz du=0\ 

(ii) (y+z + u) dxJr{zJrUJrx) dy+ {uJrX+y) dz + {xJry -¥z) du—Q] 

(iii) z(y+z) dx+z(u-x) dy+y (x-u) dz+y (y + z)du~0. 

Equations of a degree higher than the first. 

165. Equations may arise in which the differentials of the 
variables occur in a degree higher than the first; into their 
solution it is not proposed to enter fully but only to indicate a 

method of proceeding in some cases. The general equation of 
the second degree may be taken as 

Xdx2 Ydy2 + Zdz* + 2X'dydz + 2 Y'dzdx ~b 2Z’dmdy = 0, 

in which X} Y, Zy X\ Y', Z are functions of x, y, and z. If the 
left-hand side can be resolved into two factors, then the equation 

may be replaced by two others each of the form 

Pdoo + Qdy + Mdz = 0, 

obtained by equating separately to zero the two factors. The 
solution of either of these, obtained by previous methods, will 

be a particular solution of the differential equation proposed; 
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and the two general solutions taken together will constitute the 
complete solution. In the case when each of the linear equations 
is' satisfied, in the sense of the preceding paragraphs, by a single 
integral of the respective forms 

•'h (®, y, z)-Gt = 0, (x, y, z) - Cs = 0, 
the general solution will, as in § 19, be represented by 

{•<h («> V, *) - 0} (a, y, z) - C) = 0.(A). 

In the case when two separate equations are needed for the 
solution each corresponding pair must be looked upon as a solution. 

Now the condition that these should be solutions is that the 
left-hand side of the original equation should be resoluble into 
factors. The left-hand side is equal to 

-z [(Zdz + Y'dx + X'dyY - {( Y* - XZ) da? - 2 (ZZ - X’ F) dx dy 

+ (X*~ YZ)dy% 

and in order that this may resolve into two factors we must have 

(Y* - XZ) dd - 2 {ZZ‘ - X' T) dxdy + (.X'2 - YZ) dtf 

a perfect square, which will be the case if 

(Y* - XZ) {X'2 - YZ) - {ZZ' - X' Y'f = 0, 

that is, if 

Z(XYZ+ 2X'Y'Z' - XX'2 - YY'2 - ZZ'2) = 0; 

or, since Z is not zero, we must have 

XYZ+2X'Y'Zr-XX'2~- YYn-ZZ***Q. 

When this condition is satisfied the general solution is obtained 
in the foregoing manner. 

When this condition is not satisfied the proposed equation 

does not admit of a single primitive of the form (A) nor of a set 

of separate primitives each given by a pair of equations; but it 
does in general admit of a solution expressed by a system of 
simultaneous equations. 

Ex. 1. The equation 

-f +9oydxdy^ 0 

satisfies the condition; and the equivalent equations are 

xdx+ydyfzd$***09 xdx+ydy-2d$**Q9 
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which lead to the integrals 

X1 + y2 +• Zl — = 0, A*2+y2_2;2_. tt2=0, 

and therefore a general solution will be 

(r2+yl4*z'1—a) (a?2+y1-zl-a) =0, 

i. o. (,r24-y2 — a)2=s4, 

in which # is an arbitrary constant. 

2. Solve 

(i) d'd^4mm'dy24nn’dz2 4 (£m'+2'm) dr % + (Za'+Vn) dse cZz 

+ (mn' +- m'n) dz dy=0 ; 

(ii) (#dx+ydy-k zdz)lz=(g2—a?2 - y2) (#dx+ydy + zdz) dz ; 

(iii) dxdyds^0; 

(iv) dr, dy, dz «0, where m is a constant. 

xy y7 mz * 

dxy dy} mdz , 

Ex. 3. Obtain a solution of the equation 

a(b-~c)xdydz+b (a - a) y dzdx 4- c (a ~ b) zdx dy=Q 

consistent with the equation 

a^+fry24*^2==L 

(The former is the differential equation of the lines of curvature upon the 
surface represented by the latter.) 

Ex. 4. Also of the equation 

j zPdxy y2dy, zHz 

i dr, dy, dz 

consistent with the equation 
ft 

xyz» L 

Simultaneous Equations with constant coefficients. 

106. We have hitherto considered only single differential 

equations; we proceed now to treat of systems of equations. The 
simplest and at the same time most frequently occurring class is 
that in which there is Saly one independent variable of which all 
other variables which occur are functions; for the separate and com¬ 

plete determination of each of these dependent variables, the number 

0 
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of equations in the system must be equal to the number of depen¬ 

dent variables. In this class are included most of the differential 

equations of dynamics; thus in the case of the chief problem of 

physical astronomy—that of determining the motion of a system of 
material bodies under the influence of their mutual attractions— 
there is a single independent variable, the time elapsed from 

some definite epoch, while the dependent variables are the co¬ 
ordinates of the several bodies; these coordinates vary with the 
time and so furnish the varying positions of the bodies, and they 

are individually determinate since the number of equations is 
equal to the total number of coordinates. All equations dealing 
with the small oscillations in a moving system of bodies are also 

included; in them there is the additional simplification that the 
equations are all linear, the quantities multiplying the differential 

coefficients being constants. 

The general theory of the latter will be first considered. 

167. Let t denote the independent variable and D stand for 
djdt] taking the simplest possible general case, we shall have two 

equations involving two dependent variables denoted by x and y. 
As the equations are supposed linear, all the terms involving 

differential coefficients of x can be gathered together, and so also 
for all those involving differential coefficients of y; and the equa¬ 
tions may therefore be written in the form 

A(D)a> + ^(D)y~Tt {. m 
A (P) x + fa (D) y - .w’ 

where fvf2, <pv </>2 are rational algebraical integral functions with 
constant coefficients and Tx and 2\ are explicit functions of t alone, 
a constant or a zero value not being excluded. Operate on both 

the sides of the first equation with </>2 (D) and on both the sides of 
the second with cj>1 (D); then they become 

<h (-D)/x CD) * + (D> & (D) V - & (D> 20 
ft {L)f% (D) * + ft (D) ft (2>) y = ft <2>) Tj ' • 

Since the functions <f> have only constants in their coefficients 
it follows that' 

ft (#) ft X) y=ft (i>) ft (J>) y. 

fi 
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and therefore the above equations give 

WA P) - <h i»)A m «■= & (P) A - & (.i)) r,.(ii). 

Now let lv Z2, mx> m2 be the indices of the highest differential 
coefficients in flf /2, <f>lt cf>2 respectively; then the index of the 
highest differential in (I))/x (D) is m2 + ^ and in <jb1 (D) /# (D) is 

mi + of these two numbers let n denote that which is not less 
than the other, so that n is the order of the highest differential 
coefficient of x in the foregoing linear equation determining x. 
To solve it we adopt the method of Chapter in. applicable to an 
ordinary single equation; if P be any value of x which satisfies 

the equation (there called the Particular Integral), and Xv Xn 
the n roots of the equation 

& <A)A (X) - 01 (X)/, (X) = 0.(A), 

the complete value of x ig 

x = A/'* + A+.+ AneKt +1\ 

where Ax, ., An are arbitrary constants. 

Proceed in the same way to eliminate x from the two funda¬ 
mental equations by operating on the first with /2 (D) and sub¬ 
tracting it from the second after this has been operated upon with 
fx (I)); we then have 

{*, WA (■*>) - h WA m y ~A 0>) 'A -A 0>) A.(ill), 

and so as before 

y = B^xt + -f.+* Bueknt 4- Q, 

where BVB^., Bn are arbitrary constants, and Q is the Parti¬ 

cular Integral of the differential equation (III). 

168. We have in the expressions for the two dependent 
variables two sets of constants arising from the differential equations 
II and III; they are both composed of arbitrary constants, but 
we do not know whether they are independent of one another; 

this dependence may exist and yet the constants may be arbitrary. 
Thus any one of the constants B might bo a multiple of one of 
the constants A; the latter being arbitrary the former would 
be so also. We therefore must determine the number of inde¬ 
pendent arbitrary constants. To do this let the values of m and y 

be substituted in either of the equations (I), say in the first; then 
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the terms involving P and Q which are particular integrals giVe 
on the left-hand side a term Tx which will cancel with that on the 
right-hand side and the resulting equation is 

[4i/i (\) + B^ (\)} eXlt -f [A2fx (X2) -f B2<f>1 (X2)} +. 

+ {^-n/i (\z) + Bn(j>t (X„)} eKt as 0. 

Since this is to be satisfied for all values of t, we must have the 
coefficient of each exponential zero, and therefore 

AA(\)+xa(\)=o' 
^•2/1 (\) + = 0 . .^ 

(\n) = 0_ 

so that each constant B can be derived from each constant A. 
The number of independent arbitrary constants in the complete 
solution of the simultaneous equations is therefore n, i.e. the expo¬ 
nent of the highest index in the operator 

Hence the solution of the equations (I) is given by the foregoing 
values of x and y ; the quantities X occurring in the expressions are 
the roots of the equation (A), and the relations between fhe con¬ 
stants are given by equations (B). 

169. In exactly the same way it may be proved that, if there 
be three dependent variables given by the three equations 

/, (D) x + <*>, (D) y + ^ (D) s = Tv 
A (D) x+ 4>jD)y + (D) 5 = Tv 

A (D) x + ^ (D) V +^8 iP) z = T%> 
the number of independent arbitrary constants entering into the 
complete solution is the index of the highest power of D in the 

determinant 

fx(JD), <j)t(D), *.(D) 

/S(D), *,(D), *,(D) . 

AW> <h(D)> f,P) 
170. If the roots of the equation (A) which give the coefficients 

of t in the exponents be real and unequal, the solution given above 

is complete. It remains to consider the cases 
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(i) when there is a pair of imaginary roots; 

(ii) when there is a pair of equal real roots; 

the case of equal imaginary roots will follow from a combination of 

these two. 

For the former the solution obtained remains general, hut it is 

desirable to change it so that the form may be free from, imaginary 

quantities. The two imaginary roots, say \ and may Tbe denoted 
by « + /Si; hence the corresponding part of x is 

eat{A/u + Aae?ti), 

that is, e (A cos fit + sin (At), 
on changing the arbitrary constants as in § 44; the part of y corre¬ 
sponding to the two imaginary roots is similarly 

eat (M, cos fit + M2 sin fit). 

Instead of making the necessary changes in the relations 
between A and B, it is better to substitute again these expressions 
in one or other of the fundamental equations and derive the corre¬ 

sponding relations as before. 

For the latter case the solution obtained ceases to he general 
because two constants, say A1 and At, become merged, into one; 
but it may be proved, exactly m in § 44, that the part of x 
depending upon this repeated root A is 

eu {A + A't), 

and the part of y is 

eu(B+B't). 

Ex. 1. Prove that in the latter case the relations between the four con¬ 
stants reducing them to two independent constants are 

*0. 

Ex. 2. If an imaginary root be repeated, write down the corre¬ 

sponding parts of the complementary functions in s and y. 

171. It may happen that the question in conTCt^crfcioii with 

which the differential equations arise will afford sortxe indication 
of the form of the result. Thus in a problem relarfcixxg* to small 
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oscillations we should expect the values of the dependent variables 
to be expressed in terms of purely periodic functions; and it would 
then be proper to substitute for x and y respectively functions 
of the form 

Lx cos fit + Z2 sin fit, 

Mx cos /31 -f M2 sin fit, 

instead of ext in the equations (II) and (III). By equating to zero 
the coefficients of cos /3t and of sin fit in each equation after these 

values have been substituted there will be four equations linear 

and homogeneous in the quantities L and M; and the eliminants 
of these will furnish the values of /3. If on the other hand the 
problem indicate a motion of unstable character the form of value 
for x adopted would be 

eat (Zj cos fit + Z2 sin fit), 

and so for y; but if there be no external information of this 
character then the ordinary method should be adopted. 

Ex. 1. Solve the equations 

dx 

Here we have 

jDx+ag~0\ 

-aaX+Dy - OJ 5 

•and therefore the equation for x is 

so tiiat x-Aco&ayt+B sin oat. 

Similarly y=A’cos<ot+B'sin at. 

The relations between A, B, A’, B' are at once derived by substituting in 
the first equation: we have 

- a>A sin at+a>B OOS at= - a,A' COS a>li - aB' sin at, # 

A'=-B, and B'=A. 

The shortest method would have been to use the first equation to give y 
m terms of x, so that 3 

1 dx 
V~ a~df 

—A sin oat — B COS oat. 

This method is however applicable only in particular cases. 

171] 

Ex. s 

Whe: 
equation 

Ileuc 

and the 

where & 

and the 

It is 

Ex. 

The 

anothej 

Mul 

providi 

that is, 
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Ex. 2. Solve the equations 

dzif , dr , .. flj 

When we collect the terms which belong to the /^parat** varmbF», f!l 

equations are 

(//^V 
w/h* 4* (4* |Fj // -4D 

Hence the equation for x is 

and the value of x in 

x=Lx cm f$xt -f* L% sin i\t, 4* L% ewifi,/ 4* /H *iti #4/f 

where ft2 and 02a are the roots of th« equation 

<$/) ><}; 

and the value of y in 

y=s JfjSin^-J4«om/^/ f 

It is easy to prove that the relation bcilwwut tfni roii«LinLi p 

!•* I L-j //i 
if**' 

Ex. 3. Solve 

dx . * . 
^ aaCMr + Oy + ff 

dfy . f, # 
.^j!s««rFo//FF - 

They might be solved by adopting the ordinary rub?; tli» MUmm^ l» 
another method applicable to thin form. 

Multiply the second equation by m mid add to tlm first; iJimi 

"4 d 
^ (a *f nm*) 4-y (b 4* frd/) t c h 

* (« 4* mat) (x +- wty)-fr§ + md% 

provided m be so chosen that 

b 4* mb* *®*M(a+wm% 

that is, if m be a mot of the equation 
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The foregoing differential equation being 

_d{p+my) 
~dt. 

{a ■+• ma') (x4*my) + c 4* me'" 

its integral is 

(a 4 ma!) (x 4 my) 4* c 4 me'=Aet(a+ma). 

Let m1 and m2 be the roots of the quadratic equation; then this is an 

integral provided m is either mi or m%. On substituting m=m1 we have 

(a+m^af) (x 4* m^y) 4- c4- mxc'=A1ejCta+wlia^, 

and on substituting m=m2 we have 

(a+m2a') (x 4* m$) 4- c 4*m2c'—A2et(a'+m*a'\ 

where A1 and A2 are arbitrary constants. These two equations constitute the 

complete solution of the given pair of simultaneous equations. 

Ex. 4. Solve in the same way as the last example the equations 

d?x , 
W=™+by 

d?y , ,, 

w=ax+hy J 
Ex. 5. Solve the following equations: 

(i) 
dx ^ 
- + >!x-y=0, %+**+<& =0; 

(ii) 
dx K 
di+5tf+y=e', 

ii i = e“; 

(iii) 4S+9J+44^+49^’ 3S+7l+3i"+38^=^ 

(iv) 
4S+9l+i^+3i^=e‘’ 3S+7§+te+242'=e“; 

W 4§+9S+2a?+3i2'=et’ 3S+7S+"+24^=3’ 

(vi) 
£+^=°> 

o
 Ii 

1
 1 

J 

(vii) =°; ^+*+y+5=0. 

Simultaneous Equations with variable coefficients. 

172. It will be assumed as before that there is only one 
independent variable and that therefore the coexistence of m 
simultaneous equations will suffice to determine the relations be¬ 
tween the m dependent variables and that of which each is a 
function. 
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Further it will he sufficient to consider systems of simultaneous 

equations which are only of the first order, for to these any other 

system can be reduced. Thus if into any one of a given system 

a differential coefficient of the wUl order should enter, such as 

wc could obtain an equivalent series of equations of the first 
dec”’ 
order by making the substitutions 

2/r 
dy 
dx* 

y =dy' 
da3 doc Vn. ' 

doc 

which are all of the order stated; and the corresponding sub¬ 

stitutions for all differential coefficients of order higher than 

unity will transform any system of simultaneous equations of 

any order into an equivalent system of equations of the first order. 

If there be m dependent variables, we must havo in this system 

m equations each of the form 

Vv 
dy, 
da’ 

dy» 
' da 

0. 

173. The solution of this system of equations can he made to 

depend upon the solution of a single differential equation of the 

order connecting one of the dependent variables with the 

independent variable. 

For let the m equations bo solved so as to give the m dif¬ 

ferential coefficients as explicit functions of the variables, and 

suppose these relations to bo 

cto * yi’ y*.so* 

(a, yt> ya,.ym), 

*y». ?A>.vJ- 

Let the first of these be differentiated m — l times in. succession 

with regard to mf and after each differentiation and before the next 

let the mines of ^ ....... he substituted from the last 
dx dm 

F. 18 

/ 
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m — 1 of these equations. There will thus be obtained, 3 

the first equation, m equations connecting 

j&i 
dx’ dx*’ 

dr\ 
" dxm 

with the variables x, yv ys',., ym\ from these m equ£ 
the m — 1 variables ya, ya,.,ym be eliminated, and. t 

result a single equation which may be represented by 

flx v 
dx’ dx*’ dx 

This equation being of the mth order has (§ 8) m xncl 

first integrals each involving one arbitrary constant, a 
constants being mutually independent; and these xntc 
may represent by the equations 

Fn 

FAX> Vi> 

dx ’ dx”1'1’ 

dyx d^y. 
dx ’ •" •••’ dx”1-1’ 

dyx dm~1yl 
dx’ •••' 

CU = 0 

a =o 

cm) = o 

in which the constants C are independent. But from 
ceding equations we know the values of the differential ec 

of y, in terms of all the variables; when these are sixBbI 

the set of equations F, the latter take the form 

Vi>y».0,) = oj 

*2 («. y». y*>.. ym> ot) = o 

(®> Vv y,>.> ^m) ® y 

which are sufficient to determine each of the variable 
function of x; they are an integral system and contain m 

constants. 

Hence we hate as the general result: 

The complete solution of a system of m differential 
the first order between m + 1 variables depends on, th 
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ordinary differential equation of the mth order and consists of m 
equations, connecting the m + 1 variables and containing m in_ 
dependent arbitrary constants. 

174' The foregoing is the general theory; but in particular 
cases simplifications arise enabling much of the labour indicated 
in the general theory to be dispensed with. Thus, if the equations 
consist of a set each of which is linear, it may happen that an 
integral of each equation of the form 

Pdx + P1dy1 + JP2dy2 +.+ Pmdym = 0 

can be obtained in the form 

^ Vv .’ Urn) = 

and the long process would not need to be gone through. Again, 
instead of determining the m independent first integrals it 
would be sufficient to determine the primitive of the ordinary 
equation of the mth order, for from it could be derived other 
m -1 equations in which the values of the differential coefficients 
could be substituted, and an equivalent result would be so derived. 
Again, in the case when the equations are all linear we can solve 
them to obtain the ratios of the m +• 1 differentials in the form 

dx _ _ d'y* _ 
X~.~yj 

which might be called the symmetrical form; the mode of treat¬ 
ment for these will sometimes (depending upon the form of the 
denominators in these fractions) differ very materially from, and 
be much more convenient than, the general process. Examples 
illustrative of this will be found appended. 

Ex. 1. The general method can be avoided, if integrals of all but one 

equation can be obtained and, & fortiori, if all the integrals can be obtained. 

Thus the equations 

Idx+mdy+ndz=0, 

xdx+ydy 4* zdz=0, 

lead at once to the integrals * 

Zx+my+nz=cx; 4-y2 + zl=c2, 

which determine y and z in terms of x. 

18—2 
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^V' 

Ex. 2. Solve , Y 

, .. ■ * (tdx= 

, ^ ‘ / u 1 W= 

(ii) 

— {t- 2x) dt, 
(^ + ^ + 207 —0 cfo. 

d2X n rf x 
t -3,0 +2 --- + 0, c&2 J 

dnj 2 dx 

2F + 7y”S* 

JS». 3. Solve 
dx _dy __ dz 

X~Y~~Z 
, where 

X—ax-^by + cz+d ] 
J" = a'# 4- 2/y+dz 4 d' l 

Z^al'x+Wy+ <?% + <%') 

In equations of this form it is convenient to introduce some new inde¬ 
pendent variable and make all those variables, which already occur in the 
equations given, functions of this new variable. Calling the latter t we may 
assume, as an advantageous form, 

dt __dx _dy __dz 

J~x~~Y~~z 

_ Idx4mdy 4 ndz 

IX 4 m Y yiZ 

_ Idx + Tndy-V-ndz 

X {lx 4 my-f nz)-\-r' 

provided l, m, n, X be so chosen that 

al4a'm4a”n=\l 

bl+ b'm-^r b"n=\m - ; 
cl 4 dm +d'n=\n , 

the value of r is 
Id+md' + nd". 

Eliminating l, m, % between these three equations, we have 

a—X, 

h 

a', 
b'-\, b” 

d'~\ 

a cubic equation determining X; let its roots be X1? X2, X3. When Xx is sub¬ 
stituted in any two of the foregoing equations the ratios of l : m : n can be 
derived; let them be denoted by lx : mx : nx and suppose the corresponding 
value of r to be rx; with similar expressions for the other values of X. Then 
for the value Xx we have 

dt _ lxdx+mxdy -f nxdz 

t \x (lxx+mxy+7ixz) +rx ’ 

the integral of which is 
x ~1 

Cjt=(lxx44 4rfa-1)*1 . *. 
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‘ Similarly c2t = (Itfc + m%y - n2z+r2X2~1)x 

and czt=(lzx+nt2y+nzz+r^Xpp . 

In order to obtain the general solution of the system of equations as given 
we must eliminate t between these equations; when we write 

where A and B are arbitrary constants, the general integral as required is 
given by the equations 

(lxa: -f mxy + nxz+^Xf"1)*1 = A {l2x + m2y+n2z+r2X2~1)X2 1 

=B y+^+r3X3-i)x8'~1. 

Ex. 4. Solve in this manner the equations 

_C7„=:_^_= <*?_. 
3y+4 * %y + f)z 

Ex. 5. This method may also be applied to solve certain systems of 
equations in which the variables do not occur so simply as in Ex. 3. Thus 
let us consider 

^+T(ax+by)=^ 

^T{a'x+b'y) = T^ 

where T, Tv T% are functions of t. Multiplying the second equation by l and 
adding it to the first, we have 

(pc+ly) {x+ly)=T+lT2, 

provided l and X are determined to satisfy the equations 

Qr^rlof —Xj 

b+lh'=Tk, 

so that the values of X are Xx and X2, the two roots of 

(a - X) (?/ - X) - afb=0. 

The integral of the foregoing equation being 

(oc+ly) <?iTdt=*A +J(7\ + IT2) exmt dt, 

the complete solution of the original equations is given by 

(x+l,!/) ^Tdt=Al+&T1+llTi) <MTdtdt, 

(x+l&) <^raW2+ /(+l^T^j i^Tdt dt. 

Ex. 6. Solve th© systems of equations 

W § + ?(*-*) = I! 

/ 
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U»i., i ' <v-„ t fi 

- e, ’ • * f\ ••= 

. ' t . t t . 

•; * U. \*.rf ■ 

8.%.*. Ph *i*. S li4,4.s»-.ly © 4J« ‘ 

k ,X. . !*. -. ^ id*. ’“' *•' : 

SNrO-< ■ 

03) lt^=mn(y-z)} 

■ v mt%=7a (z~^ 

‘ nt~=lm,{x-y) 

(y) 

' C& 

cfo? 
=ny - mz 

Iz — nx 
at 

dz 7 

A special system of equations in Dynamics. 

175. There are two classes of simultaneous equations which 
are extremely important; one is the class already considered in 
§§ 148, 149 as the generalisation of Euler s equations leading to 
the higher transcendental functions ordinarily called Abelian 
functions; the other is the system of equations which determine 
the motion of a particle attracted to a centre of force which acts 
according to the gravitational law. The latter may be represented 
by the simultaneous equations 

d2x ___ dR d*y _ dR d2z __ 9R .* 
W~fa’~d?~~dy9W~dz .W’ 

in which R is a rational algebraical function of r or (x2 4- J/2 4- 
the distance of the point x, y, z from the origin. To express the 
complete integral three independent equations (or their equivalent) 

will be necessary. Since each equation may be replaced by two 
of the form 

dx dx^ 9 R 
Xl~~db’ 

giving in all six equations to determine the six quantities, the 
investigation of § 173 shews that we must have six arbitrary 
constants in the solution. 
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f multiply the equations (i) by respectively, add 

irxt^^ate, we have 

fdx\2 'dy\2 . (dz 
dt) \dt) Vdt 

= R + B, 

liiclx jg an arbitrary constant. 

form may given to the equations (i). Since R is 
t xoxx 0£ r we have 

SR __ dR dr _ x dR 
dx dr dx r dr 1 

ro for the others; and thus (i) becomes 

refb**e 

x dR _ cl2y y dR 
r dr’ dt r dr 5 

d2x 
x dt' y df~ 

d*z dty 
y dt' z df~ 

d2x dtz 
zw xdf~ 

0, 

0, 

which two only are independent; the integrals of these are 
pectively 

dm dy 
xi~ydf 

dz dy 
dt 

dx 

dt 

dz 
Zdt Xdt 

-0„ 

*C„ 

--C'. 

%%m*TixLg and adding these we have 

dx dy , dz\2 
X dt+y dt + Z dt) 

= G2 + G2 + G2 = A2, 

/ 0 
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where A is an arbitrary constant; this is equivalent to 

that is, to 

and therefore 

{2 + 

t + CL = 
J {2r2(R+B)-A2}* 

From the equation just obtained we have 

and therefore 

that is 

2 s4’+(a)'. 

2 — — = — 9 — „ _l o dr d2r 
dr dt r8 dt^~ dt dt2 5 

dr r3 dt2 * 

When this value is substituted in the modified form of the 
original equations, the first of them is 

d2x d?r 
rdf~xdf~A 

„„ d / doo dr\ . M.x 
” di(rdi-*di)+A?-o- 

Let d(j> = A ~f 

then the foregoing equation for ~ is 

jcP/a?\ n 

, d</)2 \r) 9 
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; = at cob <f> -f at hiu <f>. 

The second and third equation?* nhmlarly treated lead to 

- hxearn $4- &anin ...(iv); 

* = Cj COB <f) 4- c8 Mill <f> 

and in these the const ants </, c are arbitrary. But they are not 
independent; for we have always 

*r9 *f» iy* *f' z* r1 

whatever be the value of <f>, and therefore 

(a* + b* 4 t'Z) «**$ 1* 2 (n/f, 4 4 C,ca) COH ^ sin ^ 

+ (Uj* + /;fs 4 c,1) sin* • ■ cos* $ +• sin* 0 

is satisfied for till values of <£, so that. 

‘C + V + fli** i| 
«,* 4 b* • t- <Z - 11 . ....(vi). 

«,«* + 4 e,^ ■» o) 

The six count ants are equivalent to three independent constants. 
Further, we may put (in) into the form 

r PimH <0 b #,). 

where pt and are arbitrary constants, and there is thus associated 

with 0 an arbitrary constant and one will not require to be added 

in the equation 

* */r\‘2r* (It 4 fl)-Af .^ 

' We have now Miitfieient equations to determine the general 

integral. By means of (vii) <f> is given as a function of r, and 

therefore by fii> as a funetioti of t; hence (tit), (iv), tv) give as, y, z 
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Ex. Solve in this way 

(A'2+y2)®^|+/uy=0 

Also solve by transforming to polar coordinates. 

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES. 

1. Prove that, if 

d6 (m — n cos cp)-—d(j> (m — n cos d)-, 

2m-n(c2+ 4^ + ^ (c cos _ I cos 

c being an arbitrary constant. 

2. Let F (x) denote the integral 

J o {(1 - x2) (1 - k2x2)}^ ’ 

prove that the algebraical relation equivalent to 

is 4(1- Xj2) (1 - x22) (1 - x32) ~ (2 - Xj2 - x22 - x2+k2xx2x22x32)2. 

3. Let E(x) denote the integral 

verify that 
E (xx) + E (x2) + E (x3) — - k2x1x2x3, 

where xu x2, x3 are related as in the previous example. 

4. Verify that 

is an integral of 

*^2 > i 

3^3 J I 

^1 j ^2 _Q 
(i-V)! 

y being given by the relation ^3+y3=l. 

Interpret the result geometrically. 

(Cayley.) 
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5. Prove that the integral of 

d* ] (lV :0 

(14-**)* (l+y)S 

may be exhibited in the form 

(1 4 bP) (1 4y3) (14 a3) = (1 + xyay, 

where a is an arbitrary constant; and that of 

--*£—.+ .^ =0 
(43?-Ix + J)l (4f-Iy + J)l 

may be exhibited in the form 

(4#® — lx4J) (4?/3 - hj 4 J) (4 a? — Ja+J)*** {4a)ya — \I(x 4-y 4a) + 

where I and J are definite constants and a is an arbitrary constant. 

Shew that the general integral of 

jr*«&+r"*efy=o, 

where X «(£, l, m, ri$x, l)3, 

r«<*, l,m9 nty, l)s, 

is X YZ**{k ■+• l (x 4y4z)4m {pnj4yz 4 zx) 4 wyz}*, 

where #=(&, l, m, njs, 1)*t 

and z is an arbitrary constant 
(Mac Mahon and Russell.) 

6. Prove that integral relations equivalent to 

'i?. 0\ 
Ad ~r A<t> b'i' I 

sin2 8dd uin*$d<j) sin3 ^ dtyr | * 
AS 'Axji / 

where »{(1 -ksin**)(1 ~X sin3*)(i -/x»iifty)}*, 

sin it* sin cos d Ad sin d sin drlcos d> Ad> 
(sin* 8 - mn54 <p>) (sin3 <f> - sm2 d) (Sin2 <j> - sin2 

sin $ sin d cos y/r Aif/__ , 
+ (sin2 if/—sin2 d) (sin2 ^ — sin2 <j>) y 

cm ms si n 8 A$ cos 8 mm \jr sin <f> A<f>_ 
ii^ sk2i^) + </> - sin2 

cos <f> cos d sin \j/A\ls 
* (sin2 yfr - sin2 d)*(sin2 ij/* — sin2 0) 

Determine 1 mid J from the conditions that $«#« and i3 wlnen d=0. 
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7. Find the primitives of the equations 

(i) (ay - bz) dx + (cz — ax) dy + (bx —cy)dz — 0; 

r-\ dx(y+z-2%) , dy(z+x~2y) dz(x+y-Zz)__ 
[11) (y-x)(z-x) ^ (z-y)(x-y) ^ (%-z)(y-z) ’ 

(iii) (y2+yz+z2) dx+ (z2+ zx+x2) dy+(x2+xy+y2) dz=0. 

8. Obtain the primitive of the equation k r 3' . ^rf}, 
y ^ *’ | 

(x2-y2-\-z2) dx+zdz(y — x) — z2dy — ? (y2 — tf2) 2b 
z * 11^., 

in the form 

where x—uz. 

i 
e u“du + C — e~ 

y-& 

l 

s ■* 8 v 

, ‘ -! $ - y W 

u ^ Z-ttfa 
(Euler, j 

9. Solve the simultaneous equations 

dx 

* dt 

= (c — a) «a? 

<4f=(&-c)3M 

4=fc-c 
dt 

c~-t-={a-b)xy) 

expressing each of the quantities x, y, z as elliptic functions. 

10. Integrate the system of equations 

dco 

dt 
+ax+by cos nt+bz sin nt — 0, 

aa> ■ dx 

dt 
by sin nt+bz cos nt=0, 

ba> cos nt+bx sinnt-^ — az—O, 
dt 

dz 
ba> sin nt - bx cos nt + ay— ■^=0. 

11. Integrate the simultaneous equations 

d2u 
4« ft 

dip S-~^ t 
^+»s{®-37 («£+»?)}-0, T?/'* ' J»/' ' *! 

where £ is written for cos (at + b) and rj for sin (at 4* 6). “^^ *> ** ^ ^ ^ I p* ^ ^ 
(Liouville.) 

fy&fAtik &** **» i'Xin 
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' 12 Solve the simultaneous equations 

p. p+lpL2+q/=o, 
dx* da? dxl 

p. + apL + lf^c^O. 
dx* da? dx2 

13 Shew that any system of lines described on the surface of -fcfye sphere 

^2+y2+?2=r2 and satisfying the equation 

(X + 2m) srdx+y (X - x) dy +«&=0 

would be projected on the plane of soy into parabolas. 

find the equation of the projections of the same system of curves on the 

plane of yz. 

14 Shew that Monge’s method (Ex. 4, § 154) would, if we integrate first 

with respect to x and z, present the solution of the equation in tb.e preceding 

example in the form \ *1 

,4 a,h,v^ e* t * * Pi ZJ,i \ 2» 

14 Shew that Monge’s method (Ex. 4, § 154) wouici, n we integrate nrst 

with respect to x and z, present the solution of the equation in tb.e preceding ^ ! 

example in the form \ ' t S'- „ f* ' > 

(_i> (14-2m)x2+z2=<p(y), 2y(l-x)=-<j>’(y)- '~iC4 ‘ - 

Apply this to solve the problem of the preceding example and identify the 

results. 

15. Integrate the simultaneous equations 

d2x1 dR d2x2 ___ dR _ QR 
dt2 ~~ dxx 5 dil dx2’ “* 5 dt2 dxn ’ 

where It is a function of (%^+x?+■■■+$,?■ (dBinet) 

(W : \4-2l.t ,*'-9 ■ - - 2 3 

[siL - SL\ = - ?' ■ v ’ ° 

* 4. CD » & 0 w ‘1 1 V'’* 0s'v" " I ~ , 7% 
i , At*** IW '1 , 

, * l . ’ . u* \’L nJ,rwwC--«.W1 rtw M . 

v-~"> V 
^ . ft'. 

< v V; R-. 'j\ AcA -f A - ft“ Ti 
|3 | ^ ^ *4 | $ • «- j' (/*> <2. tvd ^ Cm* Tm |pW" r^?vv s# ^ I 

^2* c #1 4 ^ ^ ii ^ ^ 

/ 



CHAPTER IX. 

Partial Differential Equations of the First Order. 

176. Hitherto we have been considering for the most part 
differential equations in which the dependent variable or, in the 

case of a set of simultaneous equations, variables are supposed to 
be functions of only a single independent variable; we now proceed 

to consider equations in which the number of independent variables 
is greater than unity, and shall suppose that there is only a single 
dependent variable. The latter is usually denoted by 2; if it he a 

function of only two variables these are usually denoted by x and 
y ■ if z be a function of more than two, say of n, then it is con¬ 

venient to denote the latter by xv x,2, «3, ., The first 
dz j 

partial differential coefficients in the former case, viz., ^ and 

— are represented by p and q respectively; in the latter case the 
dy 

* d dz dz 
partial differential coefficients ^, ., ^ are represented 

respectively bJ pt, p2,., Pn- 

An equation in partial differential coefficients is a relation 
between the independent variables, the dependent variable (which 
is an unknown function of those variables) and its partial differen¬ 
tial coefficients with regard to them; it is of the first order 
when the partial differential coefficients which occur are all of order 
not higher than unity, of the second order when the partial 
differential coefficients of highest order which occur are of order 
two; and so on. In this chapter we shall consider only equations 

of the first order. 
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It may happen that we have more than a single differential 
equation relating to the same set of variables; for instance we 
might have two equations between z9 no, y9 p, q. In this case the 
two equations could he solved and from them values of p and q in 

terms of a9 y and z could ho deduced ; those could he substituted 

in the equation 

dz = pibo + qdy, 

and we should thus obtain a total differential equation. Similarly 

in the case of n independent variables n equations would be suffi¬ 

cient and necessary to determine pv p#.. jpn; these n equations 
would then be considered as furnishing a total differential equation. 

When the number of equations is less than the number of partial 
differential coefficients and therefore of course less than the 

number of independent variables, we are not able to deduce from 
them a total, differential equation ; usually we have only a single 
equation given and we then call it a jxirtial differential equation. 

As in the case of ordinary differential equations, the integration 
of the equation is the derivation of ail the values of z which when 
substituted in the differential equation render it an identity. 

Classification of Integrals. 

177. Before indicating methods of integration and giving such 

classes of equations as are easily integrablo, it is necessary to 
classify the different kinds of integrals of a partial differential 
equation and to prove that the classes include all possible integrals 
of the equation. For perfect generality the propositions should 
be proved for an equation involving % variables, but the proofs are 

given for an equation involving only three variables; this limita¬ 
tion has the advantage of shortening the equations and of lessening 

their number, while the slightest consideration will shew that it 
is possible to pass to the general ease without any essential 

difficulties of analysis. 

178. Suppose that we have between xt, x^ a relation of 

the form 

(1), f {&) ^a) ^ 
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in which cq, cq, as are arbitrary constants and which contains no dif¬ 

ferential coefficients of a. To obtain p^p^, p3 we have the equations 

df 3/_ 
dec. 

= 0 

tz^ + dx,. 
0 .(2). 

Between equations (1) and (2) the three arbitrary constants 
can be eliminated; if in (1) there were more than three arbitrary- 
constants these equations would not be sufficient for the elimina¬ 
tion, while if there were fewer than three there would be more 
than sufficient equations. Let the result of the elimination in 

the present case be denoted by 

F (Pi> Pv Pvz> <) = 0 .(A)> 

which will be the partial differential equation corresponding to the 
integral relation (1). 

Conversely, this integral relation (1) is a solution of (A), and it 
contains three arbitrary constants. We cannot expect more than 
three arbitrary constants in a solution of (A); for, on passing from 

such a solution to the differential equation by the method in which 

(A) has been obtained from (1), only three constants could be 
eliminated. Hence (1) contains the greatest number of arbitrary- 
constants that we can expect in a solution of (A). 

The name Complete Integral of an equation is given to a 
relation between the variables which includes as many arbitrary 
constants as there are independent variables. 

179. The supposition has been made that av a2, az are con¬ 
stants and we have deduced equation (A) from (1) and (2). But 

we may suppose that av a2, a3 are functions of the independent 
variables; if they be such as to leave unaltered the forms of 

Pv Pv Pv fhen the differential equation obtained by the elimination 
of these functions will be the same as in the case when the quan¬ 
tities a were arbitrary constants, for mere algebraical elimination 
will take no cognisance of the value of the quantity eliminated 
but only of its form. Now with the new supposition that the 
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quantities a are functions of the variables xv x2, x3, the values of 
the partial differential coefficients are given by the equations 

dz ^1 dxx ^ dax dxx da2 dxx ^ da8 dxx ' 

Mv+df+dl^+dfd±* + Md3> = o . ^ 
dz dx2 dax dx2 da2 dx2 ^ da8 dx2 ’ 

¥„ 4 M. 4 dl d^x 4 dJL 4 ?/^Ls = 0 

dz ”s dx3 dax dx3 da2 dx3 da8 dx8 

But the forms of pv p2, p3 are to be the same as before when 
they were given by equations (2); in order that this may be the 
case we must have 

dax dxx da2 dxx da3 dxx 

¥ dli + ¥ 95» + ¥.¥* = 0 
dax dx2 da2 dx2 da3 dx2 

¥ fax 4 ¥ -9S 4 ¥ ?£» = 0 

3ax dx8 ^ da2 dx8 da3 dx3 

Let R denote the value of the determinant 

da_x da2 da3 

dxx ’ dxx 9 dxx 

dax da2 da^ 

dx2 9 dx2 9 dx2 

dax da^ d<\ 

dx8y dx8 dx3 

so that the foregoing equations are equivalent to 

R~ = 0, R%-=0, = 0.(4). 
dax da2 da8 w 

Now if R do not vanish these can only be satisfied by 

and these are three equations which determine the values of 
av a2, a3 in terms of the variables. The relation (1) is still a 
solution with the change in the quantities a; when the values 

f. 19 
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just found are substituted for them we have a solution of (.&_) 
which contains no arbitrary constant. This solution moreover -will 

obviously differ from a solution containing no arbitrary constant 
but derived from (1) by assigning particular constant values to 
av a,, a3 in (1); thus the result of eliminating the arbitrary con¬ 
stants between (1) and (B) gives a new solution. 

This solution is called a Singular Integral; it is a relation 
between the variables involving no arbitrary constant, but it is 

not a particular case of the Complete Integral. 

180. The equations (4) will all be satisfied if R = 0; and as 
we are now assuming that av a,, a, are not arbitrary constants but 
functions of the variables, this equation will be satisfied by a 
functional relation between a,, a„ cts; this functional relation 

- may be arbitrary, so that we may write 

a8 = <£(«!,«,,).(C), 

in which <£ denotes an arbitrary function. Multiplying now the 

equations (3) by dx19 doo2> dx3 respectively and adding, we obtain 

v 
8at 

dax + ~ da2 + tr-da, = 0. da. 8a, 

But from equation (C) we have 

da--=dsda‘+&da- 

so that (f- + da, + (f + pt) da,= 0. 
\8a. 8aa8aJ 1 \da, 8a38aJ 2 

Since ax and a2 are independent, their variations dat and da2 are 
also independent; in order that this equation may be satisfied we 

must therefore have 

+ „ 
8at ^ 8as 8ax 

df = 
0a2 + da3 da, ~ 

= 0 
,(C). 

These equations (C) are sufficient to determine av a,, a3 in 
terms of the variables and the expressions so obtained will involve 
the arbitrary function <jE>; when they are substituted in (\), the| 
solution takes a new form which is different from both of the other 
two. 
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This solution is called the General Integral; it is a, relation 
between the variables involving two (or, in the case of n. "Variables 
n — 1) independent functions of those variables together -with an 
arbitrary function of those two (or n — 1) functions. 

The equation if =0 could also be satisfied by making a an 

arbitrary function of a, alone or of ai alone, so that we should thus 
arrive at different classes of General Integrals; but these are all 
less general than the former, in which only a single arbitrary 
relation between all the quantities a occurs. This is easily seen 

from the consideration that if, in equation (C), a3 be expanded in 
powers of cq the coefficients axe arbitrary functions of <x2, while 
if i|c (cq), an arbitrary function of oq, be expanded in powers of 
cq the coefficients are merely arbitrary constants ; and the latter is 
obviously included in the former. 

181. It is thus manifest that we have three fundamentally 
distinct dasses of solutions of partial differential equations; it 
remains to shew that there are no others, and this will he done 

by proving the following theorem: 

Every solution of the differential equation is included -in one or 

other of the three classes of solutions of the equation nvTiich are 
constituted by the Complete Integral, the Singular IntegrcoZ, and the 

General Integral. 

Let (A) represent the differential equation, and (1) "the Com¬ 

plete Integral of this equation; then the equations (B) and (C) 
will give the Singular and General Integrals; let any other solu¬ 

tion of the equation be represented by 

(z, xa, xs) = 0. ...(4). 

As it is convenient to speak of £ as explicitly expressed in 
terms of the independent variables, we shall use Z to represent the 
value of the dependent variable derived from' (1) and (to represent 

the value derived from (4). This last equation gives 

9-vJr 

d'fr 

dz A + 

dyfr 

d\Jr 
= 0 

dz dx* 

t 
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If now, we make these values of the differential coefficients 
agree with those given by equations (2), we have the three 
equations 

¥_d_±_ ¥= 0 
dx1 3z dxt dz 

dfd_±_Hl¥=a 
dw2 dz dx2 dz 

¥= 0 
dxs dz dx3 dz 

(5); 

and these determine the values of alt a2, as in terms of xv x2, cc9 
and the dependent variable. 

Now since (4) is a solution of the differential equation, we 
have 

F(Pi’Pi’P*’ £ «1> ®,. «,) = 0; 

and since (1) is a solution, we have 

F (Pl> P‘2> P*’ Z> ®1» *2> ®S) = 0 

satisfied, when the quantities a are arbitrary. The last equation 
is also satisfied when the quantities a, instead of being arbitrary 
constants, become functions of the variables, provided these functions 
are such as to leave the forms of plf p2, pz unaltered; and we may 
therefore replace them by the functions of xv x2, xz obtained as 
their values from the equations (5), provided the necessary con¬ 
ditions be satisfied. When this is the case the values of pv p2, p& 
are the same for the two forms of the equation (A); and we then 
have from a comparison of these two forms the necessary equation 

. s=z> 

where in Z the constants cq, <x2, <x8 are replaced by the values that 
have been derived for them. 

In order that the forms of p1} p2y p8 for the new values of the 
quantities a should be unchanged, the three equations of the 

form 

¥H^_¥d±n b 
dz dxt dz dz 

r ■]-br> / /* 

d-dr ( df df dat cf da2 df da, ! 1 /. .v.U.L 

•b& 

i4~il 
F 
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must be satisfied at the same time as (5); and therefore tlxe values 
of a av a8 are such as to satisfy the equations 

dat dxx dx2 dx1 9&3 dxx 

H dJ± + H dch+M.^3 = 0 
dat dx2 da2 dx2 da3 dx2 

cf dat cf da2 df daH _ 
dal dx3 da2 dxz dcc3 dx3 

But these are of the form of the equations (3) which enalole us to 
pass from the Complete Integral to the other two Integrals - hence 

the values of a are included among those which give ei-fct*.er the 
Complete, the Singular, or the General Integral of the equation. 
And as the necessary conditions have been satisfied, we have 

or the value of z derived from the given solution coinciclos with 
the value derived from one or other of the three principal inn-fcegrals. 

This proves the theorem and shews that the threo classes 
adopted include all possible solutions. 

If on solving the equations (5) the quantities a be fomnd to 
be all constant, then the given solution will be a particular case of 

the Complete Integral; if they he found to be functions of the 
variables and there exist a functional relation between biiem of 
the form 

\=<$> <x. «,)> 
then the given solution will be a particular case of the General 
Integral; if they be found to he functions of the variables and 
there be no such functional relation between them, then tiro given 
solution is the Singular Integral. 

Ex. 1. Assuming that the Complete Integral of z ~pq is 

investigate the nature of the solution 

As - — (r2-f-y2) sec a + (a?2 -y2) tan a. 

Ex. 2. Assuming that the Complete Integral of z=px-+qy is 

logz=&log^-h(l ~&)logy H-&, 

% 
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investigate the nature of the solution 

Ex. 3. Assuming that the Complete Integral of z—px+qy+pq is 

z=ax+by+ab, 

investigate the nature of the solution 

z+xy=0. 

182. In the case when there are two independent variables 
and one dependent, the three may be taken as the coordinates of 
a point in space; and the relations between the separate integrals 
can be interpreted geometrically. 

The Complete Integral, being a relation between cc, y and 0, is. 
the equation of a surface and this equation includes two arbitrary 
parameters; so that the Complete Integral belongs to a doubly 
infinite system of surfaces, or to a singly infinite system of families 
of surfaces. This integral is of the form 

(f> (x, y, z, a, b) = 0. 

In order to obtain the General Integral we make one of the 
parameters an arbitrary function of the other, say b = 6 (a), and 
eliminate a between 

<j> (x, y, z} a, b) — 0 ) 

b = 9 (a) 

I! 4c «'(«)-<> 
This operation is really equivalent to selecting from the system 

of families of surfaces a representative family and finding its enve¬ 
lope. If a particular family be taken (which occurs when b is made 
a definite function of a instead of an arbitrary function), then the 
equation of its envelope is a particular case of the General Integral. 
The foregoing equations as they stand represent a curve drawn on 
the surface of the family whose parameter is a, while the equation 
resulting from the elimination of a between them is the envelope 
of the family; hence the envelope touches the surface represented 
by the first two equations along the curve represented by the three 
equations. This curve is called the characteristic of the envelope; 
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Hence (ii) is the Singular Integral of (A), and the sphere represented by 
(ii) touches each of the planes represented by (i) in a point. 

To obtain the General Integral we eliminate a between 

ax+yf(ct) +«[1 - a? - {/(a)}‘i]i=1 

x+yfta)-*- «+/(«)/'(«) _0 
[1-a*-{/(«)}«]* • 

in which f(a) is an arbitrary function. This is clearly the envelope of a 
family of planes the equation of which contains only one parameter; and it 
is therefore a developable surface. The equation of any developable surface 
which envelopes the sphere, is thus included in the above General Integral. 
The process of making b a function of a is equivalent to drawing on the 
sphere some definite curve; and the developable surface is the envelope of the 
tangent planes to the sphere at points which lie on this line. 

183. The explanation of § 179 shews how the Singular 
Integral may be derived from the Complete Integral; it is, how¬ 
ever, possible to derive it directly from the differential equation, 
as is the case in ordinary differential equations. 

For the sake of brevity, suppose that there are only two 
independent variables. Let the equation be 

yfr (at, y, z, p, q) = 0, 

of which the Complete Integral is 

F 0, y, z, a, b) = 0, 

where a and b are arbitrary constants; the Singular Integral is 
obtained by combining the equation F= 0 with 

dF 
da 

= 0 and -at = 0 
db ■(A). 

Since F= 0 is the integral of the differential equation the values 
of z, p, q derived from the integral will render = 0 an identity; 
and the substitution of the values of p and q (but not that of z) 
derived from F—0 will in general render ^ = 0 equivalent to the 
integral equation. Let this latter substitution be made, so that 
p and q are replaced by functions of x, y} z, a, b\ then in order to 
find the Singular Integral we must form the equations analogous 

to (A), which equations are 

djjr dp d^fr dq _ - 
dp da dq da, 9 

dyjr dp djr dq __ - 
dp db ^ dq db~ 
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These equations may be satisfied in two ways : firstly, by writing 

d^jr __ d^Jr 

dp 

secondly, if ~ and — do not vanish, then 

da db db da 

d q ’ 

The latter equation implies a relation of the form 

0> ?) = 0, 
which does not involve cither a or b, but may involve quantitiesj ^* 

multiplying a and b in the expressions for p and q; that is, 
quantities depending on x, y, and z. If both the arbitrary con¬ 
stants occur in p and q (which does not always happen) the 
equation 0 = 0 would imply that they are effectively only one, or 
that one of them is a function of the other; the equations used 
then give the General Integral, with which we are not now 
concerned. 

We thus return to 

™ = 0 and 
op 

the elimination of p and q between these and ty = Q will furnish a 
relation between x, y, z, which is independent of any arbitrary 

constant. If this relation satisfy the differential equation, it is the 
Singular Integral; and when the relation is found by this method 
it is necessary to see whether the differential equation is satisfied. 

The reason that this precaution is necessary is similar to that 
which renders the corresponding precaution necessary in the case 
of ordinary differential equations; when the surfaces represented 
have an envelope, this envelope will be given by the equations 

f==0; 

But these same equations will be satisfied by the coordinates of 

any pinch-point on one of the surfaces represented by the complete 
integral; the locus of these pinch-points, however, is easily seen 
not to be a solution of the equation. The equations will also be 
satisfied by the coordinates of any point P at which two different 

m 
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surfaces of the system touch, and therefore by the equation of 
surface which is the locus of these points. But this surface 
not necessarily for its tangent plane at P that tangent plane wl 
is common to the two surfaces, and therefore the values of p an 
(which give the direction-cosines of the tangent plane) deri 

from this new locus are not the values of p and q which sat 
the given equation <\fr = 0. Such a locus corresponds to what 
before called the tac-locus (§ 28): and, while it may not be the c 
locus (other than the envelope) which is introduced, the possibi 
of its presence renders necessary an enquiry whether the equa" 
between x, y, z satisfies the differential equation. 

Ex. 1. The differential equation 

z2 (1 + p2 4- q2) = X2 {(^ +pz)2 + (y 4- qz)2} 

has for its complete integral 

(x - a cos a)2+(y-a sin a)2+z2 = X2a2, 

X being supposed a determinate constant. Forming the envelope of this sp 
by taking 

F= (x-a cos a)2 4- (y - a sin a)2+s2 - X2a2 — 0, 

dF 

da 
= 0, 

we easily find it to be 

X2 (x2 -4y2 4 z2)—z2. 

Now taking 

yj/-z2(l+p2-bql) -X2{(x +pz)2 + (y + qz)2} 

and following the rule for deriving the Singular Integral from the differei 
equation, we have 

= 2pz2 — 2X% (x +pz)=0, 

dip 
= 2qz2 - 2\2z (y 4-qz) = 0. 

The last two equations are satisfied by z=0, which though free from p a 
is not a solution of the differential equation. In fact by drawing a figure 
easily seen that z~0 is a tac-locus, being the plane which contains the p( 
of contact of the different non-consecutive spheres with one another obta 
by giving all possible values to a and a. 

Ex. 2. Consider the system of cones 

(x-acoa0)2+(y-asin0)2=(^-^) , 
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in which m, 8 are arbitrary constants; the corresponding differential equation 
is easily obtained. The equations, which give the envelope, are 

sin 6 (x — a cos 6) — cos 6 (y — a sin 8)=0, 

m2/ \ m2 m3/ 

These are all satisfied by 

„ . . a 
x~aoo& 6, y = a sm 8, z~~ 

’ J 5 m 

which give oc2 + y2=a2, 

but z is arbitrary. 

The equations are also satisfied by 

2 a . „ 
z~— , #sm ^='?/cos 6, 

m j i 

and the corresponding eliminant is 

*2+V2=(a+0- 
The last equation represents the envelope; the doubly infinite system of 
cones is generated by the revolution, round the directrix of a parabola, of all 
the right circular cones whose vertices lie on the tangent at the vertex to the 
parabola, and one slant side of any one of which coincides with the tangent to 
the parabola drawn through the vertex of the cone. The equation 

ft2^_y2-~a2 

is that of the cylinder on which lie all the (singular) circles which are the loci 
of the vertices of the cones in the revolution round the directrix. 

For fuller information on the subject of the Singular Integrals of partial 
differential equations of the first order a memoir by Dauboux, Mdmoires de 
Ulmtitut de France, t. xxvii. (1880), should be consulted. 

Lagrange's Linear Equation. 

184 We have seen that among the integrals of a differential 
equation there is one—the General Integral—into the expression 

of which an arbitrary function enters; the deduction of the 
differential equation from the integral implies the elimination of 
this arbitrary function. The simplest form possible for an integral 
of this nature, when there are two independent variables, is the 
equation 

0 (u, v) = 0 .(i), 

in which <f> is an arbitrary functional symbol and u and v are 
definite functions of cc, y and In order to eliminate <j> we 
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differentiate with respect to each of the independent variables 

and have 

deb fdu 
du{dx+p 

deb fdu r 
du \dy ^ dz 

du 
dz 

du 

+ 
d<p fdv~ 
dv 

dv 
+ p a 

dcf> fdv dv 
^ dv \dy ^ dz, 

= 0, 

= 0, 

and therefore 

fdu 
\0.£ ' r dzj \dij 

which, on rearrangement, gives 

Pp -f Qq 

du 
• + Pe)z 

’dv dv" 
+ <l dz 

'du du' 
dy ^ dz 

dv 
dx 'P 

dv 
d zt 

:R. ■(“)> 
where 

Q R 

du du . du du du J)U 
dy’ dz dz’ dx dx’ dy 

dv dv du dv dv dv 

dy 3 dz dz’ dx dx’ dy 

.(hi). 

or, what are the equivalents of these, 

du ^du M du A 
P-,r + Q -r + R n.“ 0 dx dy dz 

r^dv ^dv dv « 
+ = 0 dx dy dz 

Hence, when we have a differential equation of the form (ii), 

into which the differential coefficients enter linearly while the 
quantities multiplying these may be any functions of x, y, z} we have 
a corresponding integral given by (i), provided we can obtain u and 
v in order to insert them in that integral equation. A differential 
equation of this form is said to be linear; the difficulty in the 
solution is the derivation of the functions u and v. 

185. Now let us consider the equations u = a and v = 5, where 
a and b are arbitrary constants, and let us form the differential 
equations corresponding to them. We have 

du , du 7 du 7 
0 dx + dy + d dz* 
ox dy ° dz 

= 0, 

dv 7 dv , dv , A 
dx + d y dy + ^-dz = Q\ 

dx 

f t 
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and therefore 

TIN EAR EQUATION. 
SOI 

_ dy _ dz 
'du du du du du du 
dy’ dz dz ; dx a»’ dy 

dv dv dr dv dv dv 
dy’ dz dz J dx Ste’ dy 

dm dy dz 
or _= = _ 

-P Q ... 

These are the differential equations ■which have f0x> their 
integrals u=a and v=h; they can be formed at once from the 

coefficients in the differential equation. We thus have -fch_e follow6 
mg rule *: 

To obtain an integral of the linear equation 

Pp -hQq=R 

write down the subsidiary equations 

d% _dy __ dz 
P~~~~Q~R’ 

and obtain two independent integrals of the latter; let the&& ~t>e 

u = a and v = b. 

Then an integral of the partial differential equation is giue'rt by 

<£ v) = 0, 
where <j> denotes an arbitrary function. 

An arbitrary functional relation between w and v of a,xiy form 
will he satisfactory; thus we might have 

U== (v), 

where ^ is an arbitrary function. 

186. This rale enables us to obtain an integral involving an 
arbitrary function; it will now be shewn that it is the most general 
integral possible, in that it includes all solutions of the differential 
equation. Let 

ir (x, y, z) = 0 

* Tie theory of linear partial differential equations was first gi^en Toy Xi&grange, 
as 'well as the classification of the integrals of equations of the first; order. The 
subsidiary equations (iv) are sometimes called Lagrange’s equations. 
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be a solution of the equation 

Pp + P, 

and let the solution of this equation obtained by the foregoing rule 
be (u, v) = 0; then from equations (iii) we have 

Pp+Qp+Bp= 0. 
dx oy oz 

dv , t~j dv . 
P'di + qdy + RTz~°- 

Since ^jr (oc, y, z) = 0, we have 

the substitution of these values of p and q in the differential 
equations gives 

pW + Q%- + B&-0. 
ox oy oz 

We have thus three equations linear in P, Q and R; when 
these quantities are eliminated we have 

dyjr 3\jr d^\r = 0. 

dx ’ dy’ dz 

d u du du 
dx ’ dy3 dz 

dv dv dv 
dx9 dy’ dz 

Hence there is some definite functional relation between u, v; 

let it be 

= F (u, v), 

where F is a definite function. The solution (x, y, z) = 0 is ' 

therefore the same as 

F(u,v) = 0; 

and, since F is a definite while <j> is an arbitrary function,, this 
solution is included in 

<p (u, v) = 0, 

that is, is included in the solution obtained by the method given, 

in the rule. 

r 
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This latter solution is thus the most general solution possible of 
this form; it evidently corresponds to the General Integral 

187. Corollary. The equations a — a = 0 and v-—h = 0 

integrals of the differential equation. For the general solution n 
be written ^ 

u = (y), 

where ^ is an arbitrary function. Take then ^ (v) = avo wbere 

a is an arbitrary constant; the equation then becomes u — a = 0 

which is the first of the stated integrals. Similarly for the second* 

These results can be obtained independently. The foregoing 
article shews that, in order that f (at, y, z) = 0 may be an integral 
we must have 

pf + Q^± + B^ = 0, 
doc ay cz 

• But the equations 

■ndv ~ dv dv p +Q +iJ =0, 
ooc oy cz 

are actually satisfied; hence u — a = 0 and v — b = 0 are integrals. 

188. We thus see that, when there is a single arbitrary function 
entering simply (that is, without any derivatives) into an integral 
equation, the corresponding differential equation is necessarily linear; 
and that the linear differential equation has for its most general 
integral a relation into which an arbitrary function enters. We 
therefore infer that, in the case of a differential equation which is 
not linear, the arbitrary function which is essential to the General 
Primitive cannot enter in a manner similar to that in which the 

arbitrary function enters in the foregoing equation; in fact, with it 
will be associated in the General Primitive its first differential 
coefficient. 

189. In the foregoing we have limited ourselves to the case 
of two independent variables; the proof of the method when 
there are % independent variables follows the former on exactly the 

same lines, and the corresponding rule is: 
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To obtain the most general integral of the linear equation 

PlPl + PiPt + PlPt +.+ PnPn = E 

write down the subsidiary equations 

dst^ __ dx2 __ _ dxn = dz 

Pt ~ P\ ~.~ Pn ” R ’ 

and obtain n independent integrals of these ; let them be 

u1 = av ws = a8, ., un = an. 

Connect these quantities u by an arbitrary functional relation 

<jf> (uv u2, .., wn) = 0; 

this equation is the integral required. 

The proof of this, as well as that of the corresponding corollaries, 
viz. that ux = av u2 = a2, .. un = an are integrals of the 
equation, is not difficult. 

Ex. I. Solve the equation xp+yq—z. 

Lagrange’s subsidiary equations are 

dx _ dy ___ dz 
x ~~ y ~~ z ’ 

of which two integrals are z~ay, z=bx; hence the solution of the equation is 

♦e- 
It can be exhibited in the forms 

which three are easily seen to be equivalent to one another. 

Ex. 2. Solve the equation 

(■mz - ny) p + {nx --lz)q~ly — mx. 

Lagrange’s subsidiary equations are 

dx _ dy __ dz 
mz-ny~~fix - Iz ly — mx' 

Hence xdx+ydy+zdz=0, whence x2-t-y2+z2=a; 

and Idx+mdy+ndz=0, whence Ix^my^b ; 

and the integral of the equation is 

lx+my+nz=<j> (x2 4- y:2+22). 
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Ex. 3. Solve the equations 

(i) x2p - xyq+y2 = 0 ; 

(ii) xzp+yzq^=xy; 

(iii) (y2+z2 — 3;2) p - 2^^ 4- 2#0=0; 

(iv) z-xp-yq=a(x2+y2+z2f; 

- (v) (&~tf)j94-(&~y)2==c-0; 

(vi) (y3^ — 2#4) y?4-( 2y 4 - ^;3y) ^=90 (tf3 - y3); 

(vii) p tan x-\-q tan y=tan z j 

(viii) (11# - 6y 4* 20)y> — (6x -1 Oy+4z) q—2x — 4y 4- 60; 

(ix) xxpx + (z+x2) p2 + (z+x2) p2=x2+xz. 

?cO 

Esc. 5. Prove that in the last question, if, when 0 = 0, the variables be 
connected by the relation 

x13+x23+x33=], 
then the integral is 

(Oi ~ zf + (x2 - zf + (#3 - 0)3}4 (xx + ^2 + ^3 + 2)3 = (#1+^2 + ^3“ 3^)3. 

(Mansion.) 

Ex. 4. Solve the equation 

(^?2 + #3 + z)px-\- {Xz JrX1-\-z)p2+ (x± + X2 + %) P$ = % x +X2 + Xz 

Lagrange’s subsidiary equations are 

dx. dx9 dx» dz 

X2 + Xz + Z X3-hXx-hZ X1-i~X2 + 0 X±+X2 + Xz 

Each of these equal fractions 

__dz — dxx __dz- dx2 __ dz-dx3 __ dz+dx, 4-dx0 4-dxz 

— (0 - xj ~~ -{z- x2) - (0 - x3)3 {zJrXl +x2+xz) 

The integrals of these are 

-= = (z+Xx + X^X^, 
Z — Xx Z — X2 0 — x3 

and therefore the integral of the equation is 

{(0 - xx) 3*, (0 - x2) (z “ #3) >S^}=0, 

where $ stands for z+x^x2 + %. 

ifo?. 6. Solve the equations 

(i) Pl#l +P‘2®2 +P& = m > 

(ii) p1xx+p&i+p<Fi=az+-^-2-, 

^ (ill) ”b '^d^iPP2 *b ^iPfflJPz =~ 'X'iP‘P'3 * 

F. 20 
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Standard Forms. 

190. Before proceeding to indicate a method of integration 
which is applicable to the most general equation of the first order, 

it is advisable to notice a few standard forms of differential 
equations which admit of integration by very short processes and 

to one or other of which many equations can be reduced; as the 
general method is usually much longer than that which is effective 
for any of these standard forms, it is advantageous to see whether 
the equation is included under one of them. 

191. Standard I: Equations in which the variables do not 
explicitly occur; such equations may be written in the form 

f (p> s) = 0. 

A solution of this is evidently 

z = ax + by + c, 

provided a and b are such as to satisfy 

(a, b) = 0. 

If then the value of b derived from this equation bo b =/(a), 
the Complete Integral of the equation is 

z = ax + yf(a) + c. 

The General Integral and the Singular Integral must in the 

case of every equation be indicated as well as the Complete Integral, 
or the equation is not considered to be fully solved. 

Equations which do not explicitly come under this standard 
can often be included by changes of the variables ; thus for instance 
functions of x which occur in the equation might admit of associ¬ 
ation with the p and functions of y with the q. But the changes 
needed for any equation can be determined only for the particular 
circumstances of the equation; there is no general rule, since an 
equation cannot always be reduced to this form. 

Ex. 1. Solve P<l—k‘ 

The foregoing shews that 

z=axJrbyJrC 
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is a solution provided 
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the Complete Integral therefore is 

z—ax-\- - y + c, 
a J 

The General Integral is obtained by eliminating a between the equations 

h \ 
z=ax+-g + <j) (a) j 

where <p is arbitrary. 

The Singular Integral, if it exist, is determined by the equations 

z —ax+- y-\-c 

°= *--2y 

the last equation shews that the Singular Integral does not exist. 

Ex. 2. Solve pq~xmynzl. 

This can be put into the form 

*2(iv) v (vi) (vii)dzz-*lde 
xmdx yndy 

Let dZ—z ~%ldz, so that (1 - fflZ—z1^1, 

dg — xXldx, . (7)i-\-l) £=#m + 1, 

dr) —yndy, . (n+l) 7) =yn+1, 

and the equation becomes 

zzzz 
^7 ’ 

which is included under the last example. 

Ex. 3. Solve the equations : 

(i) y>24*$'2=m2; 

(ii) u(p + q)=*z; 

(iii) x2p2+y2q2~z; 

(iv) pm sec2m x + zlqn cosecan y~zm~n 

(v) p2-\~q2 = npq; 

(vi) pp+p2m+pj»=1; 

(vii) zpiPtPs=*iX**a- 

20—2 
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192. The differential equations included under the form 

ir(p, q) = 0 

have an important interpretation when viewed geometrically. We 
know that the equation of the tangent plane to the surface 

'. = F{x,y) 

at the point f, 7], £ is 

dF dF 

and the surface is the envelope of the tangent planes. Now if 
dF dF 

between ttz and there be a relation 
9f 07) 

r (dl dF\-a 
at?) 0i 

dF dF 
all the quantities f, rj, ^^ are functions of a single quantity, 

and therefore there is only a single parameter in the equation of 
the tangent plane. The envelope of a plane whose equation is 
of this form is a developable surface, and hence the surface con¬ 
sidered is a developable surface. 

It therefore follows that 

(p, q) = o 

is the general differential equation of a family of developable 
surfaces; and the equivalent General Integral is the integral 
equation of the family. 

193. Standard II. 

In attempting to reduce an equation to the preceding standard 
we may find it possible to remove from the equation the indepen¬ 
dent variables, so that they no longer occur explicitly; but it 
may not be possible to remove the dependent variable, and the 

equation will then be of the form 

xO,P, 2) = 0- 
We assume as a tentative solution 

*=/(* + ay)=f (£) 
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(£ boin^ written instead uf x -F'/■//), in which a is an arbitrary con¬ 

stant. *' flnst hav<‘ 

_rh ?■?_ <lz 

^ d% <'r ^IT 
f/,~ r J dz 

;ui(l tin* substitution uftlm.se in the equation tfivvs 

* (C> ,/f1 " </?) " °' 

This is no a partial differential equation,as there is now 

only one independent variable. This independent variable does 
not. explicitly orrur, and thus tin- equation comes under Standard 

IV. (§ IS) of ordinary ditl'eivntiul equations of the first order. 

Solving for ' we lm\»• an equation of tint form 

tin; solution of which b 

£ ! >> ■ 

^jj* ,r -t titf t h  /* {(It}* 

This is the < lotuph-te Integral; the <«eueral anti die Singular 

Intends may he found hy the ordinary method. 

/jV. I. Sm!\v fli»j i»\n,iU'>h 

* jih i fll l* 

If W(* make til,) ■■.nUtitution* as iii the Miuulnrd wwo, the equation becomes 

«31 , t, 

fclin *»£ whitdi in 

the Complete Integral of the equation therefore is 

/; 4* a*f U 4**«// + c/4 
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The General Integral is obtained by the elimination of a between 

(z+a?f= {x+ay±6 (‘a)}2 \ 

and Za (z+aPf={$ + ay+ 6 (a)} {y -f 6' (a)} J 

where 6 is an arbitrary function. 

It is not difficult to prove that there is no Singular Integral. 

Ex. 2. Solve the equations : 

(i) p?=s*(l-pg); 

(ii) qY=z(z-px); 

(iii) p(l+q2) = q(z-a) ; 

(iv) 1 —PzPz ^PzP^ ^PiPY; 

(v) p* + zp22 +z2p2 = zzpxp2pz. 

194 The relation between the integral and the differential 
equation admits of a geometrical interpretation. The first step in 

the process of solution is writing £ for x + ay, which is equivalent 
to turning the axes in the plane of xy through an angle equal to 
tan"1 a and magnifying the coordinates in that plane in the ratio 

of (1 + a2f : 1. It is then assumed that z is a function of £ 
but is independent of the coordinate parallel to the new axis 

of y. Now 

*=/«) 
represents a cylinder whose axis is parallel to the new axis of y; 

and therefore the equation gives the cylinders satisfying this con¬ 
dition. But now, returning to our original axes, since a is an 
arbitrary constant, the axis of £ is an arbitrary line in the plane, 
and therefore also is the line taken for the transformed axis of y. 
It thus follows that what we find by our process of integration will 
be all the cylindrical surfaces with axes in the plane of xy which 
satisfy the given differential equation. 

195. Standard III. 

In attempting to reduce a given equation to the first standard, 
it may happen that 0 may be removed from explicit occurrence in 
the equation, but that x and y remain, and that then the functions 

of p and x may be associated with one another, and likewise the 
functions of q and y; the equation will then take the form 

4>(x, p) = ir(y, q). 
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We assume, as a trial solution, each of these equal quantities 
to be equal to an arbitrary constant a; from the first of the two 
equations so obtained we have 

p = 0, {xy a), 

and from the second 

2 = <?2 (y, «)• 

Integrating both of these we find that, by the first, 

z~fx a) + a quantity independent of x, 

and that, by the second, 

z =/2 (y, a) + a quantity independent of y. 

These are evidently included in, and are equivalent to, the 

equation . ' 

z=ft {x, a) +/2(y, a) + b, 

where b is an arbitrary constant. This is a solution of the original 
equation; as it contains two arbitrary constants it is the Complete 

Integral. 

The General Integral and the Singular Integral, if it exist, are 
to be deduced from this in the usual way. 

Ex. 1. Solve the equation 

The equation rearranged in the form 

comes under the standard, and we therefore write 

p2 -x—y -q2—a. 

Hence p — (x+afy 

and therefore 

(x + ct)%+$ (y -- ct)%+b, 

which is the Complete Integral. 

The General Integral is given by the elimination of a between 

z = § {w+a)®+1 (y - af+x («)\ 

0=(ie+a)Sr-(?/-a)i+x'(a) J 

where x is an arbitrary function; and there is no Singular Integral. 
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Ex. 2. Solve the equations: 

(i) z2 (p2 4- <f)—x2+y2; 

(ii) q—xp+p2\ 

(iii) p=(qy+z)2-, 

(iv) ^+2^=2#; 

(v) p2 -y3q = x2 ~y2. 

Ex. 3. Shew that this method can be applied to the solution of equations 

of the form 

fl (Pl> ■»!)+fi (Pl> *j)+/s (Ps» *s) = 0- 

Thus solve fully the equation 

Pi +p£ +P£ — xi + 00£ + x£' 

196. Standard IY. 

In this class are included those equations involving partial 
differential coefficients, which are analogous to the equations 
included under Clairaut’s form (§ 20) in ordinary differential 
equations. For two independent variables they are represented by 

z=poc + qy + <j>(p, q), 

where <£ is a definite function. 

A solution of this is 

z = ax + by + <jf> (a, b), 

which admits of immediate verification. As it contains two arbitrary 
constants it is the Complete Integral; the General Integral is to 
be obtained in the usual way, and there is usually a Singular 

Integral. 

Ex. 1. Solve the equations : 

(i) z=px+qy+pq; 

(ii) z—px+qy+(l+p2 + q2)*; 

(iii) ^ =px+qy + (ap2+$ql+yf ; 

(iv) £ —px Jrqy + 3p^q^; 

obtaining in each case the Singular Integral as well as the Complete Integral. 

Ex. 2. Solve the equations : 

(i) «=^i+^2+^s+/(jPi,jP2> JPs); 

(ii) S p x +(n+ViPiPt-pS*1; 
tx—n 

and obtain the Singular Integral in each case. 
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Principle of Duality. 

197. There exists in partial differential equations a remarkable 

duality in virtue of "which each equation is connected with some 
other equation of the same order by relations of a perfectly re¬ 
ciprocal character. We shall consider here only equations of the 

first order. 

Considering the case of two independent variables only, we 

write as our new dependent variable 

Z=px + qy — z, 

and therefore , _ ■ 'rUi-V - 
dZ = xdp + ydq*^*\ - 

We take as our new independent variables p and q, which we write 

X and Y for symmetry, so that 

X =p and Y—q; 

and then we have 
_az_9i? = p 

x~dp-dX ’ 

dZ dZ _n N - 
y~dq~dY~q' 

then z — PX + QY—Z, 

so that the relations between the variables are, as stated above, 

reciprocal. 

If now we have an equation of the form 

yfr (x, y, z, p, q) = o, 

the above relations transform it into 

^(P, Q, PX+QY- Z, X, F) = 0. 

The integral of either of these being known, that of the, other is 
deducible by a process of algebraical elimination. Thus let a 

solution of the second be given, or be derivable, in the form 

4>{Z,X,Y) = 0. 

Then we have 

pd4> H , d4>_ 
rdZ + dX~ u~^dZ+dY’ 

C 1 
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that is, xd±+d±=Q 
dZ + dX ’ 

ydZ + dY~°’ 

and — z — = Z — + X + Y^*^ 
bz Zdz + Adx+YW 

The elimination of X, Y, Z between, these four equations will 
leave an equation in x, y, z, which will be a solution of 

■'M®, y, z,p, q) = 0. 

Ex. 1. The simplest example of an equation which can be treated by this 
method is that which comes under Standard IV. (§ 196); the equation being 

z=px + qy +f (p; q), 

the transformed equation is not differential, but algebraical, being in fact 

-Z=f{X, Y). 
Thus in particular consider 

the transformed equation is 

z—px+qy+pZ + qZ 

-Z=X2+Y2. 

Hence ^=gf = -2X and y=gj= -2Y, 

where Z=X$Y+Ff$r-Z=-(X*+Y*). 

Hence, eliminating the quantities X, Y, if, we have 

-4z—x2+y2, 

which is easily seen to be the Singular Integral of 

z~px + qy+p2+-q2. 

Ex. 2. Solve the equations : 

(i) (asp +yq) (z ~~px - qy) +pq=0• 

(ii) z+l-x(x+p)-y(y + q)^0; 

(iii) p2 (x2 -%) + %pqxy + q2 (y2—y) — 2pxz — 2 qyz+^2 = 0 ; 

(iv) (px + qy~z)(p2x+q2yf=pq. 

Ex. 3. Prove that the equations 

W *fl (* ~px - qy, p, q) +yf2 (z -p% - qy, P, q) =/3 (z ~px - qy, p, q\ 

(ii) E(z~px — qy, x, y)—0, 

are reducible, by the foregoing substitutions, to standard forms. 
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Ex. 4. Prove that the equation 

xfi(y,P, s.-pm)+qf2{y,P,z-pm) =/s(y, P, «-*>«) 

is reducible to Lagrange’s form by changing the variables so that p and y are 
the new independent variables and z -px the new dependent variable. 

Hence solve the equation 

q (y - b)2 + 2pxz=z2~\~ <vp2 (x + 1). 

Ex. 5. Solve (z -p - qy)2 = 1 + j?2+S'2- 

198. The process of derivation of one differential equation 
from another as exhibited in the preceding article is really a trans¬ 

lation into analysis of the geometrical principle of duality between 
surfaces. When we take a fixed quadric, which we may denote by 
2, then with every surface S there is associated another surface S', 

called its polar reciprocal, which is the envelope of the polar planes 

with regard to 2 of points on the surface S; and the surface S is 
the polar reciprocal of S', being the envelope of the polar planes 
with regard to 2 of points on S'. 

The polar reciprocal of a surface depends on the subsidiary 
quadric, 2, and is different for different quadrics; the quadric 
most commonly chosen (on account of the geometrical simplicity) 
is a sphere with its centre at the origin of reciprocation. 

Let us consider as the subsidiary quadric not a sphere but a 

paraboloid of revolution whose equation is 

a? 4- y2 = 2z. 

To the tangent plane at a point A on the surface S corresponds 
a point A' on the surface S'; and to the point A corresponds the 
tangent plane at A' to S'. Let x, y, z, p, q be the quantities 
associated with A ; and X, Y, Z, P, Q the corresponding quantities 

associated with A!. 

The tangent plane at x, y, z to the given surface S is 

Z-z=p(Z-%) + q(y -y) 

(£, i}, £ being current coordinates); and the polar plane of X, 7, Z 

with regard to the quadric is 

X£+ Yv-Z-Z = 0. 
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But, because the two surfaces S and S' are polar reciprocals, these 
two planes are the same ; a comparison of their equations gives 

X~p ; Y —q ; Z=px + qy — z. 

Similarly, taking a tangent plane at X, Y’ Z to the surface S' 
and noticing that it must he the polar plane of x} y, z with regard 
to the quadric, we should obtain the equations 

vC = jP; y = Q) z = PX +• QY— Z. 

These are the two sets of relations used in the preceding method. 
Other relations could be obtained by taking other subsidiary 

quadrics in reference to which reciprocation should take place; but 
the preceding seem the simplest that can be found. 

199. The General Integral of a differential equation involves 
an arbitrary function. It may be necessary to obtain an inte¬ 
gral satisfying certain conditions; the latter will then be ob¬ 

tained if the arbitrary function be rightly determined. The 
process is equivalent to that which occurs in ordinary differential 
equations, where the arbitrary constants are determined by some 
particular relation or relations between special values of the 
variables. In every particular problem the arbitrary function is 
determined by means of the specified conditions. 

Ex. 1. We know that the equation 

ap+bq=l 

implies that the normal to the surface represented by the integral equation is 
perpendicular to a given line whose direction cosines are proportional to «, b, 1; 
this is the property of a cylindrical surface whose axis is parallel to that line. 
The integral obtained either by Lagrange’s method or by the method applied 
to Standard I. is 

x - az — (j> {y - bz\ 

where (j> is arbitrary. Suppose that the equation of a cylinder having its 
axis parallel to the line (a, b, 1) and passing through the curve #2—y2=l in 
the plane of xy is desired. The section of the above surface by the plane of 
xy is obtained by writing 2=0 therein, and thus it is 

According to the assigned conditions it should be 

x2~l 4-a/2. 

A comparison of these equations shews that 

'/>(y)=(i+y2)i, 
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of the original equation, since the values of p and q derived from 
it have in the inverse process been obtained from that equation. 
Let then another relation between the quantities be denoted by 

<5 Or, y, z, P> q) = 0; 

if we can find the form of <I>, we shall be in a position to use this 
method of solution. 

201. Now the integral of the equation gives z (and therefore 
also p and q) as functions of x and y; whatever these functions 
may be, they will, if substituted in the equations F = 0 and <I> = 0, 
render them both identities. Let then the values of ^ p, q (as 

yet unknown) be supposed substituted; then the partial differential 
coefficients of the left-hand members of both equations with regard 
to x and y will all vanish, and therefore 

dx 3z^^ dp dx ^ dq dx y 

3® 3$ 3<E> dp 3<J> da ,, 
dx dz * dp dx ^ 3 q dx 9 

dI+dl n . dldPjFd9-n 
dy dz ^ dp 3y 3 q 3y 9 

3® 3® 3®3p 3®3?_n 
dy dz ^ dp dy dq dy ~ 

dp 
Eliminating ^ between the first pair of these equations, we have 

/dF _ dF d®\ (dF dJt^dF d% (dF 9® _ 3^ 3®\ _ 
\dx dp dp dx) + P \dz dp dp dz) + dx \3g dp ~~ dp Jq) ~ 0 : 

and eliminating || between the second pair, we have 

/dF 3 <f> __ dF 9®\ /dF 3® _ 3F 9® \ dp /dF 9<J> 3F 3® \ 

Uy 3? • dqdy)^^\dz dq dq dz) + dy\dp dq dq 3p)~~®' 

Now 
dq ___ d*z __ dp 
dx dxdy dy 9 

so that from the last two equations, when added together as they 
stand, the terms involving these quantities disappear; and the 
result may be rearranged and written in the form 
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are such that they satisfy identically the relation 

dx dp dp dx + dy dq dq 3y 

fdZd®--d-Fd®')+ — _9*’33>\ 
V0£ ‘dp dp dz) q V3« dq dq dz)~ 

and are considered as two simultaneous equations giving p and q 
as functions of x, y, and z, then the values of p and q derived from 
them and substituted in the equation 

dz = pdx + qdy 

render it an exact differential. 

Another form may be given to the relation. Let 

r. ^ , dF FI=—+p- 
dx ' 1 dz’ 

„ dF dF 
Fy dy+qdz’ 

and similarly for ; then the equation is easily transformed into 

F 
■ dp x 

dlu.vd® 
dp +*vdq ' 

.*0Z=o 
* dq 

Ex. 1. Solve the equation 

p24-q2 - 2px — 2 qy + 2 xy=0. 

Writing down the subsidiary equations we have among others 

dp _ dq dx _ dy 
2y-2p~ 2x—2 q~ -2p + 2x~~ -2q + 2y ’ 

Hence dp+dq—dx+dy, 

so that p-x-\-q-y — a. 

Combining this with the original equation, which may be written 

(p~x)2 + (q~~y)2=(x~y)\ 

we find 2 (p — x) = a-{- {2 (x -y)2 — a2} 

2 (q~y) = a~ {2 (x-y)2-a2} 

Hence dz —pdx+qdy 

gives 2dz— (2x+a) dx+(2y +^) dy + (dx - dy) {2 (x-yf - a2} * 

the integral of which is 

2z-h=x2+ax+y2 + ay + *^-{2 (x-y)2-a2\* 

~ ^log + (2 - Vf - a2}i]> 
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which is the Complete Integral. The General Integral is deducible in the 
ordinary way; there is no Singular Integral. 

The above equation may, however, be solved without having recourse to 
this method; but some transformations and substitutions are necessary. 
Taking the equation in the form 

(p - x?+(? - y)2=(* - y)\ 

we write Z—z-- \y'2, 

so that — % and ~q ~ y. 
ox r dy 1 J 

Let the independent variables be changed by the equations 

x—y — $X and x-by — ^Y; 

then 
d.v [dX^dr) z~Hp+Q), 

and therefore 

The equation becomes 

P2 + <22=2X2, 

and is thus of the form of Standard III.; when the integral is obtained and 
the new variables are replaced by the old, it will be found to agree with the 

.above. 

Ex. 2. Solve the equations 

(i) p2+ql - %px — 2gy +1 = 0; 

(ii) 2 (pq -bpy + qx) + xl -by2=0; 

by Charpit’s method. 

Also reduce both of them to one or other of the Standard Forms and so 
integrate them, shewing that the integrals obtained by the two methods agree. 

203. In these particular examples Charpit’s method is less 
laborious than the other; but this is by no means always the case. 
It often happens that an equation which furnishes an easy example 
of this rule is integrable still more easily because included in some 
one or other of the foregoing Standard forms; and this causes the 
method to be less used than would otherwise be the case. But it 

is more general than any of them, and equations integrable by any 
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of the other methods are integrable by this method; it is more¬ 
over important in the general theory as indicating a method of 
obtaining a solution* of the differential equation without any 

restrictions on its form. 

The limitations to success in practice are connected with the 
integration of the subsidiary equations. Now these particular 
limitations are just such as give rise to the methods adopted for 
the different Standards and really indicate the classification therein 
adopted; in fact all the Standards are included in Charpit’s form 
and integration is possible by this one general method whenever it is 

possible by any of the special methods. 

204. Thus consider first Lagrange’s form, which is 

R-Pp-Qq = 0, 

in which P, Q, R are functions of x, y, z alone and do not involve 

p or q. In this case 

F= R — Pp — Qq, 

so that 

dF dF r> , n p 
-pdp-<ity=pp+(iQ=:R’ 

thus two of Charpit’s equations are 

dx __ dy __ dz 

P~ Q ~P5 

the equations on which the integration of Lagrange’s form de¬ 
pends. But it should be noticed that this is not a proof of 
Lagrange’s method for linear differential equations; the result has 
already been assumed in the derivation of Charpit’s equations. 

205. Now consider the typical equation of the first Standard* 
which is 

f (p ?) = o, 

so that F='ty'(p,q), 

in which x, y, z do not explicitly occur ; then 

dF 
dx 

= 0, dF 
dz 

= 0. 
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^The subsidiary equations now are 

dp _dq __ dx ___ 
_ — _0^. 

dp 

so that we have p = a and q = b, both arbitrary constants ap¬ 
parently. But according to the rule we must combine any one 
integral with the original equation, and so we have 

^(a, ?)= 0 ; 

and therefore, if q = b, we have 

^ (a} b) = 0. 

Then dz^pdx^qdy 

= adx + bdy, 

of which the integral is 

2 = ax •+• by + c, 

with the limitation between a and b. 

206. Proceeding now to the typical equation of the Second 

Standard, which is 

'M*, P> <D = 0> 

an equation into which x and y do not explicitly enter, we have 

F = ''}r{z,p,q), 

and therefore 

The equation derived 

gives 

dF n ' a dF n 
7T~ = 0, and 0 =0. 
dx dy 

from the first pair of Charpit’s 

dp __ dq 
“T" dr 
’’ il 

fractions 

and therefore p = m(l' Combining this with = 0 we ca*xr find both 
p and q in terms of z; let the values be f(z) for p and therefore 

mf(z) for q. Substituting in 

dz = pdx + qdy, 

we have 
dz 

= dx + mdy, 

21—2 
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[ dz ~ 

lm+ +ms’ 
which agrees with the former result. 

207. Passing now to the Third Standard in which the equa¬ 

tion is 

F = 4>{x,p)-^{y,q) = 0, 

3 F 3 (f> dF 3 <£ 
sothat dp ~ dp ’ 

dF djT' dF d±, aF 0. 
3y ~ ’ dq dq7 dz 7 

we have from the subsidiary equations 

dp dx 
d(f> dcf>7 
dx dp 

or dp + dx = 0, 

that is, <j> (x, p) = a; 

and therefore from the original equation 

ir(y,q)~a. 

Solving these respectively for p and q we have 

^ = <9,0, a); q = 0t(y, a); 

and following the rule we have 

dz = 0l (%, a) dx + 0% {y, a) dy, 

the integral of which is 

■c^= J 0J(x, a)dx + J 02(y, a) dy. 

Ex. 3. Derive by Charpit’s method the integral of the differential 
equation of the form analogous to Clairaufs form for ordinary equations. 

Ex. 4 Obtain by Charpit’s method a solution of the equation . 

■ ;p»+ay=/(i>, q), 
j) is a homogeneous function of p and q of the degree n. 

Solve also xp% +-y<;f=%pq. 
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Jacobi’s Method for the General Equation with any 

NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES. 

208. It has been, indicated in § 189 that the method used 
for the linear partial differential equation in Lagrange’s form can 
be applied to the case when the number of variables is n; we now 
proceed to indicate the method, due to Jacobi, of solving the 

general partial differential equation when there are n independent 
variables. This general equation may be represented by 

.>P»> Xx>.> 0 = 0* 
where x1} x2,., xn are the independent variables and the ps 
are the partial differential coefficients of z with respect to the #’s. 

209. We will prove that if in this equation the dependent 
variable explicitly occur (which will usually be the case since the 
equation is perfectly general), then the equation <E> = 0 can be 
replaced by another with a new dependent variable, in which that 
dependent variable does not explicitly occur and the number of 
independent variables is increased by unity. 

The differential equation <E> = 0 has some solution ; let it be 

represented by 

a ==/(*> a?!, .> 0 = 0, 

where/is as yet an unknown function; then we have 

du 
dooT 

for all values of the suffix from r = 1 to r = n. Let these values 
of p be substituted in the original equation, which therefore 

becomes 

du du du 

and may be written in the form 

/ du du . 

^ v.®*.av 
du chA _ « 

’§5;’ a*; 
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This is a partial differential equation of the first order; the 
dependent variable u does’not explicitly occur and there are n +1 

independent variables z, ccv x2, ., oon. Hence the proposition 
is proved. 

The integral of this leads to the integral of the original 
equation; it will be proved to be possible to obtain the integral of 
'Tr = 0 in the form 

u =f(x19 x2>.. atn9 z9 al9 a2,.. an), 

in which av a29., an are arbitrary constants. 

When, this integral is known, the complete integral of the 
equation <E> = 0 is given by 

/<>!, x99., xn9 z9 av a2> ., = 

in which z is now the dependent variable and there are the 

original n independent variables. 

For it, =/ is the integral of ^ = 0 and is a modified form of 
<& = 0, so that the latter is satisfied by u =f and therefore 

/ df df. df 

<t>l , -dIs r T r 1 = 0 
^ \ ? 0y ? df ’.. df ’  ’ xn J u* 

^ dz dz dz 

But since /= 0 we have 

^+04=o 
da>r + d*Pr • 

M. 
and therefore pr = — , 

di 

and therefore 

which is satisfied for all the suffixes r from r = 1 to r = n; hence 

we obtain 

.. P.. ®>» .» ®J = 
the original differential equation. 

210. It is thus sufficient to consider differential equations 
from which the dependent variable is explicitly absent. If it 
explicitly occur in any given equation, it can be removed in 
the manner indicated; and a transformed differential equation 
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^ = 0 can be obtained, the integral of which will lead to the 
required integral. We may therefore write the general differential 
equation in the form 

F(Pi>Pi>. Pn<X»>®,... «O = 0. 

If, in addition to F = 0, we have other n — 1 equations of the 
form 

Fx cq, F2 ct-2,., Fr ctr>., Fn_ml = 

where F1,F2,., Fn_x are functions of p1, p2)., pn (or of some 
of them) and it may be, and usually will be, of xv x2,., xn, and 

where at, a2, ., anHL are arbitrary constants, then from these n 
equations we can obtain values of pv p2, ., pn as functions of 
the x’a and the as. Let these values be substituted in 

dz=pldx1+pidxi +.+pj®n-, 

then, if they be such as to render this an exact differential, the 
integral of it will be the complete integral of F= 0. For it will 
be an integral, since the values of pv p2>., pn are derived from 
n equations; one of which is F= 0; and it will in its expression 

involve n arbitrary constants, viz. the constants a19 a2,., an^t 

and the constant of integration. Moreover the integral is of the 
form 

z = x(«!» .<*... o + 
which gives the dependent variable explicitly, and therefore 
justifies the assumption made as to the form of the integral of 
V = o. 

The n — 1 functions F must be such that the values of the 
quantities p will render the foregoing an exact differential equa¬ 

tion ; and the necessary conditions, which are 

dcc8 dxr 

for all values of r and s, will serve to determine these functions. 

211. Suppose that the n equations 

F=0, Fx=av F2 = a2.. FK.t = 

are solved so as to give the values of pv p2,., pn as functions 
of the variables x; these values will, when substituted, make each 
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equation an identity. When this substitution takes place in a] 
two such equations as Fr = ar and F8= a8} we have 

(dFr + + 8Frdpn^ 
dxt dp1 dp2 dxt . dpn dxt ’ 

dF, dF, dPi.dFsdP! , 4_^i^ = 0 
cjPi dx^ dp2dxx . dpn dx1 ’ 

'dFr dFrdp^ dFr?^ 
£te2 ^ dp, dx2 dp, dx, . dpn dx, ’ 

' dJ° + dl!d-h +SJ* +.+ K* dPn= 0 
, 9a>2 ^ dp, dx, dp, dx, . dpn dx2 

giving altogether n pairs of equations; each pair is made up 
the differential coefficients, with regard to the same independe 
variable, of Fr and F„ when in these the values of the p’s a 

substituted. Between the first pair let the value of ^ bej elirr 

nated; the resulting equation is 

~Fr, f»-\ + [-^8-] dp, + [T,,//] dp, + + p;, J,»~| dp» = ( 

where 

Fr,Fsldp, | rFr,F^dpt ( 

iVJPd3®! LPs’ PiJ dxi 

Fr> F,1 Jd_FrdJ\_ d_K dF, 
u, v du dv dv du 

.» pA dxt 

~Fr, jy| = _ \Fs,Fri = VFS, f; _ 
V, U U, V J V, U J ’ 

Similarly the elimination of ^ from the second pair gives 
ox2 

~ft, -P,! + rFr, dp, + p;, ffrj 3p3+ + vft>f^\ spn= 

LjvpJ Lb-pJ9^ . Lp-pJ 
and so on, each pair leading to am equation of this form. 

Now let all the left-hand members of these equations " 

added together. The coefficient of ^ ^which is equal to 

will consist of the sum of two terms, viz. the term 
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from the r'th equation, and the term 

from the s'th equation; the sum of these two is zero, arid, thus the 

term in ~~ disappears, whatever be the values of rf and s\ The 
OXyJ 

resulting equation is therefore 

Let the left-hand side he denoted by 

(F„F,)i 

then the equation is 

= 0; 

and this must be satisfied, whatever the suffixes r and .s may be. 
Hence the aggregate of the equations which these functions must 
satisfy may be represented in the form 

0 = (.Fi} F) = (Fi,F1) = (FifF2) =.= (*i, 

for all values of the index i from i = 1 to i = n — 1. 

212. These conditions, which are necessary for ttie integra- 
bility of the equation dz = 'Zpdx, must now be proved sufficient; 
this will be proved by shewing that, when the functions F satisfy 
the foregoing equations, we have 

dps^dpi 
dacH' 9av 

for all values of r' and s'. 

The n equations derived from the n pairs of equations con¬ 

nected with any two given functions Fr and F8 still Ixold; when 

they are all added together we have 

'K, Fgl ==0 
JV> pA \3«V 

the double summation extending to all integral values of r' and 
s' from 1 to n but not including pairs of equal values since for 

every such pair of values the term vanishes. But by the necessary 

conditions satisfied by the functions we have 

(Fr, Fs) = 0, 
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and therefore 22 
F F' _JLL_L_? 
iV, jV J 

%V. 
dxj 

d-£A = o 
dxJ ’ 

which, holds for all the values of r and 5 given by the differed 
functions; and every combination of the functions will give sue 
an equation. The total number of these combinations is \n (n -T 

and therefore the number of such equations is fyn(n -1). 

Now each equation is linear in the quantities 

dp?, dpj 
dxH> dxr>5 

which are in number ^n(n— 1) in all, that is, the same as th 
number of the equations. Since each right-hand side is zero i 

follows either that each of these quantities 

djV 
dx8< dx¥ 

is zero, or that the determinant formed by the coefficients of thes 

quantities is zero. 

That this cannot be the case appears as follows. Let A denot 
the determinant- 

aF dF dF ; 

0Pi’ .’ 

dli dA d.Ei 
.’ dpn 

0JTn-i dFn_ t 
*Pl ’ dPz ’ .’ dPn 

then each of the expressions 

Fr, Fg 

JP<> 

is the complement of a second minor of A and there are in a 
£n2 (n — l)2 of them; let ® denote the determinant formed t 
them so that © is the determinant which is zero by hypothesi 
Let 0' be the determinant formed by the complements in - 
of the constituents in ©; then we have, on multiplying 0 and (: 
together, 

©©' = aw*_1). 
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Now ©' is not infinite ; hence if © vanish we mast have 

A = 0.' 

But this would imply that among the n equations of the t 

F=0 the n quantities p could be eliminated, that is,, that these 

equations would not suffice to determine the quantities p as 
functions of the independent variables. This is contrary to 
what has been assumed as to the independence of the functions 
F; hence © is not zero. 

It follows that each of the \n(n — 1) quantities 

dxB' 3 xv> 

is zero, and therefore that the assigned conditions are sufficient to 
ensure that 

dz =_231^1+ptdxa +.+pj®„ 

is a perfect differential. 

213. We may therefore sum up our results, so far obtained 
as follows: 

To obtain the Complete Integral of any given equation F~ 0 we 
first determine an integral Fx = ax of the equation 

(Fv F) = 0; 

then we obtain a common integral F2 = a2 of the equations 

F) = (Ft> F^) — 0; 

then a common integral Fz = az of the equations 

(Fz, F) = (Fa, Ft) = (Fz, F2) = 0; 

and so on, thus obtaining in all n— 1 new equations each con¬ 
taining an arbitrary constant The n equations which involve the 
n quantities p are then solved so as to furnish the values of the p’s 
as functions of the independent variables and the a,/rmbitTa,ry con¬ 

stants, and these values are substituted in 

dz^p^ +p,,dx1 +.+l\dxn. 

This when integrated gives the Complete Integral of the equation 

F= 0. 
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Each of the equations determining any one of the functio] 
Fr is linear in the partial differential coefficients of Fr; we .ha^ 
therefore to investigate a method of obtaining the common integr 
of a set of simultaneous linear partial differential equations. 

Eoo. Prove that if the equations 

F\ (&i j <#2 j • • • j &n 3 ^3 Pi 5 Pi 5 • • • 3 Pn) ^ ^5 

Fl («% 3 *^2 3 • * * 3 ^n 3 ^3 Pi 3 Pi 3 • • • 3 Prd ^ ^3 

Fn (-%3 *^23 • • • 3 1 Pi, p2, ..., 0, 

be solved so as to give pu p%, ., y>n as functions of 
necessary and sufficient conditions in order that 

dz =pidscl +p2dx2 4-.+pndxn 

should be an exact differential are that the aggregate of equations 

0 3 *i\ f = (F* F2\ IF* F21 _ a 
\^3 p) 1*3 P) \X>2> J \*,p ) 

~F,, FJ 

'F*3 F<-1 

*?P )+{5^1} 

where 

and 

•+[£f} 
pi, Ft\ = fFt, Ffi m, f;1 

L^i, Pi J U23P2J 
{^1 r^]+A r^i+.+jvnsi*i 
l Z>P J ^L^PiJ r2L^PiJ r Lz,PnJ 

should be satisfied for all values of the index i from z=2 to i—n. 

214. It is convenient to prove here an important Lenin 
which will be of use when the integration of the simultaneoi 
equations is being considered. 

If A, B, Q be any three functions of 2n independent variabL 

®1)kx2).>®n>PvP2’.>Pn>an<^ if the function (B, C) be denote 
by a, and the function (A, a) by 

[A (A 0)1 
then the equation 

[A CB, C)] + [5, (a, A)} + [Io, (A, JJ)] = o 

will be identically satisfied 

Consider the left-hand member of this equation; it consis 
of the sum of a number of terms all of the same form, each 
which is the product of two first differential coefficients of two 
the quantities A, B, G and a second differential coefficient of tl 
third of them. It moreover is a cyclically symmetrical functic 
of A, B and C and therefore, if the terms involving the secoi 
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differential coefficient of any one function, such as G, disap¬ 
pear, all the terms will disappear and thus the equation will be 

satisfied. 

Let the quantity 

docr djpr dpr dccr 

be denoted by &rBC, so that Ar may "be considered as a symbolical 
operator; we may write 

(B,C)= (A, + A2h-.+ AJ BG, 

the operators being obviously subject to the distributive law 

(A 4 A.) JBG = &rBC + AJBQ. 

Then in accordance with this notation, 

[A, (B, €)] = (Ax + A2 +.-f \) A (Aj+ A2 •+.-f AJ BG, 

and therefore [A} (B, C)] is the sum of a series of pairs of terms 

\AAsBO-f \AArBG 

for all the values of r and s from 1 to n inclusive ; in the case 
when r and s 'have the same value only a single term occurs, for 
consideration. 

Expanding the functions thus symbolically represented, we 
find that the terms depending upon the second differential co¬ 

efficients of G are 

dAdBJfC _dAdB yq dA dJS 32Q dAdB d'C 
docr dec, dprdp8 dar dpB dpfioc* dpr dex8 dpsdccr dpr dp8 docrdoc8 

from the first of the foregoing pair, and 

c)Ad£ JG dAdB d*G dAdBL 92CL 
doc8 docv dpjdp, dx8 dpr dp8docr 9 pB docr dpjdic8 dp8 3pv decree,, 

from the second. 

Selecting in the same way from [5, (C, A)] the corresponding 
pair of symbolical terms and considering in them the terms which 
involve second differential coefficients of C, we find them to be 
respectively • 

dBdJ. r0__dBdAjrO dBdA d*C dB dA dV 
docr dp, dpjdfl8 door docs dp$p8 dpr 9p8 docjdoo# ^ dpr decB dpsdwr 

m * 
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and 

8BdA 8*0 dB dA d2C dB dA JK!_ dB dA d2G 
dxs dpr dp8dxr dx8 dxr dprdp8 3p8 3pr dxrdxs 3p8 door dprdx8 * 

The expression [C, (A, B)] will not contain any second dif¬ 
ferential coefficients of G. 

Hence in 

[^,(J,0)] + [JB,(0,il)] + [0;K B)] 

the coefficient of the term which involves is the sum of 
oprdp8 

those in the foregoing, and is therefore zero; so also are the co¬ 

efficients of those which involve 2 2-> J22--, 2-2 • 
cprox8 opf!Xr OXrOX8 

If r and s be the same we need only to consider the first and 
third of the above lines of terms when in them we write s = r; it 

will be seen immediately that the terms in 

vanish. 

3 2C 32 a cW 
3pr2’ dprdxr ’ dx* 

Since this is true whatever r and $ may be, it follows that all 
the terms involving second differentials of 0 vanish; and therefore, 

by the symmetry, the whole expression vanishes. 

Solution of the Subsidiary Equations. 

215. We now proceed to obtain the values of Fv F2)., Fn_x 
from the various differential equations which they must satisfy. 

To determine Fx we have 

(F,EX) = 0, • 
or, what is the same thing, 

dxx dp1 dpx dxx + 3pa dp2dxs . dxn dpn dpn dxn 

Since this is linear in the differential coefficients of Fr we may 
obtain an integral of it by using as subsidiary equations (§ 189) 
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2150 \ 
t}fa.e generalised form of Lagrange’s equations. 

of flie system 

Let any integral 

dx^ _ dx2 ___ 
JdF~ _d>F~ 

0Pi dPn 

*be denoted by 

fi(pv 

dxn 
_c)F_ 

C>Pn 

_dpi_dps 
~dJF a f 

dXj dx2 

> .>Pn) = at> 

(A) 

wliore at is an arbitrary constant; then Fx =ft = ax is an integral 
of fhe original equation (F, Ft) = 0. 

216. We have now to find a function F2 such as will satisfy 
the equations 

(F,F2)=0; (F1} F2) = (f1, F2) = 0. 

The former of these being an equation to determine F2 is identical! 
in form with that which determines Fv and therefore we shall J 
have the same subsidiary equations; let 

</>(x19a2> .,®n>Pi>P2> .> Pn) = constant 

Tbe an integral of the equations (A) different from /* = at; then 

*) = 0. 

If (f> be such a function as to satisfy 

(/><£) =0, 

then we may take 

F,= <j> = aa 

a*s fhe common integral of the two equations which determine Fr 

If </> do not satisfy the equation, then we shall have 

(fv = 

fixe substitution of <f>± may be repeated and so on indefinitely, so , 
that we shall have a series of functions <f> given by 

(fv *.) = ;(/,&) = ;.; (fv 40=4>,;. 
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Now all these functions satisfy the equation 

(F J2)=0 

when substituted for Fs. In the identity 

[A, (B, 0)] + [B, (0, A)] + [0, (A, B)] = 0 

let F be substituted for A and /j for B; then 

[C,(A,B)] = [C,(F)fl)] = (C,0) = 0, 

and therefore 

[F(A, 0)] = Uv (F0\ 
whatever G may be. 

First let 0 — cj>; then this equation becomes 

[F (/„ m = [/„ (F 4>)] = (/„ 0) = 0; >- 
so that 

(/,»4>) = <f>i = F 

is a solution of 

(«) = 0. 
Next let G=fa; then we have 

[F (A, &)] = [fv (F A)1=(/>, o) = o, 
so that 

(/i> 4>i) = <t>2 = F 

is also a solution of 

(F, F2) = 0; 

and so on with the whole series of functions <f>, each of which is a 
solution of the first of the two equations which determine F2, and 
is therefore, when equated to a constant, also a solution of the 
subsidiary equations (A). 

Now these subsidiary equations have only 2?i — 1 independent 
integrals at the utmost; the functions fa which arise from the 
indefinitely repeated substitution in (/j, $w) cannot all be in¬ 
dependent of one another; and therefore if the series of functions 
do not cease we must ultimately come to some one which is 
expressible in terms of those already found. 

217. There are thus three alternatives to be considered : 

(1), some function fa of the series may be identically zero; 
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(2) , some function fa of the series is variable but expressible in 
terms of the preceding functions of the series; 

(3) , some function of the series may be a determinate 

constant c. 

We will consider these in turn. 

218. (1), let <£j = 0; then. 4*1-1 — a2 will be tlxe desired 
integral; for it is one of the series of functions and is therefore a 

solution of (F, F2) = 0; also 

(Fv = (/i> = 4*i~ 

and it is therefore a solution of (Flt F^) — 0. Hence it is a 
common integral of the two equations which determine JFa and 
therefore gives the second of the equations desired, viz. 

4*1-1 ~ -^2 ■ 

219. (2), let <jE>4 be expressible in terms of the preceding 

functions of the series; suppose 

4>t = 0 (F,/,, 4>, 4>i> 4>n> .» 4>i-1). 

where 6 is a definite functional symbol. Proceeding now to form 

<£.+1 we have 

4>*n~(fi> 4>t) 

(fi> F) dj, + (f /i) gy- + (/l> + 4*i) + 

when the value of <f>, is substituted. But 

( fr, F) = — (F, /,) = 0, 

since ft is a solution of the equations; and (f2, /]) vanishes 
identically, so that this equation becomes 

. , d&,. dd de de 
+.+ 'k-1 a&_2+^ d4>t.i * 

But each of the differential coefficients of 8 is a function of the 

previously obtained quantities (f>; hence <f>Hl is so also. 

It follows therefore that fa and all the functions <j> of the series 

after fa are expressible in terms of those which precede 
I? 22 
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Let us then seek to obtain some function of these quantities 
which shall satisfy the equations 

(F, F2) = 0 and (Fv Fr) = (ft,^)=0; 

let it be given by 

F=ir(F,fv 4>,4>v., 4>J). 

When this value is substituted the former equation becomes 

sf 
0 = (F, F) + Wfi) kw + (F, 4>) wr +.+ (F, 

dyfr 

' dF"r v^*/l/ dfx 1 ^ d<j> .ri-v 

which is satisfied identically since every function </> is a solution of 

= 0; 

and the second equation becomes as before 

+ 4>* It + ^ 
dyfr 

+ + & 
dyjr 

tyt-i" 

The last equation is thus the only one which must be satisfied 
by i/r; and as no differential coefficients with regard to F or 
yj occur in it we may consider them as replaced by their respective 
values 0 and av Any integral of the system 

clef) ___ d(f>1 ___ d<j>2 __ __ def*^ 

ft ft ft . ft 

dft_t 

6 

of the form <l> = a2 will be a solution of the equation in ^; and 
therefore we may write 

F, = $ = ai, 

and so we shall have the required common integral of the two 
equations which determine F2. 

220. (3), let fa be some determinate constant c which will 
merely depend upon the coefficients of the original differential 
equation; the series of functions thus terminates as there is no 
further function to substitute. We then proceed as in the 
last case to find some function of the preceding quantities <£ which 
will be a common solution of the two equations; let 

Ft = %{F,fl, ft ft,., ft_i). 
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When this is substituted in (F, Fj — 0 the equation is identically- 
satisfied; when it is substituted in (/i; F2) = 0 the resulting 

equation is, just as before, 

in which we may replace fa by c. An integral of this is given by 

dfa^ _ dfa|_t 

4>t-i o ’ 

which when integrated gives 

fa^ — 2 cfa_2 = constant; 

and therefore we may as in the last case write 

F2 = fa_* — Zcfats = 

as the common integral desired. 

This solution is satisfactory provided % > 1. 

Now i cannot be zero since <f> is determined as a function of 
the variables; the only exception therefore to be considered is the 

case i = l, when 

,2%_c3%-o 
d<j> ’ 

so that % is independent of <f>. Now 

and F and/x are replaceable by 0 and at respectively; if then % be 
independent of <£, it ceases to be a function of the variables and 
there is thus no solution common to the two equations to be 

derived from these functions. 

Should this be the case, we return to the subsidiary equa¬ 

tions (A) and determine a new integral distinct from those already 

obtained, which are 

Ft =f1 = a1, <£ = constant: 

let this be 

& (p19 oov., *•*•*> P») ^ constant* 
22—2 
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Next we perform with the function S' all the operations which 
have been performed with the function <f>; then the desired 

common integral 

will be obtained, except in the single case when we have 

(Jv ^) = = c'> 

where d is a determinate constant. 

From a combination of these respective exceptional cases,, 

which are the only ones in each of which the common integral 
F has not been obtained, we can construct a common integral 

F2. For let 

jp, =/,(*.*) 
be substituted in (F, FJ = 0 = (/„ Ft); then these equations 

become 

Now the former equation is satisfied identically since <£ and 

are both integrals of the subsidiary equations (A); while since 

(Jv (f>) = ,Pi:=c 

and (J> = = c > 

the latter- equation becomes 

d<p+ a*u* 

This is satisfied by 

/9=0(<ty~e&), 

and therefore F2~® (cr<p — cS) = a2, 

where ® is any arbitrary functional symbol (which may at will be 
chosen of a simple form), is the desired integral. 

Hence in every case the common integral of the equations, 
which determine F2 has been found; for convenience we may 

denote it by 
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221. We now proceed to obtain Fz; it must be a. common 

integral of the equations 

(F,Fs)=0 = (J1,Fa) = (f2,Fa). 

To obtain, one we find, by tbe preceding method, am integral 

common to the two equations 

(F, Ft) = 0 = (/,, Fs), 

which is different from /2 = a,2; this we may denote by 

X 02,., «„> JV 2V.>20 = COIlstant. 

We then form as before the series of functions 

(/2> X) = (/2, X1) = X2; .; (/2, V*) •'.; 

then all the functions X of this series are common integrals of 
the first two of the equations which determine X. For in the 

identity 

[A, (.B, 0)1 + IB, (0, A)] + [0, (A, B)1 = 0, 

let A = F and B= /2; then since (F, /2) = 0, we have 

[^(/2.CD] = [/2, (F,0)]. 
Anri, substituting in the same identity A =ft and -B=_/2 and re¬ 

membering that (/j, /2) = 0, we have 

[/x>(/,.0)]=[/.> (/»°)]• 

These two equations are satisfied whatever C may be. Now let 

C = X; then 

[#(/,, *)] = [/.> (Ml 
or (F, \) = (f2, 0) = 0; 

and [/1,(/2^)]=[A(/1>^)]. 

or (fitXJ = {f3, 0) = 0. 

Thus X, is a common integral of the equations 

(.F, Fx) = 0 = (f1, Fa). 

Similarly the substitution of \ for 0 would shew th.at Xt is a 
common integral of these equations; and so on through all the 

series of functions. 

As in the former case, the number of common integrals being 

limited, we shall in the series come to some integral X, which is 
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expressible, as well as those that follow it, in terms of those which 

precede it, viz., F,fiyf2,X)Xv., Vi- The same three alter¬ 

natives are presented and the value of Fz the common integral in 

each is determined as before; either the single case of failure is 

avoided by the choice of a new integral different from X, or in 

the case of failure of the latter these two cases of failure are 

combined so as to furnish a common integral. Thus we obtain 

our third common integral, which may be represented by 

222. The remaining functions Fv ., Fn_x may be derived 

in the same way as the above; and thus with F = 0 we shall have 

n equations to determine the values of the jp’s in terms of the 

independent variables and n — 1 arbitrary constants, which, when 

substituted in 

dz = pxdocx + p2dx2 +.+ pndxn, 

will render it integrable; its integral is the complete integral 

of the original differential equation. 

The associated integrals are derivable from the results of 

§§ 179, 180. 

223. The foregoing is an exposition of Jacobi’s method of integration in 
its simplest form ; there are, however, developments and simplifications and, 
arising out of these, methods of avoiding the exceptional cases which cannot 
be dealt with here. For these and for the whole theory of partial differential 
equations of the first order reference should be made to the chief authori¬ 
ties, which are Jacobi, “Vorlesungen fiber Dynamik” (Ges. Werhe, Suppl. Bd. 
pp. 248—269); Jacobi, “Nova methodus...integrandi” (Crelle, t. lx, pp. 1— 
181); a very valuable memoir by Imschenetsky, Grunertfs Arckiv der Mathe- 
matik wnd Physih, t. l. pp. 278—474; a memoir by Graindorge, M4moires 
de la Soci4t4 Roy ale des Sciences de Lihge, nrae sdrie, t. v.; and a treatise by 
Mansion, Theorie des Equations a%x deriv4es partielles, will prove of great use; 
full references to original authorities will be found in the last. 

The equations (A) are, when each fraction is equated to dt, of the form 

dxr __ _ 'dF' dpr __ ^ . 
dt ~ $<pr 3 dt ~~ dxr 3 

these are the canonical equations of motion of a system of rigid bodies; 
further discussion of them will he found in Imschenetsky. (See also South’s 
Rigid Dynamics,) 

We now proceed to consider some examples. 
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Ex. 1. To solve the equation 

z=f(P *** > jPn)y 

where / does not explicitly involve the independent variables. ~WQ m 

transform the equation so that the dependent variable does not e ^ - ^ 
occur; let the solution of the equation be ^ lc^y 

V'* (x1, x2) ..., xn, z) = 0, 

where the form of ^ has yet to be determined. Denoting 
9a? and 

bj A+i, we have 

and thus the equation is 

Pr+Pn+1pr=0; 

P > .5 ~~p 
M n +1 -L n + 1, 

in which, the dependent variable + does not occur. Hence we have for 
general formula ■ ottr 

f\ 2W i\+1’.’ F^J-Z’ 
and the subsidiary equations give 

dP\ = dPi= dPn _ dPn+l 

0 0 ■" 0" -1 ' 

From these we have 

Pl — cq, P2   .J £*71 ~O-n? 

which give n integrals; and then from the equation ^=0 we have 

>=/(- 
\ * n + 1 

P > .> 
91 + 1 

Solving-this for Pu+1 we should have 

A+i=x(4 

where * involves the w constants a; and therefore 

dyjr = PxC&tq + +.+ Pndxn + Pn+1dz 

— a1dx1 + a%dx2 +.+ andxn + x (z) dz. 

The integral of this is 

.+an^?n+Jx (s)dfej 

where a is arbitrary and may be assumed to be absorbed in the But the 

integral of the given differential equation is ^=0; hence the integral of 

-5Pn) 

18 aA + «2^2 +.+ ^=Jx (2) 
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where x is given by the equation 

02 
X ’ 

£»\ 
’ xJ- 

Ex. % The case when / is a homogeneous function of order /x in the 

_2?’s is readily reduced to one of the forms already considered in § 191. For 

we may change the dependent variable from z to £, where 

and the equation is then 

.,'U 
where £r=fi~- The integral of this is 

n-i 
~ 2 ^ = £ = £+■ &XXX +■ <^2^2 "t.4- Ct'nM'M fl— l. 

provided /(<*!,«2>.,<0=1. 

Ex. 3. Solve 

(i) zZ+zp3=p*+p^-, 

(ii) 2+2ft=(^i+p2)2; 

(iii) (ft-z)(j>2-z)(pa-z)=p1l>2Ps. 

Ex. 4. Solve 

(PtPi+^2) + ap3 (px-^2)-l=0. 

The subsidiary equations are 

— cfo?x _ — dx2 _ __ d£i_ _ dp3 

% + % - <¥>3 _ <*(Pl~Pi) ~~ X3P2 ~ XzPl ” * 

From the equality of the 1st, 2nd, 4th and 5th fractions we have 

dxx+dx2 __ ^i+c^2_ 
“(*a+«1)*, ~ (K+ftK ’ 

which when integrated leads to 

We therefore (adopting the notation of the previous articles) take 

and we have to determine a solution of the subsidiary equations ia=a2 which 

shall satisfy 

(Fx, F2)=0. 
From the equality of the 4th and 5th fractions we have 

p1dp1=p1dpz, 
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and therefore we may write 

<j> —]Pi —jP22=constant. 

Now (Fy, 4>) = (,Vi +P2) 2Pi+Oi +Pz) (- 2P%> 

=2 4>=<j>1; 

the continued substitution in the equation 

^i-l) ~ 
would thus not lead to a function such as is required. We therefore return 
to the original subsidiary equations to obtain an integral different from 
E1—a1 and 0=constant; such an one is derivable from the equality of the 
3rd, 4th and 5th fractions, which give 

— dp2 _ dxz 

h (K-pS ~ “(pi-pJ ’ 
and therefore we write 

\js=a (p1 —p2) - ^32=constant. 

Now (Fu 'lr)=(j?i+Pt)a+(.p1+pJ(.-a)=‘0, 

and ^ therefore satisfies the two equations; we thus have 

Fz=a{px -pi)-biBs*=ai. 

We now solve the equations 

F= 0, -^1=^1.? F2=(x>2i 

to find the values of px, p2l p3, which are 

, a-, a* . 1 0 

•^1 —^^+#2 ^ 2a + 4a^3 ’ 

^ xx4r3H% 2 a 4a 3’ 

hence 

dz=\axd log fo+*g)+^{K+\os£)(dxx - dx,A)+(xt - x.2)x3dx3)+^a^x\ dx%, 

so that the complete integral of the differential equation is 

2!+A = log (xt+#2)+2^ (pi - xt> («s+ixs2) - i<h log (xi + 2at) 

in which A, cq, a2 are the arbitrary constants. 

+©'"ot"t£A 

(Imschenetsky.) 

Ex. 5. Integrate the equations : 

(i) ; 

(ii) xpp?+Xzp£+x3p32=p1p2p3; 

m 
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(Hi) pt*+/'«*+/V**'**'* + *rrri+ *'■■/ + J;rr-'. 1 •*tr«* ■ V « 

(iv) Pi + iKi^7VVl;rH/VVr; 11 i 

(v) ;i*j + Jay* 4- Xj/’j Pa * <*(*i Pi 11 5 

(vi) M */V\? F/VV 
It ha» already Ihjcii indicated in k§ lKfi I!h» Hm* "vvrrd *4 th»* Hi 

two independent variiUdm which admit <*f imiwdm*’' n w?*hont the 
uho of Charpitk subsidiary equations «r^i hr r*-nrraT H a,-* m noHjc fbr 
cases where tho number of independent viriabT > i- rjcn** r ?km t »v*<, 

/£t?. 0. In tho ease when a given different i»d ^putkn r;\u U* u'n^*n m 

the? form 

fi C^n *'si.*» ‘'Vi /hi /V* **••*'* /v/ k ■ ''#>* ji **♦ '» J»*/v* i1 /% * 

the complete integral m tin* common integral of tin* npuitioiut 

/t « /i« 

where a in arbitrary. For fir mU *i4i#iry t^j|J:i?'lM?i1 

. 

*lrT ^ r »,| 
«h m*'?r 

l'h «i c/v * ^ rp. m 

from the former wu Intvii 

0»f, 1 
fV, » ’ 1 ttjl.-fc ... 
'/'! 

... '!<,*'*' <>,, 
»:,#V *'f*t 

and therefore 

/i 

■:sS/f 
by the given »jimtion. 

Am an example of thin we may tefm 

#%Pi+*tth+Uu ***v>* + * i* 

Here we may write 

Uu ^ii/i<»+ rte «* 

*r;f/#! ‘t«riP; *’«’ !H /v h 

where a k nn arbitrary croiwtetit, The intnund i f tlm fanwt *>. 

■ Jri i f*\ 

where A and 0 are arbitrary atmUmfo* TIi»* integral of ft?** lifter *<* ohiamiiMe 
by Oh&rpitk method; the miJn+idiany 

>tr, i/j, <f/,t *//,. 

^a + « Xi- « f>t /', ' 
From mm we ha?# 

and th 

<llh+fyt , +,fximQ 

iPi+PtiUt +-r,) > .1, i i. 
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Hence, by combining with the equation the integral of which is sought 

have 

347 

we 

and these give 

(#1 ~ a) Pi +i?2 O2 4- a)=Ax ; 

Pi {(#1 ~ °02 ” (‘^2 + a)2} = A (®i ~a)- + a), 

P'2 ~ a)2 — (*^2 + a)2} = — a — Ax (x2 + a). 

Thus 

dz =p1dx1 -\-p2dsc2 

1 + 
=Atd log {(xx - a)2 - (*?2+a)2}+\d log - 

- a 

® 2 4~ q ? 
«2?i — ct 

and therefore 

«=Atog{(^-a)«-(^ + a)«}+ilog^_g±g»+gj + fi. 
5 (ccx ~ a) — (.^2 + a) 

The complete integral of the original equation is therefore 

5+^-^ + ^^+Alog{(*!-«)*+ (.r2+a« + i? + ilog (ar°) + (ga + a) 

where A, A1? B, a are arbitrary constants. 

7. Integrate 

+ «s+-jp3 (p1-ft){A2 + (i,f.+^)(ft + ^)i)s} = “- 
(Imschenetsky.) 

Simultaneous Partial Differential Equations*. 

224. Instead of there being given only a single equation to 

determine the dependent variable there may be given a number 

of simultaneous equations; if the dependent variable explicitly 

occur in any of them they can all be transformed, as in § 209, 

so that it shall disappear. The equations may then be taken 

of the form 

.> Xn’Pl>Pv..A) = °. 

FAX1>X2>.> Xn’Pl’Pl>.>P«) = °> 

*•».. X»> Pl> Pi’.. Pn) = °- • 

This theory is due to Bour; see authorities cited in § 223, p. 342. 
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If m be greater than n the equations cannot be independent; for 

the first n of the equations may be solved algebraically so as to 

give values of the p's in terms of the variables x and these, when 
substituted in the remaining m - n, must reduce them to identities 
since there would otherwise be relations between the independent 
variables. Thus in effect there may be given at most n simul¬ 
taneous equations; and we may therefore take m either equal to 

n, or less than n. 

225. I. Let m — n. We have thus n equations giving the 
values of the n quantities p in terms of the variables; these values, 

substituted in 

dz =p,dx, + p2dx2 +.+pndxn, 

must make it a perfect differential if the given system have a 
common solution. The conditions for this are that 

dPr = dp1 
dx8 dxr 

for all pairs of indices; and these, as in § 211, lead to equations of 
the form 

(K, F.) = 0. 

Hence the given functions must satisfy all the equations for all 
possible combinations of the suffixes; and then the common 
complete integral is obtained by the integration of 

dz=p,dx, +ptdxt +.+ pndxn, 

and it therefore contains one arbitrary constant. 

It may happen however that the functions F are not indepen¬ 
dent of one another; in this case the determinant A 

dFt d*; dF.\ 
dpi’ 3P,’ ”■ dpn 

dj\ dlz 
dp, ’ 9P.’ " 

is zero, and there will then be an identical relation of the form 

®(FUF„..,0=0. I 
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= Fn = 0 ; and 

J % • 

But for the purposes of integration Fx = F2 =. 

this therefore becomes 

<£(0,0, .,0, xltx„., ocn) = 0. 

If this be not an identity, there is a relation implied between the 
independent variables, which is of course impossible; it then 

follows that the given equations are inconsistent and that there 
is no common integral. If it be an identity, the number of given 
equations independent of one another is less than the number of 
the quantities p, which therefore cannot be determined from the 

given equations alone; we must therefore have recourse to the 
method which applies when m is less than n. 

Thus, if there be four independent variables and four equa¬ 
tions Fx = 0 = F2 = Fz = F4 be given, there can be no common 
integral in a case when there is a relation of the form 

F4 = (xt - x2) F1 + 02 - xs) F2 + ooxx2x3x^ 

where there is a relation of the form 

F, = (x, - oc2) Fs + (x2 - x3) F1 + (xB - xx) F2, 

there are only three independent equations. 

226. II. Let m be less than n. We may suppose the equations 
reduced to such a number m that they are independent of one 
another, even though they were not so in the form in which they 

were first given. It will be assumed that there is a common in¬ 
tegral so far as the algebraic relations which give the dependent 
functions in terms of the others indicate; this will be the case if 
these relations become identically-null equations when in them we 
make use of the equations Fx = 0,., Fm = 0. 

First Case. The functions F1 = 0 =.=Fm may satisfy the 
equations 

(Fr,F8)= 0 

for all values 1, 2,., m of r and s; they are therefore simul¬ 
taneously integrable. To determine the values of the quantities. 
p, other n — m equations must be obtained by Jacobis method; 
these will involve n — m arbitrary constants. From these equations 
and the given m equations the values oip must be derived and be 
substituted in 

dz ^pxdxx + p2dw2 + + Pndxn] 
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the integral of which is the common complete integral of the 
original equations and contains ft-m-fl arbitrary constants. 

Second Case. It may happen that for one or for several com¬ 

binations of the indices in the series 1, 2,., m we find (Fr, Fs) 
a function of the independent variables only, or (Fr9 F8) a deter¬ 

minate constant. In neither case can (Fr, F8) be zero; the 
conditions that the equations should be simultaneously integrable 
are not satisfied and there is no common integral of the proposed 

equations. 

Third Case. It may happen that, for one or for several com¬ 
binations of the indices in the series 1, 2,.,%we find results 

of the form 

(Frj Fg) ., %n, p1} p2)., pn), 

where / does not become identically zero on combination with the 
given equations; let there be l such combinations, so that m -f l 
must not be greater than n; then for combinations other than 

these l the equations 

(F„F.)r0 

are satisfied. We now take 

0 = Fm+1 =/l» 0 = =/.. .» 0 = F^Z =/» 
and substitute in the functions 

(K, F«) 
where either r or s at least must be greater than m. 

If then these functions all vanish, we have m + l equations 
which are simultaneously integrable; and we determine by Jacobi's 
method the n — m — l remaining equations necessary to give the 
complete integral, which will therefore contain n — m — l *f 1 
arbitrary constants. 

If for any combination (Fm^} fk) or for one the function 
be a determinate constant or a function of the independent vari¬ 
ables only, then the functions are not simultaneously integrable 
and there is no common integral. 

If for any combination (Fm^Pfk) or for one we obtain a 
function <f> #2,.. xn> pv p2,., pj which does not vanish 

in virtue of the equations already obtained, we proceed with the 

functions <j> as we did before with the functions f. Ultimately we 
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shall arrive at a finite number, not greater than a, of independent 
equations which are simultaneously integrable, and then, in the 
ordinary way, obtain the* common integral; or we shall obtain 

a result indicating impossibility of simultaneous integration, in 
which ease there will be no common Integral 

Kn. 1. Obtain a common integral (if it exist) of the simultaneous equa¬ 
tions 

: PtPu “ ‘fVrr:' ::‘^l ^ 

We, have 

(FIt ^W-::7Vu +7V’'J '7W.'“PU'O 

where the right-hand side will not vanish in virtue of we there- 

fore write 

7Vi +/'j'j /V‘;i -/VV = 0- 

Thus (Ft, /*„)*- 0 ; 

also O'i. 

IF,, F,) , /'i 

the three equations are therefore eoinpatible. Let I*\ Ins the other function 
required* so that it will be determined nn a common integral of the equations 

(F^F,) /!,) *i>; 

considering it m an integral of 

(Fv F-{ u, 

we write down this 

tlxI tl/q tit | tlpx __ jlfh, _s 

■4 Pi /t 

Pi 

Pn 
#4 . 
P4 ’ 

one Integral of ilitm* in 

where a is arbitrary ; we therefore, tentatively write 

x:i 

We then find {Fif I*\ > ** o ; 

H«.i u’„ O; 'V 

Now on solving the et|iuiticjiw 

m0 » aa, #g } F$ m 

1 i 
Pt'*t*v P$ma*t> we find 
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and therefore 

so that 

SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS. [226. 

Mi-%•&%■> 

(Fit FJ-0. 

Hence we have the common solution in the form 

Pi^ax3. 

To obtain the complete common integral we have 

dz—a (x3dxx -1- xxdx^} + - (xxdx2 + x2dx4), 
CL 

and therefore the common integral is 

z — axxxz + - o?2^4 + b, 
CL 

where a and b are arbitrary constants. 

Ex. 2. Obtain other integrals of the preceding equations in the form 

(i) z—axxx4 + ^ x2x3 + b; 

(ii) z=2 {x2x4 (xxxz - a)$ + b ; 

(iii) z=2 {xxxz {x2x4 -a)}^4- b. 

Ex. 3. Obtain common complete integrals of the simultaneous equations: 

I. px+(xz+xxx2+xxx4) p4 + (x2+x4- Sxx) pz=01 . 

p2 + (xxXzX4+x2-xxx2)+ (xzX4“ ^2)^3 = °J ' 

II. 2x5p4-hxx2p5^0\ 
xx2px - 2x5p2 + (xx2x4 - 2xs)pz - 2xxx4p4=OJ * 

(Imschenetsky and Graindorge.) 

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES. 

1. Integrate the equations: 

(i) {m(x+y)~n(x+z)}p+{n (y+z)-l(g+x)}q^l(z+x)--m(z+y) • 

(ii) p (z+ex)+q(z+ev)=z2 - e?+v; 

(iii) x2(y-z)p+y2(z-x) q—z2 (x-y). 

2. Eorm the differential equation whose complete integral is 

x2+y2+z2=2 ax + 2/3y+2yz, 

where a2+(32+y2=a2, a being a given constant and a, ft y otherwise arbitrary. 
Prom the differential equation form the singular integral. 

Illustrate the connection of the complete, general and singular integrals 
by a geometrical interpretation of each. 
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3. Integrate 
*2i>+y22=2 ; 

and find the equation of the cone of the second degree which satisfies this 

equation and passes through the point (1, 2, 3). 

4. Integrate the equation 

£+(*-*) ** §£+<*- 

where X, Y, Z are the same quadratic functions of x, y, * respectively. 

Integrate also when they are quartic functions; also when they are sextic 

functions. 
(Richelot.) 

5. Prove that if 

and hence that 

=exp • exP 

£-<*»+** 

Shew also that 

4tt) *«*>(YXm}' 

that 

exp (h • “VP-^)_1 (iTXfc 

Similarly prove that 
& 

k ^2 3? 1+4/tfc 

6. Solve the equation 

(Xx — % X3) + (X2—#2 a) ^2 ” 

■where -^=A +%, 2^2+*V, 3’ 
(Hesse;) 

and integrate the equation 

% 02ft - ^2)2+a2 («8Pi “ +«3 OhPs - *2 Pi)2 =gchlafli ^ 

7. Solve the equations: 

(i) .p2+<f=x?+%y+yi; 

(ii) pq=px+qy; 

(iii) pq=py+qx; 

(iv) Aftft+aiw*, (*iPi 4- a +x3ps)=p2J>3+^iPiPt+• 

8. Rind the equation of a surface which belongs at once to surfaces of 

revolution defined by the equation py-qx~0, and to conical surfaces defined 

Toy the equation px+qy — z, 
23 
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9. If z—f{x, y) be any solution of the equation 

p2 „ q2+%pqz= c2 (1 +z2)§, 

then the curves represented by the equation 

are an orthogonal system such that the product of the curvatures at any 

point is constant. 

Iff fa y) do not contain y, the form of the function is determined by 

/(#) = tan 6 (2 + tan2 0)^, 

where c#=2s E (2^ sin ^6)- 2* F(2~ sin *0), 

F and E being the first and second elliptic integrals and the modulus in each 

case being 2”** 

10. Find the surface which cuts at right angles all the spheres which 

pass through a given point and have their centres on a given line passing 

through that point. 

11. Find the surface in which the coordinates of the point where the 

normal meets the plane of xy are proportional to the corresponding coordi¬ 

nates of the surface. 

12. Find the system of surfaces orthogonal to the curves 

cosh# : coshy : coshz—a : b : c. 

13. Prove that a solution of the differential equation 

= 0 
du dv dw 

dx + dy dz 

U— fay Cj)Z 

fat fa 

fa, fa , 

fa, fa 
fa, <t>y , 

fat fa 

where <f> and ^ are arbitrary functions of x, y and z. 

Prove also that this is the general solution. 

14. Shew that, if the simultaneous equations 

xl“+rp+zlu=o, 
dx dy dz ’ 

X'%+Y&+Z%-0, 
dx By dz ’ 

have a solution different from w=constant, then 

(YZ' - TZ) dx+(ZT - Z’X) dy + (XY' - X' Y)dz^ 0 

is reducible to an exact equation, from the integral of which such common 

solution may be derived. 
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U'dU* flir i* puli'>f)« 

v f u- 0, 
' r »‘</ " 

I* >* tf/ Hf 

SJI Mflirr tllj*!! H f 

1?#, H*♦!%”#* Jiy Jiiriiiii'ft ijj»'Ui*«I lit** i^isiiifi^fi 

/'i * *$' ** /* « *< * /' /A /*, * pf-vn{)t 
V\ 

i Iiimchfimstnky.) 

hv v*« W’t^h'* 4ti*f ♦ !*** 4v|ii»j|i in f.||^ 0f ^Wo 
tH« i#t s,’ r>vr ?l<r tu .^f mpi'*’ *4 tIi«* |*rii*i'*i|il« of duality 

fljj- 2-‘is * an V if;,?’! a'-,n; a | <nit‘ vUiiifi it ftiimr in Iho partial 
/Ml* » >•' }?;*;» ia'. *4 EE*' ir » wiriEb-; a»**l Ii^iim* ifdt*gmfce tho above 

I*i 1»t |jf*Hh*#i 

/, /V * - , / , * Xt f , -f h% J*| 

fAtM|#«r»% mwl Umiuilorge;) 

lillKi .f*M|u» tl«* *:*fA|;iljs>Sl 

-v '#f« 7*»4 /v*' 'i/x r/^ ♦•■'W 
C Iiii«*f«*iR!tHky.) 

I# f|'i« uf Uie ftifiitiUititwiUN equatiouH : 

X's fa* 'S**j'* r% u| 
-Xf# *i/*i * -J|lr * 

Vi l#* 
{C *olliit.) 

I*, Oht^rn fi(if rt4ul*‘*-U* r*mtW'‘U nf 

*' /% ,*# t%1 /v , 
^ %' - \i J '♦ <f > V/'* * s{** VW‘i * 

infill llial «#f 

b/i '*/'* **f 
< \§% ^ 111/*» 41^ C/V* * 

(Collet.) 
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CHAPTER X. 

Partial Differential Equations of the Second and 

Higher Orders. 

227. It will be assumed through practically the whole of this 
chapter that there are only two independent variables; the notation 
already used for the partial differential coefficients of the first 
order will be retained, and it will be convenient to introduce similar 
symbols r, s, t to represent those of the second order, which are 

thus defined: 

Jh dS 

, T doc2 ’ S dxdy ’ dy2 ‘ 

An equation is said to be of the second order when it includes 
one at least of these differential coefficients r, s, t but none of 
a higher order; the quantities p and q may also enter into the 
equation, the general form of which will therefore be 

z, P> q, r, $, t) — 0. 
The complete integral of the equation is the most general 

relation possible between x, y, z such that, when the value of z 
derived from it and the associated differential coefficients thence 
formed are substituted in the differential equation, the latter be¬ 
comes an identity. No condition is annexed to the definition in 
regard to the form of the complete integral, which may involve in its 
expression either arbitrary constants or arbitrary functions or both. 

An intermediary integral is a relation in the form of a partial 

differential equation of the first order such that the given differ¬ 

ential equation can be deduced from it. It does not necessarily exist 
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as one distinct from, and derivable immediately by mere differen 
tiation of, the complete integral; when, such an integral, however 
has been obtained the application of the method of the preceding 
chapter will give an integral which may actually be, or may only 
be a particular case of, the complete integral. 

228. Hitherto it has been possible only in particular cases to 
integrate the general equation. The most important of these 
cases is that in which the differential coefficients of the second 

order occur only in the first degree, so that the equation is linear * 
its most general form is then 

Rr + 8s ■+-Tt=V, 

in which R} 8, T, V are functions of x, y, z, p and q. This 
equation will now be discussed; but before giving the methods 
which have been used for its' integration it is desirable to consider 
some special forms which are simple and can be solved immediately; 
it will then be possible to exclude these cases afterwards from the 
general discussion. 

One of the simplest cases is 

r =f(x), 

so that % = f doG + £ ^)> 

where <j> is an arbitrary function; another integration gives 

Z=\\ ^ + X^ ^ + ^ 
where both <j> and yfr are arbitrary. 

Ex. Integrate s = constant. 

Similarly we may integrate 

r ■+• Mp = N, 

where if and N are functions of x and of y respectively; it may 

be written 

I+XP-X 
y being constant for purposes of differentiation and integration 

with regard to x; and thus 
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where is an arbitrary function; and therefore 

* =|dx e-;Mdx [[erMd* Mx + $(y) + f (y), 

being an arbitrary function. 

Ex. Integrate 
(i) s+Mp=N-, 

(ii) s+if<2'=iV. 

Monge’s method, of integration of the equation 

Rr 4 8s + Tt = V. 

229. Monge’s method consists in a certain process for the 

discovery of either one or two intermediary integrals of the form 

u=f(v) 

where u and v are functions of x, y} z, pt qt and f is some arbitrary 
functional symbol; there is thus implied in the? method a tacit 
assumption that the differential equation admits of such an 

integral. It is therefore in the first place proper to enquire 
whether this assumption is justifiable in the general ease and, if 
it should prove not to be so, to indicate how the general equation 
must be limited so that the assumption may be fairly made; for this 
purpose it will be sufficient to proceed from the supposed inter¬ 
mediary integral and obtain the corresponding differential equa¬ 
tion. 

280. Since u == f(v) and u and v are functions of xf y, z$ pt qr 
we have 

du ( du t du du df/dv , dv dv ihA 
doe ^'dz r dp 8 dq^ di\ds ^dz * Tdp ^8chj) * 

i du , du 4 du du df {dv dv dv tdv\ 
m dy ^dz +8dp dq~ dv\dy * % dz* 8 dp* ^ gfy) * 

. df 
Eliminating the quantity ^ between these two equations we find, 

as the equivalent differential equation freed from the arbitrary 
function, 

rRx + $8% 4- tTt 4* Ut (rt - /)« F, (IX 
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which are four equations in all. Now when 

Hr + Hs +* Tt = V.(2) 

in looked upon as the equation to be solved, these four equations 
just obtained will be equations satisfied by the quantities u and v 
from which the intermediary integral of (2) may be constructed. 
But only two equations are neceasary to determine as functions of 
their independent variables the dependent variables u and v; they 
may be therefore considered as given by any two of the equations 
though, in practice, these might prove too difficult to solve. When 
these values are substituted in the remaining two equations the 
latter must become identities; and they will in this state involve 
the functions /£, 8f T and V of the original differential equation. 
There will thus be two relations among these functions of w, y, 

zy p, q which must be identically satisfied in order that the differen¬ 
tial equation (2) may have an intermediary integral of the form 

u -/(v). 
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231. There is an important deduction from this to be noted, 
though not affecting our present aim ; it would be useless to seek 

an integral of the assumed intermediary form for any differential 

equation which is not of the form 

Rr + Ss + Tt + U (rt - sx) = V. 

And, just as in the particular case when U— 0, which has been 
already considered, it may be proved that a differential equation 

of this form can have an intermediary integral of the proposed type 
only when two identical relations among the coefficients R, S, T, 

U, V are satisfied. 

Ex. When there are three independent variables, these may be con¬ 

veniently denoted by x1} x2, x3 and the corresponding differential coefficients 

of z by p2) Ps- Prove that, if every first minor of the determinant 

0<jf> d<f> d<p 

¥l’ ¥:> 
dyff d\fs dyjs 

¥i’ ¥’ ¥s 
h ¥ S2L 
dpi dPa 

(0, yjr, x being functions of z, xlf cc2t plf pQ) vanish, then the equation 

fa x)=0> 

where F is an arbitrary function, will lead to a differential equation of the 

second order of the form 

/? d*z j. b + /{3?J2 + fil2; 

where Rn, V are functions of the variables and the first differen¬ 

tial coefficients of z only, and that the coefficients It satisfy the relation 

/w+/W+22 - klWk - FnlinRu - 0. 

Information on this class of equations will be found in Euler, Inst. Cole* 
Jnt., t. iii. p. 448, and Legendre, Mimoirm de VAcod4mu dm Sdetncez, 1787, 

p. 323. 

232. It therefore follows that we may consider as the most 
general case the equation 

Br + 88 + Tt+U(rt-i)**V-f 

the linear equation is included in this, being given by the par¬ 
ticular case when U - 0. 
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We now assume that the relations between the quantities 21 S T 
U and V necessary for the possession of mi intermediary integral of 
the assumed form are satisfied, and we proceed to deduce this 

integral. We have always 

dp = rdx 4- sdy, 

dq = sdx 4- tdy; 

when we substitute in the above general equation the values of r 
and t derived from these equations it takes the form 

Bdpdy + Tdqdx4- Udpdq - Vdxdy 

= s (lidy2 — Hdxdy 4 Tdu? 4- Udpdx 4- ZTdqdy). 

Now let u=*a and v = b 

{where a and h are arbitrary constants) be two integrals of the 

equations 
ltdpdy 4- Tdqdx 4* Udpdq ~~ Vdxdy = 0, 

iWy2 4* Tds? + Udpdx 4* IJdqdy — Sdxdy, 

<h = jwij; 4- qdy, 

u and v being therefore functions of x, y, jp and g. 

Hence we have 

fdu Bu\ , fdu du\ * 

U+^W^Has+W,y'rsp 
du 

+ ^dp + -dq = 0. 

. fdv , 3t>\ , fdv , 3»\ , ('ll), Sii, .. 
“d U+? aJd* + ll,+'W *+$ +% *'" °' 
which must be equivalent to the equations of which u = a and 
v = b are the integrals. Now solving these for dp and dq, and 
using the symbols of § 230, we find 

and therefore 

- Uxdpdas - Ujdqdy - Txd* + Rtdif 

- Txda? + Rtdf - Stdxdy; 
and similarly we obtain 

(Utdp+Ttdio) (Utdq + Rxdy) -(U + RXTX) cfody, 

Rtdpdy + Ttdqdtc + Uvdpdq — Vxdxdy=“ 0. or 
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These being identical with the former equations, we have 

R~T~U~V~S’ 

and therefore the equation to be solved becomes 

Rtr + 8,8 + Ttt+ Ut (rt-s*) = Fr 

But we already know the solution of this equation because it was 
derived from an intermediary integral; and this integral is 

u=f(v\ 

which is therefore an intermediary integral as required. 

We thus derive the integral by making one of the functions 
deduced from the two subsidiary equations an arbitrary function 

of the other. 

233. Let us consider in particular the case of the linear 
equation when U = 0; the subsidiary equations are now 

Rdy2 4- Tdx2 — Sdxdij = 0, 

Rdpdy 4- Tdqdx = Vdxdy. 

As the former of these is of the second degree it. can, in general, 

be resolved into two* distinct equations of the first degree. 
Since the necessary conditions for the existence of an inter¬ 

mediary integral are supposed to be satisfied, it follows that one 
at least of the equations of the first degree will, when combined 
with 

Rdpdy 4- Tdqdx = Vdxdy 

and with dz~pdx + qdy if necessary, lead to an integral system 
which determines u and v; and there will thus be obtained an 
intermediary integral of the form 

u =/(». 
And it may happen that each of the two equations of the first 
degree similarly treated willfjead to integral systems of the desired 

form: and there will then be obtained two intermediary integrals 

ui =/K)> ^ = <£(<>• 
If = 4<RT there will be only a single equation of the first 

degree equivalent to 

Rdf 4- Tdx* — Sdxdy = 0; 

this single equation will; since the necessary conditions are satisfied, 
lead, by a similar process, to an intermediary integral. 
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To obtain the functions u and v, from which an intermediary 
integral may be constructed, we must combine in pairs a factor 
from the first with a factor from the second. But of the four 
possible combinations two must be excluded, viz., that obtained by 
combining the first factors in these equations, for it would lead to 

a result 
Udy = 0, 

which obviously would not furnish any solution: and that obtained 
by combining the second factors in these equations, for it would 

lead to a result 
Udx = 0, 

which obviously also would furnish no solution. Hence the equa¬ 
tions may again be replaced by the two pairs of equations 

Tidy -j-\Tdx + \ Udp = 0} 
Udx + \Rdy + \Udq = o]’ 

and Udx + \Rdy 4- \ Udq = 0 \ 
Udy + \Tdx -f \ Udp = 0 J 

From one of the pairs we shall have two integrals of the form 
u = a and v = b; and therefore also through that pair we obtain an 

intermediary integral. 

And it may happen, as in the simpler case of § 233, that we 
can obtain an intermediary integral through each of the pairs of 

equations of the first degree. 

These two integrals, which may be denoted as before by 

Mi=/W- 
are intermediary integrals of the original differential equation, and 
are distinct except when 

S'^&iRT+UV), 

when there is only a single intermediary integral obtainable, 

235. We may now proceed further in the integration for 
either the linear equation of § 233 or the more general form of 

§ 234. Taking the intermediary integral obtained if there be only 
one, or either of the intermediary integrals if there be two, we have 

a differential equation of the first order; the complete integral (and 
the associated integrals) of this can be obtained by the methods of 
Chap. ix. This integral will he the final integral of the original 
equation. 
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236. In the case when there are two intermediary integrals 
we may apply an important proposition (now to be proved) which 
will considerably shorten the further labour of deriving this final 
integral. This proposition may be enunciated as follows: 

When we have obtained two intermediary integrals of the form 

\ =/01) and u2 = <f> (O, 

and we consider them as simultaneous equations to determine p and 
q as functions of xyy, and z, the values of p and q given by these 
equations will be such as to render 

dz — pdce -f- qdy 

integralle. 

Assuming this proposition established we have therefore merely 
to solve the two intermediary integrals as simultaneous equations 
in p and q; to substitute the values of p and q thence derived in 

dz —pdx -f- qdy 

and integrate. The result will be the final integral. 

237. We now proceed to establish the proposition enunciated 

above. Let F=0 and <£> = 0 respectively denote these integrals, 
so that F = u1—f (vf <& = u.2— f(v2), and first let T = 0 be a 
solution of the equation 

Rr+Ss + Tt+ U (rt — s2) — V. 

We have only the single equation F=Q, which is not sufficient 
to enable us to express r, s and t each as functions of x, y, z, p and q; 
we can express any two of them in terms of the third and of 
quantities explicitly independent of them. When these values are 
substituted in the differential, equation, the latter will contain one 
set of terms involving this second differential coefficient of the 
dependent variable and another set not involving it; and the 
equation is to be satisfied identically without regard to this 
differential coefficient. Now since F = 0, we have 

dF dF , dF 
dx + dz ^ dpT + 

dF 
dq s — 0, 

dF dF 
% + 0zq + 

dF _^dF* A _ 3 -j- — l = 0 ; 
dp dq 
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. dF dF, w ,dF , dF, „ 
when for brevity we replace + p -=^ by /, and + q g- by Ft, 

these give 

dF dF „ 
dpr~ dqS Fm> 

dF 
dq 

t-- 
dF „ 

' dp S Fy' 

Let these values of r and t be substituted in the differential 

equation; it becomes 

+W!Hf 
This must be satisfied identically without regard to s; and 

therefore the coefficient of s and the term independent of it must 
both vanish. If this were not so, the equation would determine s 
(and therefore also r and t) as functions of as, y, z, p and q—a 
result, which, as we know, cannot be deduced from the single 

equation F= 0. 

Hence we have 

dF 
EF“~ + TF'^+V——- 

mdq + *dp dp dq 
m\F„ = o, 

pv aFdF fdF\‘ dF T d F 

E\W + 1 (TP)-UF-Tq- UF-dp-°- 

The same equations will be satisfied when we replace F by 
<t>; and we may therefore consider F and <0 as the solutions of the 
equations 

220, a® + T© 9®. 
a? »dp 

v 
a© a© 
dp dq = 0, 

238. We must now consider two cases. 

(1) The linear equation, when U = 0; let £, and & be the 
roots of 

B?-8$+T= 0, 
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so that the second equation becomes 

3©\ _ 
\3q ^ dp) \dq 

We may therefore write 

3©' 

2 dp 
0. 

d_F_ dF__ 
d q f,3p ’ 

0<§> 
dq ' 

3<i> 

p — = 0 
^ dp ’ 

thus associating with F and with <3>. The first equation, on 
3© 

dividing out by g- 

and therefore 

becomes 

0© 
B£®x + T®v+Vr^ = 0, 

R^Fm+TFv + V^d£= 0. 

But T = R^V and the last may therefore be written 

[dF 
' dp 

■a® 
dp 

F + P F + — =0 
* + ^ + tidr. 

Similarly 
« _ F03> 

+ ft 0. 

From the last two we have 

04> 
F. 

dp xdp vdp ?2 " 0p * dq v dq’ 

,, . „ 3<I> _ 01" _ 0<I> . dF . 
and therefore j;^ ^^= 0, 

which is the condition (§ 202) to be satisfied by the two functions 

F and <f> in order that the values of p and q derived from F= 0 = <3> 

as simultaneous equations should render 

dz = pdx + qdy 

integrable. This proves the proposition for the case of U= 0. 

(2) The general form when U is not zero. 

We now proceed exactly as in § 234; the first equation in ® is 

multiplied by a quantity X given by 

X2(RT + Ur)~XUS+ Z7*= 0, 
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and is added to the second; the resulting equation is resolved 

into factors for each of the values of X and the linear factors are 

combined as before, giving two pairs that may be retained. These 

are, if X and X2 be the two roots, 

x,k3|=x,ot.+ v| 

--xU^ + U) 

From the first and third of these equations we have 

9<3> 

x dp x dp ™ X2 dp dq 

and from the second and fourth 

1 dJ?d® 
\ dq dp ’ 

9$ 1 
y ~dq v dq \ dp dq \ dq dp ’ 

and therefore 

F + F 9<? - 4> — = 0. 
*dp -'dp+'dq ydq 

This shews that, for the more general form of the equation 

when F == 0 = <E> are treated as simultaneous equations, the values 

of p and q thence derived are such as to render 

dz = pdx + qdy 

integrable. 

Hence the proposition is proved in general. When these 
values of p and q are substituted, the integral of the resulting 
equation is the final integral of the proposed differential equation; 

it will involve in its expression either implicitly or explicitly the 
two arbitrary functions which occur in the two intermediary 

integrals. 

239. The statement of the method of solution, as derived 
from the preceding investigation, is contained in the following 

Rules. 
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Rule I. When the equation 

Rr + Ss + Tt = V 

is integrable by this rule, we transform it by the equations 

dp = rdx -f sdy, 

dq = sdx + tdy> 

into Rdpdy -f Tdqdx — Vdxdy = s (Rdy2 — Sdxdy -f- Tdx2) * 

we resolve Rdy2 — Sdxdy + T<fe2 = 0 

into the two dy — ^dx =0, dy — fscia? = 0. 

From one of these linear equations and from the equation 

Rdp dy -f Tdq dx — Vdxdy — 0, 

combined if necessary with dz —pdx + qdy, we can obtain two 
integrals ux = cq, = bx; then 

«» =/i (vi)> 

where fx is an arbitrary function, is an intermediary integral 
From the other linear equation, combined with the same equations, 
we may be able to obtain another pair of integrals u2~ a2, v2=b2; 
in that case, u% = f2 (v2) is. another intermediary integral, jd2 being 
arbitrary. 

To deduce the final integral we integrate the intermediary 
integral, if only one has been obtainable, by the methods which 
apply to differential equations of the first order. If there be two 
intermediary integrals, we solve them as equations giving p and q 
and substitute in 

dz = pdx + qdy, 

which when integrated gives the complete integral. 

Rule II. When the equation 
Ss + Tt+U{rt~s2) » V 

is integrable by this rule, we either can obtain two integrals ut = ax 
and vt = bx of the equations 

Udy + \Tdx + \ Udp = 0 j 
Udx + Xjddy + \Udq~§) ’ 

■or can obtain two integrals u% = a2 and v2 = b2 of 

Udx -f \Rdy + \Udq = 0 | 
Udy + \Tdx + \Udp = 0 j ’ 

E. 24 
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where \ and X2 are the roots of 

X2(RT+ DT) + XZ7S + U2 = 0; 

or we may be able to obtain both sets of integrals. 

Then u1=f1(v1) and w2=/2 (vs), where ft and f2 are arbitrary, 

are intermediary integrals in the respective cases. We proceed 

from these exactly as in Rule I. 

240. It may, however, prove not to be possible to obtain, from 
the two intermediary integrals, values of p and q suitable for 

insertion in 
dz=pd$ + qdy, 

and in that case we may proceed to obtain the final integral by 
integrating one of the intermediary integrals, adopting for this 
purpose Charpit’s method as indicated in § 201. But without 
actually going through the work necessary in that method to derive 
the additional relation between p, q and the variables, it will be 
sufficient to take, as this additional relation, any particular first 
integral of the general system other than that which is being 
directly integrated; thus we may take 

ui =/W and \=a, 
where a is an arbitrary constant. Since an arbitrary constant is a 

particular case of an arbitrary function the values of p and q 
derived from these equations will be such as to render 

dz~= pdx + qcly 

integrable; and the integral will involve one arbitrary function f 
and two arbitrary constants, viz., a and the constant of integration* 
This result constitutes the complete integral of the intermediary 

integral; the general integral may be derived by Lagrange’s rule 

(§ 180), by converting one of the arbitrary constants into an 
arbitrary function of the other and eliminating this remaining 
constant between the equation so transformed and that deduced 
from it by differentiation with respect to that constant. 

241. This method, however, ceases to be effective in the case 
in which the roots of the quadratic in X are equal; there is then 

only one system of integrals given bjux~ a and vt = 6, and so there 
is only one intermediary integral given by 

^=/W> 
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and this must be integrated. Just as before we may avoid the use 
of the general method for the integration, of an equation of the first- 
order by combining the general and particular first integrals 

u1 —f (vt) and vx = b. 

The values of p and q hence derived will evidently satisfy the 
condition of § 202, and therefore when substituted in the equation 

dz = pdx + qdy 

will give another integral of the form 

wx = c. 

If p and q occur in wv they may be eliminated by means of the 
former equations v1 = b and ux ~f (b); so that 

wi= c 

is a complete integral of the equation since it involves two arbitrary 
constants b and c. To obtain the general integral we must make 
o an arbitrary function of b and eliminate b between the resulting 
equation and that derived from it by differentiation with respect 

to b. 

Thus in the cases, when the roots of the quadratic are unequal 
and when they are equal, we are led to a general integral, into the 
expression of which two arbitrary functions enter. 

It may be noticed that the foregoing reasoning would apply 

equally, if there had been taken instead of the particular integral 

n2 = a 

some other particular integral such as 

Jcu2 -f lv2 = a 

(h and l being disposable constants). This particular integral may, 
in fact, be taken so as to render the subsequent integration as 

easy as possible. 

Examples will be found below. 

Ex. 1. Solve T—dlt. 

Substituting for r and t in terms of s we have 

dpdy—a?dxdq=8 {dy%-Mx% 

so that the subsidiary equations are 

# dy2-a%do(?=0, 

dpdy — cPdxdq—0. 
24—2 
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The former can be resolved into the two 

dy - adx=0, dy + ados—0, 

the respective integrals of which are 

y-aos=A, y + aos^B. 

Taking the first of these and combining it with the second of the subsidiary 
equations we find that the latter becomes 

dp~adq—Q, 

which, when integrated, gives 

p — aq—A'. 

Hence one intermediary integral is 

p~aq=cj)1(y — ax). 

Taking the second equation y-^-aos—B, and proceeding in the same way, 
we find 

dp + adq=0, 

which leads to 

p-\-aq~Br; 

and therefore a second intermediary integral is 

p + aq=<i)2(y + aos). 

We now, in accordance with our rule, treat these as simultaneous equations 
giving the values of jp and q; and we find 

dz=\dx {$2 (y+aos) + cj>x (y - ax)}+ ~ dy {<£2 (y+as) - <jE>x (y-ax)} 

_ (dy+ados) <j>2 (y+aoc) __ (dy — ados) <ftx (y - aos) 

2a 2 a 1 

which can be integrated. 

Let <t> (i!)=A Jfa(t)dt and f (<)= J0, (t)dt- 

then the integral is 

z = $(y+aos) + yls(y-aos). 

The arbitrary constant of integration may be considered as absorbed in 
either of the functions <j> and Since fa and fa2 are arbitrary, <j> and ^ are 
also arbitrary. 

Bos. 2. Solve 

(b + cq)2r~2(b+cq)(a+<p)8+(a+cp)2t==0. 

Transforming this by the usual relations we find that the subsidiary ©qua* 
tions are 

(b+cq)2dy2+2(b+cq) (a+cp) dosdy+ (a+cp)2 dxA^0, 

(b+cq)2 dpdy-\-(a+ cpf dqdos=Q. 
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The former of these gives only a single equation 

(b+cq) dy+(a+cp)dx=0, 

so that only a single intermediary integral can be obtained for the 
assumed integrable by this method. When this is combined with 6quatl0n> 

dz=pdx + qdy, 

it gives adx+bdy+eds=0, 

so that one integral of the subsidiary equations is 

ccx+by + cz=A. 

Eliminating the ratio dy : dx between the second subsidiary eomti™ , 
the modified form of the first we have ^ °n anc* 

(b+cq) dp=(os+cp) dq, 

the integral of which is 

a + cp = B(b + cq), 

B being an arbitrary constant. Hence the intermediary integral is 

a + cp=(b + cq)cl>(ax+by+cz). 

This must now be integrated ; Lagrange’s process for linear equations 
may be adopted. Denoting <f>(ax+by+cz) by <j>, we have as the auxil arv 
equations ^xiciry 

dx _ dy_ dz 

From these we have 

adx + bdy+cdz^ 0, 

80 ax+by -f* cz=C, 

and (ax-\-by + cz)=s^(0) is a constant. 

Hence for a second integral 

dy-hdx<j>(C)=:0, 

y+xfy (O)-C'. 

The final integral of the differential equation is therefore 

y“h•X'4) "{"by+cz)^s^ [ax■Jrby+cz), 

where <f> and >/r are arbitrary functions. 

It may also be exhibited in the form 

z ** x& (ax + by + cz) +y% (ax + by+cz), 
where 6 and % are arbitrary functions. 

Bx. 3. Integrate 

(i) r-f-JbaH=2as, 

• ^ when k ™ not unity, (2) when k is unity; 
(ii) xlr+2xys +y*H () ; 

(iii) q*r-2\pqg + pH=*Q ; 

(iv) a?V~ y%=0 • 

(v) r-a?t+Zab (p + aq)**0. 
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Ex. 4. Integrate the equation 

ar+bs + ct+e (rt — $2)=h, 

a, 6, c, <3, A being constants. 

The equation in A is 

X2 (ac + eh) 4- \eb + e2 = 0, 

or, if we write XwH-e=0, the equation which determines m is 

m2- bm + ac+eh = Q; 

let m1 and m2 be its roots. The first system of integrals is 

c dx+e dp - mj dy=0] 
ady+edq - on2dx—0) ’ 

so that one intermediary integral is 

cx +ep~ mpy = F {ay + eq—m2x). 

The second system of integrals is 

ady+edq — mydx—0, 
cdx-\-edp—m2dy—07 

and therefore a second intermediary integral would he 

cx+ep- m2y = {ay -\-eq~- mxx). 

If it were possible to solve these intermediary equations so as to express p 
and q in terms of x and y, the final integral would be at once derivable; but 
this not being the case we combine any particular integral of the second with 
the general integral of the first system. Thus we may take 

cx+ep-m.jy^a, 

and then F(ay + eq-m2x)=(m2-m1)y+a, 

so that, if ¥ be the inverse function of F and therefore an arbitrary function, 
we have 

ay+eq == m<yc + ¥ {(m2 - mx) y+a}. 

Thus 

edz~ -cxdx—aydy+{m$4- a) dx+lm^+^r {{m2 - %) y+a}] dy, 

the integral of which is 

ez+l ex2+lay2~M2xy+ax + e{(m2-Ml)y+a}+ft1 

where 0 is an arbitrary function (since it is given by 

(m2 - mt) © (z)=sfyr {z) dz7 

and ^ is arbitrary) and 0 is an arbitrary constant 

This is the Complete Integral; to obtain the General Integral we ehminate 
a between the equations 

ez+%(<^+oy2)=m2xy + ax+e{(m2-ml)y+a}+x(a) 

0 * {(«t2-m^y+^+x' (a) 

X denoting an arbitrary function. 
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Ex. 5. Solve 

(i) s2-rt—a2; 

(ii) qr + (p+x) 8+yt = -q+y(&-rt); 

(iii) %;pqyr 4- {p2y 4 qx) s4apt ~p2q ('rt — s2) 4 xy. 

Ex. 6. Solve 

z (14- q2) r - 2pqzs+z (1 4 p2) t-z2 (s2 - rt) 41 +p24q2 & q. 

The equation which determines m is A — 

m2 4 2pqzm 4 p2q2z2=0, 

so that the two values of m are equal, the common value being —pqz - an(j 

the system of integrals reduces to one given by 

z (1 +p2) dx4z2dp +pqz dy=0, 

0 (1 + <f) <%y 4- z2dq +pqz dx—0. 

The former by means of 

dz—pdx+qdy 

gives, after division by zf 

dx+pdz4zdp=0, 

the integral of which is 

x-^pz — a ; 

the second similarly leads to 

dy 4- qdz4zdq=0, 

the integral of which is 

so that the intermediary integral is 

F(x+pz,y+qz) = 0, 

where F is arbitrary. 

Proceeding as indicated in § 241, we have 

x+pz—a, 

y+qgssb; 

and therefore zdz=pzdx+qzdy 

= (<%~x)dxJr (b -y) dy, 

the integral of which is 

{x — a)2 4- (y — b)2 4- z2=c2. 

A general integral is found, as there explained, by eliminating c between 
the equations 

(o)}2■h{y~'P (c)}24z2 = c2, 

and , {x-4> (c)} <t>' (c) + {y - * (c)} V (c)+c=0, 

^ and being arbitrary functions. 

5 ; 

i > 
> - 
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Ex. 7. Solve 

(i) xqr+ypt+%y (s2 — rt) ~pq; 

(ii) q2r+4pqs -\-pH +p2(f (rt — s2) = a2; 

(iii) (l+q2)r-Zpqs+(l+p'i)t = (s2-rt) {l+p^+q^Y*-Q.+p> + <f% 

Ex. 8. Prove the converse of the foregoing general result, viz., Let the 
equation of a surface be 

<j[> (x, y, z, a, h, c) = 0, 

where a, Z>, c are connected by any two conditions of the form 

X0> c) = 0=\jr (a, b, c); 

shew that the equation of its envelope will satisfy a partial differential equa¬ 

tion of the form 

Rr+tSs+ Tt+ U {rt—g*) = V, 

the coefficients of which satisfy the relation 

£2=4 (RT+UV). 

Principle of Duality. 

242. This principle, which was shewn (§ 197) to be effective 
in deducing from the solution of one equation of the first order 
that of another associated with the former by relations of a per¬ 

fectly reciprocal character, may be applied to equations of the 

second order. The analytical connexion consisted in taking new 
variables defined by the equations 

X = p, Y=q, Z=px+qy-z, 

from which there were derived the reciprocal equations 

y= Q, z = PX+QY — Z. 

From these we have 

dx = dP=RdX + SdY, 

dy = dQ = SdX + TdY; 

so that 

But 

r_Tdx-Hdy 

, y 8dx + Rdy 

ar RT-87^' 

rdx + sdy = dp = dX, 

sdx + tdy = dq — dY; 
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we therefore obtain, by equating coefficients, 

rI ' . - 8 , R 
r~RT-821 RT-S*’ RT^rg*’ 

and also rtf — s2 = 
RT-S*' 

Let these substitutions be applied to any equation of the form 

Xr -f- fjs + vt +■ cr (rtf — s2) = 0, 

in which X, p., v, <r are functions of x, y, z, p, q. Let their values 
after the transformations have taken place be denoted by V, p, v' 

respectively; then the result of the substitution gives 

X'T-p'S+ v'R + </ = 0. 

If then the solution of the former equation be known, that of the 
latter can be obtained; and vice versa. 

Thus in partiralar the solutions of the two equations 

»'</> (JP» 2) + (p, q) +1% (p, q) = 0 

and r% (as, y) - sf (®, y) + t<j> (x, y) = 0 

are derivable from one another. 

1. From the solution of 

derive that of 
cc?r 4* 2^y«4- ?/2£=0, 

gfy - 2pq8 + pH=0. 

Ex. 2. Integrate the equations 

(i) jpx+gy-tzy=i ; 

(ii) z(rt- s2) =pqs; 

(iii) f (z -px - qy) = (pt - qs) ooz ; 

(iv) jaPr 4-2^54- ^ = (#p 4-yq) (r£ - s2) ; 

(v) (14-J^) (r-8)=(p2-q2) t-i-p2?-q2s. 

Laplace's method for the transformation of the linear equation. 

243. The linear equation 

JRr *4- Ss 4- Tt 4- Lp 4- Qq+-Zz = ZF 

in which R, 8, T, jP, Q, Z, U are functions of x and y only, can he 
reduced to simpler forms. The process consists in changing the 
variables. 
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Let the independent variables x and y he changed to £ and y 
0^ 0^ * 

as yet undetermined; then, when p', q',... denote 

equation becomes 

r'jjj /?IY 4. + T ( — 
{ V0r/ 3* dy \dy. 

, V f T> (dn\2 , « dr) dy T fdy\*\ 
+ <1 fei +Sdx¥y + 1\Ty) I 

4-s'i 2Rd^ + S (d-? d^ + — ^ 
{ dx dx \0r dy dy dx) 

0£’ dy’ the 

+P'\RdJ‘ + 8Hy' 

d*y 

dI\ 
dx) 

& 

. 97,?! M 

dydy) 

■Q 

+ *\z £+!*£&:+ +p °£+Q°£\ +zz=u. 

dj 

ty. 

dr) 

■ Ap- Xdy^ dx 

i&V ,pdl. 
dx* ‘ ~ dxdy " dy‘ dx ‘ ^ 0yj 

Let m and n be the roots of the quadratic equation in k 

JRk2 + Sk+ T= 0, 

and first suppose that these roots are unequal; then choose £ and 

ij so that 

0i= 
dx 

m 8J 
dy’ 

dy dy 
dx ~ 11 dy ’ 

which determine £ and y. The terms involving r' and t' now dis¬ 
appear ; and the coefficient of s’, being 

0f dy 
dydy 

¥£■ 
S_ 

' if. 
does not vanish since the roots of the quadratic are unequal. Let 
the equation be divided throughout by this coefficient; then it 
takes the form 

d*z r dz ,, dz ,T Tr 

9^7 + L dl+ M 3y + Nz ~ V- 

244 In two cases the integral of this equation can, without 
further transformation, be obtained. We may write it in the form 

4 C4+^+* d+L*)+* (* ■-LM--1) -F- 
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so that, if the condition 

N-LM-~= 0 

be satisfied, the equation becomes 

d~ + Mu = V, 
dg 

dz 
where u replaces 4- Lz. A general value of u can be obtained, 

and thence a general value of z. 

We may write the equation also in the form 

l (|+X‘) + l(* + x,)+.[b-l1IJX)- f 

so that, if the condition 

,T T ljr dM 
N-LM- -re- =0 

07] 

be satisfied, the equation becomes 

r + Z»=F, 

where v replaces ^ 4- Mz. From this, through v> a general value 

of z can be obtained. 

245. If however neither of these conditions between the 
coefficients in the transformed equation be satisfied, it can still be 

transformed by changing the dependent variable. Thus when we 

write 

+ Lz= f 

we have 

■ M$ + z(n-LM- 

Denoting LM + by K we may write 

_ 1 9£ M V 
z~Kdg + K^ K 
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and therefore 

\ld^My v\ 
^ KdZ+KQ K +dv}Kd^+K^~K\’ 

which is equivalent to 

where L' = L- 

M' = M, 

i_dK 
Kdr, ’ 

N' = LM-K + K~-(jt 

so that the same form is reproduced but with altered coefficients. 
The equation in its new form can be integrated, if the analogous 
relations between the new coefficients be satisfied. From the 
values of L\ M\ Nf we have 

dM 
drj 

dM' 
drj 

so that as K is not zero (by hypothesis), the relation 

dM' 

LM' ■N’ = K-■ 

l'M’ + 
drj 

-N' = 0 

is not satisfied. The other condition, being that the equation 

aV 
I'M'+ ■N' = 0 

should be satisfied, is when expressed in terms of the original 
coefficients 

rrJL_dM_l d*K 1 dKdK_ 
+ d$ V K d7)dt; + 1C dr,' 0| ~ 

If this be not satisfied nor the corresponding relation derived 
by the consideration of the other expression 

LM + --M 
drj 

the process of transformation may be repeated indefinitely; and, if 

at any step of the process the requisite condition should be 
satisfied, the solution may then b© found. 
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Ex. 1. Prove that for any substitution of the form 

where u is to be the new dependent variable and p is a function of £ and 

LM-N+W and LM-N+^ dn d£ 

are absolute invariants and that therefore such a transformation is ineffee 
tive for the purpose of solution. 

Ex. 2. Prove that if 

Kr=Nr-LrMr-d~r and Jr=Nr-LrMr-^x 
a,7 

(the functions of the coefficients after r transformations) then 

jr _ (1°§> &-r) , qzt _ r 
JLr + i-d£dr] ‘ e/rj 

Jr + i —K-r- 

Hence solve the equation 

s -f xyp = 2yz. 

(Imschenetsky.) 

246. Next, consider the case when the roots of tlie quadratic 
are equal, so that 

/S2-4iJr=0. 

The two equations determining £ and rj now coincide so that 
from them only one of these quantities can be obtained; let it be 

£ given by 

a? 
dx~mdy' 

and suppose £ and y to be the new independent variables; then^ 
we may write r}=y.^ Then in the transformed equation the coeffi¬ 
cient of r is zero, that of t' is T' and that ofV is % n 

Am#. ^ ox oy 

But m being a repeated root of 

Mc2 + Sk + T= 0, 

we have 

S 2 T 
m~~ 2JK~ 8 9 
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r r 

so that the coefficient of s’ is 

dj 
dy 

which is zero. Hence the transformed equation 
throughout by T becomes 

dy2 

Tdz 
V. 

on division 

The case suitable for treatment by this method is that in which 

L is zero; the equation may then be looked upon as an ordinary 
equation in y} the variable x being considered constant; the 
arbitrary constants of integration should be replaced by arbitrary 

functions of x. 

Poissons Method. 

247. Poisson has shewn how to deduce a particular integral 
of any partial differential equation which is of the form 

P^{rt-sy Q, 

where P is a function of p, q, r, s and t homogeneous with respect 
to the last three quantities, and Q is any function of the variables 
w} y, z and the differential coefficients of z, which remains finite 
when rt — $2 = 0. 

He assumes q = <j> (p), 

and therefore $ = r$> {p) and t = s<p' (p) = r {<j>' (p)}2. 

These values make rt — s2 = 0 

and reduce the differential equation to 

P = 0. 

Now P being homogeneous with respect to r, s and t, there will, 
when the foregoing values are substituted, occur a common factor 
throughout, being some power of r; this may be rejected and the 
remaining equation will involve only p, <f> (p) and <j>' (p) which when 
integrated will determine the value of (f> (p) and so will lead to an 

integral of the original equation. This integral, being of the form 

(p\ 
can always be further integrated. 
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It may be noticed that Poisson’s process is equivalent 
obtaining the developable surfaces which are included, under th 
given differential equation, for e 

q=^(p) 

is the differential equation of developable surfaces. 

Ex. 1. Solve r2 -12 — rt -s2. 

Proceeding as above we find 

1-W'(?)}*-0, 

so that retaining only the real values 

4>'(p)=± i, 
whence q—<fi (p)=a±p, 

where a is an arbitrary constant. The complete integral of this considered as 
a partial differential equation of the first order is 

z=ai/+\(x±y) + v, 

where X and v are arbitrary constants ; the general integral is 

z=ay+<j> (x±y), 

where is an arbitrary function. 

Ex. 2. Solve 

(i) , £-f + — a2) r=0 ; 

(ii) (1 -f#2) r — Zpq8 + (H-p2) 2=0. 

Linear Equations with constant coefficients. 

248. We now proceed to consider equations which are linear 
not merely with regard to the differential .coefficients of highest 
order but also with regard to the dependent variable and all its 
differential coefficients, and in which the various terms are multi¬ 
plied by constants only. Such an equation is 

$ 
fa* 

r 
dy, 

z=r, 

where $ is a rational integral algebraical function all the coeffi¬ 
cients of which are constant; V may be any function of the 

independent variables. 
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As in the case of ordinary differential equations the complete 
integral consists of the sum of two parts: 

first, the most general integral of 

second, any particular solution of 

'd 
x)z ’ 

0 ' 

dy. 
z=Y. 

These will be obtained separately. For convenience, let 

0 0 
g- and ~~ be respectively denoted by D and Df. 

249. The simplest case of the general equation is that in 

which only differential coefficients of the nth. order occur, so that it 

may be written 

(jD* + AU + A2Dn“2l)'2 +.+ AnD,n) z= V. 

Let a2, ., an be the n roots of 

r+Ar1+ajr*+.+kj+An=o; 

then the equation may be transformed into 

(D -ajy) (D - aJX).(D- ajy) z = V. 

To find the complementary function we write V = 0; then a 

solution of 

(D — &rD') z = 0 

will be a term in the complementary function; and as there are 

n such factors there will be n such terms. 

Now the solution of 

(J? — X) z = 0, 

where X is independent of xr is given by 

z = e^C, 

0 being also independent of oo. The quantity G may therefore, in 

the solution of 

(D-aDV== 0, 
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24!).] * wn*n constant eoKmciKN'TK. 

% * 

be made an arbitrary function of //, and we then have 

* * 4> (if) 

■“ <f> (ff + 

There is one Hitch solution fur every value of a; and the sum 
of these different, dtif h also » notation, so that the Prkm 
plmm-nUtty fum-tim, in 

;^<y » v; i <f>t•'// )• vi +.+<f>n(y + eye), 

whom <f>lt <j>1.4>m nru all arbitrary funutioiiH. 

In tho riw, howovor, in which two rootn a arts equal this value 

coam-s to l«* gou»*raI, a* the m»m of two arbitrary functions of the 
Manic argument is merely an arbitrary function of that argument; 
the t;om*»p>n<liug terms an* then obtuinwl as follows. 

The solution of 

(It -\f : ■* (> 

is z -«e*'{A + It,!'), 

where A and It ar»* imb*|s*ml«*nt of .»•; In-ncn tho integral of 

< if - «iry z 0 
d 

in 5 -«(if) + r f (if)) 

' $ (// 4* f *r i|r (y + a*?), 

where built $ mid nr** arbitrary; the mini of these two terms 
rrjikreM ilte awn (if the two fertn% wliiefi had coalesced into one, 
mill the gtitetfil character **f I hr nohif ion m restored. Similarly, 
when uny **f fhr roots t are rcjtial, the corresponding 

term* «f tlir ciiiiijiiriiif^iiffiry ffiirtim^ which coalesce into one, 
lire roplaci d by n #4' Utnm derbrd in the same manner as 

tin* above* 

25th To obtain tile |»irticnlfir integral we may represent it 

nyirilmUcally by 

1 . . y 
* it* 

II tr 

x-*) a; 

f. 25 
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To evaluate this we resolve the second symbolical fraction into 
the sum of n symbolical partial fractions, into the denominator of 
each of which only one of the quantities DjDf — a enters; thus, if 

1 r=n N 

(f_an) i~ar’ 

we have 

l A- 
z=m^T5— 

D' 

1 rS* K rr 
IT'1 rtx D - «B' ’ 

Nr being a constant and depending only upon the constants a. 

Let V = yjr (x, y) ; 

then since 

(D - aDJ1 = <T fdoc e~ax 9» 

we have 

r = e°*k f dSe-*h + (t,y) 

= f d£ir(£,2/ + aa-a£); 
hence the particular integral of the equation is 

*=JJf- • f [JV, f {£ y + af (x - £)}]• 

This is the value in the most general case possible; in particular 
cases the actual evaluation becomes much more easy. Thus, if V 
be a function of x only, we may consider {<3> (D, D/)}~1 as expanded 
in a series of ascending powers of D' and then every term may be 
neglected (so far as the particular integral is concerned) except 
that which does not contain D\ Corresponding simplifications 
arise in other examples. 



WITH CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS. 

Etc. 1. Solve 

(See Ex. 1, § 241-) (pW *7 .> 

/a o\/o , '3_alVj-+4V=0, 
,S 23/A3* W 

and therefore 

=<J> (y+a*)+'l,(y-CM!)> 

4 and * being arbitrary. 
For the Particular Integral we have 

Hence the Complete Integral ie ^ 

w=(/) (2/+«*;)+'K2/-cu;)+3!‘ 

, ,2y_CM, J-(«) and/(*) 
such that, when «-0,y-*(*) and 3« * 

functions of #* 

Toeing known 

Ex! 3 Solve the equations 

.3% 3% 
W 3«* + W 

32z , ?!f =cos mx cos ny; 
3^ + 0y\ 

.... 32* , 3 
(») 0^+3a^y V 

j2L+a>«“/(y+"); O'?/ (hi) Z4-2a^ % 
. dsz 

(V) (xH+M+*(x+by); 

(yi) (D-D?****1 



LI HEAR EQUATIONS 

/&. 4, To wolves 

- . + ■* .. 4* .. — A ,r14 4 ; * - ,i 
tVi4 $yA ty» i'j'vifrz 

For the (Amiphmiontiiry Fiiiiofitui \w turn* 

($+? +?)(?+-'’ +«r w», 
\/tr ry oc/ V-‘.r ry *y r: / 

« Ixjing a cuIhj root of unity, Tito «»ltifi«it of 

/ fl ^ i' b \ 
( 4 A . 4 ft » I \i\r ry nj 

4/ -4) 
in « r v * <|# ty, 

4/ A.r, |io , 

hence the Coingtimueittury Fniittlinii in 

f|#l Cy u ' s} + 'y m t\ , «' i < f « » 

where $Sf $:1 iin* arbitrary ftiitriiou*. 

The part of th« Ihirtiutlitr Intogml f^cn^poolsu^ bo ,4 i* 

Q’+GK/ (!T 

and m for tlio <»th«r twins ; tlw* full vuhi<- i<* 

.& t v* + (*1. /V.-1 
•I. ft, K * h • 

The Complete Integral Is tint «ii« of the C.*ojoj4itifiri*torv fwttrffott umi 
the F&rtieukr integral 

j& 5. Holve 

m b% t I## m o% 
^ I1# was * Of® f 

1% j, bsi #%# ps* 
{it) d **1 *31* * „£t r ^ - I <■ t i Q *4* 0. 
w mstlg imy* r r%7 t'/o1 ff4 r 

2151. Pawing now to the general equation, we wtwt And the 
solution of 

a a 



251.] \ WITH CONSTANT < 

where $ is of the form 

A° da? + A% dxn~ldy + A* ds^df + 

COEFFICIENTS. 

3n_I a»-i 
+ ^^=1 + 5,^—- + 

T-r d Tjr d r 
+ K°~dlc + Kity + I'- 

' We assume as a trial solution 

z=Aehx+ky, 

where h and k are constants yet to be determined; for this value, 

~ = and 

and therefore we have 

<E> (A, k) z = 0, 

which will he satisfied, if A and k be determined so as to satisfy 

<£ (A, k) = 0. 

This obviously makes one of the constants to depend on the 
other ; let the equation he solved to determine k, so that we shall 
have results of the form 

A = 0(A), 

n in number. Taking one of them, as A=^(A), we have the 
solution in the form, 

z = Aehx+yW, 

for all values of A and h. Now the sum of any number of solutions 

is also a solution, so that another is given by, 

£ = 2.4^+2/0lW, 

where 2v implies summation for all values of A; and A, an 
arbitrary constant, may be looked upon as an arbitrary function of 

h which may vary from term to term of the series. 

Similarly another value of k, such as 02 (A), will lead to another 

solution which may be represented by 

£ = %BeWxJryem; 



and, as each value of k will lead to a corresjxmding series, the 

general solution may be represented as the sum of n Heries in the 

form 

z = Z{Aek*+v,l(k,\ + 1 \tt<P*+w**h>l + ... 

the summation in each series extending t« terms arising from nil 

possible values of this constants h. 'Hie fact tlmt the coefficient 
belonging to any term may be considered as an arbitrary fa net ion 
of the constant which occurs in that term shews that eaeh series 

may be regarded as having in its expression one general arbitrary 
function; and thus in the Complementary Function we should In* 

led to expect n arbitrary functions. 

252. This general result in the form of the Mini of n series 

each containing arbitrary elements may appear to be of /light 
value. Sometimes, however, hy the form of the differential 

equation, a simplification is introduced such as that indicated 
in the next paragraph; sometimes by conditions imposed on the 

dependent variable other than the sat idactinn of tfi* differential 

equation the number of terms of the series is limited to those 

which contain particular values of the parametric eondJint. 

For example, whenever a solution of the equation which 

determines k is of the form 

k « al( + 0, 

where a and 0 are determinate constants, the corresponding series 

may be expressed in a finite form. For it is 

that is, it is (save as to the factor cm!side S) the sum of any 

number of arbitrary powers of e*'*" cwh multiplied by an arbit rary 

constant; such a sum is an arbitrary function of c*4** or, what is 
the equivalent, an arbitrary function of x+ ay and the series may 
therefore be replaced by 

tPtftte + ty), 
where <f> is arbitrary. Corresponding to the conditions which in 
any particular case limit the number of terms included in the 

series, there will be analogous conditions which determine the 
form of the arbitrary function. 
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i * 
Ex. Prove that, if the root 

k=ah + @ 

. occur r+1 times, the corresponding part of the Complementary Junction is 

ePy [<£0 (x+ay)+y4>i (x + oy) +.4-y’<f>r (tf+ay)], 

where 4><n .. <pr are all arbitrary. 

253. To obtain the Particular Integral we may represent 

it by 

- _ y. 
z <E> (D, B') ’ 

the evaluation of this expression will depend upon the form of V. 

Thus if 
y=z eax+hy 

we should have 

_ 1 
® (a, b) 

as the value of 2 required. If V were a rational integral algebraical 
function of so and y, then it would be possible to evaluate the ex¬ 
pression by expanding the inverse operator in a series of ascending 
powers of both D and B', if permissible, or of one of them. The 
methods applied to the particular forms considered in § 46 in the 
case of ordinary differential equations will indicate the corre¬ 
sponding methods to be adopted for the varying forms of V. 

Ex. 1. Solve 

d2z 
dx2 

d2z 
3 £+4;=^+2*- 

First, for the Complementary Function we must solve 

{D-jy){D + D'-Z)z=Q. 

Let 

be substituted; then 
(h-Jc){h+h-3)=0, 

so that k=h and k=Z—k 

are the relations between k and k. Hence 

z=2AeM*+lrt+ 

=<j>(x+y)+<Pv'l'(!ls-y)’ 

where <j> and \jr are both arbitrary. 
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The pari of the Particular Integra! ccm^tnmiing L> i* * % m 

- rr* * r%¥ 
(I 

,. f* * iv * I 
//(//•nr 

. - i(t r * **, 

The remilt intllmto that a term «f the farm #•' * ^ will nriw in th© Com¬ 
plementary Function ; that ths« m m* k nhvimw fr*mi tin? identity 

The part of tlin Particular Integra! ttt»tTt*a|*tiuiiiig i« in 

0 if){int? - 

... 1 i <1 J** if i /*+*YI 

’ %n ^+1 If# I ^ I * i 

the exfNUtaiotui hi each mm heist# tmkm m further than m nmmmrp to 
famish ntm-rancacefit t©«m It might happen that, liy n diffenmt nintlif.«l 

of procedure mint* m in \mmm mi p f «t pirtiunfer Integra! of 

apparently different famt wcniM he oliteifiwi | It wcmlil however las fmital that 
th© two ©wild be tramdhitiiad into mmh other by tttitiiiit of flit C kmp\mmmtnrf 
Function. 

The general integral 1% m turn*!, the mini §1 th© foregoing three port*, 

254 Any equation »uch Umt the aoeffideut of m (Jtfl*in*iitlal 
coefficient of any order I#* a mmimti mttldpkt of the vaimhtea of 
th® same degree tmy be reduced to an equathm of ifn* foregoing 
form, Sueh m equation will ba of th© form 

S^X^ + SV. 



with constant coefficients. 

\W may either rlmnjje the hul« j«-ii*I**nt variables to u and v where 

--'’"and ,p(?; «r we may represent by £ arid, y ~ by <f> 

and then we have ^ 

,r'£ ‘4(H-l)m-2,...(»-r + 1)*, 

^'h>rr ‘‘ {»* <4 - <? + !)*. 

In either ease the etpmtion is reduced to the form, already con- 

kh\ 1 To miv§: 

■4 I try 1 | *P * Ami/\ 
t p * t i +f t,/' * * 

Wr \mv*% **u n 3m}» * itfpl t Iitg^f 

f.VCj »;■ 

Tin? titf^rvil of tfik in 
r»» ♦«» 

«Ht*l 4 V*' Mf , ■■ 
f + /I / C M + M — l) 

c p(HuVr\ f 1 J T'f * */ r :m | ttj1 m -§* a, - 1)’ 

wlwm f mnt Fm** hiMwv, 

M,r. % Hrilvt? 

, „t‘Ki ,/'*< .‘i 
If A f r y 

fl< ? *M* ’ if J/ ry* ” t if tut 

Hx »i till'' 

„ „ f**»i . Am / f‘iif ir‘fA _ „ 

*' ' ‘ Ay'l"' ' <‘//pJ+^!+y2+*3; * *»* % ^»bv *'p ' \ Ptf 

J t % , , |lt 
■H# r* « Jt-ry* « ** ,y1 . ~ f A t f T ; 

iv* **%y ry* 

/ i‘ r *’ * 
I x , 4y ,, I * r I 
\ A »y y// 

*f | A hi ' l|» 

AV* 4* HoJv# 

* to (i - **) -K^+y - 2«V) ~. 
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Ex. 5. Solve 

MISCELLANEOUS [234. 

(i) p-«saf+2“&£+2<t‘4S“(,; 

(ii) + 

* cm (itur+ny) 4- c*m fkr 4* (*/); 

<«*> «s+2^+&5+2y£+2/'S+rt^a 

Ex\ 6. Solve 

' tv? 

/(vf):~ //», 

where » donotoH the operator .r, - +-|?s-,. + ...+xm; ,/is u mtiounl into- 
r.ir/j t,#s f.1.^ 

gral algebraical funcstion of w, and Hn in a hottmgtmLHmn fiiiictiim of n cliiiitfii- 

sions of the quantities xl7 .% ...» xw. 

Mwcelhmmm bhtlmdn* */* 

255. There5 are several partial diflemifml eijitittiotas whirl* 

are of frequent occurrence in physical investigations *, solution* 
of these have frequently hern obtains! by methods, the ajijili- 

cation of most of which to equations other than those in romieetion 
with which they originated h very limited, The two chief 

methods axe integration by means of definite integral** and inte¬ 
gration in series; but m each method in of sjiecial application 

only, and as the variations whirh arise owe their origin to the 
conditions imposed upon tin? function whose value is wntglif find 

not to any variety in the differential equations to which it ettn be 
applied, it is not possible to give here a full iVmnmmu The flit% 
cussion here will be limited to a few examples; fur fuller investi¬ 

gations recourse must be had to the treatises on those branch*** of 
mathematical physics in which the differential equations omtr, 

256. Consider first ait equation which cam ftti integrated by 
both methods. 

Such an aquation m 

du t3% 
85C 
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which arises in investigations connected witk the jcoxid^ction of 
heat*. It is not without interest to indicate the different methods 
which may be applied to obtain a solution. 

By the method of § 249 we may write 

where <f> (p) is arbitrary; expanding the differential operator we 
obtain 

a?t 
doc2 

aH* d^<j> a5f d6cj) 
2Td^ + Iff + 

so that the solution contains one arbitrary function* 
proceed otherwise thus: the solution of 

We may 

u=6**A + e~**B% 

where A and B are independent of sc; so that we nany express the 

solution of 

d2n __ 1 9u 
daf a2 91 

in the form 
v(d\l 

% = e® ^dt yfs (t) + e a % (^) 

where nfr and x are arbitrary functions. In order to free the result 
from symbolical operations, which would require interpretation if 

they remained, we change the arbitrary functions to J and F, where 

/(£) = ^ (£) 4- x OX. 

then since and % are arbitrary both j and F will he arbitrary, 

whatever interpretation be assigned to . l^Vhen the sym¬ 

bolical operators in the first form of solution involving and % 
are expanded and the terms of the same order in differentiation 

are gathered together, the solution becomes 
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«“/(<) + 
of df x* d2f 

21 a2 dt + 4! a4 df + 

+ ajF(*) + 3>l?W + 
£F 

5 ,7*2 + * ‘ * 5! a5 df 

and this contains too arbitrary functions. 

257. It may at first sight seem paradoxical that two perfectly 
general solutions of the same differential equation can be obtained 
of apparently so different a character. The difficulty will dis¬ 
appear if it be noticed that the equation is only of the first order 
in t while it is of the second order in x\ the former solution 
contains only a single arbitrary function of x, which is all that can 

be expected in the case of an equation of the first order; the 
second solution contains two arbitrary functions of t, which is the 
number of arbitrary functions to be expected in the case of an 
equation of the second order. 

If we assume that all the arbitrary functions can be expanded 
in positive integral powers of their arguments, we are able to 
transform one of these solutions into the other. For let 

n=cc A 

n=0 Ml 

'X 
n 

where the coefficients An are arbitrary, and let this value be sub¬ 
stituted in the first solution. Then the term independent of x is 

A + A* + f + f +. 

. which is a series with arbitrary coefficients and so may be denoted 

fx\2 1 
by f(t) where/is arbitrary; the coefficient of f-J g- is 

A2 ■4' Af 4~ 2® ^ 4". 

that is, and so for the other even powers of x. Thus the 

part of the solution depending upon the even powers of x is 

+ 2lcf dt + 4ila* df+. 
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Similarly collecting t h.- Imus depending upon the odd powers- 
of it ami writing 

pit I • A, * AJ + At?i? +. 

(which in another arbitrary function) we should obtain, the second 

part of the second solution. It thim appears that the two alge¬ 

braical expression* art- dpiivalent, independently of the fact that 
they an* both solution* of the differential equation. 

Hidiitiim In/ Definite Integrals. 

tnH. N'ow li t tin- method of § 2f»l bo applied. We substitute 

» r^’*; 

the necessary relation between the constants a and /3 is 

fi -• uV, 

so that » ■* Af'”"*'1, 

for all value* of A and #, would be a solution. Instead of a write 
at so that solution* are given by 

awl therefore by 
WMl Ik-*«n-a{x-x)i, 

where X in any com,I ant and A and It are arbitrary functions of X. 

The*,- may I*' replaced by 

dV codtf X; and H'e'atnVsin a.{oo — X), 

win re A' and It arc arbitrary Junctioim of X. Further the sum of 

an) numlier of solution-* h also a solution. CJonsider that obtained 
by summing any nund«»r of term* of the form of the first for all 

vahfi * of X and % and a*<nmmg that while A' is an arbitrary function 

of X the Jurm of the arbitrary function is the same for different 
values of X. (Th* corrcsjHinding terms which would arise from the 

second may he deemed inebtded in this since so far as the variable 

port is concerned we m*«*d only to change X into X — to obtain 

the first.) 

brt then if' * (X) dK, 
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and suppose summation to take place for all values of X between 
— oo and + oo ; the corresponding solution is 

/ 
00 

CQS a ^ (X) ^X. 

This again may be multiplied by any function of a and the 
summation taken for all values of a; as it stands the function is 
an even one of a, and so if the factor be taken as da it will suffice 
to take 0 and oo as the limits of a; and thus we may take as the 
solution 

u = e~a aH cos a (x — X) ^ (X) dX. 

The solution in this form is specially suitable for the case in which u is to 
satisfy some condition, for instance that 

M 6 

when t is zero ; thus we are to have 
roo roc 

/{%)= I da 
JO J ~ 

cos a («£ —A) ^ (X) dX. 

But, by Fourier’s theorem, the value of the right-hand side is 7(sc) so that 
yfr is determined; and thus 

rda r e~“a“2*cosa(m-X)f (X)d\. 
V J 0 J -» 

(Biemann.) 

Ex. Obtain a solution of the equation 

0J?2” 0tf2’ 

which is such that 

«=»/(*) and 

when £=0. 

The result is 
1 C£U4“^ j. nT 

:*{/(®+crt)+/(^-aO}+^ V 
(Biemann.) 

259, We may again solve the equation by a method, due 
originally to Laplace and extended by Poisson. 

We have by a known theorem 

j — 00 
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» « 

or, writing u - l for « where l is independent of u, 

r e-ul^ldu = ttV. 
’ J -00 

When l is any differential operation to be performed this 

relation indicates that the symbolical operation / can be expressed 

provided e2ul can be expressed. 

This method may be applied to the equation 

for we have 

du __ 2 d2u' 

dt~a : 

where /(«) is an arbitrary function independent of t. The fore¬ 
going formula in equivalent operators may be applied if l be 

replaced by at ^; and thus we have 

-h u — ir 
i d 

e-u^uat dxf (x) du 

:7r-i r 6 u* f(x + 2uat) du. 
J - 00 

Another form may be given to this result by substituting X for 

x + 2uat. Then u becomes 

2a (irty 
e~ *** /(X) dX. 

Now j (X) is an 
value to be zero everywhere except wtien 

f (X) dX = H, we have ^ \ , . 
rr (a;~r)3 

,£Z— g" 4a*t 

M ~ 2a (wt)4 

1. Prove that, if « satisfy the conditions 

(i) «=/(*) when «=0, 

rtil Ort when i»=0, 
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then its value is 

(x - A.)2 (a?+A)! 

1 r f(X) {« ^ -e }d\+-Ar P e **'(*-» 
(wtfjo 207T' J o (i--X)i 

JEr. 2. Obtain a solution of the equation 

in the form 

y==Jjf(x-h2ut y+2vt $) sin (u2+v2) du dv 

+ JJF(x+2ut b\ y H- 2vt $) cos (u2+v2) du dv. 

Ex. 3. Verify that 

1 f2ir f rr 
5 =*7- d(f> if (x-hat sin 0 cos <b,y +at sin Bsincj), z-hat cos 6) sin 6dd 

J 0 Jo 

1 $ f2ir fir 

+ 4rrdiJ ^ + ^ cos ^ 2/+ ai 8^n ^ <P> z + at cos 0) sin 0d0 

satisfies the differential equation 

dht, 2 fdhb d2u d2u 

w=a v&2+¥+^2. 

and is such that when t=0 then u=F(x, y, z) and *-=/(#, y, z). 

Ex. 4. Obtain the value of the integral 

Jje^+Pv+^dS, 

taken over the surface of a sphere whose centre is the origin and radius R, in 
the form 

4v^&mh(Rp), 

where p2=a2+ft2h y2. 

Hence shew that the mean value over the surface of any sphere of a 
function, which satisfies the equation 

d2u 3% 3% 
© + + W~0’ 

and is, for all points within the sphere, expressible by a convergent series, is 
equal to the value of the function at the centre of the sphere. 

Further information on this part of the subject and, in particular, on the 
applications in physical investigations, will be found in Biemann’s PartielU 

Differentialgleichungen imd deren Anwend/mg auf pkysikalische Fragen. 
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Solution in Series. 

260. Consider now a ease of integration by means of series. 

The most important equation to which this method is applied 

is the equation 

3V 3sm • d\ _ 
3? + 37 + P_U 

which continually occurs in physical investigations ; • to solve it by 
the method under consideration it is convenient to change the 
independent variables from x, y, z to r, 9, <j> given by the relations 

x = r sin 0 cos <f>, y = r sin 6 sin <p, z = r cos 6, 

■which will in effect be changing from the Cartesian to the poljr 
coordinates of a point. The equation is now 

sin 9 d9 V 
+ J-^=o- 

sin2<9 3<jb2 5 

and, if another change be made by writing n instead of cos 6, the 

resulting form is 

■ ^ dp 

261. First, let a solution be desired which is to-be a function 

of r only, that is, of (x2 + y2 + z‘)\ so that it will be a specially 
symmetrical solution ; the equation then reduces to 

22M_0 
'dr*' ’ 

and therefore u = A. 4- 

In a similar way a solution which would be a function of 6 alone, 
and one which .would be a function of <j> alone, may be deduced; 

but they are not so useful as that just obtained. 

262. Next, suppose that solutions which are not functions of 

r alone may be expanded in a series of integral powers of r, am 

in u let there be a term 

26 
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where un is independent of r but may be a function of 0 and the 
value of which is still to be determined. Then, when the value of 
u is substituted, the term on the left-hand side of the differential 
equation corresponding to this particular term of u is 

■ 1 - V df 

and the sum of all these terms is to be zero for all values of the 
independent variables. The foregoing is the only term which 

involves the power of r; it therefore follows that, in order to 
have the equation satisfied, its coefficient must vanish. Hence un 
is determined by 

»(»+!)«. + !; j(l- 1 d\ __ n 
-A*2 dtf ~ 

and therefore rnun is a solution of the original differential equation. 

The coefficients of the terms involving the differential coefficients 
of un do not depend upon n; and the coefficient of un is unaltered 
if for n there be substituted — (m+1); hence irin+1)un is another 
solution of the original equation. These two solutions just ob¬ 
tained may be combined into one so as to give 

Anrn+ 

as a solution, An and Bn being arbitrary constants; and thus the 
general value of u is 

u=ni[AX+^h’ 

provided un be determined by the equation 

h {(1 ~ ^ fej+r=7? +»(«+1) un=°. 

263. How the general solution of this equation would give un 
as a function of 6 and <£; consider the case in which un is a 
function of 0 only. It is then determined by 

0* fo\ dum . 

^r“^)^}+w(w+1)M»==0' 
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,1„, part i>'«tiar mt-gral* «.f which are (§§90, 91) Pn 

jui*i l!"' «'• to •*]». aiding tffiiiH in u are 

(.i,'-' ' I’’ 1 ( -Ur’ + /■“>)(/*)• 

In iii -' pind<-»! i»v< »"5'4in!• *i»-i 1term dependent upon is 

as**I Jh*'H * h» ml valm* of w, i!X|>ruHH(»cl m a function 

„i/• :tu>{ (1 th.H l • **J - suet P »• tf)\ ** 

~ •' -ly i- ;!!u) » 

in wlij.-'n fin- A':, and /*'■* an- arbitrary constants. It will be 

it*.ti**«l »btt tie —bniuit i'-irtu.-rly obtained, viz., 

.-1 t , 
r 

iA |)itrl»*'*»lnr «’».«• «.bum*-*i by making all these arbitrary con- 

z, r„ «*<«’}»« Aa jus l /*, aial remembering that P0 (/*.) is a 

^i|i| I ^4i4»|rf imw til*- gi*ft<®nil ******** in which un in n function 

„r () amt £ ; i» i«»v !*• <*p>»ude«l in a series of trigonometrical 

function* of multiple* of 4 tit*’ roefbeients «»f which arc functions 

of/», Any u-nn *rf «lm «*ri*« for «„ may !»• denoted by 

w1n|v «’ b ;« l'tm imn -.1 ,« only; »»d,just an in the case of the 
.. in , «* giving different powers of r 

WL, , ^U ^,1 <• mi, vm, a solution of the equation, this will be a 

„„ktmu of th- i-nu-uioi, gmi.« <V Kulwtituting and dividing out 

by we bo-l tlwt ' >** determined by the equation 

,f i - 

ifj# i tip } P 

Thi...W *h» 
ill lh*' *% 

mi \ 

wul therefore the #«lutire» «f »h« «Hwat*‘wl *u tt»is 

Y \K* **»«» <*4> ■< «•'** «•#! f. 
#-t 

{*) 
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the value <r = 0 not being here included, since it gives terms 

independent of <j> which have already been found. 

Now, by Ex. 12, Chap, v., p. 180, the solution of the equation 

giving vn^ is 

V =(1-V)! 
2\<k d yn 

where yn is a solution of the equation when a is zero and thus 
may be either Pn or Qn. Hence the corresponding term in un is 

(Ev sin crcf> + Fa- cos a<f>) (1 — ^2 3) 
.2\i<T d Pn 

2\h<rd Qn 
+ (E'v sin <r(j) + F'a cos acf>) (1 - tfr -r~* • 

dji 

The term involving Qn is usually rejected in physical investi¬ 

gations ; the suitable value of un then is 

2(1— fi2)^ (E* sin a<f> + Fa cos <x<jb) ^, 
<r=l dff 

it being obviously useless to include values of cr higher than n. 

The sum of any number of solutions of the original equation is 
a solution; and therefore the most general value of u expressed in 
a series is 

* , B 
u — A -f- — 

r 

+ 2 \ (Arn +• • 

-2. = oo r cr=n 

2 2 (1 
i L or=i 

—) -F* 1 «+lJ nj 

,,2\k<rd Pn 
A'rn + ' sin <j<£ 

+ cos cr<fX . 

We have omitted from the foregoing general value (1) the 
terms which would arise from the part of u independent of r and 
<f>, which can easily he proved to be 

(2) the term dependent upon <f> alone which obviously is M<f>, and 
(3) the terms usually rejected as unsuitable in physical investiga- 
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Any further investigations on the solution of the equation are 
connected either with other equivalent forms of solution or with 
the particular solutions obtained by a determination of the con¬ 

stants in accordance with imposed conditions. For these recourse 
should be had to the authorities on the several subjects in applied 
mathematics in which this equation arises; in particular, those 
quoted on p. 159 will be found of great value. 

Ex. 1. Solve the equation 

d2u 9%_n 

in series, by transforming to polar coordinates. 

Ex. 2. Prove that the equation 

d2u__ 2 (d2u d2u 3%\ 
dt2 ~~a \0#2 0y2 dz2) 

has a solution of the form 

u=zeaMi 1 pn {Ae-^fn (•ikr)+Beilcrfn (-ikr)}, 
n=0 T 

where 
. .. _ n(n+l) . (7i-l)n(n+l)(n + 2) , 0-2) ...0+3) ^ 

/«W=1 + —25“ + ‘ 2.4.02 2.4.6.s® 

1.2.3...2» • 

.“*"2.4.6...2n. &1' 

Obtain a more general solution which is not independent of the spherical 

coordinate </>. (Stokes-> 

Ex. 3. Shew that the general solution of the equation 

, fbH , 8Vv 3% 

a \d^ + W2)~dt2’ 

or, hy transformation to plane polar coordinates, its equivalent 

./a*« 13«,13%\ 3% 

“2 + r 3r + r2 3<32/ 3i2 ’ 

can be expressed in terms of Bessel’s functions as the sum of two terms of the 

form 

w=cos dr2“[{^.(*)+sr^ 
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Ampere's Method of solving the equation 

Rr + 2Ss + Tt+ U (rt — s2) = V. 

265. There is another method of proceeding from the dif¬ 

ferential equation to the intermediary integral in the case of the 

general equation 

Rr + 28$ + Tt + U(rt - s2) = V, 

the factor 2 being inserted for convenience. 

Let a new independent variable a, as yet indeterminate, be 
introduced and let x and a be considered as the independent 
variables so that y is a function of x and a; then we have 

dz dy dz dy 

Tx=p + qdx’ d^=qTa’ 

•dx dx’ da da} 

^<1= dy 
dx dx’ da da' 

Here S- and are used to indicate partial differentiation 
dx da 1 

with regard to the new independent variables x and a. From these 
equations we have 

dp dy 
/Vt x ^ A v 

dx dx 

iit- 
dx dx ’ 

and 
dx^ S)~dxdx S\dx + dxdx)> 

in all of which s is to be replaced by 

dp dy 

da da' 

When these values are substituted in the original equation it 
takes the form 
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where P and Q are given by 

P--R&§y.4.r*2+TT3P*2-vi£ 
dx dx dx+ dx dx dx? 

Q — It 2st + r+fr(4+f«® 
dx \dx dx dx] 

As yet a is arbitrary; let it be chosen so that P vanishes; then 
it follows from the differential equation that Q also vanishes and 

thus we have P = 0, Q = 0. 

266. These equations can be replaced by simpler combinations 
equivalent to them. From the first we have 

(k(n,k-LTT<k\-v(!y-r<k.- 
dx \ dx + dx) dx dx9 

when this value of ^ is substituted in the second equation the 

latter becomes after a slight reduction 

(* t+ u s)-2S(B 1+ u t)*RT+ uv~' 

which gives G*.(i)> 

where 6r = S2 — RT — TJV. 

The corresponding value of is given by 

or, what is the same thing, 

= V(8 

and therefore R ^ 4- (S + (?*) = V.(^)- 

These equations (i) and (ii) may replace the two first obtained; 

it will be noticed that they are analogous to those in § 234. We 
may also combine (i) and (ii) so as to obtain an equation in another 
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form, but not independent. Multiplying (ii) by* JJ and substituting 

from (i) for IT we have 

UR^+ S*-G-R^{S + Gi)=UV, 

which easily reduces to 

frl-<ST<?,)S+j'-0.» 
We may thus consider either (i) and (ii) or (i) and (iii) as the 
equations which replace the two P = 0 = Q. Taking then (i) and 
(iii) we may rewrite them in the form 

TJdq + jRdy — (S ± Gft) dx = 0 

Udp-(S*G*)dy + Tda: = 0 - 

and we have also dz —pdx — qdy = 0 

(iv), 

in which it will be noticed that da does not occur and therefore a 

is to. be considered a constant in the integrations. 

267. The success of the method depends upon the possibility 
of obtaining a function W of x, y, z, p and q which shall be such 
that, in virtue of the relations between the differential elements 
expressed by the equations (iv), its total differential shall be zero. 
If this be possible, we then have 

aTF , , dW , t dW , dWj dW , A 
dx + ^dt'+Wdg+djfdP + lfd* = 0i dx 

when the values of dz, dp, dq as given by (iv) are substituted in 
this, it becomes an equation involving only the two differential 
elements dx and dy, which are independent and the coefficients of 

which must therefore be separately zero in order that the equation 
may be satisfied. Thus we have 

rr9F jj dW 

rdW 

Either of these may be replaced by 

*% + (8±a>). 
9F . „dW 

dx -r'”I'"Sy+ + (S ± G*) q}j^ + 
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• . # dw 
wbich results from the elimination of - between the two, and 
.. ■ 9? 
division by U. 

This last equation has been obtained on the apparent supposition 
that U is zero. But in the case when 77 is zero it is easy to derive 

it from the equations 

,rp <k_Ylk-a 
Udxdx+ dx dx ~ ’ 

aoc “ 

dz=pdx + qdy, 

by substituting for dx, dy, dz in terms of dp and dq in the equation 

d TV = 0 and equating to zero the coefficient of dp. The equation 
cam thus be used in the case when U is zero; the two former 
equations are in that case equivalent to only one, which would be 
combined with the new equation. 

The function W must therefore satisfy two simultaneous partial 

differential equations of the first order; the method of obtaining 
such a solution common to the two, when it is known to exist, is 
indicated in § 226 and we may therefore now consider W a known 

function. 

268. A solution of the given differential equation is furnished 

by W = constant. 

For we then have 

dW dw dw dw A 4. p_j_ r-j_ 5==0, 
dx dz r dp dq 

dw dw dw , 3F\ A 
dy+-foq+d£s + 'dZt~0’ 

dW dW 
and these, on the substitution in them of the values of and 

from the foregoing equations which determine W, become respec¬ 

tively 

-(T+Ur^ + iSltf-Us) ^ = 0, 
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The elimination of the ratio of to between these gives 

(T+ Ur) {R -f Ut) = (S-Us)2 — G, 

which, in virtue of the value of G, reduces to 

Rr + 2Ss + Tt 4- U (rt — s2) = F, 

that is, to the original equation. The proposition therefore follows. 

269. In order to obtain the most general intermediary inte¬ 
gral, we must find an expression which contains an arbitrary 
function. Suppose now that it is possible to derive two particular 
solutions w1 and w2 of the equations which determine W, and 
which are, owing to the double sign, really two sets; then the 
equations will be satisfied by writing 

W = <3> (w1, w2) = 0. 

Since the equations in W are linear this is obviously a solution. 

Also the particular solutions are 

wx = constant; 

but in the integrations we had to consider a as a constant, and 

therefore we may write 
=/i 0)> 

where fx (a) is an arbitrary function. Similarly we should have 

=/» (“). 

where /2 (a) is an arbitrary function. Now a is some function of x 

and y, the value of which is unknown; when we substitute in 
either equation the value of a derived from the other, we obtain a 
result of the form indicated. 

270. It may happen that more than one general intermediary 
integral can be obtained. In any case we proceed as before from 
the single intermediary integral (by Charpit’s method) or from the 
combination of the two intermediary integrals (as in § 236) to the 
general integral of the equation; and this integral will usually 
involve either two arbitrary functions or three arbitrary constants. 
This however is not the most general integral possible. For if we 
had an original integral equation of the form 

$ V> a8, a4, a#) = 0, 

and obtained thence five other equations giving the values of 
p, q, r, s} t we could between the six resulting equations eliminate 
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the five constants a and have a differential equation of the second 
order; and according to the form of </> the degree of this equation 
would vary. Conversely in any case we might in that integral, 
which is most general so far as the number of arbitrary constants 
which enter is concerned, expect more than three. But <£ = 0 will 

not necessarily be the most general integral; the only inference to 
be made is that the equation containing three arbitrary constants 
is not the most general integral. It can be replaced however by 
one which is more general; the method of obtaining this, due to 
Imschenetsky, is similar to that employed by Lagrange for partial 
differential equations of the first order—viz., variation of the con¬ 

stants. 

271. Let the integral obtained by the foregoing method be 

represented by 
* =/0> V> b, o); 

to obtain the general integral we shall suppose c to be changed 
into a function of a and b the value of which is, as yet, undeter¬ 
mined and then consider a and & to be functions of x and y such 
that p and q preserve the same forms as when a, b, c are all con¬ 

stants. Denoting 

da+ dc da db + dcdb 

respectively by ^ and we have 

dz __ df da df db 

dx~~ ^ ^ da dx db dx9 

df da df db m 

^ + da dy db dy ’ 

-p and = g, we have 

df da df db _ 
da dx db dx 

df da df 96 _ ~ 
da dy + ~dbdy ' 

which will be satisfied if we write 

da db 

and therefore, since 

dz _ 

dy' 

dz" 

dx 
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The second differential coefficients are 

* _r, , <k®L= h, 
dx* da 3a: d& 3a ’ 

Ve _<J,^±«<kd± = s + dld± + <^d± = S + k- 
dxdy + dady db dy da dx db dx 

d*z ..dqda dqdb . j 

dy* + da dy db dy 

But since ^ is identically zero when we suppose a and b 
da 

replaced by their values in terms of x and y, we have 

9 {i£\+d2fda daf db-o- 
dx \da) + da* dx dadb dx ’ 

, d (d£\ d_ (d£\ = dp 

an<^ dx \da) da \dxj da ’ 

dp d*fda , d2/ db _ n 

80 ™at da + da2 9a + dadb dx 

Q. .. . dqdjda d?fdb_ 
Similarly da* da? by + dadb dy~°’ 

dp d‘f dg djdb_ 

* db dadb dx db* dx 3 

dq cPf da d?f db _ Q ■ 
^6 + dadb dy db'* dy 

These equations satisfy the condition 

, dp da dp db _dq da dq db t 

~~ da dy + db dy da dx db dx ’ 

and from them there can be obtained the expressions 

rA_rfy fdP)* g d*f dP dP i 
na " dd2 \db) dadb da db * db2 \da) 3 

7 a _ W (dq\* g d2f dq dq Of fdq\2 
~ da* \db) dadb da db db* \da) 3 

7 A _ d2f dp dq d2f f^dq d^ dp\ dp dq 

dd* db db dadb \da db ^ da db) db2 da da3 

A /cZy V d*fd*f 

\dadb) dd* db*' 

Similarly 

■cZyy tffcPf 

dadb) dd* db*' 
where 
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- But with the modified forms of a, b, c 

z =/ 0, y, a, b, c) 

is still to he a solution, of the equation 

p3** , 9« Fz , —-f—Vl = F- 
Rd?+28d^Ty+Tdf u\da?w U%/j 

the coefficients of the second differential coefficients are unaltered 
in form, since we have retained the forms of the first differen¬ 

tial coefficients, and therefore Jt, S, T, U, V remain unmodified. 
- , • • ^ 32a Vz 

Substituting now in this equation the values ot ^, g^g^ > g^ 

and remembering that the differential equation is satisfied when 

A, k, l are zero, we find that it tabes the form 

(fi + Ut) h4 2(S- Us)k + (T +- Ur) l+U(lh — k?) = V, 

where the quantities r, s, t which explicitly occur and the quantities 
p, q, z which implicitly occur are to be replaced by their respective 

values derived from the integral 

z = f(co, y, a, b, c) 

in which a, b, c are considered constants. We must now substi¬ 
tute the expressions found for A, k, l; and then the equation, after 

some reductions, will be found to be of the form 

where 

*,-<*+w (I 

da* “ 1 dadb1 dtf 

*v-c*+rao <$$+*<?- u<t)- 

s,-<x^t%+(s-Mii+d£%>iT+ur) 

tt rr/dP&jJe^Y* 

db} 

in all these coefficients the quantities ^ ai\e 
replaced by their values in terms of a and y as derived from e 

given integral equation. 
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This differential equation is linear in the second differential 

coefficients of / with regard to a and b; it is, moreover, the 
equation which is to determine the value of c as a function of a 

and b. Now 

da da "oc 3a ’ 

so that 
daf da2 dado da dc2 \da) dcda 

and also for the other coefficients; when these are substituted for 

d£ the resulting equation is linear in the second 
da2 dadb dV 

differential coefficients of c with regard to a and b, and the 
dc do 

quantities multiplying these are functions of x, y, a,b, c, ^^. 

But we also have 

dl-0-V 
da ~ db’ 

from which the values of x and y can be found as functions of 

dc dc 
a, b, c, and these when substituted will make the equation 

da ob 

one which involves only the quantities a, b, c and the differential 
coefficients of c. This equation will then be of the form 

a t d c . jn d c _ n 
Ada2 + 2Cdadb^rBdb2~~*’ 

where A, B, C, F are functions of a, b, c, 
dc 
d~a> 

dc 
db 

Now it may not be possible to integrate directly the original 

differential equation, while it may be possible to obtain, almost by 
inspection, a particular solution which involves three arbitrary 
constants; or it may be possible to derive such an integral when 
not obtainable merely by inspection. In either case such particular 
integral can be generalised provided the solution of the equation 
to be satisfied by c can be obtained; and if this solution be repre¬ 
sented by 

0 (a, h, c) = 0, 
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then the new integral of the original equation is obtained from 

z =/(x> y> a, b, c) \ 

0 = 6 (a, b, c) 

0= 

da 0c dc da r 

db 0c dc 05 , 

"by eliminating a, b, c between them. 

&. 1. Integrate the equation 

r-f-2 (q-x)s+(<j-x)2t=q. 

Here 2i=l,/=?-*, U= 0, F=? ; thus 0=0, and the equa¬ 
tions determining W are only a single pair, viz. ^ 

(n dW dW 
(0=¥^-(<!-*) ¥, 

We denote these, as in § 226, by 

0=F1=Q-(q-v)jP, 

0=F2 = r+(g-x) Y+(2>+qi-qX)Z+qP. 

As a condition that these equations may he integrated simultaneously- 
we must lave 

Hence we write 

and so we take 

0=(F1,Fi)^-qZ-Y. 

0—Fs= -qZ— Y ■ 

(F^F^O; (FUFS)=Z, 

and then 0=(i\, Fs) = ... ={F3, FJ. 

Hence Y—0=Z~, XJrqP=0; Q- (r{- x) P=0; snbstitnting in 

0 = Pdp -4- Qdq 4- Xcfcc-t- Zdz + Tdy 

we obtain 0=P (&p — qdx + qdq ~ xdq). 

and therefore we may writ© as the intermediary integral 

W=p+^q2 -ocq-f a~ 0. 

To obtain the complete integral of this we apply Charpitfs method; to 
must obtain an integral of 

dx __ dy __ __<#£ 
— 1 -q-\-x~~ -q~~ 0 ' 
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This is given by #=/3; and .therefore 

p= -a + ^-i/32. 

These values, substituted in 
dz=pdx + qdy, 

lead to the integral 
z=py+ /3) — ax — c, 

which contains three arbitrary constants. 

To obtain the modified integral (§ 271) we write this 

2=/= -ax+fiy+$px(%~p)-c, 

•considering c as a function of a and /3. Then we have 

°~da~ da’ 

°=|=y+^2“^”l: 
9 if as<f ay 

p^-a+px-iP2; r=P; q-p; s-Q-t-, ga2-O-g^; 0(32- * \ 

1^=-!; p=°> 5S5-°-ap0e' <7/3 p’ dp l~ da’ da u 

Hence 7^=0 ; 1\=1; ^=0; V1=0; and the equation in/is 

^/_o 

or, on substitution in terms of c, 

92C„ 
~X Pib2”^ 

d2c dc 
or finally dfi^Fa' 

But an integral of this is, by § 259, 

c=j"°° e-^fip+Zka*) d\ ; 

and therefore an integral of the original equation is given by the elimination 
of a and between /CO 

em~K*f(p+2\cfi) c?X, 

0=310*+J°° A«_Wf 03+aa*).<fti, 

foo 
0=y+\x2 -fix- I #~x2/' 0+2Xa*) c?X. 

J —00 

The second of these equations may, when the definite integral is integrated 
by parts, be replaced by 

0=x-r e~**f'(P+2\J)<A. 
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3. Solve the equation r-H = 2s, and determine the arbitrary functions 4^ 

the conditions that bz=y2 when x = 0 and az=x2 when y-0. 

4. Integrate the equation 

_ £. 
a’2 y2 ^?3 y3 3 

and obtain a first integral of the equation 

5. Investigate a solution of the equation 

f £ — s2=Oj 

subject to the condition q2—x2 {l -4-jt?2), in the form 

6. Integrate the equation 

(1 H-p2) t - 2pqs + (1 -h q2) r = 0, 

having given that py — qx=0 ; and shew that a particular solution is 

(tf2+y2)^=ccosh~. 

Integrate also the equation 

{(1 +p2) t- 2pqs+ (I + q2) r}2=4 {rt ~ s2) (1 -fp2 + <?2); 

and discuss the nature of the solution 

^ r2+y2-f-02=L 

7. Solve the equations : 

(i) e2y (r-p)~e2x (t~q); (ii) 9.y^—pyt+pq\ 

(iii) ^r+^7y5+y^=0; (iv) .rr-f 2ys-|-£>==4.tf ; 

(v) 2#r~2t+Zp-0) (vi) ,r (r - a2t) = 2/>. 

8. Prove that the only real solution of the simultaneous equations 

3 2u d2u \ 

dx2 3y2 I 

is w=x cos a +y sin a 4* 0. 

9. Prove that the only real solutions which simultaneously satisfy the 
equations 

r+t—Za\ 

$2-rt=b2) ’ 
are comprised in 

z^x2 (a+e cos a)+cxy sina+^y2 (a~c cos a)+j3x+yy+8, 

where c2=a2+b2 and a, 0, y, 8 are arbitrary parameters. 
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•10. Obtain an intermediary integral of 

pqr — s( 1 +f>2), 

and shew that its general integral is obtained by eliminating a between the 

equations 

z~4> (a)-ax~(l-\- a>ixf (y) = 01 

<j>' (a)+x+a (l4-&2)~^/(y)=Oj ’ 

where and / are arbitrary. 

(Serret, and Graindorge.) 

11. Integrate the equations : 

(i) xp+yq-\-x2r+%xys+y2t=0; 

(ii) (xp -¥yq) (rt — s2) 4- q2r—§ pqs 4-pH=0; 

(iii) (x2-y2)(t — r) + A (px+qy -z) — 0. 

Also solve, by changing the independent variables to £ and ij where xl — ^ 

and xy—£, 
x2r — 2 xys 4-y2t 4- 2yq—0; 

and, by changing the independent variables to £ and rj where x=e^v and 

x2r—y2t=[xp—yq) f (xy). 

12. Integrate the equations : 

(i) 
0% ^_2 02 o0% 

(ii) 
3%_ 2 /0% 2 02! 

0.2?2 #0.2? a~dy2'} 0y2“ ^ \0.3?2 3? 0# 

(iii) 
0% a2 d2z 

(iv) 
0% 2 0% 

dx2 xA dy2 0^?2 " ~ 3?2 ^ a 0^70y * 

(v) 
d2z 1 

dx dy x+y 

fdz dz \ 

+ 0y/ 

2 
=°. 

(x+yf 

-s*> 

(Gregory.) 

13. Find the surface whose equation satisfies 

dx dy' 
=0, 

and whose trace on the plane of xy is the hyperbola xy = a2. 

14. Integrate the simultaneous equations 

.... 0 (da , d(3\ (d2a , d2a\ \ 
(ll) mdx\dx^ dy)~n V&2 + dy*J 1 

... du __dv 
W 0J-0™ 

0^ 

0.2?" 

0^ 

'¥ 

3 /0a , 3/3' 

1,1dy (sa; 3?/ 

15. Shew that the simultaneous equations 

rt + c (r4-£) = 0, (PV— 

represent a series of coaxal paraboloids which cut any fixed plane perpen¬ 

dicular to the axis in a series of similar conics the ratio of whose axes is 

(d - cf : 
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16. Shew that the equation 

Gs + Hp+K=§ 

in which G, H, K are functions of x9 y, 0 and q can be integrated if 

and obtain the integral. 

Hence obtain the integral of 

{{x+yz) s-ypq} (x+y) = qy (1 -z) 

in the form 
_ r y&y 

J {x+y)<f>(y) 
f_yJs—. , 

J {x+y) 0 (y)  xay j 

(x+i)<l>(y) J' 
(Imschenetsky, and Graindorge.) 

17. Obtain a solution of the equation 

d2u d2u d2u _ 

dx2 0y2 0z2 ” 

’ in a series of ascending powers of x, (Lagrange.) 

Solve the equation 

a0^2 0^70y+ ^ dxdz^~ By2 ^ dydz ° dz2 ’ 

discussing in particular the case in which the discriminant of the left-hand 

side is zero. 

16C Verify that the partial differential equation 

da? al> dy* 

is integrable in finite terms, if b (2i±l) — 2i where i is a positive integer. 

Solve also 

d2u 9d2u -i(i+l) 

0^2“a df~ 

(Legendre.) 

19. Shew that the complete integral of 

1 0%_0% 2 die n(n+l)u 

a2 dt2 0r2 "** r dr r2 

(n being an integer) may be exhibited in the form 

u-r*/1 8Y<t> (r+at) + f(r-gt) 
\r drj r ’ 

where <j> and ^ are arbitrary functions; and obtain in the form of a definite 

integral the complete solution of 

1 0% _ 9% 1 du 
d2 dt2 dr2 r 0r * 
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„ 20. Obtain as a definite integral the solution of 

da dy x + y \dx 'by) ' 

21. Obtain a solution of the equation 

du . 0% 

di~a & 

in the form /CO TOO 

-CO J - CO G~U<1~^ 0 (#+2toW«;M) cfo <&;. 

22. Change the dependent variable from 2 to y in the equation 

2 (1 4 q) r - (p + 24-2^) *+p (1 +p) t=:0, 

and hence obtain the solution of the equation in the form 

x 4 / (z) — F (x4y + z). 

23. Shew that if there be five functions zly z% z3, z0 zb each of which 

satisfies the equations 

r = axs 4- a2yo 4 a3q4a4z \ 

t = ^$4 62y?4 b3q + \zJ ’ 

where the a1 s and 5\s are functions of x and y alone, then between them there 

is a linear relation with constant coefficients of the form 

Cxzx 4 C^i -f- Osz3 4 C4z4 4 Csz6 = 0. 

If, in addition, any four of them as zXl z2, z3, z4 be such as to satisfy 

identically the equation 

ZV> Z21 z3i Z4 
Pv> Pz, Pv Pa 

<h> <h> <li 

s4 

then there is also a relation of the form 

Oxzx 4 C2z2 4 03z3 4 04z4=0. 

(Appell.) 

24. Shew that the function F(a, (3, y, d, €, x, y) given by the series 

n(fl + w+ft-i) n (f3+m~i)n(y+n-»i)n(0-1)n(e-1) 
n (a - 3) n (m)U (u) 32 (04m-1) n (e + n- 1)H (0-1) n (y-1) 8 3 

the summation extending for all integral values of m and n from zero to 

infinity, satisfies the two equations 

{x ~~ xl) r- xys4 {0 - (a4/341) x}$> - 0^2 — a02=O, 

(y - ya) if - xys 4 {<? - (a 4 y41) y} q - - ayz=0. 

Hence shew that >T(a, 54 c, -c, 0, e, x, y) is a solution of 

(x—xl) r -*2xys+(y~y2)tJr{6 - (a 4041) a?}y?4{e — (a4 041) y] q - a8z= O, 

c being an arbitrary constant. (Appell.) 
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25. If there be three functions zv z%y z3 satisfying ' ° 

r=a1p+a2q + a^Sj 

s^btf + ^q+b^ 

t=cxp +022 + 032, 

h OP2 ~ %)+*2 Os ~ £1) + % Oi “ £2) = °> 
where the a% b’s and ds are functions of x and y, then there exists between 
these functions a linear relation with constant coefficients. 

(Appell.) 

26. Shew that the integral of the equation 

s + xyp+kyz~0 

may, by differentiation, be connected with that of 

s+xyp + {k + n) yz=0, 

h being a constant and n being an integer. 

Hence solve the former equation in the case when Jc is a negative integer. 

Obtain the solution when k is a positive integer. (Tanner.) 

27. Obtain the solution of 

in the form 

e* = 2 

s—ez 

p'(x) V (y) 

where cj> and \p- are arbitrary functions. 

Hence integrate s=zp. 

Integrate also 
o 

in the form 

ez 

(Liouville.) 

(Tanner.) 

s=<f> (x) \js (?/) ez 

2w28(%)x(y) 
sin2 n (F+f) 

where n is a constant, F' (x) = <$ (x) 6 (x) and f (y)=^ (y) x (y)? $ and x 
are arbitrary. 

(B. Russell.) 

28. Integrate by Ampere’s method the equations 

(i) zs + ^2t+jpq=0; 

ctzF bv2 
(ii) r+ -A- t+(lx+my+nz) (1rt~s2) 

y 

_£ _ £ 
\xy y x 

(iii) qr+(p+x) $+yt+y (rt-s2) + q=0 

=(lx+my+nz) [2 (-— 4. (JL _ ZXl; 
l W y W y xj) 

(Imschenetsky.) 
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Abel, 249. 
Ampere’s method of solving the gene¬ 

ralised form of Monge’s equation, 
406—4X0. 

Bessel’s equation, 159—16B; 
derivable from Legendre’s equa¬ 

tion, 169. 
Bour, 347. 

Cauchy’s method of integrating Euler’s 
equation, 241. 

Cayley, 86, 92, 213, 243. 
Charpit’s method of integration of 

partial differential equations of the 
first order in two independent varia¬ 
bles, 317—324. 

Clairaut’s equation, 27, 312. 
Classification of the integrals of a par¬ 

tial differential equation, 287—299; 
every integral is included in one 

of the three classes, 291. 
Complementary Function, 49, 52—55, 

66, 384, 389. 
Complete Integral of a partial differ¬ 

ential equation, 288, 856. 
Cuspidal Locus, 33. 

Darboux, 36, 297. 
Definite Integrals, solution of linear 

equation whose coefficients are of 
first degree in independent variable 
by means of, 217—223; 

proposition relating to solution 
of general equation by means 
of, 223—227; 

solution of a partial differential 
equation in, 397. 

Degree, definition of, 8. 
Depression of order of equation when 

one or more particular integrals are 
known, 50, 115; 

when one variable is absent, 77. 
Duality between partial differential equa¬ 

tions, analytical, 313, 376; 
corresponds to geometrical prin¬ 

ciple of duality, 315. 

Envelope Locus, 33; the only Singular 
Solution, 35. 

Equation of first order and first degree 
has only one independent 'primitive, ‘ 
15. * 

Equations giving relation between dif-r 
ferential coefficients, 74—76. 

Equivalence of linear equations of second 
order, conditions for, 95. 

Euler, 234, 360. 
Euler’s equation, 239—243; 

generalisation of, 243—249. 
Exact equations, 82—85. 

Ferrers, 159. 
First Integrals, definition of, 9; num¬ 

ber of independent, belonging«to equa¬ 
tion of nth order, 9. 

Functions, conditions for relations be¬ 
tween, 11. 

Gauss, 186, 212. 
Gauss’s II function, 155, 161, 198. 
General Integral of a partial differential 

equation, 291. 
Generalisation of any integral of a partial 

differential equation containing con¬ 
stants, 410—415. 

Glaisher, J. W. L., 39, 176, 178. 
Goursat, 213. 
Graindorge, 342, 417. 

Hankel, 151, 167. 
Heine, 159, 169, 170. 
Hicks, 153. # 
Homogeneous ordinary equations of first 

order, 20; 
linear of rath order, 66; 
in general, 79; 
partial equations, 392. 

Hypergeometric Series, definition of, 185; 
differential equation satisfied by, 

187; 
particular solutions of this equa¬ 

tion, 189—194; 
relations between these solutions, 

. 194-208; 
casps when expressible in a finite 

form, 204—212; 
as a definite integral, 230. 

Imschenetsky, 342, 411, 417. 
Independence of Particular Integrals of 

general linear equation, conditions 
for, 110. 

Intermediary integral, 356. 
Invariant of coefficients of linear equa¬ 

tion of second order, 89. 

Jacobi, 92, 213’, 234, 249, 342. • 
vJfLcobi’s^me.^o^ of integrating the gene¬ 

ralised form of Euler’s Equation, 243. 
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Jacobi’s method for the integration of 
the general partial differential of the 
first order in n independent variables, 
325—342. % 

Kummer, 92, 213. 

Lagrange, 92, 301, 317, 411. 
Lagrange’s linear partial differential 

equation, 299—303; * 
generalised form, 304. * 

Laplace’s transformation of the linear 
partial differential equation of the 
second order, 377—382., 

Legendre, 360. 
Legendre’s equation, 143—159. 
Linear equation with constant 

cientf, ordinary, Chap. m.; 
partial, 383—393. 

Lobatto, 234. 
Lommel, 170, 176. 

Malet, 90. 
Mansion, 342. 
Momge’s form of solution of total diffe¬ 

rential equations, 255. 
Monge’s method of integrating the 

equation of the second order which 
is linear in the partial differential co¬ 
efficients, 358-1371. 

Motion ol particle under central force, 
integration of equations of, 278. ’ 

Neumann, 170. 
Nodal Locus, 33. 
Normal form of linear equation of second 

order, 90; 
of equation of hypergeometric 

series, 188. 

Order, definition of, 8. 

Particular Integral, 49, 57—66, 67, 385, 
391. 

Petzval, 234. 
Poisson’s method for a form of homo¬ 

geneous partial equation, 382. 
Primitive, definition of, 8. # 

Quotient of two solutions* of linear 
equation of second order, equation 
satisfied by, 92. 

Rayleigh, 169. 
Relation between linearly independent 

solutions of a differential equation, 
99, 112,155,168, 201. 

Riccati’s equation, 170—176; 
reducible to Bessel’s equation, 173. 

Richelot, 248. 
Richelot’s method of integrating Euler’s 

equation, 239. 

INDEX. 

Riemann, 400. i # 
Routh, 170, 342.' 

Schwarz, 92, 204, 213. 
Schwarzian Derivative, 92, 204—212. 
Series, possibility of integration in, 132; • 

form of solution when a vanish¬ 
ing factor occurs in the denomi- 
nator of a coefficient, 139; 

form when such a factor occurs 
in the numerator, 141; 

integration of partial equations 
in, 394—396, 401—405. 

Simultaneous equations (ordinary), 
linear* with constant coefficients’ * 
265—272; 

with variable coefficients, 272— 
278. 

Simultaneous partial differential equa¬ 
tions in one dependent variable, 347_ 
352. 

Singular Solutions of ordinary equa¬ 
tions of first order, 30—39. 

Singular Integral of a partial differ¬ 
ential equation, 290; 

derived from the differential equa¬ 
tion, 296. 

Solution of ordinary equation, what is 
to be considered a, 6. 

Species, definition of, 7. 
Spitzer, 234. j 
Standard Porms of ordinary equations 

of first order, 16—30; 
of partial differential equations 

of first order, 306—312; 
they are particular cases in which 

Oharpit’s method (q. v.) proves 
effective, 322—324. 

Sturm, 170. 
Symbolic Operations, 43—48, 384, 395, 

399. 
Symbolical method for partial equations 

due to Laplace and Poisson, 398. * 
Symbolical Solutions, 176. 

Tac-Locus, 35, 298. 
Thomson, Sir William, 108. 
Todhunter, 159, 170. 
Total differential equations, which are - 

linear, 249—257; 
they separate into two classes, 255; 
geometrical interpretation of 

linear equations with three 
variables, 258—261; 

case of n variables, 261; 
equations which are not linear, 

263. 
Trajectories, general, 119; 

orthogonal, 120. 

Variation of Parameters,^, 112, 116, 

coeffi- 
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